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interest, general arguments based on the kinetics of loop
formation have been used to predict that the speed limit
for protein folding is also ~1 ms (12–14). It remains to be
ascertained whether the common folding speed limit for

proteins and RNA is due to evolutionary pressure on the
folding of evolved sequences. It is worth pointing out that
Dill et al. (15) recently showed that the rates and stabilities
of protein folding depend only on the number of amino
acids, which in turn places strict constraints on their func-
tions in the cellular context. Taken together, these studies
show that despite the complexity of protein and RNA
folding, it is possible that only a few variables determine
their global properties. This suggests that certain simple
principles may determine biological functions.
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TABLE 1 RNA length versus folding rate

RNA N kf (sec
-1)

GCUUCGGC (16) 8 6.7 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
GCUUCGGC (16) 8 27.2 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
GGUUCGCC (16) 8 1.3 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
GGUUCGCC (16) 8 4.7 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
GGACUUUUGUCC (16) 12 6.1 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
GGACUUCGGUCC (16) 12 4.5 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
A6C6U6 (17) 18 3.4 ! 104 Tetraloop hairpin
Extra arm of tRNAser (yeast) (18) 21 1 ! 105 tRNA
pG half of tRNAPhe (yeast) (18) 36 9 ! 103 tRNA
CCA half of tRNAPhe (yeast) (18) 39 8.5 ! 103 tRNA
CCA half of tRNAPhe (wheat) (18) 39 8 ! 103 tRNA
tRNAPhe (yeast) (19) 76 5.3 ! 102 tRNA
tRNAAla (yeast) (18) 77 9 ! 102 tRNA
Y4 hairpin (20) 14 5.75 ! 104 Hairpin (5 ! 2 þ 4)
Y9 hairpin (20) 19 2.29 ! 104 Hairpin (5 ! 2 þ 9)
Y19 hairpin (20) 29 8.70 ! 102 Hairpin (5 ! 2 þ 19)
Y34 hairpin (20) 44 6.03 ! 102 Hairpin (5 ! 2 þ 34)
VPK pseudoknot (21) 34 9.09 ! 102 Pseudoknot
Hairpin ribozyme (four-way junction) (22,23) 125 6 Natural form of hairpin ribozyme
P5abc (24) 72 50 Group I intron T. ribozyme
P4-P6 domain(Tetrahymena ribozyme) (24) 160 2 Group I intron T. ribozyme
Azoarcus ribozyme (23,25) 205 7 ~ 14
B. subtilis RNase P RNA catalytic domain (26) 225 6.5 5 0.2
Ca.L-11 ribozyme (27) 368 0.03
E. coli RNase P RNA (28) 377 0.011 5 0.001
B. subtilis RNase P RNA (28) 409 0.008 5 0.002
Tetrahymena ribozyme (23,29) 414 0.013 Group I intron T. ribozyme
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FIGURE 1 Dependence of the folding rates of RNA on N. The
circles are experimental data and the line is the fit obtained
using log kF ¼ log k0 $ aNb, with b used as an adjustable param-
eter. Inset shows the fit obtained by fixing b to the predicted
theoretical value of 0.5.
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ABSTRACT We show that the folding rates (kFs) of RNA are determined by N, the number of nucleotides. By assuming that
the distribution of free-energy barriers separating the folded and the unfolded states is Gaussian, which follows from central limit
theorem arguments and polymer physics concepts, we show that kFzk0 expð"aN0 :5 Þ. Remarkably, the theory fits experimental
rates spanning over 7 orders of magnitude with k0 $ 1:0 ðmsÞ"1. Our finding suggests that the speed limit of RNA folding is ~1 ms,
just as it is in the folding of globular proteins.
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RNA molecules are evolved biopolymers whose folding
has attracted a great deal of attention (1–3) because of
the crucial role they play in a number of cellular functions.
The slightly branched polymeric nature of RNA implies
that the shapes, relaxation dynamics, and even their folding
rates must depend on N. In support of this assertion, it has
been shown that the radius of gyration of the folded states,
obtained with the use of data available in the Protein
Data Bank, scales as Rg $ 5 :5Nn Å, where the Flory
exponent n varies from 0.33 to 0.40 (4–6). Although this
result is expected from the perspective of polymer physics,
it is surprising from the viewpoint of structural biology
because one might argue that the sequence and complexity
of secondary and tertiary structure organization could
lead to substantial deviations from the predictions based
on Flory-like theory. Here, we show that the folding
rates, kFs, of RNA are also primarily determined by N,
thus adding to the growing evidence that it is possible
to understand RNA folding by using polymer physics
principles.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Theoretical arguments based on the dynamics of activated
transitions in disordered systems suggest that

kF ¼ k0 exp
!
"aNb

"
; (1)

where b should be 0.5 (7). The rationale for this finding
hinges on the observation that favorable basepairing interac-
tions and the hydrophobic nature of the bases tend to
collapse RNA, whereas the charged phosphate residues
are better accommodated by extended structures. Thus, the
distribution of activation free energy, DG z

UF=kBT, between
the folded and unfolded states is a sum of favorable
and unfavorable terms. We expect from central limit
theorem that the distribution of DG z

UF=kBT should

be roughly Gaussian with dispersion
D
ðDG z

UFÞ
2
E
$ N.

Thus, DG z
UF=kBT $ Nbwith b ¼ 1/2.

We analyzed the available experimental data (see Table 1
for a list of RNA molecules) on RNA folding rates by
assuming that DG z

UF grows as N
b with b as a free parameter.

The theoretical value for b is 0.5. The folding rates of
RNA spanning over 7 orders of magnitude is well fit using
log kF ¼ log k0 " aNb with a correlation coefficient of
0.98 (Fig. 1). The fit yields k"1

0 ¼ 0 :87 ms, a ¼ 0.91, and
b z 0.46. In the inset we show the fit obtained by fixing
b ¼ 0.5. Apart from the moderate differences in the
k"1
0 values, the theoretical prediction and the numerical
fits are in agreement, which demonstrates that the major
determining factor in determining RNA folding rates is N.

It is known that RNAs, such as Tetrahymena ribozyme,
fold by multiple pathways that are succinctly described by
the kinetic partitioning mechanism (8). According to this
mechanism, a fraction, F, of molecules reaches the native
states rapidly and the remaining fraction is trapped in an
ensemble of misfolded intermediates. For Tetrahymena
ribozyme F ~ 0.1 (9). The N dependence given by Eq. 1
holds for the majority of molecules that fold to the native
state from the compact intermediates, which form rapidly
under folding conditions (10).

CONCLUSIONS

Our findings indicate that the inverse of the prefactor,
k"1
0 ¼ t0z0 :87 ms, is almost 6 orders of magnitude larger
than the transition-state theory estimate of h / kBT z 0.16
ps. The value of t0, which coincides with the typical base-
pairing time (11), is the speed limit for RNA folding. Of
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react with mobile particles at a rate rd ¼ 4πacD, where c and D
are the concentration and diffusion constant of the mobile reac-
tants. Using the volume fraction ϕ instead of c, the rate is

rd ∼ cD ∼ ϕ

!
1 −

ϕ
ϕc

"
2

: [14]

Now, we treat this as an optimization problem. If we suppose that
the number of protein molecules is fixed, then evolution can
change a cell’s protein density by inversely changing the cell’s
volume. A large cell would have a low concentration, and a small
cell would have a high concentration. To find the optimal (max-
imum) reaction rate, we set the derivative to zero,

drd
dϕ

¼
!
1 −

ϕ
ϕc

"
2

− 2

!
1 −

ϕ
ϕc

"!
ϕ
ϕc

"
¼ 0. [15]

rd has a maximum at ϕ ¼ ϕc∕3 (59). Because ϕc ¼ 0.58 for hard
spheres (54), this model predicts the optimal density for maximal
reaction rates would be ϕ ¼ 0.19. This is close to the protein den-
sities (ϕ ≈ 0.2) observed in cells (55–57).
Protein Folding Kinetics
The physical dynamics within a cell is also limited by the rate at
which its proteome folds. In a well-known observation, Plaxco,
Simons, and Baker (PSB) (60) showed that the folding rates of
two-state proteins correlate with the topology of the native struc-
ture: Proteins that have more local structure (such as helices) fold
faster than proteins that have more nonlocal structures (such as
β-sheets).

Alternatively, in equally good agreement with the experimen-
tal data, Thirumalai explained that folding rates correlate with
chain length N, through the form kf ∼ expð−N1∕2Þbased on the-
ory of random systems (61). Ouyang and Liang (62) looked at a
broader set of proteins than PSB, including multistate folders.

Other studies also give folding rates (63) under unifying condi-
tions and study rates as a function of chain length (64–68). Here
we use the Thirumalai expression to best fit the Liang data, giving

ln kf ¼ 16.15 − 1.28N0.5; [16]

where kf has units of second−1. This shows that folding rates,
kfðNÞ, are relatively well predicted (correlation coefficient of
0.78) simply as a function of chain-length N (see Fig. 7). Hence,
we can combine this expression with PðNÞ, the proteome chain-
length distribution, to predict the folding rates of proteomes over
whole proteomes (here, taken at the denaturation temperature
for each protein). Fig. 8 shows the predicted folding rate distri-
bution for E. coli using the domain distribution (11, 69). We use
this treatment below for comparing the time scales of various pro-
cesses in the cell.

Comparing the Time Scales of Dynamical Processes in the Cell. Now,
we combine the various rate distributions above. Fig. 8 shows
some rate distributions (for E. coli): protein folding, protein dif-
fusion across the cell, rates of biochemical reactions (uncatalyzed
and catalyzed), and rates of protein synthesis assuming a transla-
tion rate of 15 amino acids per second (70). The vertical bar on
the right shows E. coli’s roughly 20-min replication time under
fast-growth conditions (1). By comparing different rates, Fig. 8
gives some useful insights about the physical limits on cells.

First, it can be inferred that E. coli has evolved to replicate
at speeds approaching its maximum possible “speed limit.” Here
is the argument. Imagine two limiting cases. On the one hand,
E. coli could have evolved so that each cell had only a single ribo-
some. On the other hand, E. coli could have evolved so that every
cell is full of ribosomes. In the former case, E. coli would replicate
very slowly; in the latter, E. coli would replicate very rapidly.
Here are simple numerical estimates for these two conceptual
limiting cases: (i) Slowest possible, series replication. If each E. coli
cell contained only a single ribosome, that ribosome would have
to copy every protein in the cell, one at a time, in series, before
the cell could reproduce. Taking the single protein-replication
time to be around 20 s (see Fig. 8 and ref. 2), it would take 2 y
for each E. coli cell to replicate all of its 3 million protein mole-
cules. (ii) Fastest possible, parallel replication. E. coli can replicate
much faster than this because the cell has multiple ribosomes. A
cell can “parallel process” its protein synthesis. Imagine the max-
imum conceivable parallelization: If every protein molecule in
E. coli were a ribosomal protein, then each ribosome (a 55-pro-
tein complex of about 7,400 amino acids) would need only to
synthesize its own 55 proteins in series, not 3 million. In this limit,
E. coli could replicate in around 8 min [7;400∕ð15 aa∕sÞ]. This is a
simple “ballpark” estimate, not expected to be good to better
than a factor of two or three. In reality, E. coli is able to replicate
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Fig. 5. Dependence of diffusion constant on chain length. Comparison of
experimental in vitro diffusion constants (52) to Eq. 9with the Tyn and Gusek
approximation Rh ¼ 1.45Rn. Molecular weights have been converted to
amino acid numbers using N ¼ Mw∕110 Da.
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Fig. 6. Effect of crowding on diffusion constants. Computed diffusion con-
stants at infinite dilution (ϕ ¼ 0) and in the presence of crowding compared
to the steric interaction simulation of McGuffee and Elcock (15).
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Fig. 7. Chain-length dependent fit (Eq. 16 using result from ref. 61) to the
folding rates of 80 proteins including two-state and multistate folders (62).
Data in circles and fit in solid line.
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What are the physical limits to cell behavior? Often, the physical
limitations can be dominated by the proteome, the cell’s comple-
ment of proteins. We combine known protein sizes, stabilities,
and rates of folding and diffusion, with the known protein-length
distributions PðNÞ of proteomes (Escherichia coli, yeast, andworm),
to formulate distributions and scaling relationships in order to
address questions of cell physics. Why do mesophilic cells die
around 50 °C? How can the maximal growth-rate temperature
(around 37 °C) occur so close to the cell-death temperature? The
model shows that the cell’s death temperature coincides with a
denaturation catastrophe of its proteome. The reason cells can
function so well just a few degrees below their death temperature
is because proteome denaturation is so cooperative. Why are cells
so dense-packed with protein molecules (about 20% by volume)?
Cells are packed at a density that maximizes biochemical reaction
rates. At lower densities, proteins collide too rarely. At higher den-
sities, proteins diffuse too slowly through the crowded cell. What
limits cell sizes and growth rates? Cell growth is limited by rates
of protein synthesis, by the folding rates of its slowest proteins,
and—for large cells—by the rates of its protein diffusion. Useful
insights into cell physics may be obtainable from scaling laws that
encapsulate information from protein knowledge bases.

cell biophysics ∣ protein dynamics ∣ protein stability ∣
diffusion and folding ∣ proteome modeling

What physical limits are imposed upon cells by the equilibria
and kinetics of their proteomes? For example, how stable

are the proteins in the proteome? What limits the speed of cell
growth and replication? What determines the densities of pro-
teins in cells? A cell’s mass is largely protein [50% of the nonaqu-
eous component (1–3)]. So, some behaviors of cells are likely
to be dominated by the physical properties of its proteome—
the collection of its thousands of different types of proteins.
We develop here some biophysical scaling relationships of pro-
teomes, and we use those relationships to make estimates of the
physical limits of cell behavior. Our scaling relationships come
from combining current databases of the properties of proteins
that have been measured in vitro, with PðNÞ, the length distribu-
tions of proteins that are known for several proteomes. Some of
the hypotheses we explore are not new; what is previously unde-
scribed is the use of modern databases to make quantitative
estimates of physical limits. A key point, previously also made by
Thirumalai (4), is that many physical properties of proteins just
depend on N, the number of amino acids in the protein. We es-
timate the folding stabilities for mesophiles and thermophiles, the
folding rates, and the diffusion coefficients of whole proteomes,
and we compare these various rates at the end. We first consider
the folding stabilities of proteomes.

Proteomes Are Marginally Stable to Denaturation
For at least 116 monomeric, two-state and reversible folding
proteins there are calorimetric measurements of the folding sta-
bility, ΔG ¼ Gunfolded −Gfolded, enthalpy ΔH, entropy ΔS, and
heat capacity, ΔCp. Data are now available for both mesophilic
and thermophilic proteins. Taken over the full set of proteins,

these thermal quantities depend, remarkably, mainly just on the
number,N, of amino acids in the chain. The relationship is simply
linear. For both enthalpy and entropy the correlation with
chain length is found to be the best at two reference tempera-
tures, Th ¼ 373.5 K and Ts ¼ 385 K, respectively (5–7). These
linear dependencies for mesophilic proteins (59 from the list
of 116 proteins) are well-fit by the expressions (see Fig. 1) (7):

ΔHðT ¼ Th;NÞ ¼ ð4.0N þ 143ÞkJ∕mol

ΔSðT ¼ Ts;NÞ ¼ ð13.27N þ 448ÞJ∕ðmol-KÞ

ΔCpðNÞ ¼ ð0.049N þ 0.85ÞkJ∕ðmol-KÞ

ΔGðN;TÞ ¼ ΔHðThÞ þ ΔCpðT − ThÞ − TΔSðTsÞ

− TΔCp logT∕Ts

¼ ½ð4.0N þ 143Þ þ ð0.049N þ 0.85ÞðT − ThÞ

− Tð0.01327N þ 0.448Þ

− Tð0.049N þ 0.85Þ lnðT∕TsÞ&kJ∕mol:

[1]

A simple generalization of Eq. 1 also accounts for the effects of
pH, salts, and denaturants on protein stability, in addition to tem-
perature (6).

So far, extensive studies have shown no other strong depen-
dence of the thermal properties of folding stability. Stability does
not appear to depend on amounts of secondary structure or types
of tertiary structure, or numbers of hydrophobic amino acids or
hydrogen bonds, or counts of salt-bridging ion pairs, for example.
This is remarkable because other important properties of pro-
teins—such as their native structures and biochemical mechan-
isms—often do depend strongly on details. Predicting protein
stabilities is not, in general, improved by using knowledge of the
native structure. So, we can predict the thermal stabilities of
whole proteomes just from knowledge of their chain-length dis-
tributions. The distribution of chain lengths over the proteomes
of 22 fully sequenced organisms is obtainable from genomics and
proteomics databases and is known to be well approximated by a
gamma distribution (8):

PðNÞ ¼ Nα−1e−N∕θ

ΓðαÞ:θα : [2]

The two parameters, α and θ, of the protein chain-length distri-
bution are obtained from the measured mean and variance
observed for a given proteome, using the expressions

hNi ¼ αθ and hðΔNÞ2i ¼ αθ2; [3]
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k f = ko exp −αN β( ) ko
−1 ! 0.1µs  ko

−1 ! 1.0µs
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S(t) = 1�
Z t

0
d⌧p(⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="NP1ukVsaYeWb+pMlFz+c13YmRBY=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAYhKQy7KmgjBG0sI5oHZGOYnUySIbOzy8xdISxpbPwVGwtFbP0HO//G2SSFJh643MM59zJzjx8JrsFxvq3MwuLS8kp2Nbe2vrG5ZW/v1HQYK8qqNBShavhEM8ElqwIHwRqRYiTwBav7g6vUrz8wpXko72AYsVZAepJ3OSVgpLa9f1uA4oV75HEJbeceOh6QGEeFtBXbdt4pOWPgeeJOSR5NUWnbX14npHHAJFBBtG66TgSthCjgVLBRzos1iwgdkB5rGipJwHQrGV8xwodG6eBuqExJwGP190ZCAq2HgW8mAwJ9Peul4n9eM4bueSvhMoqBSTp5qBsLDCFOI8EdrhgFMTSEUMXNXzHtE0UomOByJgR39uR5UjsuuScl5+Y0X76cxpFFe+gAFZCLzlAZXaMKqiKKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH5PRjDXd2UV/YH3+ACF8lxE=</latexit>

ti
<latexit sha1_base64="uBaojurXkXfyFnRAyWXcVfaTN9E=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hSP9pb0YvHirYW2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe04H1ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utVWcSkJbJOax7ARYUc4EbWmmOe0kkuIo4PQuGF/O/Lt7KhWLxa2eJNSP8FCwkBGsjXSj+6xfrji2MwdybNern555htTrNa9aQ25uVSBHs19+7w1ikkZUaMKxUl3XSbSfYakZ4XRa6qWKJpiM8ZB2DRU4osrP5qdO0ZFRBiiMpSmh0Vz9PpHhSKlJFJjOCOuR+u3NxL+8bqrDmp8xkaSaCrJYFKYc6RjN/kYDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNumUTAhfn6L/Sduz3artXJ9UGhd5HEU4gEM4BhfOoQFX0IQWEBjCAzzBs8WtR+vFel20Fqx8Zh9+wHr7BLZrjhY=</latexit>

tj
<latexit sha1_base64="HNyT+1YnSEpP39RAh1dgaDNpNVQ=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiStj3ZXdOOyon1AG8pkOmnHTiZhZiKU0E9w40IRt36RO//GaRtBRQ9cOJxzL/fe48ecKe04H1ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreKe7utVSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttjy9nfvueSsUicasnMfVCPBQsYARrI93o/l2/WHJsZw7k2G65dnpWNqRWq5YrVeRmVgkyNPrF994gIklIhSYcK9V1nVh7KZaaEU6nhV6iaIzJGA9p11CBQ6q8dH7qFB0ZZYCCSJoSGs3V7xMpDpWahL7pDLEeqd/eTPzL6yY6qHopE3GiqSCLRUHCkY7Q7G80YJISzSeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNOwYTw9Sn6n7TKtluxneuTUv0iiyMPB3AIx+DCOdThChrQBAJDeIAneLa49Wi9WK+L1pyVzezDD1hvn7fvjhc=</latexit>

p(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

�(t� ti)
<latexit sha1_base64="WGtYi1fNe+QqUYjMKnAZ/eQTKk8=">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</latexit>S(t) ⇠ e�kt

<latexit sha1_base64="3S4745QJoDx6AIgWf6GjVEeUy7Q=">AAAB+XicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9eilMQjx4NCjCSa3oBePEc0CSQw9nZ6kSc9Cd00gDPkTLx4U8eqfePNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9L5ZCAyEf1tLyyuraemYju7m1vbNr7+3XdZQoxmsskpFqelRzKUJeAwGSN2PFaeBJ3vCGV1O/MeJKiyi8g3HMOwHth8IXjIKRurZ9m4eTthYB5vfp6RAmXTtHnHKpWC4UMHHIDFNSLBKXYHeh5NAC1a793u5FLAl4CExSrVsuiaGTUgWCST7JthPNY8qGtM9bhoY04LqTzi6f4GOj9LAfKVMh4Jn6fSKlgdbjwDOdAYWB/u1Nxb+8VgJ+qZOKME6Ah2y+yE8khghPY8A9oTgDOTaEMiXMrZgNqKIMTFhZE8LXp/h/Uj9z3HOH3BRylctFHBl0iI5QHrnoAlXQNaqiGmJohB7QE3q2UuvRerFe561L1mLmAP2A9fYJ0OWTIw==</latexit>

Dissociation kinetics of ADP from myosin

# of events that occurred for dt following t
S(t)� S(t+ dt) = p(t)dt

<latexit sha1_base64="lWzaeAQO1LZP4lNQCOSi57KSLB4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXaJduBovQIpaZKuhGKLpxWdE+oC0lk8m0oZkHyR1hKP0RNyJuFPwQf8G/MW1n09YDCSfnnkvuuW4suELb/jXW1jc2t7ZzO/ndvf2DQ/PouKmiRFLWoJGIZNsligkesgZyFKwdS0YCV7CWO7qf1lsvTCoehc+YxqwXkEHIfU4JaqlvFp5KWL7Q17mH5dtYPzzsm0W7Ys9grRInI0XIUO+bP10voknAQqSCKNVx7Bh7YyKRU8Em+W6iWEzoiAzYeDbyxDrTkmf5kdQnRGumLvhIoFQauNoZEByq5dpU/K/WSdC/6Y15GCfIQjr/yE+EhZE1zW95XDKKItWEUMn1hBYdEkko6i3ldXRnOegqaVYrzmWl+nhVrN1lS8jBCZxCCRy4hho8QB0aQCGFN/iELwONV+Pd+Jhb14yspwALML7/AMh7jsI=</latexit> hti =
Z 1

0
tp(t)dt =

Z 1

0
S(t)dt

<latexit sha1_base64="TYULpsdHWxj34jrG8OTjNNLehYc=">AAACG3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2AR6qbMVEEXCkU3LivaC3RqyaSZNjSTGZIzQil9FDe+ipsibhRc+Dam07po64GQn+//D8k5fiy4Bsf5sTIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu6evX9Q01GiKKvSSESq4RPNBJesChwEa8SKkdAXrO73byd+/ZkpzSP5CIOYtULSlTzglIBBbfvKE0R2BcPgqVRce1xC23kyVwADDHEBTjvwR4dTPHpIadvOO0UnLbws3JnIo1lV2vbY60Q0CZkEKojWTdeJoTUkCjgVbJTzEs1iQvuky4bpbCN8YlAHB5EyRwJO6VyOhFoPQt8kQwI9vehN4H9eM4HgsjXkMk6ASTp9KEgEhghPFoU7XDEKYmAEoYqbH2LaI4pQMOvMmdHdxUGXRa1UdM+KpfvzfPlmtoQsOkLHqIBcdIHK6A5VUBVR9IrG6BN9WS/Wm/VufUyjGWvWc4jmyvr+Be7poSE=</latexit>



=
k1k2

k2 � k1
(e�k1t � e�k2t)

<latexit sha1_base64="5xRoV5gbY4/4S/VjWpcZKKTwEak=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIFWyZGQXdCEU3LivYC7R1yKSZNkzmQnJGKMO8hBtfxY0LRdwK7nwb08tCWw+EfPz/OSTnd2PBFZjmt5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7TRUlkrIGjUQk2y5RTPCQNYCDYO1YMhK4grVc/3rstx6YVDwK72AUs15ABiH3OCWgJad4ctn1JKGp71i+Y2f6tiuaszK7T8cAWWVKNmTHTrFkVs1J4UWwZlBCs6o7xa9uP6JJwEKggijVscwYeimRwKlgWaGbKBYT6pMB62gMScBUL51sleEjrfSxF0l9QsAT9fdESgKlRoGrOwMCQzXvjcX/vE4C3kUv5WGcAAvp9CEvERgiPI4I97lkFMRIA6GS679iOiQ6JdBBFnQI1vzKi9C0q9Zp1bw9K9WuZnHk0QE6RGVkoXNUQzeojhqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxse0NWfMZvbRnzI+fwCZm53S</latexit>

p(t) =

Z t

0
pk1(⌧)pk2(t� ⌧)d⌧

<latexit sha1_base64="wFHZIlTCfz3XXvZcgu/ugR1yU6A=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIR0YUiqoBuh6MZlBfuApobJZNIOnTyYuRFK6De48VfciLhR0F/wb0zSbNp6YYZzzz2XmXPcmDMJpvmrrKyurW9sVraq2zu7e/vqwWFHRokgtE0iHomeiyXlLKRtYMBpLxYUBy6nXXd8m8+7T1RIFoUPMInpIMDDkPmMYMgoRzViHerXNgvBMR8hdtKxY011G3BSL5rGVIezovXy21FrpmEWpS0DqwQ1VFbLUX9sLyJJQEMgHEvZt8wYBikWwAin06qdSBpjMsZDmhZuptppRnmaH4nshKAV7JwOB1JOAjdTBhhGcnGWk//N+gn4V4OUhXECNCSzh/yEaxBpeTSaxwQlwCcZwESw7IcaGWGBCWQBVjPr1qLRZdBpGNa50bi/qDVvyhAq6BidIB1Z6BI10R1qoTYi6AW9oU/0pTwrr8q78jGTrijlzhGaK+X7Dxnnmr4=</latexit>

k1=k2=k������! k2te�kt
<latexit sha1_base64="YZvDYR2y11V3fSn0y+yLH/EyIcw=">AAACAXicbVBLS8NAGNz4rPUV9egltAheLEkU9FIoevFYwT6gj7DZbtolm2zY/aKWkJMX/4oXES8K/gH/gv/GtM2lrQMLw8wsuzNuxJkC0/zVVlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvX394LCpRCwJbRDBhWy7WFHOQtoABpy2I0lx4HLacv2bid96oFIxEd7DOKK9AA9D5jGCIZMcvdR9kmw4AiyleEx8x6r6jl31U79vA+0nZz6kjl42K+YUxjKxclJGOeqO/tMdCBIHNATCsVIdy4ygl2AJjHCaFruxohEmPh7SZNogNU4yaWB4QmYnBGOqzuVwoNQ4cLNkgGGkFr2J+J/XicG76iUsjGKgIZk95MXcAGFM5jAGTFICfJwRTCTLfmiQEZaYQDZaMatuLRZdJk27Yp1X7LuLcu06H6GAjlEJnSILXaIaukV11EAEvaA39Im+tGftVXvXPmbRFS2/c4TmoH3/AbM0ltU=</latexit>

Sequential processes

k1
<latexit sha1_base64="etXxZutOHO6x3/VKLMqM+lxTpRc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh3Hf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8SloXVe+y6t7XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gD4fY2V</latexit>

k2
<latexit sha1_base64="e2ltUqvMvi1XlUUhQ9jRo3nFdKs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0MO7X+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8NrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbRqVe+i6t5fVuo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AH6AY2W</latexit>B

<latexit sha1_base64="sxkEdemlVlc/Spt7DfHNzc7ebTo=">AAAB3nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY8hXjwmYB6QhDg76U2GzD6Y6RVCyNWLiBcFP8lf8G+cPC5JLBgoqmrorvYTJQ257q+T2dre2d3L7ucODo+OT/KnZw0Tp1pgXcQq1i2fG1QywjpJUthKNPLQV9j0Rw8zv/mC2sg4eqJxgt2QDyIZSMHJSrVKL19wi+4cbJN4S1KAJaq9/E+nH4s0xIiE4sa0PTeh7oRrkkLhNNdJDSZcjPgAJ/P1puzKSn0WxNq+iNhcXcnx0Jhx6NtkyGlo1r2Z+J/XTim4705klKSEkVgMClLFKGazrqwvNQpSY0u40NJuyMSQay7IXiRnq3vrRTdJo1T0boql2m2hXFkeIQsXcAnX4MEdlOERqlAHAQhv8AlfzrPz6rw7H4toxln+OYcVON9/jNaIdQ==</latexit>

B0
<latexit sha1_base64="ixdKuYNo8EXXWDgxJ2rXXPUD2wM=">AAAB33icbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcToieyiiR4JXjyicYEECOmWLjR0t5v2rQkhnL0Y40UT/5F/wX9jgb0ATtJkMjPNe/OCRAqDrvvr5DY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnDqFQz7jMllW4F1HApYu6jQMlbieY0CiRvBqP7md984doIFT/jOOHdiA5iEQpG0UpPtcteseSW3TnIOvEyUoIM9V7xp9NXLI14jExSY9qem2B3QjUKJvm00EkNTygb0QGfzPebkgsr9UmotH0xkrm6lKORMeMosMmI4tCsejPxP6+dYnjXnYg4SZHHbDEoTCVBRWZlSV9ozlCOLaFMC7shYUOqKUN7koKt7q0WXSeNStm7Llceb0rVWnaEPJzBOVyBB7dQhQeogw8MQniDT/hyqPPqvDsfi2jOyf6cwhKc7z/riIim</latexit>

pk1(t) = k1e
�k1t

<latexit sha1_base64="BsU5E7qnKyPJbhb9ylQLoRXPfU0=">AAAB9nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx48eFkMQjwYdqOgFyHoxWME84AkLrOTSTJk9sFMrxiW/RUvIl4U/Ax/wb9xkuwliQVDF1XdTHd5keAKbfvXyK2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vm/kFDhbGkrE5DEcqWRxQTPGB15ChYK5KM+J5gTW90N/Gbz0wqHgaPOI5Y1yeDgPc5Jagl1zyK3GTkOmkJz250ZU/JuS6YumbRLttTWMvEyUgRMtRc86fTC2nsswCpIEq1HTvCbkIkcipYWujEikWEjsiAJdO1U+tUSz2rH0r9ArSm6lwf8ZUa+57u9AkO1aI3Ef/z2jH2r7sJD6IYWUBnH/VjYWFoTTKwelwyimKsCaGS6w0tOiSSUNRJFfTpzuKhy6RRKTsX5crDZbF6m4WQh2M4gRI4cAVVuIca1IFCCm/wCV/Gi/FqvBsfs9ackc0cwhyM7z8aS5FW</latexit>

pk2(t) = k2e
�k2t

<latexit sha1_base64="1I2Jfgo0uzQ2sRQ8axDmR8s3zBk=">AAAB9nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx48eFkMQjwYdqOgFyHoxWME84AkLrOTSTJk9sFMrxiW/RUvIl4U/Ax/wb9xkuwliQVDF1XdTHd5keAKbfvXyK2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vm/kFDhbGkrE5DEcqWRxQTPGB15ChYK5KM+J5gTW90N/Gbz0wqHgaPOI5Y1yeDgPc5Jagl1zyK3GTkVtISnt3oyp6Sc10wdc2iXbansJaJk5EiZKi55k+nF9LYZwFSQZRqO3aE3YRI5FSwtNCJFYsIHZEBS6Zrp9aplnpWP5T6BWhN1bk+4is19j3d6RMcqkVvIv7ntWPsX3cTHkQxsoDOPurHwsLQmmRg9bhkFMVYE0Il1xtadEgkoaiTKujTncVDl0mjUnYuypWHy2L1NgshD8dwAiVw4AqqcA81qAOFFN7gE76MF+PVeDc+Zq05I5s5hDkY338e1ZFZ</latexit>

B
k1�! B0 k2�! �

<latexit sha1_base64="/2ehUxsQO+/xx6Uu9G9BCviX1P0=">AAACCHicbVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9i3r0EiyiXkpSBT2WevFYwf5AU8Jmu2mXbrJhd6OWkBfw4qt4EfGi4MlX8G3ctrm0dWBhmJlld8aPGZXKtn+Nwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu2fuH7QkTwQmTcwZFx0fScJoRJqKKkY6sSAo9Blp+6Obid9+IEJSHt2rcUx6IRpENKAYKS155nndfRJ0MFRICP6Yjjwnq58uSNXMjYfUM8t2xZ7CWiZOTsqQo+GZP26f4yQkkcIMSdl17Fj1UiQUxYxkJTeRJEZ4hAYknRbJrBMt9a2AC30iZU3VuRwKpRyHvk6GSA3lojcR//O6iQqueymN4kSRCM8eChJmKW5NVrH6VBCs2FgThAXVP7TwEAmEld6upKs7i0WXSatacS4q1bvLcq2ej1CEIziGM3DgCmpwCw1oAoYXeINP+DKejVfj3fiYRQtGfucQ5mB8/wHw5Jpd</latexit>



=
k1k2

k2 � k1
(e�k1t � e�k2t)

<latexit sha1_base64="5xRoV5gbY4/4S/VjWpcZKKTwEak=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIFWyZGQXdCEU3LivYC7R1yKSZNkzmQnJGKMO8hBtfxY0LRdwK7nwb08tCWw+EfPz/OSTnd2PBFZjmt5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7TRUlkrIGjUQk2y5RTPCQNYCDYO1YMhK4grVc/3rstx6YVDwK72AUs15ABiH3OCWgJad4ctn1JKGp71i+Y2f6tiuaszK7T8cAWWVKNmTHTrFkVs1J4UWwZlBCs6o7xa9uP6JJwEKggijVscwYeimRwKlgWaGbKBYT6pMB62gMScBUL51sleEjrfSxF0l9QsAT9fdESgKlRoGrOwMCQzXvjcX/vE4C3kUv5WGcAAvp9CEvERgiPI4I97lkFMRIA6GS679iOiQ6JdBBFnQI1vzKi9C0q9Zp1bw9K9WuZnHk0QE6RGVkoXNUQzeojhqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxse0NWfMZvbRnzI+fwCZm53S</latexit>

p(t) =

Z t

0
pk1(⌧)pk2(t� ⌧)d⌧

<latexit sha1_base64="wFHZIlTCfz3XXvZcgu/ugR1yU6A=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIR0YUiqoBuh6MZlBfuApobJZNIOnTyYuRFK6De48VfciLhR0F/wb0zSbNp6YYZzzz2XmXPcmDMJpvmrrKyurW9sVraq2zu7e/vqwWFHRokgtE0iHomeiyXlLKRtYMBpLxYUBy6nXXd8m8+7T1RIFoUPMInpIMDDkPmMYMgoRzViHerXNgvBMR8hdtKxY011G3BSL5rGVIezovXy21FrpmEWpS0DqwQ1VFbLUX9sLyJJQEMgHEvZt8wYBikWwAin06qdSBpjMsZDmhZuptppRnmaH4nshKAV7JwOB1JOAjdTBhhGcnGWk//N+gn4V4OUhXECNCSzh/yEaxBpeTSaxwQlwCcZwESw7IcaGWGBCWQBVjPr1qLRZdBpGNa50bi/qDVvyhAq6BidIB1Z6BI10R1qoTYi6AW9oU/0pTwrr8q78jGTrijlzhGaK+X7Dxnnmr4=</latexit>

k1=k2=k������! k2te�kt
<latexit sha1_base64="YZvDYR2y11V3fSn0y+yLH/EyIcw=">AAACAXicbVBLS8NAGNz4rPUV9egltAheLEkU9FIoevFYwT6gj7DZbtolm2zY/aKWkJMX/4oXES8K/gH/gv/GtM2lrQMLw8wsuzNuxJkC0/zVVlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvX394LCpRCwJbRDBhWy7WFHOQtoABpy2I0lx4HLacv2bid96oFIxEd7DOKK9AA9D5jGCIZMcvdR9kmw4AiyleEx8x6r6jl31U79vA+0nZz6kjl42K+YUxjKxclJGOeqO/tMdCBIHNATCsVIdy4ygl2AJjHCaFruxohEmPh7SZNogNU4yaWB4QmYnBGOqzuVwoNQ4cLNkgGGkFr2J+J/XicG76iUsjGKgIZk95MXcAGFM5jAGTFICfJwRTCTLfmiQEZaYQDZaMatuLRZdJk27Yp1X7LuLcu06H6GAjlEJnSILXaIaukV11EAEvaA39Im+tGftVXvXPmbRFS2/c4TmoH3/AbM0ltU=</latexit>
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are not seen directly but can be inferred from
a kinetic analysis of the stepping rate in two
ways (Fig. 6). First, the apparent step rate for
myosin V’s displaying uniform 74-nm steps
should be half that of the 42-33 or 52-23 steps
at the same ATP concentration, because for
every 74-nm step there is a hidden 0-nm step.
This is indeed found: an average stepping rate
of 0.35 s!1 for the myosins displaying 42-33
and 52-23 steps, and an average rate of 0.17
s!1 for the myosins displaying 74-nm steps.

Second, we can also detect the 0-nm
steps indirectly via a kinetic analysis. If the
step rate of one head is k1 (A 3 B, Fig. 1)
and the step rate of the other head is k2 (B
3 A", Fig. 1), then the dwell time proba-
bility distribution function for the A3 B tran-
sition is f (t) # k1e!k1t and for the B 3 A"

transition is g (t) # k2e!k2t. In the 42-33 and
52-23 cases, the total probability of dwell times
is the sum of two exponentials: P(t) # (k1e!k1t

$ k2e!k2t)/2. If each head has the same step-
ping rate, P(t) reduces to a single exponential
P(t) # k1e!k1t. In the 74-nm case, the observ-
able is A 3 A", which is the convolution
of two processes. If A 3 A" takes t s, and
A 3 B takes u s, then B 3 A" will take t –
u s with 0 % u % t. Integration over all possi-
ble values of u gives the convolution P(t) #

t
&
0

f (u )!g (t ! u )du # k1k2!(e!k1t !e!k2t)/(k1!k2).

If the two rates are equal, then P(t) # tk2e!kt.
Note that P(0) # 0 and that P(t) initially increas-
es and then decreases for the 74-nm data if they

contain hidden 0-nm steps, whereas the 42-33 or
52-23 data are expected to decay monotonically.

In Fig. 6, the histograms and theoretical fits
show the expected convolution of two exponen-
tials for alternating 74-0 steps and the exponen-
tial decay for the 42-33 and 52-23 steps; the
histograms for the latter two are combined for
improved statistics. The dwell time histogram of
74-nm steps fits well to a convolution with a
single rate constant, k # 0.328 ' 0.007 (r2 #
0.986). Fitting to two different rate constants
does not appreciably improve the curve fit (28).
The histogram for the combined 42-33 and 52-
23 steps was also well fit to a single rate con-
stant, k # 0.283 ' 0.025 (r2 # 0.984). Fitting
the dwell time histogram of the long (52 and 42)
steps separately from the short (33 and 23) steps,
the former gives a single rate constant of 0.25 '
0.04 (r2 # 0.85) and the latter gives a single rate
constant of 0.32 ' 0.03 s!1 (r2 # 0.96). Be-
cause these two rates are similar and because a
single rate fits the combined data well, the step-
ping rates of the labeled and the unlabeled head
are likely to be similar.

The above data were taken from multiple
myosin V’s observed simultaneously at the
same ATP concentration ([ATP]) (300 nM).
The resulting rates for the 74-0, 52-23, and
42-33 are in excellent agreement with each
other and with expectations based on previ-
ously measured rate constants of ( 0.3 s!1 at
300 nM ATP (6, 7).

For the individual traces shown in the 74-0
data in Fig. 3, the fluctuations in step size are
significantly larger than the uncertainties due to
finite spatial resolution. For example, in the low-
er right trace of Fig. 3, the first step is 65.1 ' 1.3
nm and the second step is 83.5 ' 1.5 nm (14).
The most straightforward interpretation is that the
myoV is indeed taking different step sizes. The
most likely step is 74 nm, corresponding to the
two heads binding 13 actin monomers apart, but
steps resulting in two heads separated by 11 and
15 monomers are also possible, leading to small-
er or larger steps, respectively. Such a distribu-
tion of distances between bound heads has been
observed by cryogenic electron microscopy (29).

Two other conclusions can be inferred from
our data. The first is that the stalk-step-size is an
average of 37 nm. This is inferred from the step
size ' 2x analysis and from dividing the sum of
two steps (74 $ 0, 52 $ 23, or 42 $ 33 nm) by
2. Our 37-nm value is in good agreement with
the 36 to 37 nm measured from the kinetics of
calmodulin tilting rates (6) and the 40 nm mea-
sured in an optical trap (30), both of which were
measured when actin was bound to a surface.
The value is also similar to the 35 nm measured
when actin was suspended above the surface (9,
10). The second conclusion is that the dye in
some myosin V molecules is located 18.5 nm
from the center of mass along the direction of
motion, which we infer from the 74-0 stepping
pattern. This large distance can be explained by
a “broken neck” model, in which the light chain

Fig. 5. Stepping traces of three different myosin V molecules displaying alternating 42-33 steps, and
histogram of a total of six myosin V’s taking 69 steps. These step sizes indicate that the dye is 2 to 3
nm from the center of mass along the direction of motion. The bottom right trace is for a Cy3-labeled
myosin V, whereas the other two are for BR-labeled myosin V’s. Due to the 0.5-s time resolution of
measurements, some steps are missed and yield 74-nm apparent steps, the sum of two steps.

Fig. 6. Dwell time histograms
for myosin V’s displaying 74-
nm steps (red cross-hatched,
with solid red curve fit), or 52-
23 and 42-33 combined (green
with solid black curve fit). A
74-nm step in the 52-23 or
42-33 data (Figs. 4 and 5) is
assumed to be two rapid steps
(one dwell time) in the 0- to
0.5-s bin. The curve fits are
based on the kinetic hand-
over-hand model described in
the text (Fig. 1) using a single
rate constant for each histo-
gram: k52-23,42-23 # 0.28 s–1;
k
74-0

# 0.33 s!1. A single rate
constant is valid because the
rate-limiting step is ATP bind-
ing at this low [ATP]; i.e., myosin V velocity is proportional to [ATP] (6). The rise at short times for the
74-nm data is indicative of a 0-nm intermediate step, i.e, 74-0-74-0 nm stepping sequence.
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Myosin V Walks Hand-Over-Hand:
Single Fluorophore Imaging with

1.5-nm Localization
Ahmet Yildiz,1 Joseph N. Forkey,3 Sean A. McKinney,1,2

Taekjip Ha,1,2 Yale E. Goldman,3 Paul R. Selvin1,2*

Myosin V is a dimeric molecular motor that moves processively on actin, with
the center of mass moving !37 nanometers for each adenosine triphosphate
hydrolyzed. We have labeled myosin V with a single fluorophore at different
positions in the light-chain domain and measured the step size with a standard
deviation of "1.5 nanometers, with 0.5-second temporal resolution, and ob-
servation times of minutes. The step size alternates between 37 # 2x nm and
37 – 2x, where x is the distance along the direction of motion between the dye
and the midpoint between the two heads. These results strongly support a
hand-over-hand model of motility, not an inchworm model.

Myosin V is a cargo-carrying processive motor
that takes !37-nm center of mass steps along
actin filaments (1–3). Defects in this protein
lead to immunological and neurological diseas-
es (4). Like many other processive motors, it
has two heads held together by a coiled-coil
stalk (Fig. 1). Each head of myosin V contains
a catalytic domain responsible for actin binding
and ATP hydrolysis and a light chain–binding
domain that likely acts as a lever arm to amplify
small nucleotide-dependent conformational
changes in the catalytic domain (3, 5, 6).

How the two heads of myosin V are coor-
dinated to produce steps is a central, unresolved
question. Biochemical and biophysical studies
(3, 6, 7) suggest a hand-over-hand “walking”
model in which the two heads alternate in the
lead (Fig. 1, left). Another possibility is the
so-called “inchworm” model in which one head
always leads (Fig. 1, right). A biophysical study
of kinesin, another processive motor, concluded
an inchworm model was more likely, although
it could not rule out an asymmetric type hand-
over-hand mechanism (8).

The hand-over-hand and inchworm models
make different, testable predictions for the mo-
tions of each individual head (Fig. 1). For ex-
ample, the inchworm model predicts that the

step size of each catalytic domain is equal to the
step size of the stalk [35 to 40 nm (9, 10) or !37
nm]. In contrast, the hand-over-hand model pre-
dicts that the trailing catalytic domain takes a
step that is twice the step size of the stalk while
the leading catalytic domain does not move. For
a single fluorophore attached to the light chain
domain of myosin V, the inchworm model pre-
dicts a uniform step size of 37 nm, whereas the
hand-over-hand model predicts alternating steps
of 37 – 2x, 37 # 2x, where x is the in-plane
distance of the dye from the midpoint of the
myosin (Fig. 1).

To test these models, we have developed a
single molecule fluorescence imaging technique

capable of locating a single molecule in two
dimensions to within 1.5 nm, with subsecond
temporal resolution and with a photostability that
allows observation for several minutes. Total in-
ternal reflection epifluorescence microscopy
(TIRF) (11–13) was used to excite and image
many individual fluorophores onto a slow-scan
back-thinned charge-coupled device (CCD)
with frame-transfer capability, enabling acqui-
sition of multiple sequential images with no
interframe deadtime (14 ). Our technique [flu-
orescence imaging with one-nanometer accu-
racy (FIONA)] is a 20-fold improvement in the
localization accuracy of single fluorophores at
room temperature using wide-field methods
(15, 16 ) and a !10-fold improvement in pho-
tostability. Scanning confocal microscopy
methods using two nanocrystals of different
emission wavelengths have previously
achieved a precision of $6 nm with a total
integration time of 20 s (17 ). Fluorescence (18)
and scattering (19) from large (30 and 150 nm,
respectively) beads have achieved !2-nm lo-
calization within unspecified time resolution
and 30 ms, respectively.
FIONA. A single fluorescent molecule

forms a diffraction-limited image of width %
&/2 N.A., or % 250 nm for visible light,
where N.A. is the numerical aperture of the
collection lens. The center of the image,
which, under appropriate conditions, corre-
sponds to the position of the dye, can be
located to arbitrarily high precision by col-
lecting a sufficient number of photons. Our
method for determining the center relies on
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2Physics Department, University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, IL 61801, USA. 3University of Pennsylva-
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Fig. 1. Hand-over-hand
versus inchworm model
of myosin V motility. A
calmodulin light chain is
labeled with a single flu-
orescent dye and ex-
changed into the myosin
V light chain domain,
where it binds in one of
several possible positions
(black dot, schematic
representation of dye po-
sition). In the hand-over-
hand model, the rear
head moves 74-nm for-
ward but the front head
does not move, the stalk
moves 37 nm, and the
dye takes alternating
37$ 2x nm steps. (If the dye is a different distance from the stalk in the forward versus rear light chain
domains, due to asymmetry in the myosin V structure, then x is the average distance of the dye from
the stalk.) In the inchworm model, all parts of the myosin move 37-nm forward, and one head always
leads. Adapted with permission from (32).
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are not seen directly but can be inferred from
a kinetic analysis of the stepping rate in two
ways (Fig. 6). First, the apparent step rate for
myosin V’s displaying uniform 74-nm steps
should be half that of the 42-33 or 52-23 steps
at the same ATP concentration, because for
every 74-nm step there is a hidden 0-nm step.
This is indeed found: an average stepping rate
of 0.35 s!1 for the myosins displaying 42-33
and 52-23 steps, and an average rate of 0.17
s!1 for the myosins displaying 74-nm steps.

Second, we can also detect the 0-nm
steps indirectly via a kinetic analysis. If the
step rate of one head is k1 (A 3 B, Fig. 1)
and the step rate of the other head is k2 (B
3 A", Fig. 1), then the dwell time proba-
bility distribution function for the A3 B tran-
sition is f (t) # k1e!k1t and for the B 3 A"

transition is g (t) # k2e!k2t. In the 42-33 and
52-23 cases, the total probability of dwell times
is the sum of two exponentials: P(t) # (k1e!k1t

$ k2e!k2t)/2. If each head has the same step-
ping rate, P(t) reduces to a single exponential
P(t) # k1e!k1t. In the 74-nm case, the observ-
able is A 3 A", which is the convolution
of two processes. If A 3 A" takes t s, and
A 3 B takes u s, then B 3 A" will take t –
u s with 0 % u % t. Integration over all possi-
ble values of u gives the convolution P(t) #

t
&
0

f (u )!g (t ! u )du # k1k2!(e!k1t !e!k2t)/(k1!k2).

If the two rates are equal, then P(t) # tk2e!kt.
Note that P(0) # 0 and that P(t) initially increas-
es and then decreases for the 74-nm data if they

contain hidden 0-nm steps, whereas the 42-33 or
52-23 data are expected to decay monotonically.

In Fig. 6, the histograms and theoretical fits
show the expected convolution of two exponen-
tials for alternating 74-0 steps and the exponen-
tial decay for the 42-33 and 52-23 steps; the
histograms for the latter two are combined for
improved statistics. The dwell time histogram of
74-nm steps fits well to a convolution with a
single rate constant, k # 0.328 ' 0.007 (r2 #
0.986). Fitting to two different rate constants
does not appreciably improve the curve fit (28).
The histogram for the combined 42-33 and 52-
23 steps was also well fit to a single rate con-
stant, k # 0.283 ' 0.025 (r2 # 0.984). Fitting
the dwell time histogram of the long (52 and 42)
steps separately from the short (33 and 23) steps,
the former gives a single rate constant of 0.25 '
0.04 (r2 # 0.85) and the latter gives a single rate
constant of 0.32 ' 0.03 s!1 (r2 # 0.96). Be-
cause these two rates are similar and because a
single rate fits the combined data well, the step-
ping rates of the labeled and the unlabeled head
are likely to be similar.

The above data were taken from multiple
myosin V’s observed simultaneously at the
same ATP concentration ([ATP]) (300 nM).
The resulting rates for the 74-0, 52-23, and
42-33 are in excellent agreement with each
other and with expectations based on previ-
ously measured rate constants of ( 0.3 s!1 at
300 nM ATP (6, 7).

For the individual traces shown in the 74-0
data in Fig. 3, the fluctuations in step size are
significantly larger than the uncertainties due to
finite spatial resolution. For example, in the low-
er right trace of Fig. 3, the first step is 65.1 ' 1.3
nm and the second step is 83.5 ' 1.5 nm (14).
The most straightforward interpretation is that the
myoV is indeed taking different step sizes. The
most likely step is 74 nm, corresponding to the
two heads binding 13 actin monomers apart, but
steps resulting in two heads separated by 11 and
15 monomers are also possible, leading to small-
er or larger steps, respectively. Such a distribu-
tion of distances between bound heads has been
observed by cryogenic electron microscopy (29).

Two other conclusions can be inferred from
our data. The first is that the stalk-step-size is an
average of 37 nm. This is inferred from the step
size ' 2x analysis and from dividing the sum of
two steps (74 $ 0, 52 $ 23, or 42 $ 33 nm) by
2. Our 37-nm value is in good agreement with
the 36 to 37 nm measured from the kinetics of
calmodulin tilting rates (6) and the 40 nm mea-
sured in an optical trap (30), both of which were
measured when actin was bound to a surface.
The value is also similar to the 35 nm measured
when actin was suspended above the surface (9,
10). The second conclusion is that the dye in
some myosin V molecules is located 18.5 nm
from the center of mass along the direction of
motion, which we infer from the 74-0 stepping
pattern. This large distance can be explained by
a “broken neck” model, in which the light chain

Fig. 5. Stepping traces of three different myosin V molecules displaying alternating 42-33 steps, and
histogram of a total of six myosin V’s taking 69 steps. These step sizes indicate that the dye is 2 to 3
nm from the center of mass along the direction of motion. The bottom right trace is for a Cy3-labeled
myosin V, whereas the other two are for BR-labeled myosin V’s. Due to the 0.5-s time resolution of
measurements, some steps are missed and yield 74-nm apparent steps, the sum of two steps.

Fig. 6. Dwell time histograms
for myosin V’s displaying 74-
nm steps (red cross-hatched,
with solid red curve fit), or 52-
23 and 42-33 combined (green
with solid black curve fit). A
74-nm step in the 52-23 or
42-33 data (Figs. 4 and 5) is
assumed to be two rapid steps
(one dwell time) in the 0- to
0.5-s bin. The curve fits are
based on the kinetic hand-
over-hand model described in
the text (Fig. 1) using a single
rate constant for each histo-
gram: k52-23,42-23 # 0.28 s–1;
k
74-0

# 0.33 s!1. A single rate
constant is valid because the
rate-limiting step is ATP bind-
ing at this low [ATP]; i.e., myosin V velocity is proportional to [ATP] (6). The rise at short times for the
74-nm data is indicative of a 0-nm intermediate step, i.e, 74-0-74-0 nm stepping sequence.
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Myosin V Walks Hand-Over-Hand:
Single Fluorophore Imaging with

1.5-nm Localization
Ahmet Yildiz,1 Joseph N. Forkey,3 Sean A. McKinney,1,2

Taekjip Ha,1,2 Yale E. Goldman,3 Paul R. Selvin1,2*

Myosin V is a dimeric molecular motor that moves processively on actin, with
the center of mass moving !37 nanometers for each adenosine triphosphate
hydrolyzed. We have labeled myosin V with a single fluorophore at different
positions in the light-chain domain and measured the step size with a standard
deviation of "1.5 nanometers, with 0.5-second temporal resolution, and ob-
servation times of minutes. The step size alternates between 37 # 2x nm and
37 – 2x, where x is the distance along the direction of motion between the dye
and the midpoint between the two heads. These results strongly support a
hand-over-hand model of motility, not an inchworm model.

Myosin V is a cargo-carrying processive motor
that takes !37-nm center of mass steps along
actin filaments (1–3). Defects in this protein
lead to immunological and neurological diseas-
es (4). Like many other processive motors, it
has two heads held together by a coiled-coil
stalk (Fig. 1). Each head of myosin V contains
a catalytic domain responsible for actin binding
and ATP hydrolysis and a light chain–binding
domain that likely acts as a lever arm to amplify
small nucleotide-dependent conformational
changes in the catalytic domain (3, 5, 6).

How the two heads of myosin V are coor-
dinated to produce steps is a central, unresolved
question. Biochemical and biophysical studies
(3, 6, 7) suggest a hand-over-hand “walking”
model in which the two heads alternate in the
lead (Fig. 1, left). Another possibility is the
so-called “inchworm” model in which one head
always leads (Fig. 1, right). A biophysical study
of kinesin, another processive motor, concluded
an inchworm model was more likely, although
it could not rule out an asymmetric type hand-
over-hand mechanism (8).

The hand-over-hand and inchworm models
make different, testable predictions for the mo-
tions of each individual head (Fig. 1). For ex-
ample, the inchworm model predicts that the

step size of each catalytic domain is equal to the
step size of the stalk [35 to 40 nm (9, 10) or !37
nm]. In contrast, the hand-over-hand model pre-
dicts that the trailing catalytic domain takes a
step that is twice the step size of the stalk while
the leading catalytic domain does not move. For
a single fluorophore attached to the light chain
domain of myosin V, the inchworm model pre-
dicts a uniform step size of 37 nm, whereas the
hand-over-hand model predicts alternating steps
of 37 – 2x, 37 # 2x, where x is the in-plane
distance of the dye from the midpoint of the
myosin (Fig. 1).

To test these models, we have developed a
single molecule fluorescence imaging technique

capable of locating a single molecule in two
dimensions to within 1.5 nm, with subsecond
temporal resolution and with a photostability that
allows observation for several minutes. Total in-
ternal reflection epifluorescence microscopy
(TIRF) (11–13) was used to excite and image
many individual fluorophores onto a slow-scan
back-thinned charge-coupled device (CCD)
with frame-transfer capability, enabling acqui-
sition of multiple sequential images with no
interframe deadtime (14 ). Our technique [flu-
orescence imaging with one-nanometer accu-
racy (FIONA)] is a 20-fold improvement in the
localization accuracy of single fluorophores at
room temperature using wide-field methods
(15, 16 ) and a !10-fold improvement in pho-
tostability. Scanning confocal microscopy
methods using two nanocrystals of different
emission wavelengths have previously
achieved a precision of $6 nm with a total
integration time of 20 s (17 ). Fluorescence (18)
and scattering (19) from large (30 and 150 nm,
respectively) beads have achieved !2-nm lo-
calization within unspecified time resolution
and 30 ms, respectively.
FIONA. A single fluorescent molecule

forms a diffraction-limited image of width %
&/2 N.A., or % 250 nm for visible light,
where N.A. is the numerical aperture of the
collection lens. The center of the image,
which, under appropriate conditions, corre-
sponds to the position of the dye, can be
located to arbitrarily high precision by col-
lecting a sufficient number of photons. Our
method for determining the center relies on

1Center for Biophysics and Computational Biology,
2Physics Department, University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, IL 61801, USA. 3University of Pennsylva-
nia, Pennsylvania Muscle Institute, Philadelphia, PA
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Fig. 1. Hand-over-hand
versus inchworm model
of myosin V motility. A
calmodulin light chain is
labeled with a single flu-
orescent dye and ex-
changed into the myosin
V light chain domain,
where it binds in one of
several possible positions
(black dot, schematic
representation of dye po-
sition). In the hand-over-
hand model, the rear
head moves 74-nm for-
ward but the front head
does not move, the stalk
moves 37 nm, and the
dye takes alternating
37$ 2x nm steps. (If the dye is a different distance from the stalk in the forward versus rear light chain
domains, due to asymmetry in the myosin V structure, then x is the average distance of the dye from
the stalk.) In the inchworm model, all parts of the myosin move 37-nm forward, and one head always
leads. Adapted with permission from (32).
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refolding time in the absence of force. Linear regression
gives toF ! 290ms and DxTSU ! 1nm. The value of DxTSU ,
which is obtained from kinetic simulations, is in accord with
the location of DxTSU obtained directly from the equilibrium
free energy profiles F(R) (Fig. 5 C). In the 0.5 pN , fQ , 4
pN range, the distance from UBA to the TS is ; 1 nm, and is
a constant. Thus, kinetic and thermodynamic data lead to a
consistent picture of force-quench refolding.
If the simulations are done with fQ [ 0 pN, then we find

that tF(fQ ¼ 0) ! 191 ms (Fig. 5 B), which differs from toF
obtained using Eq. 13. When fQ is set to zero, the 39 end
fluctuates, whereas when fQ 6¼ 0, the 39 end remains fixed.
The rate-limiting step in the hairpin formation is the trans/
gauche transitions in the dihedral angles in the GAAA
tetraloop region (see below). When one end is free to fluc-
tuate, as is the case when fQ ¼ 0, the trans/gauche occurs
more rapidly than fQ 6¼ 0. The difference between tF(fQ ¼ 0)
and toF is, perhaps, related to the restriction in the confor-
mational search among the compact structures, which occurs
when one end of the chain is fixed.

Metastable intermediates lead to a lag phase in
the refolding kinetics

The presence of long-lived conformations (see below), with
several incorrect dihedral angles in the GAAA tetraloop, is
also reflected in the refolding kinetics as monitored by PU(t).
If there are parallel routes to the folded state, then PU(t) can
be described using a sum of exponentials. The lag kinetics,
which is more pronounced as fQ increases (see especially
fQ ¼ 4 pN in Fig. 6), can be rationalized using a kinetic
scheme S/

t1 I/
t2 F where S is the initial stretched state, I is

the intermediate state, and F is the folded hairpin. Setting
PU(t) [ PS(t) 1 PI(t) ¼ 1 –PF(t), we obtain

PUðtÞ ¼
1

t2 % t1
ðt2e%t=t2 % t1e

%t=t1Þ: (14)

From Fig. 6, which shows the fits of the simulated PU(t) to
Eq. 14, we obtain the parameters (t1, t2) at each fQ (see
caption to Fig. 6 for the values). If folding is initiated by
temperature-quench, t1 & t2, so that PUðtÞ; e%t=t2 . Explicit
simulations show that thermal refolding occurs in a two-state
manner (data not shown). In force-quench refolding, both
t1 and t2 increase as fQ increases, and t1/t2 ; O(1) at the
higher values of fQ. There are considerable variations in the
structures of the metastable intermediate depending on fQ.
The variations in the conformations are due to the differences
in the number of incorrect or nonnative dihedral angles. As
a consequence, there are multiple steps in force-quench
refolding in contrast to forced-unfolding, which occurs in an
all-or-none manner.

Trans!gauche transitions in the GAAA tetraloop
dihedral angles lead to long refolding times

It is of interest to compare the refolding times obtained from
stretched ensemble (tF(fQ)) and the refolding time (tF(T))
from thermally denatured ensemble. In a previous article
(14), we showed that tF(fQ ¼ 0) ¼ 15tF(T) (Fig. 5 B). The
large difference in refolding times may be because the initial
conditions from which folding commences are vastly dif-
ferent upon force and temperature quench (14,32). The fully
stretched conformations, with R ¼ 13.5 nm, are very un-
likely to occur in an equilibrated ensemble even at elevated

FIGURE 6 Time-dependence of the probabil-

ity that RNA is unfolded upon force-quench. In

these simulations, T ¼ 290 K, and the initial
stretching force, fS ¼ 90 pN, and fQ, the quench
force, is varied (values are given in each panel).

The simulation results are fit using Eq. 14, which

is obtained using the kinetic scheme S/
t1 I/

t2 F.
Here, I represents conformations within certain

fractions of incorrect dihedral angles. The time

constants (t1,t2), in ms, at each force are: (81.2,
101.3) at fQ ¼ 0 pN; (159.5, 160.8) at fQ ¼ 0.5

pN; (180.0, 174.8) at fQ¼ 1 pN; (237.6, 240.5) at

fQ ¼ 2 pN; (326.8, 335.6) at fQ ¼ 3 pN; and

(347.7, 329.7) at fQ ¼ 4 pN.
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Parallel processes



multiphasic kinetics, that is, c(t) = ∑i=1
N ϕie

−t/τi. For the water
HB both in the bulk and near 35A and 33C, at high
temperature, the population of fast dynamics is dominant, but
as the temperature decreases, the influence of slow dynamics
grows (see the Appendix and Figure A1 for the bulk water and
the caption of Figure 4 for the waters near 35A and 33C).
Dynamics of Bulk Water. Aside from the water dynamics

near the surface of biopolymers, the dynamical behavior of bulk
water as a function of temperature is also a complex topic.
Thus, it would be useful to discuss the bulk water property
prior to discussing the behavior surface water. The correlation
times of the HB for supercooled water in the bulk are described
either with multiphasic kinetics up to ≳90% of the population
(the left panel in Figure 4b) or conventionally with stretch
exponentials.50 The time scale for the slow relaxation mode
reaches 6(1011) ps at T = 130 K. The water dynamics,
governed by short time dynamics (τ ≈ 6(1) ps), is most
dominant at high temperature, T ≈300 K (see the Appendix),
but the anomalies of water dynamics, characterized by long
relaxation times, are further amplified as the temperature is

decreased. This observation signifies that the motion of water is
governed by very different types of phenomenology depending
on the time scale of observation, such as short-time free
diffusion, intermediate dynamics due to cage effects, followed
by long-time free diffusion. It is noteworthy that even at low
temperatures the contribution of the fast relaxation mode (τ ≈
6(1) ps), which could be considered as the bulk water property
at high temperatures, does not completely vanish but still
remains finite at relatively long times.
As long as T ≳200 K, when the average relaxation time of

water HB (τ) is calculated using τ = ∫ 0
∞ dtc(t), the dependence

of τ on the inverse temperature (1/T) can be described using
“Arrhenius-like” kinetics (Figure 4c). The linear regression
using log τArr = log τo

bulk + A/T, made for the data points with T
≥200 K, that is, T0/T≤1, results in Abulk = 4.14kBTr, with Tr =
310 and τo

bulk = 0.088 ps. Of particular note is that the value of
τo
bulk is similar to Eyring’s transition theory estimate h /kBTr ≈
0.15 ps.51 The HB relaxation time of supercooled water can be
described over the entire temperature range (150 ≤T ≤310
K) by using the Vogel−Fulcher−Tamman (VFT) equation

Figure 4. Relaxation kinetics of water HB around the RNA surface and in the bulk. (a) The structures of preQ1 riboswitch are shown on the top, and
the corresponding electrostatic potential at the molecular surface, obtained by numerically solving the nonlinear Poisson−Boltzmann equation with
the APBS package,68 is shown below. (b) The temperature dependence of the relaxation kinetics of the water HB in the bulk is shown for reference.
(c) Same as (b) except that the left panel shows the HB relaxation kinetics at the nucleotides 35A (left) and 33C (right). Multiexponential functions
(blue lines) are used to fit the data at varying temperatures: c160K

35A (t) = 0.05e−t/0.76 ps + 0.20e−t/2887 ps + 0.85e−t/41976 ps, c180K
35A (t) = 0.09e−t/0.61 ps +

0.30e−t/932 ps + 0.61e−t/5133 ps, c200K
35A (t) = 0.12e−t/0.60 ps + 0.28e−t/128 ps + 0.60e−t/1441 ps, c250K

35A (t) = 0.22e−t/0.15 ps + 0.63e−t/102 ps + 0.15e−t/592 ps, c300K
35A (t) =

0.26e−t/0.14 ps + 0.60e−t/20.7 ps + 0.14e−t/108.5 ps for 35A; c150K
33C (t) = 0.02e−t/0.59 ps + 0.26e−t/2127 ps + 0.72e−t/5.96106 ps, c180K

33C (t) = 0.14e−t/42.5 ps +
0.30e−t/1048 ps + 0.56e−t/181483 ps, c200K

33C (t) = 0.11e−t/13.7 ps + 0.54e−t/533 ps + 0.35e−t/6469 ps, c250K
33C (t) = 0.41e−t/20.7 ps + 0.46e−t/163 ps + 0.13e−t/1277 ps,

c290K
33C (t) = 0.48e−t/13.4 ps + 0.42e−t/85.0 ps + 0.10e−t/1299 ps for 33C. (c) Temperature dependence of water HB relaxation times calculated for the water
molecules near 33C, 35A of preQ1 riboswitch and for the bulk water. The onset of deviation from Arrhenius-like behavior (τArr ≈eA/T) is displayed
as the temperature (T) decreases below T = 200 K. The linear regression using log τArr = log τo + A/T, made for the data points with T≥200 K, that
is, T0/T ≤1, results in (Abulk,τo

bulk) = (4.14,0.088), (A24U,τo
24U) = (7.24,0.018), (A29A,τo

29A) = (3.41,6.11), (A33C,τo
33C) = (3.75,4.65), and (A35A,τo

35A) =
(7.17,0.021), where A has the unit of kBTr, with kB being the Boltzmann constant and Tr = 310 K, and τo has ps units.
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multiphasic kinetics, that is, c(t) = ∑i=1
N ϕie

−t/τi. For the water
HB both in the bulk and near 35A and 33C, at high
temperature, the population of fast dynamics is dominant, but
as the temperature decreases, the influence of slow dynamics
grows (see the Appendix and Figure A1 for the bulk water and
the caption of Figure 4 for the waters near 35A and 33C).
Dynamics of Bulk Water. Aside from the water dynamics

near the surface of biopolymers, the dynamical behavior of bulk
water as a function of temperature is also a complex topic.
Thus, it would be useful to discuss the bulk water property
prior to discussing the behavior surface water. The correlation
times of the HB for supercooled water in the bulk are described
either with multiphasic kinetics up to ≳90% of the population
(the left panel in Figure 4b) or conventionally with stretch
exponentials.50 The time scale for the slow relaxation mode
reaches 6(1011) ps at T = 130 K. The water dynamics,
governed by short time dynamics (τ ≈ 6(1) ps), is most
dominant at high temperature, T ≈300 K (see the Appendix),
but the anomalies of water dynamics, characterized by long
relaxation times, are further amplified as the temperature is

decreased. This observation signifies that the motion of water is
governed by very different types of phenomenology depending
on the time scale of observation, such as short-time free
diffusion, intermediate dynamics due to cage effects, followed
by long-time free diffusion. It is noteworthy that even at low
temperatures the contribution of the fast relaxation mode (τ ≈
6(1) ps), which could be considered as the bulk water property
at high temperatures, does not completely vanish but still
remains finite at relatively long times.
As long as T ≳200 K, when the average relaxation time of

water HB (τ) is calculated using τ = ∫ 0
∞ dtc(t), the dependence

of τ on the inverse temperature (1/T) can be described using
“Arrhenius-like” kinetics (Figure 4c). The linear regression
using log τArr = log τo

bulk + A/T, made for the data points with T
≥200 K, that is, T0/T≤1, results in Abulk = 4.14kBTr, with Tr =
310 and τo

bulk = 0.088 ps. Of particular note is that the value of
τo
bulk is similar to Eyring’s transition theory estimate h /kBTr ≈
0.15 ps.51 The HB relaxation time of supercooled water can be
described over the entire temperature range (150 ≤T ≤310
K) by using the Vogel−Fulcher−Tamman (VFT) equation

Figure 4. Relaxation kinetics of water HB around the RNA surface and in the bulk. (a) The structures of preQ1 riboswitch are shown on the top, and
the corresponding electrostatic potential at the molecular surface, obtained by numerically solving the nonlinear Poisson−Boltzmann equation with
the APBS package,68 is shown below. (b) The temperature dependence of the relaxation kinetics of the water HB in the bulk is shown for reference.
(c) Same as (b) except that the left panel shows the HB relaxation kinetics at the nucleotides 35A (left) and 33C (right). Multiexponential functions
(blue lines) are used to fit the data at varying temperatures: c160K

35A (t) = 0.05e−t/0.76 ps + 0.20e−t/2887 ps + 0.85e−t/41976 ps, c180K
35A (t) = 0.09e−t/0.61 ps +

0.30e−t/932 ps + 0.61e−t/5133 ps, c200K
35A (t) = 0.12e−t/0.60 ps + 0.28e−t/128 ps + 0.60e−t/1441 ps, c250K

35A (t) = 0.22e−t/0.15 ps + 0.63e−t/102 ps + 0.15e−t/592 ps, c300K
35A (t) =

0.26e−t/0.14 ps + 0.60e−t/20.7 ps + 0.14e−t/108.5 ps for 35A; c150K
33C (t) = 0.02e−t/0.59 ps + 0.26e−t/2127 ps + 0.72e−t/5.96106 ps, c180K

33C (t) = 0.14e−t/42.5 ps +
0.30e−t/1048 ps + 0.56e−t/181483 ps, c200K

33C (t) = 0.11e−t/13.7 ps + 0.54e−t/533 ps + 0.35e−t/6469 ps, c250K
33C (t) = 0.41e−t/20.7 ps + 0.46e−t/163 ps + 0.13e−t/1277 ps,

c290K
33C (t) = 0.48e−t/13.4 ps + 0.42e−t/85.0 ps + 0.10e−t/1299 ps for 33C. (c) Temperature dependence of water HB relaxation times calculated for the water
molecules near 33C, 35A of preQ1 riboswitch and for the bulk water. The onset of deviation from Arrhenius-like behavior (τArr ≈eA/T) is displayed
as the temperature (T) decreases below T = 200 K. The linear regression using log τArr = log τo + A/T, made for the data points with T≥200 K, that
is, T0/T ≤1, results in (Abulk,τo

bulk) = (4.14,0.088), (A24U,τo
24U) = (7.24,0.018), (A29A,τo

29A) = (3.41,6.11), (A33C,τo
33C) = (3.75,4.65), and (A35A,τo

35A) =
(7.17,0.021), where A has the unit of kBTr, with kB being the Boltzmann constant and Tr = 310 K, and τo has ps units.
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■ METHODS
All-Atom MD Simulation. We used the MD package

NAMD62 to perform atomically detailed simulations for the 71-
nt adenine riboswitch (PDB code: 1Y26)34 and 36-nt preQ1
riboswitch (PDB code: 2L1V)23 aptamers under the
CHARMM27 force field. For the adenine riboswitch containing
five bound Mg2+ ions, we added 60 sodium ions by placing each
ion around the phosphate group of the RNA backbone, to
make the whole system charge-neutral. The system was then
solvated using the SOLVATE program in the VMD package63

in an explicit TIP3P water solvent box. A buffer of water was
added around the molecule for at least 15 Å in all directions,
resulting in total 63 632 atoms in the system. The preQ1
riboswitch was solvated in a 60 Å × 60 Å × 60 Å box containing
6267 TIP3P waters. To neutralize the charges on the
phosphates and the two Ca2+ ions bound to the aptamer, we
placed 51 Na+ and 20 Cl− ions, which resulted in a ∼150 mM
salt concentration in the bulk, randomly in the box. The
resulting system was equilibrated as described elsewhere.23

Nonbonded interactions were smoothly switched to zero
between 10 and 12 Å, yielding a cutoff radius of 12 Å. The
systems were periodically replicated. The particle-mesh Ewald
algorithm was used for treating long-range electrostatic
interactions with a grid spacing smaller than 1 Å.64 The
integration time step was 2 fs with the SHAKE method being
used.65 The energy of the system was first minimized and
gradually heated to the desired temperature. We generated a
5−10 ns production run at each temperature under constant N,
P, and T conditions.
Despite inaccuracies (especially for divalent cations such as

Mg2+) in the current force field for nucleic acids,54,66 our
simulation and analysis on hydration dynamics show semi-
quantitative agreements with experimental measurements. Our
conclusion on water dynamics near the RNA surface as well as
at the bulk still holds.
MSD or Fluctuation of Hydrogen Atoms. The opera-

tional definition of ⟨x2⟩ is

∫ ∑δ δ⟨ ⟩ = − ⃗ + − ⃗
δ−

=
x

N T t
x t t x t t1 1 [ ( ) ( )] d

T t
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2
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H
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where xi⃗ is the position of the ith hydrogen atom, NH is the
total number of hydrogen atoms in a molecule, T is the length
of trajectory, and δt is the time interval used to compute the
MSD.
Correlation Function to Probe Water HB Kinetics. To

probe the dynamics of the water HB at the surface of RNA
quantitatively, we calculate the correlation function defined as
follows67

∫ ∑

= ⟨ ⟩

= − ′ + ′ ′
−

=

c t h h t
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h t t h t t
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T t

i
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The function h (t) describes whether a HB is formed between
an atom in RNA and a water molecule at time t. If a HB is
formed, the value of h is 1; otherwise, h = 0. The symbol ⟨...⟩,
which is explicitly written in the second line, denotes a time
average along the trajectory and an ensemble average over the
number of HBs (N) in which we are interested. The correlation

function c(t) corresponds to the survival probability of the HB
at time t, given that it is intact at time 0.

■ APPENDIX
For completeness, we analyzed the relaxation kinetics of HBs of
water in the bulk. Triexponential function fits at various

temperatures to the HB dynamics of bulk water are given in
Figure 4b (see Figure A1 for the parameters and time scale). In
the correlation functions below, the time is in ps units.

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.614e 0.357e 0.039et t t
310K
bulk /1.62 /7.99 /55.4

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.563e 0.395e 0.042et t t
300K
bulk /1.74 /7.99 /54.6

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.580e 0.379e 0.041et t t
290K
bulk /2.03 /9.54 /63.4

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.508e 0.432e 0.060et t t
280K
bulk /2.15 /9.10 /59.46

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.597e 0.374e 0.029et t t
270K
bulk /2.76 /13.72 /109.6

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.542e 0.407e 0.051et t t
260K
bulk /2.90 /13.79 /94.52

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.450e 0.482e 0.068et t t
250K
bulk /3.08 /13.49 /93.56

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.482e 0.462e 0.056et t t
240K
bulk /4.07 /18.76 /131.5

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.367e 0.548e 0.085et t t
230K
bulk /4.20 /18.69 /123.0

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.547e 0.413e 0.040et t t
220K
bulk /7.62 /37.05 /264.9

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.351e 0.574e 0.075et t t
210K
bulk /7.18 /33.38 /221.0

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.264e 0.592e 0.144et t t
200K
bulk /7.43 /40.032 /235.0

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.115e 0.667e 0.218et t t
190K
bulk /3.90 /49.69 /259.8

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.093e 0.659e 0.248et t t
180K
bulk /3.23 /97.83 /463.4

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.066e 0.521e 0.413et t t
170K
bulk /2.47 /129.75 /720.4

= + +− − −c t( ) 0.066e 0.243e 0.691et t t
160K
bulk /6.35 /287.9 /1571

= + +− − − ×c t( ) 0.052e 0.411e 0.537et t t
150K
bulk /1.45 /543.4 /1.07 105

= + +− − − ×c t( ) 0.033e 0.756e 0.211et t t
140K
bulk /0.953 /2307 /1.74 107

= + +− − − ×c t( ) 0.049e 0.139e 0.812et t t
130K
bulk /9.53 /453.2 /1.09 1011

Figure A1. Parameters (weight (ϕi) and time scale (τi)) determined
for the triexponential function used to fit the bulk water dynamics in
the left panel of Figure 4b.
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�t/⌧1 + �2e

�t/⌧2 + �3e
�t/⌧3
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In the early stages of folding, the radius of gyration of the
chain decreases rapidly on the collapse time scale τc. For
two-state folders τF/τc is on the order of unity (O(1)) so that
collapse and folding are nearly simultaneous (27). By O(1)
it is meant that 0 < τF/τc < (5-10). Fast folding experiments
on a few proteins, which monitor folding from about 50 µs
onward, are in accord with these arguments (62, 63).
Majority of the two-state folders reach the NBA by a

nucleation-collapse (or condensation) (NC) mechanism (55,
64-67). According to the NC model the acquisition of the
native fold is preceded by the formation of one of the folding
nuclei, in which a fraction of interactions that stabilize the
native structure is present. The transition to the NBA is rapid
once the folding nuclei are formed. In this sense, the folding
reaction is similar to the gas-liquid transition (38). However,
there are profound difference in the nature of the folding
nuclei due to the topological restrictions. In proteins,
systematic computations show that the folding nuclei have
a mixture of local and nonlocal contacts (24, 66, 68).
Nonlocal contacts are required to stabilize distant parts of
the protein because the secondary structural elements are not
independently stable.
It is difficult to decipher the nature of the folding nuclei

even for simple two-state folders (69, 70). Theoretical
arguments and computations have shown that either there is
an extended nucleus in which virtually all of the residues
form their nativelike contacts with some probability in the
TSE (71) or there are multiple folding nuclei (MFN), which
argues for a number of smaller nuclei (55, 71). According
to the MFN model, in each molecule certain contacts form
with high probability in the transition state (> 0.5 say) than
others. Mutations of these high probability contacts would
lead to a redistribution of population in the TSE without
totally disrupting the folding process. The tolerance to
mutations at many sites shows that the TSE itself should be
broad and plastic (72, 73). This suggests that, in general,
there ought to be MFN with considerable heterogeneity in
the TSE structures.
Much less is known about structures in the TSE in RNA.

Several recent experiments suggest that TSE in RNA must
also be heterogeneous (17, 28, 74, 75). The formation of
independently stable secondary structure at very low coun-
terion concentration and subsequent assembly into tertiary
fold are expected to make the nature of TSE different in
RNA than in proteins. Because neutralization of charges on
phosphate by counterion-condensation is a prerequisite for
forming tertiary contacts TSE in RNA may be conforma-
tionally more restricted than in proteins (58).
Pathway DiVersity and the Kinetic Partitioning Mechanism

(KPM). Because of the ruggedness of the energy landscape
navigation to the NBA is impeded by pauses in kinetic traps.
The presence of kinetic traps is exacerbated, especially for
large RNA molecules (see below) (31, 76-79) and proteins
with complex folds. In these systems, the alternate misfolded
structures (25) or overstabilized parts of the native substruc-
ture (31) retard folding. The structures in the competing
basins of attraction (CBAs) could have many nativelike
features that make them long-lived under folding conditions.
From the schematic sketch of the rugged energy landscape
(Figure 2) the basic notions of KPM can be obtained. Imagine
the navigation process in which an ensemble of unfolded
molecules (U) begins to traverse the rugged energy landscape

in search of the NBA. The conformations in the U states are
heterogeneous and span a range of vastly differing structures.
A fraction Φ (referred to as the partition factor) can reach
the NBA rapidly. These molecules fold rapidly without
populating any discernible intermediates. The remaining
fraction, 1 - Φ, is trapped in a manifold of discrete
intermediates {INS}. Since the transitions from the CBAs to
the NBA requires large-scale structural rearrangement for
crossing the free energy barriers the folding of this class of
molecules is slow. Thus, due to the multivalley structure of
the free energy landscape the initial ensemble of molecules
partitions into fast folders (Φ being their fraction) and slow
folders. According to KPM, the fraction of molecules that
reaches the native state fNBA(t) ) 1 - Φekfastt - ∑aie-kit (Φ
+ ∑ai ) 1) where kfast is the rate for the fast process, ki is
the rate for transition from the discrete intermediates in the
{INS} ensemble to the NBA, and ai is the corresponding
amplitude.
The partition factor Φ, which gives the yield of fast track

molecules, has been measured for a few biomolecules (Table
1). Because the energy landscape can be manipulated by
mutation, addition of cosolvents, and counterions it follows
that Φ also should respond to these changes. The value of

FIGURE 2: Schematic sketch of the rugged energy landscape
underlying proteins and RNA that fold by the KPM. The entropi-
cally stabilized high free energy states are populated under unfolding
conditions. Under folding conditions a fraction of molecules (Φ)
reaches the NBA directly. A sketch of a trajectory for a fast track
molecule that starts in a region of the energy landscape which
connects directly to the NBA is given in white. Trajectories (shown
in green) that begin in other regions of the energy landscape can
be kinetically trapped in the CBAs with probability (1 - Φ). This
small dimensional representation of the complex energy landscape
suggests that the initial conditions, which can be changed by
counterions, stretching force, or denaturants, can alter folding
pathways.
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In the early stages of folding, the radius of gyration of the
chain decreases rapidly on the collapse time scale τc. For
two-state folders τF/τc is on the order of unity (O(1)) so that
collapse and folding are nearly simultaneous (27). By O(1)
it is meant that 0 < τF/τc < (5-10). Fast folding experiments
on a few proteins, which monitor folding from about 50 µs
onward, are in accord with these arguments (62, 63).
Majority of the two-state folders reach the NBA by a

nucleation-collapse (or condensation) (NC) mechanism (55,
64-67). According to the NC model the acquisition of the
native fold is preceded by the formation of one of the folding
nuclei, in which a fraction of interactions that stabilize the
native structure is present. The transition to the NBA is rapid
once the folding nuclei are formed. In this sense, the folding
reaction is similar to the gas-liquid transition (38). However,
there are profound difference in the nature of the folding
nuclei due to the topological restrictions. In proteins,
systematic computations show that the folding nuclei have
a mixture of local and nonlocal contacts (24, 66, 68).
Nonlocal contacts are required to stabilize distant parts of
the protein because the secondary structural elements are not
independently stable.
It is difficult to decipher the nature of the folding nuclei

even for simple two-state folders (69, 70). Theoretical
arguments and computations have shown that either there is
an extended nucleus in which virtually all of the residues
form their nativelike contacts with some probability in the
TSE (71) or there are multiple folding nuclei (MFN), which
argues for a number of smaller nuclei (55, 71). According
to the MFN model, in each molecule certain contacts form
with high probability in the transition state (> 0.5 say) than
others. Mutations of these high probability contacts would
lead to a redistribution of population in the TSE without
totally disrupting the folding process. The tolerance to
mutations at many sites shows that the TSE itself should be
broad and plastic (72, 73). This suggests that, in general,
there ought to be MFN with considerable heterogeneity in
the TSE structures.
Much less is known about structures in the TSE in RNA.

Several recent experiments suggest that TSE in RNA must
also be heterogeneous (17, 28, 74, 75). The formation of
independently stable secondary structure at very low coun-
terion concentration and subsequent assembly into tertiary
fold are expected to make the nature of TSE different in
RNA than in proteins. Because neutralization of charges on
phosphate by counterion-condensation is a prerequisite for
forming tertiary contacts TSE in RNA may be conforma-
tionally more restricted than in proteins (58).
Pathway DiVersity and the Kinetic Partitioning Mechanism

(KPM). Because of the ruggedness of the energy landscape
navigation to the NBA is impeded by pauses in kinetic traps.
The presence of kinetic traps is exacerbated, especially for
large RNA molecules (see below) (31, 76-79) and proteins
with complex folds. In these systems, the alternate misfolded
structures (25) or overstabilized parts of the native substruc-
ture (31) retard folding. The structures in the competing
basins of attraction (CBAs) could have many nativelike
features that make them long-lived under folding conditions.
From the schematic sketch of the rugged energy landscape
(Figure 2) the basic notions of KPM can be obtained. Imagine
the navigation process in which an ensemble of unfolded
molecules (U) begins to traverse the rugged energy landscape

in search of the NBA. The conformations in the U states are
heterogeneous and span a range of vastly differing structures.
A fraction Φ (referred to as the partition factor) can reach
the NBA rapidly. These molecules fold rapidly without
populating any discernible intermediates. The remaining
fraction, 1 - Φ, is trapped in a manifold of discrete
intermediates {INS}. Since the transitions from the CBAs to
the NBA requires large-scale structural rearrangement for
crossing the free energy barriers the folding of this class of
molecules is slow. Thus, due to the multivalley structure of
the free energy landscape the initial ensemble of molecules
partitions into fast folders (Φ being their fraction) and slow
folders. According to KPM, the fraction of molecules that
reaches the native state fNBA(t) ) 1 - Φekfastt - ∑aie-kit (Φ
+ ∑ai ) 1) where kfast is the rate for the fast process, ki is
the rate for transition from the discrete intermediates in the
{INS} ensemble to the NBA, and ai is the corresponding
amplitude.
The partition factor Φ, which gives the yield of fast track

molecules, has been measured for a few biomolecules (Table
1). Because the energy landscape can be manipulated by
mutation, addition of cosolvents, and counterions it follows
that Φ also should respond to these changes. The value of

FIGURE 2: Schematic sketch of the rugged energy landscape
underlying proteins and RNA that fold by the KPM. The entropi-
cally stabilized high free energy states are populated under unfolding
conditions. Under folding conditions a fraction of molecules (Φ)
reaches the NBA directly. A sketch of a trajectory for a fast track
molecule that starts in a region of the energy landscape which
connects directly to the NBA is given in white. Trajectories (shown
in green) that begin in other regions of the energy landscape can
be kinetically trapped in the CBAs with probability (1 - Φ). This
small dimensional representation of the complex energy landscape
suggests that the initial conditions, which can be changed by
counterions, stretching force, or denaturants, can alter folding
pathways.
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kinetic partitioning mechanism 
(KPM)

PU (t) = �e�t/⌧fast + (1� �)e�t/⌧slow
<latexit sha1_base64="dC1NlswElH7mhM0eDs4v+tcM+Tw=">AAACMHicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDEJEjLsq6EUIetBjBKNCNi6zk14zOPtgplcNy36SFz9FLwqKePUrnDwOaiwYKKqq6enyEyk02varNTI6Nj4xOTVdmJmdm18oLi6d6zhVHOo8lrG69JkGKSKoo0AJl4kCFvoSLvybo65/cQtKizg6w04CzZBdRyIQnKGRvOJxzauXcf3ArbUFhatsE7dcZKmXuQj3mAVMY57nG2Vns5tYH05oGd+ZhFcs2RW7BzpMnAEpkQFqXvHJbcU8DSFCLpnWDcdOsJkxhYJLyAtuqiFh/IZdQ8PQiIWgm1nv4JyuGaVFg1iZFyHtqT8nMhZq3Ql9kwwZtvVfryv+5zVSDPabmYiSFCHi/UVBKinGtNsebQkFHGXHEMaVMH+lvM0U42g6LpgSnL8nD5Pz7YqzU7FPd0vVw0EdU2SFrJIyccgeqZITUiN1wskDeSZv5N16tF6sD+uzHx2xBjPL5Besr2/Cwaoi</latexit>
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2N⇣ ṙn(t) = �6kBT⇡2

Na2
n2rn(t) +N⇠n(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="FgJtAIjugKG7fB7/LQOLhzYOI5k=">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</latexit>

R(t) = r(N, t)� r(0, t) = 2
N�1X

n=1

rn(t) cos (n⇡)� 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="vW66u4zFHMahinmF6ei9GQmZR5w=">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</latexit>

R(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="qWwNrUUVk9Z1FmhEe870qo8datg=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1E5LUR7srunFZxT6gDWUynbRDZyZhZiKU0F9w40IRt/6QO//GSRtBRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H9bS8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbb6sokZi0cMQi2Q2QIowK0tJUM9KNJUE8YKQTTK4yv3NPpKKRuNPTmPgcjQQNKUY6k24r+mRQKju2Mwd0bNern517htTrNa9ag25ulUGO5qD03h9GOOFEaMyQUj3XibWfIqkpZmRW7CeKxAhP0Ij0DBWIE+Wn81tn8NgoQxhG0pTQcK5+n0gRV2rKA9PJkR6r314m/uX1Eh3W/JSKONFE4MWiMGFQRzB7HA6pJFizqSEIS2puhXiMJMLaxFM0IXx9Cv8nbc92q7Zzc1puXOZxFMAhOAIV4IIL0ADXoAlaAIMxeABP4Nni1qP1Yr0uWpesfOYA/ID19gmjso37</latexit>

⌧R =
N2a2

3⇡2D0
<latexit sha1_base64="SALC0i/DkjAggXx7HmfYIM1hAw0=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSK4Kkkr6EYo6sKVVLEPaNIwmU7aoZNJmJkIJWTpxl9x40IRt36CO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69x48Zlcqyvo2FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr29zZbcooEZg0cMQi0faRJIxy0lBUMdKOBUGhz0jLH16O/dYDEZJG/F6NYuKGqM9pQDFSWvLMA0ehxLs7dwKBcHrTraBuJUurTky7lSvPyjyzZJWtCeA8sXNSAjnqnvnl9CKchIQrzJCUHduKlZsioShmJCs6iSQxwkPUJx1NOQqJdNPJIxk80koPBpHQxRWcqL8nUhRKOQp93RkiNZCz3lj8z+skKjhzU8rjRBGOp4uChEEVwXEqsEcFwYqNNEFYUH0rxAOkI1E6u6IOwZ59eZ40K2W7WrZuT0q1izyOAtgHh+AY2OAU1MA1qIMGwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/ExbV0w8pk98AfG5w96upj5</latexit>

h~R(t) · ~R(0)i = Na2
X

n odd

8

n2⇡2
e�n2t/⌧R

<latexit sha1_base64="PRV79f3wW8C7T4iLhUn4C2K6q50=">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</latexit>

see Doi & Edwards

(The Theory of Polymer Dynamics)



A1
<latexit sha1_base64="APBsDfOTgUT7xuOuNyJvhBgWmxo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WjGSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uO55vXLFrbozkGXi5aQCOeq98le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JilT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+86t5fVGo3eRxFOIJjOAUPLqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AG4gY1r</latexit>

A2
<latexit sha1_base64="x1GsqrjrBUVchjgk6edzHiAeDGw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj14rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9XPeqvVLZrbgzkGXi5aQMOeq90le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNhNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JqlT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtO0YbgLb68TJrVindece8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AG6BY1s</latexit>

AN
<latexit sha1_base64="xjRqcX9b5mM+Twld9CpaGpMJ1gw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPViyepaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/WXvtleuuFV3BvKXeDmpQI56r/zZ7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oQcWaVPwljZkobM1J8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsv/yXNk6p3WnXvziq1qzyOIhzAIRyDB+dQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuDVEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwD5HWNiA==</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="TLI3RrR2UIfL5PXK5iPSLFIuf6Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQFPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3IpTQ/+DFgyJe/T/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeAGPe/bWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctozJNWZMqoXQnJIYJLlkTOQrWSTUjSShYOxzdTv32E9OGK/mA45QFCRlIHnNK0EqtnogUmn6l6tW8Gdxl4hekCgUa/cpXL1I0S5hEKogxXd9LMciJRk4Fm5R7mWEpoSMyYF1LJUmYCfLZtRP31CqRGyttS6I7U39P5CQxZpyEtjMhODSL3lT8z+tmGF8HOZdphkzS+aI4Ey4qd/q6G3HNKIqxJYRqbm916ZBoQtEGVLYh+IsvL5PWec2/qHn3l9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ahyuowx00oAkUHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBvMmPOg==</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="6Buw7FfuiSXaQ02fplrhVAp669g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeiwK4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WDGSfoR3QgecgZNVaq3/VKZbfizkCWiZeTMuSo9Upf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNiN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9mh07IqVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeG1n3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKZfkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsNkUbgrf48jJpnle8i4pbvyxXb/I4CnAMJ3AGHlxBFe6hBg1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzMW9dcfKZI/gD5/MHmxuMzA==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="PPTjn9GeUiAf8XD8pogGgxKzHCA=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ09iYuYW9eIxAbNAMoSeTk3Spmehu0cIIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdnKbu/s7u3nDg6bKk4lgwaLRSzbPlUgeAQNzbWAdiKBhr6Alj+6nvmte5CKx9GtHifghXQQ8YAzqo1Uv+zl8sQm5YpTLGFil8oFt0gMcd1KibjYsckcebRErZd77/ZjloYQaSaoUh2HJNqbUKk5EzDNdlMFCWUjOoCOoRENQXmT+aFTfGqUPg5iaSrSeK5+n5jQUKlx6JvOkOqh+u3NxL+8TqqDijfhUZJqiNhiUZAKrGM8+xr3uQSmxdgQyiQ3t2I2pJIybbLJmhC+PsX/k2bBdoo2qZ/nq1fLODLoGJ2gM+SgC1RFN6iGGoghQA/oCT1bd9aj9WK9LlpXrOXMEfoB6+0TEnGNHw==</latexit>

kN ,�N
<latexit sha1_base64="wpaoMTre366tf22YTe8aJdFMPo4=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdFfRY9OKpVLAf2C5LNs22odlsSLJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvFBypo3rfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0NJJqghtkoQnqhNiTTkTtGmY4bQjFcVxyGk7HN1O/fYTVZol4sGMJfVjPBAsYgQbKz2OgvpZTw5ZUA/KFbfqzoCWiZeTCuRoBOWvXj8haUyFIRxr3fVcafwMK8MIp5NSL9VUYjLCA9q1VOCYaj+bXTxBJ1bpoyhRtoRBM/X3RIZjrcdxaDtjbIZ60ZuK/3nd1ETXfsaETA0VZL4oSjkyCZq+j/pMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNjQyrZELzFl5dJ67zqXVTd+8tK7SaPowhHcAyn4MEV1OAOGtAEAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucP8LuQbg==</latexit>

k1,�1
<latexit sha1_base64="JhzngLf39JT4HB6f1q9IxtCN+y0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bZLN5uwOxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4up36rSeujYjVA44T7kd0oERfMIpWehwF3lk3GYrAC8oVt+rOQJaJl5MK5KgH5a9uL2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5pNRNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn80unpATq/RIP9a2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yi0nRHFoVn0puJ/XifF/rWfCZWkyBWbL+qnkmBMpu+TntCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjakkg3BW3x5mTTPq95F1b2/rNRu8jiKcATHcAoeXEEN7qAODWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCYCJA0</latexit>

k2,�2
<latexit sha1_base64="uoKam1Hm5ZqIFXGPbAasrXB7BmE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJUQY9FLx4r2A9sQ9hsJ+3SzSbsboRS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhUyeZYthgiUhUO6QaBZfYMNwIbKcKaRwKbIXD26nfekKleSIfzChFP6Z9ySPOqLHS4zConnfTAQ+qQansVtwZyDLxclKGHPWg9NXtJSyLURomqNYdz02NP6bKcCZwUuxmGlPKhrSPHUsljVH749nFE3JqlR6JEmVLGjJTf0+Maaz1KA5tZ0zNQC96U/E/r5OZ6Nofc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCpu+THlfIjBhZQpni9lbCBlRRZmxIRRuCt/jyMmlWK95Fxb2/LNdu8jgKcAwncAYeXEEN7qAODWAg4Rle4c3Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AGbF5A2</latexit>

SA(t) =
NX

i=1

�ie
�kit

<latexit sha1_base64="PaJj8zC0WFsy1qFOuSocJxEBv6I=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmtAh1YUlU0E2h6saVVLQPaNIwmU7aoZMHMzdCCdm78VfcuFDErT/gzr9x+lho64ELh3Pu5d57vJgzCab5rS0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vb+s5uQ0aJILROIh6Jlocl5SykdWDAaSsWFAcep01vcDXymw9USBaF9zCMqRPgXsh8RjAoydULd+5FCQ4rtkwCN2UVK+vc2HGfuYx20qOByyBz9aJZNscw5ok1JUU0Rc3Vv+xuRJKAhkA4lrJtmTE4KRbACKdZ3k4kjTEZ4B5tKxrigEonHf+SGQdK6Rp+JFSFYIzV3xMpDqQcBp7qDDD05aw3Ev/z2gn4507KwjgBGpLJIj/hBkTGKBijywQlwIeKYCKYutUgfSwwARVfXoVgzb48TxrHZeukbN6eFquX0zhyaB8VUAlZ6AxV0TWqoToi6BE9o1f0pj1pL9q79jFpXdCmM3voD7TPHxSSmnU=</latexit>

 
NX

i=1

�i = 1

!

<latexit sha1_base64="9XEuqPSxLBiuQlmjsLP5ai8KWOk=">AAACCnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWgQYhN2VdBGCNpYSQRzgey6zE5mkyGzF2bOCmFJbeOr2FgoYusT2Pk2TpItNPGHgY//nMOZ8/uJ4Aos69soLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+b2TlPFqaSsQWMRy7ZPFBM8Yg3gIFg7kYyEvmAtf3A1rrcemFQ8ju5gmDA3JL2IB5wS0JZn7juCBVBxVBp6Gb+wR/c3TtLnnkZH8l4fjjyzbFWtifA82DmUUa66Z3453ZimIYuACqJUx7YScDMigVPBRiUnVSwhdEB6rKMxIiFTbjY5ZYQPtdPFQSz1iwBP3N8TGQmVGoa+7gwJ9NVsbWz+V+ukEJy7GY+SFFhEp4uCVGCI8TgX3OWSURBDDYRKrv+KaZ9IQkGnV9Ih2LMnz0PzuGqfVK3b03LtMo+jiPbQAaogG52hGrpGddRAFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrQUjn9lFf2R8/gCMEZon</latexit>

:=

Z 1

0
dk�(k)e�kt

<latexit sha1_base64="qlgJKhf4nmMwD/F338/wYXOXrKE=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs30SLUhSVRQRGEohuXFewDmrZMppN2yGQSZm6EErJ246+4caGIW7/AnX/j9LHQ1gOXezjnXmbu8WLOFNj2t5FbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3zO2duooSSWiNRDySTQ8rypmgNWDAaTOWFIcepw0vuBn5jQcqFYvEPQxj2g5xXzCfEQxa6pr7l1cuE9C1O6nuPgyzXuDGA1YKjmgnPQ4g65pFu2yPYc0TZ0qKaIpq1/xyexFJQiqAcKxUy7FjaKdYAiOcZgU3UTTGJMB92tJU4JCqdjo+JbMOtdKz/EjqEmCN1d8bKQ6VGoaengwxDNSsNxL/81oJ+BftlIk4ASrI5CE/4RZE1igXq8ckJcCHmmAimf6rRQZYYgI6vYIOwZk9eZ7UT8rOadm+OytWrqdx5NEeOkAl5KBzVEG3qIpqiKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHZDRnTHd20R8Ynz/3CZpv</latexit>

Parallel processes



A1
<latexit sha1_base64="APBsDfOTgUT7xuOuNyJvhBgWmxo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WjGSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uO55vXLFrbozkGXi5aQCOeq98le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JilT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+86t5fVGo3eRxFOIJjOAUPLqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AG4gY1r</latexit>

A2
<latexit sha1_base64="x1GsqrjrBUVchjgk6edzHiAeDGw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj14rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9XPeqvVLZrbgzkGXi5aQMOeq90le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNhNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JqlT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtO0YbgLb68TJrVindece8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AG6BY1s</latexit>

AN
<latexit sha1_base64="xjRqcX9b5mM+Twld9CpaGpMJ1gw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPViyepaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/WXvtleuuFV3BvKXeDmpQI56r/zZ7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oQcWaVPwljZkobM1J8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsv/yXNk6p3WnXvziq1qzyOIhzAIRyDB+dQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuDVEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwD5HWNiA==</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="TLI3RrR2UIfL5PXK5iPSLFIuf6Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQFPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3IpTQ/+DFgyJe/T/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeAGPe/bWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctozJNWZMqoXQnJIYJLlkTOQrWSTUjSShYOxzdTv32E9OGK/mA45QFCRlIHnNK0EqtnogUmn6l6tW8Gdxl4hekCgUa/cpXL1I0S5hEKogxXd9LMciJRk4Fm5R7mWEpoSMyYF1LJUmYCfLZtRP31CqRGyttS6I7U39P5CQxZpyEtjMhODSL3lT8z+tmGF8HOZdphkzS+aI4Ey4qd/q6G3HNKIqxJYRqbm916ZBoQtEGVLYh+IsvL5PWec2/qHn3l9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ahyuowx00oAkUHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBvMmPOg==</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="6Buw7FfuiSXaQ02fplrhVAp669g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeiwK4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WDGSfoR3QgecgZNVaq3/VKZbfizkCWiZeTMuSo9Upf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNiN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9mh07IqVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeG1n3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKZfkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsNkUbgrf48jJpnle8i4pbvyxXb/I4CnAMJ3AGHlxBFe6hBg1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzMW9dcfKZI/gD5/MHmxuMzA==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="PPTjn9GeUiAf8XD8pogGgxKzHCA=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ09iYuYW9eIxAbNAMoSeTk3Spmehu0cIIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdnKbu/s7u3nDg6bKk4lgwaLRSzbPlUgeAQNzbWAdiKBhr6Alj+6nvmte5CKx9GtHifghXQQ8YAzqo1Uv+zl8sQm5YpTLGFil8oFt0gMcd1KibjYsckcebRErZd77/ZjloYQaSaoUh2HJNqbUKk5EzDNdlMFCWUjOoCOoRENQXmT+aFTfGqUPg5iaSrSeK5+n5jQUKlx6JvOkOqh+u3NxL+8TqqDijfhUZJqiNhiUZAKrGM8+xr3uQSmxdgQyiQ3t2I2pJIybbLJmhC+PsX/k2bBdoo2qZ/nq1fLODLoGJ2gM+SgC1RFN6iGGoghQA/oCT1bd9aj9WK9LlpXrOXMEfoB6+0TEnGNHw==</latexit>

kN ,�N
<latexit sha1_base64="wpaoMTre366tf22YTe8aJdFMPo4=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdFfRY9OKpVLAf2C5LNs22odlsSLJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvFBypo3rfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0NJJqghtkoQnqhNiTTkTtGmY4bQjFcVxyGk7HN1O/fYTVZol4sGMJfVjPBAsYgQbKz2OgvpZTw5ZUA/KFbfqzoCWiZeTCuRoBOWvXj8haUyFIRxr3fVcafwMK8MIp5NSL9VUYjLCA9q1VOCYaj+bXTxBJ1bpoyhRtoRBM/X3RIZjrcdxaDtjbIZ60ZuK/3nd1ETXfsaETA0VZL4oSjkyCZq+j/pMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNjQyrZELzFl5dJ67zqXVTd+8tK7SaPowhHcAyn4MEV1OAOGtAEAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucP8LuQbg==</latexit>

k1,�1
<latexit sha1_base64="JhzngLf39JT4HB6f1q9IxtCN+y0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bZLN5uwOxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4up36rSeujYjVA44T7kd0oERfMIpWehwF3lk3GYrAC8oVt+rOQJaJl5MK5KgH5a9uL2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5pNRNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn80unpATq/RIP9a2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yi0nRHFoVn0puJ/XifF/rWfCZWkyBWbL+qnkmBMpu+TntCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjakkg3BW3x5mTTPq95F1b2/rNRu8jiKcATHcAoeXEEN7qAODWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCYCJA0</latexit>

k2,�2
<latexit sha1_base64="uoKam1Hm5ZqIFXGPbAasrXB7BmE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJUQY9FLx4r2A9sQ9hsJ+3SzSbsboRS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhUyeZYthgiUhUO6QaBZfYMNwIbKcKaRwKbIXD26nfekKleSIfzChFP6Z9ySPOqLHS4zConnfTAQ+qQansVtwZyDLxclKGHPWg9NXtJSyLURomqNYdz02NP6bKcCZwUuxmGlPKhrSPHUsljVH749nFE3JqlR6JEmVLGjJTf0+Maaz1KA5tZ0zNQC96U/E/r5OZ6Nofc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCpu+THlfIjBhZQpni9lbCBlRRZmxIRRuCt/jyMmlWK95Fxb2/LNdu8jgKcAwncAYeXEEN7qAODWAg4Rle4c3Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AGbF5A2</latexit>

SA(t) =
NX

i=1

�ie
�kit

<latexit sha1_base64="PaJj8zC0WFsy1qFOuSocJxEBv6I=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmtAh1YUlU0E2h6saVVLQPaNIwmU7aoZMHMzdCCdm78VfcuFDErT/gzr9x+lho64ELh3Pu5d57vJgzCab5rS0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vb+s5uQ0aJILROIh6Jlocl5SykdWDAaSsWFAcep01vcDXymw9USBaF9zCMqRPgXsh8RjAoydULd+5FCQ4rtkwCN2UVK+vc2HGfuYx20qOByyBz9aJZNscw5ok1JUU0Rc3Vv+xuRJKAhkA4lrJtmTE4KRbACKdZ3k4kjTEZ4B5tKxrigEonHf+SGQdK6Rp+JFSFYIzV3xMpDqQcBp7qDDD05aw3Ev/z2gn4507KwjgBGpLJIj/hBkTGKBijywQlwIeKYCKYutUgfSwwARVfXoVgzb48TxrHZeukbN6eFquX0zhyaB8VUAlZ6AxV0TWqoToi6BE9o1f0pj1pL9q79jFpXdCmM3voD7TPHxSSmnU=</latexit>

 
NX

i=1

�i = 1

!

<latexit sha1_base64="9XEuqPSxLBiuQlmjsLP5ai8KWOk=">AAACCnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWgQYhN2VdBGCNpYSQRzgey6zE5mkyGzF2bOCmFJbeOr2FgoYusT2Pk2TpItNPGHgY//nMOZ8/uJ4Aos69soLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+b2TlPFqaSsQWMRy7ZPFBM8Yg3gIFg7kYyEvmAtf3A1rrcemFQ8ju5gmDA3JL2IB5wS0JZn7juCBVBxVBp6Gb+wR/c3TtLnnkZH8l4fjjyzbFWtifA82DmUUa66Z3453ZimIYuACqJUx7YScDMigVPBRiUnVSwhdEB6rKMxIiFTbjY5ZYQPtdPFQSz1iwBP3N8TGQmVGoa+7gwJ9NVsbWz+V+ukEJy7GY+SFFhEp4uCVGCI8TgX3OWSURBDDYRKrv+KaZ9IQkGnV9Ih2LMnz0PzuGqfVK3b03LtMo+jiPbQAaogG52hGrpGddRAFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrQUjn9lFf2R8/gCMEZon</latexit>

:=

Z 1

0
dk�(k)e�kt

<latexit sha1_base64="qlgJKhf4nmMwD/F338/wYXOXrKE=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs30SLUhSVRQRGEohuXFewDmrZMppN2yGQSZm6EErJ246+4caGIW7/AnX/j9LHQ1gOXezjnXmbu8WLOFNj2t5FbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3zO2duooSSWiNRDySTQ8rypmgNWDAaTOWFIcepw0vuBn5jQcqFYvEPQxj2g5xXzCfEQxa6pr7l1cuE9C1O6nuPgyzXuDGA1YKjmgnPQ4g65pFu2yPYc0TZ0qKaIpq1/xyexFJQiqAcKxUy7FjaKdYAiOcZgU3UTTGJMB92tJU4JCqdjo+JbMOtdKz/EjqEmCN1d8bKQ6VGoaengwxDNSsNxL/81oJ+BftlIk4ASrI5CE/4RZE1igXq8ckJcCHmmAimf6rRQZYYgI6vYIOwZk9eZ7UT8rOadm+OytWrqdx5NEeOkAl5KBzVEG3qIpqiKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHZDRnTHd20R8Ynz/3CZpv</latexit>

Parallel processes

�
<latexit sha1_base64="75GRkS1srydU8ll7ciYy1l6pIIA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhL7sN0V3bisYB/QDiWTybShmcyQZIQy9CPcuFDErd/jzr8xfQgqeiBwOOdccu/xE8G1QejDya2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OOjlNFWZvGIlY9n2gmuGRtw41gvUQxEvmCdf3J9dzv3jOleSzvzDRhXkRGkoecEmOl7kDYaECGxRJyG/V6tYIhcsvVBkY1S1AZ41oVYhctUAIrtIbF90EQ0zRi0lBBtO5jlBgvI8pwKtisMEg1SwidkBHrWypJxLSXLdadwTOrBDCMlX3SwIX6fSIjkdbTyLfJiJix/u3Nxb+8fmrCupdxmaSGSbr8KEwFNDGc3w4Drhg1YmoJoYrbXSEdE0WosQ0VbAlfl8L/SefCxWUX3VZKzatVHXlwAk7BOcDgEjTBDWiBNqBgAh7AE3h2EufReXFel9Gcs5o5Bj/gvH0CqrSPyg==</latexit>



A1
<latexit sha1_base64="APBsDfOTgUT7xuOuNyJvhBgWmxo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WjGSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uO55vXLFrbozkGXi5aQCOeq98le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JilT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+86t5fVGo3eRxFOIJjOAUPLqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AG4gY1r</latexit>

A2
<latexit sha1_base64="x1GsqrjrBUVchjgk6edzHiAeDGw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj14rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9XPeqvVLZrbgzkGXi5aQMOeq90le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNhNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JqlT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtO0YbgLb68TJrVindece8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AG6BY1s</latexit>

AN
<latexit sha1_base64="xjRqcX9b5mM+Twld9CpaGpMJ1gw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPViyepaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/WXvtleuuFV3BvKXeDmpQI56r/zZ7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oQcWaVPwljZkobM1J8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsv/yXNk6p3WnXvziq1qzyOIhzAIRyDB+dQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuDVEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwD5HWNiA==</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="TLI3RrR2UIfL5PXK5iPSLFIuf6Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQFPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3IpTQ/+DFgyJe/T/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeAGPe/bWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctozJNWZMqoXQnJIYJLlkTOQrWSTUjSShYOxzdTv32E9OGK/mA45QFCRlIHnNK0EqtnogUmn6l6tW8Gdxl4hekCgUa/cpXL1I0S5hEKogxXd9LMciJRk4Fm5R7mWEpoSMyYF1LJUmYCfLZtRP31CqRGyttS6I7U39P5CQxZpyEtjMhODSL3lT8z+tmGF8HOZdphkzS+aI4Ey4qd/q6G3HNKIqxJYRqbm916ZBoQtEGVLYh+IsvL5PWec2/qHn3l9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ahyuowx00oAkUHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBvMmPOg==</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="6Buw7FfuiSXaQ02fplrhVAp669g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeiwK4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WDGSfoR3QgecgZNVaq3/VKZbfizkCWiZeTMuSo9Upf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNiN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9mh07IqVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeG1n3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKZfkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsNkUbgrf48jJpnle8i4pbvyxXb/I4CnAMJ3AGHlxBFe6hBg1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzMW9dcfKZI/gD5/MHmxuMzA==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="PPTjn9GeUiAf8XD8pogGgxKzHCA=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ09iYuYW9eIxAbNAMoSeTk3Spmehu0cIIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdnKbu/s7u3nDg6bKk4lgwaLRSzbPlUgeAQNzbWAdiKBhr6Alj+6nvmte5CKx9GtHifghXQQ8YAzqo1Uv+zl8sQm5YpTLGFil8oFt0gMcd1KibjYsckcebRErZd77/ZjloYQaSaoUh2HJNqbUKk5EzDNdlMFCWUjOoCOoRENQXmT+aFTfGqUPg5iaSrSeK5+n5jQUKlx6JvOkOqh+u3NxL+8TqqDijfhUZJqiNhiUZAKrGM8+xr3uQSmxdgQyiQ3t2I2pJIybbLJmhC+PsX/k2bBdoo2qZ/nq1fLODLoGJ2gM+SgC1RFN6iGGoghQA/oCT1bd9aj9WK9LlpXrOXMEfoB6+0TEnGNHw==</latexit>

kN ,�N
<latexit sha1_base64="wpaoMTre366tf22YTe8aJdFMPo4=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdFfRY9OKpVLAf2C5LNs22odlsSLJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvFBypo3rfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0NJJqghtkoQnqhNiTTkTtGmY4bQjFcVxyGk7HN1O/fYTVZol4sGMJfVjPBAsYgQbKz2OgvpZTw5ZUA/KFbfqzoCWiZeTCuRoBOWvXj8haUyFIRxr3fVcafwMK8MIp5NSL9VUYjLCA9q1VOCYaj+bXTxBJ1bpoyhRtoRBM/X3RIZjrcdxaDtjbIZ60ZuK/3nd1ETXfsaETA0VZL4oSjkyCZq+j/pMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNjQyrZELzFl5dJ67zqXVTd+8tK7SaPowhHcAyn4MEV1OAOGtAEAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucP8LuQbg==</latexit>

k1,�1
<latexit sha1_base64="JhzngLf39JT4HB6f1q9IxtCN+y0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bZLN5uwOxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4up36rSeujYjVA44T7kd0oERfMIpWehwF3lk3GYrAC8oVt+rOQJaJl5MK5KgH5a9uL2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5pNRNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn80unpATq/RIP9a2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yi0nRHFoVn0puJ/XifF/rWfCZWkyBWbL+qnkmBMpu+TntCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjakkg3BW3x5mTTPq95F1b2/rNRu8jiKcATHcAoeXEEN7qAODWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCYCJA0</latexit>

k2,�2
<latexit sha1_base64="uoKam1Hm5ZqIFXGPbAasrXB7BmE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJUQY9FLx4r2A9sQ9hsJ+3SzSbsboRS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhUyeZYthgiUhUO6QaBZfYMNwIbKcKaRwKbIXD26nfekKleSIfzChFP6Z9ySPOqLHS4zConnfTAQ+qQansVtwZyDLxclKGHPWg9NXtJSyLURomqNYdz02NP6bKcCZwUuxmGlPKhrSPHUsljVH749nFE3JqlR6JEmVLGjJTf0+Maaz1KA5tZ0zNQC96U/E/r5OZ6Nofc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCpu+THlfIjBhZQpni9lbCBlRRZmxIRRuCt/jyMmlWK95Fxb2/LNdu8jgKcAwncAYeXEEN7qAODWAg4Rle4c3Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AGbF5A2</latexit>

SA(t) =
NX

i=1

�ie
�kit

<latexit sha1_base64="PaJj8zC0WFsy1qFOuSocJxEBv6I=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmtAh1YUlU0E2h6saVVLQPaNIwmU7aoZMHMzdCCdm78VfcuFDErT/gzr9x+lho64ELh3Pu5d57vJgzCab5rS0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vb+s5uQ0aJILROIh6Jlocl5SykdWDAaSsWFAcep01vcDXymw9USBaF9zCMqRPgXsh8RjAoydULd+5FCQ4rtkwCN2UVK+vc2HGfuYx20qOByyBz9aJZNscw5ok1JUU0Rc3Vv+xuRJKAhkA4lrJtmTE4KRbACKdZ3k4kjTEZ4B5tKxrigEonHf+SGQdK6Rp+JFSFYIzV3xMpDqQcBp7qDDD05aw3Ev/z2gn4507KwjgBGpLJIj/hBkTGKBijywQlwIeKYCKYutUgfSwwARVfXoVgzb48TxrHZeukbN6eFquX0zhyaB8VUAlZ6AxV0TWqoToi6BE9o1f0pj1pL9q79jFpXdCmM3voD7TPHxSSmnU=</latexit>

 
NX

i=1

�i = 1

!

<latexit sha1_base64="9XEuqPSxLBiuQlmjsLP5ai8KWOk=">AAACCnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWgQYhN2VdBGCNpYSQRzgey6zE5mkyGzF2bOCmFJbeOr2FgoYusT2Pk2TpItNPGHgY//nMOZ8/uJ4Aos69soLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+b2TlPFqaSsQWMRy7ZPFBM8Yg3gIFg7kYyEvmAtf3A1rrcemFQ8ju5gmDA3JL2IB5wS0JZn7juCBVBxVBp6Gb+wR/c3TtLnnkZH8l4fjjyzbFWtifA82DmUUa66Z3453ZimIYuACqJUx7YScDMigVPBRiUnVSwhdEB6rKMxIiFTbjY5ZYQPtdPFQSz1iwBP3N8TGQmVGoa+7gwJ9NVsbWz+V+ukEJy7GY+SFFhEp4uCVGCI8TgX3OWSURBDDYRKrv+KaZ9IQkGnV9Ih2LMnz0PzuGqfVK3b03LtMo+jiPbQAaogG52hGrpGddRAFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrQUjn9lFf2R8/gCMEZon</latexit>

:=

Z 1

0
dk�(k)e�kt

<latexit sha1_base64="qlgJKhf4nmMwD/F338/wYXOXrKE=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs30SLUhSVRQRGEohuXFewDmrZMppN2yGQSZm6EErJ246+4caGIW7/AnX/j9LHQ1gOXezjnXmbu8WLOFNj2t5FbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3zO2duooSSWiNRDySTQ8rypmgNWDAaTOWFIcepw0vuBn5jQcqFYvEPQxj2g5xXzCfEQxa6pr7l1cuE9C1O6nuPgyzXuDGA1YKjmgnPQ4g65pFu2yPYc0TZ0qKaIpq1/xyexFJQiqAcKxUy7FjaKdYAiOcZgU3UTTGJMB92tJU4JCqdjo+JbMOtdKz/EjqEmCN1d8bKQ6VGoaengwxDNSsNxL/81oJ+BftlIk4ASrI5CE/4RZE1igXq8ckJcCHmmAimf6rRQZYYgI6vYIOwZk9eZ7UT8rOadm+OytWrqdx5NEeOkAl5KBzVEG3qIpqiKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHZDRnTHd20R8Ynz/3CZpv</latexit>

Parallel processes

SA(t) ⇠ e�(
P

i ki)⇥t
<latexit sha1_base64="ddN+iXB+W7ADYy0+UCl+7byONvY=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="75GRkS1srydU8ll7ciYy1l6pIIA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhL7sN0V3bisYB/QDiWTybShmcyQZIQy9CPcuFDErd/jzr8xfQgqeiBwOOdccu/xE8G1QejDya2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OOjlNFWZvGIlY9n2gmuGRtw41gvUQxEvmCdf3J9dzv3jOleSzvzDRhXkRGkoecEmOl7kDYaECGxRJyG/V6tYIhcsvVBkY1S1AZ41oVYhctUAIrtIbF90EQ0zRi0lBBtO5jlBgvI8pwKtisMEg1SwidkBHrWypJxLSXLdadwTOrBDCMlX3SwIX6fSIjkdbTyLfJiJix/u3Nxb+8fmrCupdxmaSGSbr8KEwFNDGc3w4Drhg1YmoJoYrbXSEdE0WosQ0VbAlfl8L/SefCxWUX3VZKzatVHXlwAk7BOcDgEjTBDWiBNqBgAh7AE3h2EufReXFel9Gcs5o5Bj/gvH0CqrSPyg==</latexit>



A1
<latexit sha1_base64="APBsDfOTgUT7xuOuNyJvhBgWmxo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WjGSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uO55vXLFrbozkGXi5aQCOeq98le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JilT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtOyYbgLb68TJpnVe+86t5fVGo3eRxFOIJjOAUPLqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnBfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AG4gY1r</latexit>

A2
<latexit sha1_base64="x1GsqrjrBUVchjgk6edzHiAeDGw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj14rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9XPeqvVLZrbgzkGXi5aQMOeq90le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNhNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JqlT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeOVnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtO0YbgLb68TJrVindece8vyrWbPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AG6BY1s</latexit>

AN
<latexit sha1_base64="xjRqcX9b5mM+Twld9CpaGpMJ1gw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPViyepaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5eU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekSleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLHS/WXvtleuuFV3BvKXeDmpQI56r/zZ7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl1U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26oQcWaVPwljZkobM1J8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE174GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7IheIsv/yXNk6p3WnXvziq1qzyOIhzAIRyDB+dQgxuoQwMYDOAJXuDVEc6z8+a8z1sLTj6zD7/gfHwD5HWNiA==</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="TLI3RrR2UIfL5PXK5iPSLFIuf6Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQFPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtGs3u2F3IpTQ/+DFgyJe/T/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeAGPe/bWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctozJNWZMqoXQnJIYJLlkTOQrWSTUjSShYOxzdTv32E9OGK/mA45QFCRlIHnNK0EqtnogUmn6l6tW8Gdxl4hekCgUa/cpXL1I0S5hEKogxXd9LMciJRk4Fm5R7mWEpoSMyYF1LJUmYCfLZtRP31CqRGyttS6I7U39P5CQxZpyEtjMhODSL3lT8z+tmGF8HOZdphkzS+aI4Ey4qd/q6G3HNKIqxJYRqbm916ZBoQtEGVLYh+IsvL5PWec2/qHn3l9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ahyuowx00oAkUHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBvMmPOg==</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="6Buw7FfuiSXaQ02fplrhVAp669g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeiwK4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WDGSfoR3QgecgZNVaq3/VKZbfizkCWiZeTMuSo9Upf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNiN9WYUDaiA+xYKmmE2s9mh07IqVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9Kbif14nNeG1n3GZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKZfkz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsNkUbgrf48jJpnle8i4pbvyxXb/I4CnAMJ3AGHlxBFe6hBg1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzMW9dcfKZI/gD5/MHmxuMzA==</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="PPTjn9GeUiAf8XD8pogGgxKzHCA=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPQ09iYuYW9eIxAbNAMoSeTk3Spmehu0cIIV/gxYMiXv0kb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnJ4IrTciHtbK6tr6xmdnKbu/s7u3nDg6bKk4lgwaLRSzbPlUgeAQNzbWAdiKBhr6Alj+6nvmte5CKx9GtHifghXQQ8YAzqo1Uv+zl8sQm5YpTLGFil8oFt0gMcd1KibjYsckcebRErZd77/ZjloYQaSaoUh2HJNqbUKk5EzDNdlMFCWUjOoCOoRENQXmT+aFTfGqUPg5iaSrSeK5+n5jQUKlx6JvOkOqh+u3NxL+8TqqDijfhUZJqiNhiUZAKrGM8+xr3uQSmxdgQyiQ3t2I2pJIybbLJmhC+PsX/k2bBdoo2qZ/nq1fLODLoGJ2gM+SgC1RFN6iGGoghQA/oCT1bd9aj9WK9LlpXrOXMEfoB6+0TEnGNHw==</latexit>

kN ,�N
<latexit sha1_base64="wpaoMTre366tf22YTe8aJdFMPo4=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdFfRY9OKpVLAf2C5LNs22odlsSLJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvFBypo3rfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0NJJqghtkoQnqhNiTTkTtGmY4bQjFcVxyGk7HN1O/fYTVZol4sGMJfVjPBAsYgQbKz2OgvpZTw5ZUA/KFbfqzoCWiZeTCuRoBOWvXj8haUyFIRxr3fVcafwMK8MIp5NSL9VUYjLCA9q1VOCYaj+bXTxBJ1bpoyhRtoRBM/X3RIZjrcdxaDtjbIZ60ZuK/3nd1ETXfsaETA0VZL4oSjkyCZq+j/pMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNjQyrZELzFl5dJ67zqXVTd+8tK7SaPowhHcAyn4MEV1OAOGtAEAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucP8LuQbg==</latexit>

k1,�1
<latexit sha1_base64="JhzngLf39JT4HB6f1q9IxtCN+y0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REBT0WvXisYD+wDWGz3bZLN5uwOxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SpZrzBYhnrdkgNl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNQ8lY4up36rSeujYjVA44T7kd0oERfMIpWehwF3lk3GYrAC8oVt+rOQJaJl5MK5KgH5a9uL2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5pNRNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn80unpATq/RIP9a2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yi0nRHFoVn0puJ/XifF/rWfCZWkyBWbL+qnkmBMpu+TntCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjakkg3BW3x5mTTPq95F1b2/rNRu8jiKcATHcAoeXEEN7qAODWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCYCJA0</latexit>

k2,�2
<latexit sha1_base64="uoKam1Hm5ZqIFXGPbAasrXB7BmE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJUQY9FLx4r2A9sQ9hsJ+3SzSbsboRS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhUyeZYthgiUhUO6QaBZfYMNwIbKcKaRwKbIXD26nfekKleSIfzChFP6Z9ySPOqLHS4zConnfTAQ+qQansVtwZyDLxclKGHPWg9NXtJSyLURomqNYdz02NP6bKcCZwUuxmGlPKhrSPHUsljVH749nFE3JqlR6JEmVLGjJTf0+Maaz1KA5tZ0zNQC96U/E/r5OZ6Nofc5lmBiWbL4oyQUxCpu+THlfIjBhZQpni9lbCBlRRZmxIRRuCt/jyMmlWK95Fxb2/LNdu8jgKcAwncAYeXEEN7qAODWAg4Rle4c3Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AGbF5A2</latexit>

SA(t) =
NX

i=1

�ie
�kit

<latexit sha1_base64="PaJj8zC0WFsy1qFOuSocJxEBv6I=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmtAh1YUlU0E2h6saVVLQPaNIwmU7aoZMHMzdCCdm78VfcuFDErT/gzr9x+lho64ELh3Pu5d57vJgzCab5rS0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vb+s5uQ0aJILROIh6Jlocl5SykdWDAaSsWFAcep01vcDXymw9USBaF9zCMqRPgXsh8RjAoydULd+5FCQ4rtkwCN2UVK+vc2HGfuYx20qOByyBz9aJZNscw5ok1JUU0Rc3Vv+xuRJKAhkA4lrJtmTE4KRbACKdZ3k4kjTEZ4B5tKxrigEonHf+SGQdK6Rp+JFSFYIzV3xMpDqQcBp7qDDD05aw3Ev/z2gn4507KwjgBGpLJIj/hBkTGKBijywQlwIeKYCKYutUgfSwwARVfXoVgzb48TxrHZeukbN6eFquX0zhyaB8VUAlZ6AxV0TWqoToi6BE9o1f0pj1pL9q79jFpXdCmM3voD7TPHxSSmnU=</latexit>

 
NX

i=1

�i = 1

!

<latexit sha1_base64="9XEuqPSxLBiuQlmjsLP5ai8KWOk=">AAACCnicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWgQYhN2VdBGCNpYSQRzgey6zE5mkyGzF2bOCmFJbeOr2FgoYusT2Pk2TpItNPGHgY//nMOZ8/uJ4Aos69soLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+b2TlPFqaSsQWMRy7ZPFBM8Yg3gIFg7kYyEvmAtf3A1rrcemFQ8ju5gmDA3JL2IB5wS0JZn7juCBVBxVBp6Gb+wR/c3TtLnnkZH8l4fjjyzbFWtifA82DmUUa66Z3453ZimIYuACqJUx7YScDMigVPBRiUnVSwhdEB6rKMxIiFTbjY5ZYQPtdPFQSz1iwBP3N8TGQmVGoa+7gwJ9NVsbWz+V+ukEJy7GY+SFFhEp4uCVGCI8TgX3OWSURBDDYRKrv+KaZ9IQkGnV9Ih2LMnz0PzuGqfVK3b03LtMo+jiPbQAaogG52hGrpGddRAFD2iZ/SK3own48V4Nz6mrQUjn9lFf2R8/gCMEZon</latexit>

:=

Z 1

0
dk�(k)e�kt

<latexit sha1_base64="qlgJKhf4nmMwD/F338/wYXOXrKE=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs30SLUhSVRQRGEohuXFewDmrZMppN2yGQSZm6EErJ246+4caGIW7/AnX/j9LHQ1gOXezjnXmbu8WLOFNj2t5FbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3zO2duooSSWiNRDySTQ8rypmgNWDAaTOWFIcepw0vuBn5jQcqFYvEPQxj2g5xXzCfEQxa6pr7l1cuE9C1O6nuPgyzXuDGA1YKjmgnPQ4g65pFu2yPYc0TZ0qKaIpq1/xyexFJQiqAcKxUy7FjaKdYAiOcZgU3UTTGJMB92tJU4JCqdjo+JbMOtdKz/EjqEmCN1d8bKQ6VGoaengwxDNSsNxL/81oJ+BftlIk4ASrI5CE/4RZE1igXq8ckJcCHmmAimf6rRQZYYgI6vYIOwZk9eZ7UT8rOadm+OytWrqdx5NEeOkAl5KBzVEG3qIpqiKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHZDRnTHd20R8Ynz/3CZpv</latexit>

Parallel processes

SA(t) ⇠ e�(
P

i ki)⇥t
<latexit sha1_base64="ddN+iXB+W7ADYy0+UCl+7byONvY=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="75GRkS1srydU8ll7ciYy1l6pIIA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhL7sN0V3bisYB/QDiWTybShmcyQZIQy9CPcuFDErd/jzr8xfQgqeiBwOOdccu/xE8G1QejDya2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OOjlNFWZvGIlY9n2gmuGRtw41gvUQxEvmCdf3J9dzv3jOleSzvzDRhXkRGkoecEmOl7kDYaECGxRJyG/V6tYIhcsvVBkY1S1AZ41oVYhctUAIrtIbF90EQ0zRi0lBBtO5jlBgvI8pwKtisMEg1SwidkBHrWypJxLSXLdadwTOrBDCMlX3SwIX6fSIjkdbTyLfJiJix/u3Nxb+8fmrCupdxmaSGSbr8KEwFNDGc3w4Drhg1YmoJoYrbXSEdE0WosQ0VbAlfl8L/SefCxWUX3VZKzatVHXlwAk7BOcDgEjTBDWiBNqBgAh7AE3h2EufReXFel9Gcs5o5Bj/gvH0CqrSPyg==</latexit>

k/�
<latexit sha1_base64="6feY168DwjDgMDEjdNq49fYaNHk=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GhP7sN0V3bisYB/SDiWTybShmcyQZIRS+hVuXCji1s9x59+YPgQVPRA4nHMuuff4ieDaIPThZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3b38/kFLx6mirEljEauOTzQTXLKm4UawTqIYiXzB2v7oaua375nSPJa3ZpwwLyIDyUNOibHS3eisJ2w4IP18Abm1arVcwhC5xXINo4olqIhxpQyxi+YogCUa/fx7L4hpGjFpqCBadzFKjDchynAq2DTXSzVLCB2RAetaKknEtDeZLzyFJ1YJYBgr+6SBc/X7xIREWo8j3yYjYob6tzcT//K6qQmr3oTLJDVM0sVHYSqgieHsehhwxagRY0sIVdzuCumQKEKN7ShnS/i6FP5PWucuLrroplSoXy7ryIIjcAxOAQYXoA6uQQM0AQUReABP4NlRzqPz4rwuohlnOXMIfsB5+wTirpB4</latexit>



Weissenberg number 

Deborah number  : “The mountains flowed before the lord”

Reynolds number 

De << 1 : fluid-like

De >> 1 : solid-like
De =

time of relaxation

time of observation
=

⌧relax
Tobs

<latexit sha1_base64="8Xpkpeq5FYUekjrslGoTliG+Jwg=">AAACVnicbVHLatwwFJWd5jV51E2X2YgOhawGOwm0m0Jou8gygUwSmBnMteY6EZEsI12HDMY/2W7aT8kmVHZMaCe9IDicB7o6ykolHcXx7yBcebO6tr6xOdja3tl9G73bu3SmsgLHwihjrzNwqGSBY5Kk8Lq0CDpTeJXdfWv1q3u0TprighYlzjTcFDKXAshTaaS/45dpbkHUU8IHqklq5CbnFhU8dJ6mWZJM5tDe99pLGKq093XRpo1poFsBqr5o0tqnmiaNhvEo7oa/BkkPhqyfszT6MZ0bUWksSChwbpLEJc1qsCSFwmYwrRyWIO7gBiceFqDRzequloZ/9Myc58b6UxDv2L8TNWjnFjrzznZTt6y15P+0SUX551kti7IiLMTzRXmlOBnedszn0qIgtfAAhJV+Vy5uwfdE/icGvoRk+cmvweXhKDkaxefHw5OvfR0bbJ99YAcsYZ/YCTtlZ2zMBPvJHoMwWAl+BU/harj+bA2DPvOe/TNh9AcjJ7jT</latexit>

Wi =
elastic forces

viscous forces
⇠ ⌧relax�̇

<latexit sha1_base64="StkQydIK1XvGcz6ah7+UcVSfiNs=">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</latexit>

Re =
intertial forces

viscous forces
/ ⇢u0L

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="nfFGQ19K3amyWIkXbmVDyVswDLU=">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</latexit>

L/lp
<latexit sha1_base64="X9rzV2zl2kQPGCKMY852+aecOyc=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe9U0DJoY2ERwUsCyRH2Nptkyd7esTsnhCO/wcZCEVt/kJ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DBxqhn3WSxj3Qqp4VIo7qNAyVuJ5jQKJW+Go9up33zi2ohYPeI44UFEB0r0BaNoJf/+THaTbrniVt0ZyDLxclKBHPVu+avTi1kacYVMUmPanptgkFGNgkk+KXVSwxPKRnTA25YqGnETZLNjJ+TEKj3Sj7UthWSm/p7IaGTMOAptZ0RxaBa9qfif106xfx1kQiUpcsXmi/qpJBiT6eekJzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoc2nZEPwFl9eJo3zqndRdR8uK7WbPI4iHMExnIIHV1CDO6iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH1+YjmQ=</latexit>

t/⌧R
<latexit sha1_base64="/Fex1S+mRcL160WnKY0gQGC53H0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qokKeix68VjFfkAbyma7aZduNnF3IpTQP+HFgyJe/Tve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8HwZuI3n7g2IlYPOEq4H9G+EqFgFK3UwtMO0rR73y2V3Yo7BVkkXk7KkKPWLX11ejFLI66QSWpM23MT9DOqUTDJx8VOanhC2ZD2edtSRSNu/Gx675gcW6VHwljbUkim6u+JjEbGjKLAdkYUB2bem4j/ee0Uwys/EypJkSs2WxSmkmBMJs+TntCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjaiog3Bm395kTTOKt55xb27KFev8zgKcAhHcAIeXEIVbqEGdWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj1rrk5DMH8AfO5w/A6o/G</latexit>

E/kBT
<latexit sha1_base64="/g7FDbaUiAr7XJoMSj+EwAq62Ts=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU921gh5LRfBYoV/QLiWbZtvYbLIkWaEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEHOmjet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjU0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GtzO//USVZlI0zCSmfoSHgoWMYGOl1t3FuF9r9Islt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj3i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCW/8lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5LWZdmrlN2Hq1K1lsWRhxM4hXPw4BqqcA91aAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+zXo6M</latexit>

Re = 10�5 (bacteria)
<latexit sha1_base64="vyuV13Rk4VMq59Tp2ZQ26w8ykUg=">AAACBnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMIjUGIB8OMC3oRgl48RjELJGPo6VSSJj0L3TViGObkxV/x4kERr36DN//GSTIHjT4oeLxXRVU9J5BCo2l+GZmZ2bn5hexibml5ZXUtv75R036oOFS5L33VcJgGKTyookAJjUABcx0JdWdwMfLrd6C08L0bHAZgu6znia7gDBOpnd++hjPLvI32j2PaQrjHiBYdxhGUYHtxO18wS+YY9C+xUlIgKSrt/Ger4/PQBQ+5ZFo3LTNAO2IKBZcQ51qhhoDxAetBM6Eec0Hb0fiNmO4mSod2fZWUh3Ss/pyImKv10HWSTpdhX097I/E/rxli99SOhBeECB6fLOqGkqJPR5nQjlDAUQ4TwrgSya2U95kax6BzSQjW9Mt/Se2gZB2WzKujQvk8jSNLtsgOKRKLnJAyuSQVUiWcPJAn8kJejUfj2Xgz3ietGSOd2SS/YHx8A035l8E=</latexit>



Weissenberg number 

Deborah number  : “The mountains flowed before the lord”

Reynolds number 

De << 1 : fluid-like

De >> 1 : solid-like
De =

time of relaxation

time of observation
=

⌧relax
Tobs

<latexit sha1_base64="8Xpkpeq5FYUekjrslGoTliG+Jwg=">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</latexit>

Wi =
elastic forces

viscous forces
⇠ ⌧relax�̇

<latexit sha1_base64="StkQydIK1XvGcz6ah7+UcVSfiNs=">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</latexit>

Re =
intertial forces

viscous forces
/ ⇢u0L

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="nfFGQ19K3amyWIkXbmVDyVswDLU=">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</latexit>

L/lp
<latexit sha1_base64="X9rzV2zl2kQPGCKMY852+aecOyc=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe9U0DJoY2ERwUsCyRH2Nptkyd7esTsnhCO/wcZCEVt/kJ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DBxqhn3WSxj3Qqp4VIo7qNAyVuJ5jQKJW+Go9up33zi2ohYPeI44UFEB0r0BaNoJf/+THaTbrniVt0ZyDLxclKBHPVu+avTi1kacYVMUmPanptgkFGNgkk+KXVSwxPKRnTA25YqGnETZLNjJ+TEKj3Sj7UthWSm/p7IaGTMOAptZ0RxaBa9qfif106xfx1kQiUpcsXmi/qpJBiT6eekJzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoc2nZEPwFl9eJo3zqndRdR8uK7WbPI4iHMExnIIHV1CDO6iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH1+YjmQ=</latexit>

t/⌧R
<latexit sha1_base64="/Fex1S+mRcL160WnKY0gQGC53H0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qokKeix68VjFfkAbyma7aZduNnF3IpTQP+HFgyJe/Tve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8HwZuI3n7g2IlYPOEq4H9G+EqFgFK3UwtMO0rR73y2V3Yo7BVkkXk7KkKPWLX11ejFLI66QSWpM23MT9DOqUTDJx8VOanhC2ZD2edtSRSNu/Gx675gcW6VHwljbUkim6u+JjEbGjKLAdkYUB2bem4j/ee0Uwys/EypJkSs2WxSmkmBMJs+TntCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjaiog3Bm395kTTOKt55xb27KFev8zgKcAhHcAIeXEIVbqEGdWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj1rrk5DMH8AfO5w/A6o/G</latexit>

E/kBT
<latexit sha1_base64="/g7FDbaUiAr7XJoMSj+EwAq62Ts=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU921gh5LRfBYoV/QLiWbZtvYbLIkWaEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEHOmjet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjU0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GtzO//USVZlI0zCSmfoSHgoWMYGOl1t3FuF9r9Islt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj3i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCW/8lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5LWZdmrlN2Hq1K1lsWRhxM4hXPw4BqqcA91aAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+zXo6M</latexit>

Re = 10�5 (bacteria)
<latexit sha1_base64="vyuV13Rk4VMq59Tp2ZQ26w8ykUg=">AAACBnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMIjUGIB8OMC3oRgl48RjELJGPo6VSSJj0L3TViGObkxV/x4kERr36DN//GSTIHjT4oeLxXRVU9J5BCo2l+GZmZ2bn5hexibml5ZXUtv75R036oOFS5L33VcJgGKTyookAJjUABcx0JdWdwMfLrd6C08L0bHAZgu6znia7gDBOpnd++hjPLvI32j2PaQrjHiBYdxhGUYHtxO18wS+YY9C+xUlIgKSrt/Ger4/PQBQ+5ZFo3LTNAO2IKBZcQ51qhhoDxAetBM6Eec0Hb0fiNmO4mSod2fZWUh3Ss/pyImKv10HWSTpdhX097I/E/rxli99SOhBeECB6fLOqGkqJPR5nQjlDAUQ4TwrgSya2U95kax6BzSQjW9Mt/Se2gZB2WzKujQvk8jSNLtsgOKRKLnJAyuSQVUiWcPJAn8kJejUfj2Xgz3ietGSOd2SS/YHx8A035l8E=</latexit>



Weissenberg number 

Deborah number  : “The mountains flowed before the lord”

Reynolds number 

De << 1 : fluid-like

De >> 1 : solid-like
De =

time of relaxation

time of observation
=

⌧relax
Tobs

<latexit sha1_base64="8Xpkpeq5FYUekjrslGoTliG+Jwg=">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</latexit>

Wi =
elastic forces

viscous forces
⇠ ⌧relax�̇

<latexit sha1_base64="StkQydIK1XvGcz6ah7+UcVSfiNs=">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</latexit>

Re =
intertial forces

viscous forces
/ ⇢u0L

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="nfFGQ19K3amyWIkXbmVDyVswDLU=">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</latexit>

L/lp
<latexit sha1_base64="X9rzV2zl2kQPGCKMY852+aecOyc=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe9U0DJoY2ERwUsCyRH2Nptkyd7esTsnhCO/wcZCEVt/kJ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvDCRwqDrfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0DBxqhn3WSxj3Qqp4VIo7qNAyVuJ5jQKJW+Go9up33zi2ohYPeI44UFEB0r0BaNoJf/+THaTbrniVt0ZyDLxclKBHPVu+avTi1kacYVMUmPanptgkFGNgkk+KXVSwxPKRnTA25YqGnETZLNjJ+TEKj3Sj7UthWSm/p7IaGTMOAptZ0RxaBa9qfif106xfx1kQiUpcsXmi/qpJBiT6eekJzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoc2nZEPwFl9eJo3zqndRdR8uK7WbPI4iHMExnIIHV1CDO6iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH1+YjmQ=</latexit>

t/⌧R
<latexit sha1_base64="/Fex1S+mRcL160WnKY0gQGC53H0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4qokKeix68VjFfkAbyma7aZduNnF3IpTQP+HFgyJe/Tve/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8HwZuI3n7g2IlYPOEq4H9G+EqFgFK3UwtMO0rR73y2V3Yo7BVkkXk7KkKPWLX11ejFLI66QSWpM23MT9DOqUTDJx8VOanhC2ZD2edtSRSNu/Gx675gcW6VHwljbUkim6u+JjEbGjKLAdkYUB2bem4j/ee0Uwys/EypJkSs2WxSmkmBMJs+TntCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjaiog3Bm395kTTOKt55xb27KFev8zgKcAhHcAIeXEIVbqEGdWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj1rrk5DMH8AfO5w/A6o/G</latexit>

E/kBT
<latexit sha1_base64="/g7FDbaUiAr7XJoMSj+EwAq62Ts=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU921gh5LRfBYoV/QLiWbZtvYbLIkWaEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZeEHOmjet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjU0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7GtzO//USVZlI0zCSmfoSHgoWMYGOl1t3FuF9r9Islt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj3i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCW/8lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5LWZdmrlN2Hq1K1lsWRhxM4hXPw4BqqcA91aAKBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz+zXo6M</latexit>
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• Some Basics : Rate processes 


• Types of disorder in dynamical processes :              
Quenched vs Dynamic disorder


• Polymer relaxation (Protein folding under tension, 
Expanding sausage model)


• Broken ergodicity : Heterogeneity in biomolecular 
dynamics



Kinetics from disordered systems: 
Binding kinetics of CO to myoglobin in 80s by Frauenfelder & colleagues …. 

k ⇠ ⌘�  = 0.4� 0.8 ?(solvent viscosity)

D. Beece, L. Eisenstein, H. Frauenfelder, D. Good, M. C. Marden, L. Reinisch, 
A. H. Reynolds, L. B. Sorensen, and K. T. Yue, Biochemistry 19, 5147 (1980). 

cf. k ⇠ !0!ts
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FIG. 1:

unlikely. Thus, one can view that the ligand is confined in an e↵ective free energy barrier

whose height is greater than thermal energy (G‡/kBT � 1). However, an external tension

f , exerted to the ligand through a linker with the receptor position being immobilized, could

make the noise-induced unbinding event more likely by lowering the free energy barrier G‡ into

G‡
� f ⇥ x‡, which was the simple picture of force-induced unbinding dynamics proposed by

Bell. In terms of rate constant, an external tension f would modulate the unbinding rate k0

in the absence of tension into k(f) = k0ef⇥x‡/kBT . A plot of log k(f) versus f enables us to

extrapolate k0 and x‡. One-dimensional reaction coordinate, projected from a multidimensional

energy landscape, can well represent the dynamics provided that the relaxation times of

conformational dynamics along a reaction coordinate is much slower than other degrees of

freedom [7]. Bell assumed that the molecular extension (x) is a good reaction coordinate under

tension [33].

Forced Unfolding at Constant Loading Rate - Dynamic Force Spectroscopy: Al-

though the constant force experiment is straightforward for theoretical analysis, it is technically

demanding in early days to maintain a constant tension using force instrument. Thus, many
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Dynamical disorder: Passage through a fluctuating bottleneck 
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A model is proposed for a rate process that is controlled by passage through a fluctuating 
bottleneck. The rate of passage is proportional to the cross-sectional area of the 
bottleneck. The radius of the bottleneck fluctuates in time according to a Langevin equation 
with a decay constant A. Two consequences of the model are (1) decay is not 
exponential at short times, but changes to exponential at long times. (2) In the limit of small 
A, the resulting effective rate constant at long times is proportional to A 112. Predictions 
of the model are qualitatively consistent with experimental observations on the viscosity 
dependence of ligand motion in myoglobin. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a model of dynamical disorder in 
which a rate process is controlled by passage through a 
fluctuating bottleneck. Because its construction was moti-
vated in the first place by experimental studies of the ki-
netics of ligand binding in myoglobin, it will be presented 
in that context. However, the model is quite general and 
may have a number of applications. 

Kinetic studies of ligand binding to myoglobin show 
that solvent viscosity affects the movement of ligands in-
side the protein. I The effects of viscosity on rate processes 
often can be understood by means of Kramers' theory of 
diffusion over a high potential barrier. However, ligand 
motion in myoglobin may occur far from the protein-
solvent interface. It is not obvious how the viscosity of the 
solvent outside the protein can directly affect the motion of 
a ligand over a barrier inside the protein. Further, Kram-
ers' theory predicts that rate constants are inversely pro-
portional to viscosity, while the data in Ref. 1 suggest a 
fractional power law dependence on viscosity. 

In Ref. 1, Beece et al. suggest an alternative dynamical 
model in which ligand motion involves potential barriers 
which are somehow tied to the shape of the protein. Then 
changes in shape can open and close an essential gate in the 
binding pathway, and these changes in shape can be influ-
enced by the exterior viscosity. 

This model presented here resembles, but is somewhat 
different from, the one proposed by Beece et al. The pri-
mary process is assumed to be passage through a bottle-
neck. However, the bottleneck is geometrical, and does not 
involve a potential barrier. If classical transition state the-
ory applies, as in an earlier study2 of rate processes with 
entropy barriers, the escape rate is the equilibrium flux 
through the bottleneck. The eqUilibrium flux is the product 
of a thermal mean velocity and the probability of being at 
the bottleneck; the latter probability is proportional to the 
cross-sectional area of the bottleneck. If the area changes 
because of fluctuations in the protein's shape, then the sol-
vent viscosity must be involved. In this model, the fluctu-
ations are described by a Brownian motion picture in 
which the radius of the bottleneck satisfies a Langevin 
equation. The radius relaxes with a rate A which is ex-

pected to be inversely proportional to the solvent viscosity 
'TJ. 

Notable consequences of this model are (1) the decay 
curves are not exponential at short times, but change to 
exponential at long times; and (2) the long time decay rate 
is proportional to AI12, or inversely to the square root of 
the solvent viscosity, 1I'TJ112• Although the model describes 
only a part of the complex process of ligand binding in 
proteins, these consequences appear to be qualitatively 
consistent with the observations in Ref. 1. 

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 

As in many previous examples of dynamical disorder, 3 

two kinds of processes are coupled. In the first, the ligand 
concentration C decays according to a simple rate equation 

dC 
dt =-K(r)C. (1) 

In the terminology of Ref. 3, K(r) is a decay rate that 
depends on a "control parameter" r, taken here as the 
radius of the bottleneck. In this model K(r) is proportional 
to the area of the bottleneck, 

K(r)=kr2, (2) 

in which k is a numerical constant. 
The radius can fluctuate because of thermal noise, and 

the fluctuations can decay in time. This suggests that the 
time dependence of r should be given by the Langevin 
equation 

dr 
dt= -Ar+F(t) (3) 

in which A is the rate of decay of a fluctuation in r, and 
F(t) is thermal (Gaussian white) noise. A hard reflecting 
barrier is imposed at r=O so that only positive radii are 
involved. 

As is customary when dealing with Langevin equa-
tions, the noise is related to A by a fluctuation-ciissipation 
theorem which contains the equilibrium second moment of 
r, 

(4) 
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q

2
⇡✓ e�r2/2✓. The resulting survival probability

⌃f
�(t) =

R1
0 drC(r, t) is [18, 22]:

⌃f
�(t) = e�

�
2 (S�1)t


(S + 1)2 � (S � 1)2E

4S

��1/2

(3)

where S ⌘

⇣
1 + 4k(f)✓

�

⌘1/2
and E ⌘ e�2�St. In

two asymptotic limits of �, the expression for ⌃f
�(t)

becomes simple. (i) For 4k(f)✓/� ⌧ 1, we have
S ⇡ 1 and the survival probability decays exponen-
tially, ⌃f

�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
find S =

�
1 + e⇤(f)

�1/2
, where ⇤(f) = �x‡

kBT (f � fcr)
FIG. 1:
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whose height is greater than thermal energy (G‡/kBT � 1). However, an external tension

f , exerted to the ligand through a linker with the receptor position being immobilized, could

make the noise-induced unbinding event more likely by lowering the free energy barrier G‡ into

G‡
� f ⇥ x‡, which was the simple picture of force-induced unbinding dynamics proposed by

Bell. In terms of rate constant, an external tension f would modulate the unbinding rate k0

in the absence of tension into k(f) = k0ef⇥x‡/kBT . A plot of log k(f) versus f enables us to

extrapolate k0 and x‡. One-dimensional reaction coordinate, projected from a multidimensional

energy landscape, can well represent the dynamics provided that the relaxation times of

conformational dynamics along a reaction coordinate is much slower than other degrees of

freedom [7]. Bell assumed that the molecular extension (x) is a good reaction coordinate under

tension [33].
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though the constant force experiment is straightforward for theoretical analysis, it is technically

demanding in early days to maintain a constant tension using force instrument. Thus, many
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Binding rate ~ kr2

hFx(t)Fx(t
0)i = 2⇣kBT �(t� t0)

hFr(t)Fr(t
0)i = 2�✓�(t� t0)
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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becomes simple. (i) For 4k(f)✓/� ⌧ 1, we have
S ⇡ 1 and the survival probability decays exponen-
tially, ⌃f

�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
find S =
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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law decay, ⌃f
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t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):
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⇤
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where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):
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⇤
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where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
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In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
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Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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two asymptotic limits of �, the expression for ⌃f
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becomes simple. (i) For 4k(f)✓/� ⌧ 1, we have
S ⇡ 1 and the survival probability decays exponen-
tially, ⌃f

�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
find S =
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f
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In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q

2
⇡✓ e�r2/2✓. The resulting survival probability

⌃f
�(t) =

R1
0 drC(r, t) is [18, 22]:
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⇣
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�

⌘1/2
and E ⌘ e�2�St. In

two asymptotic limits of �, the expression for ⌃f
�(t)

becomes simple. (i) For 4k(f)✓/� ⌧ 1, we have
S ⇡ 1 and the survival probability decays exponen-
tially, ⌃f

�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
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�
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x

!
dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂

∂r

!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x

#
∂
∂x + 1

kB T
dU(x)

dx

$
and Lr ≡ λθ ∂

∂r

#
∂
∂r + r

θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ

% µ(t)−1/4θ

1/4θ
dα

S2−16θ 2α2 = t , and this leads to

µ(t)
µ(0)

= 1
2

'
1 + S

(S + 1) − (S − 1)E
(S + 1) + (S − 1)E

(

ν(t) = −λt
2

(S − 1) + log
!

(S + 1) + (S − 1)E
2S

"−1/2 (31)

with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is

-(t) = exp
!

−λ

2
(S − 1)t

"!
(S + 1)2 − (S − 1)2 E

4S

"−1/2

(32)

where S =
#
1 + 4kθ

λ

$1/2 and E = e−2λSt .
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By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
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barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂
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!
dx
dt

ρ
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!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
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#
∂
∂x + 1

kB T
dU(x)

dx

$
and Lr ≡ λθ ∂

∂r

#
∂
∂r + r

θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to
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∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ
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S2−16θ 2α2 = t , and this leads to
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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4S
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x

!
dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂

∂r

!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x

#
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∂x + 1

kB T
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dx
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and Lr ≡ λθ ∂
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#
∂
∂r + r

θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /
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dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈
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2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
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θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ

% µ(t)−1/4θ

1/4θ
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µ(t)
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is

-(t) = exp
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(S − 1)t
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(S + 1)2 − (S − 1)2 E
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(32)

where S =
#
1 + 4kθ

λ

$1/2 and E = e−2λSt .
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
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dx
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∂r
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dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.
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equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to
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By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈
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2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes
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where k ≡ kr
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2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x

!
dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂

∂r

!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x
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dx
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and Lr ≡ λθ ∂
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$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈
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U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ

% µ(t)−1/4θ
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x

!
dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂

∂r

!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x

#
∂
∂x + 1

kB T
dU(x)

dx

$
and Lr ≡ λθ ∂

∂r

#
∂
∂r + r

θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ

% µ(t)−1/4θ

1/4θ
dα

S2−16θ 2α2 = t , and this leads to
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µ(0)

= 1
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x

!
dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂

∂r

!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x

#
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∂x + 1

kB T
dU(x)

dx

$
and Lr ≡ λθ ∂

∂r

#
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θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
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= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr
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U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ
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+ ∂
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dx
dt

ρ

"
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!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)
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and Lr ≡ λθ ∂
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$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈
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U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes
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= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr
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U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x
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dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂
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!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.
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= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)
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. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
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= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)
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2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
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e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =
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0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,
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d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
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dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
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The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
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= ∂ρ
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dt
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By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x

#
∂
∂x + 1

kB T
dU(x)

dx

$
and Lr ≡ λθ ∂

∂r

#
∂
∂r + r

θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ

% µ(t)−1/4θ

1/4θ
dα

S2−16θ 2α2 = t , and this leads to
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with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is
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FIG. 1. LogIO (CU» as a function of t, for A=O.OOI, 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0. Note the change of time scales. All plots become linear at large t, with the slope 
flo given by Eq. (l2). 

Then the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is 

(F(t)F(t') )eq=Ue5(t-t'). (5) 

The assumed quadratic dependence of the decay rate 
K(r) on the radius is physically reasonable. The assump-
tion that the radius of the bottleneck obeys a simple Lange-
vin equation is more doubtful; there seems to be no obvious 
physical justification. However, the assumption is easy to 
implement, and its consequences appear to be interesting. 

The goal is to find the noise-averaged concentration 
(C(t». A general scheme for treating such problems was 
reviewed in_Ref. 3. First one defines a noise-averaged con-
centration C(r,t) for a given bottleneck radius r, so that 

(6) 

Then one finds that C(r,t) satisfies a Smoluchowski equa-
tion with a quadratic sink, 

-C=-k?-c+}.e- -+-C . a - - a (ac r-) 
at ar ar e (7) 

A reflecting boundary co!!,.dition is imposed at r=O. The 
initial condition is that C has its equilibrium Gaussian 
form in the absence of the reaction sink. 

Equation (7) is actually quite easy to solve. One pro-
cedure is to write C(r,t) as exp[v(t) - fL(t)?-]; then the 
time-dependent coefficients v(t) and fL(t) satisfy ordinary 
differential equations in time, and their solution is elemen-
tary. In a different context, Weiss4 used an eigenfunction 
expansion to solve Eq. (7). [A factor of 2 is missing in his 
Eq. (5.25).] 

III. RESULTS 
The result, in the present notation, is 

(c(t»=exp ( (S-I)t) 

( 
(S+ 1)2- (S -1 )2E (t») -1/2 

X 4S ' (8) 

where the two auxiliary quantities Sand E(t) are 

( 
4ke) 1/2 

S= 1+-}.' (9) 

E(t) =exp( -USt). ( to) 

Two limiting cases of the general result are important. 
When}. is very large, so that the distribution of r remains 
close to Gaussian at all times, the above result becomes 

(C(t» -+exp( -ket)o (11 ) 

This is what one gets from Eq. (1) by averaging K(r) over 
the equilibrium distribution of r. On the other hand, in the 
static disorder limit }. -+ 0, the concentration decays by a 
power law, 

(C(t» -+ (l +2ket) -1/2 (12) 

which is what one gets by averaging exp[ -K(r)t] over the 
initial Gaussian distribution of r. The different behavior in 
these two limits is typical of problems of dynamical disor-
der. 

The behavior for other values of }. is shown in Fig. 1. 
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is driven by force. First, consider the Zwanzig model with r f = 0. The equations of motion
for x and r are, respectively,

m
d2x
dt2

= −ζ
dx
dt

− dU(x)

dx
+ Fx (t)

dr
dt

= −γ r + Fr (t).
(25)

The Liouville theorem ( dρ
dt = 0) describes the time evolution of probability density, ρ(x, r, t),

as
dρ

dt
= ∂ρ

∂ t
+ ∂

∂x

!
dx
dt

ρ

"
+ ∂

∂r

!
dr
dt

ρ

"
= 0. (26)

By inserting of equations (25)–(26) and neglecting the inertial term, (m d2 x
dt2 ), and averaging

over the white-noise spectrum, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (⟨Fx (t)Fx(t ′)⟩ =
2ζ kBT δ(t − t ′), ⟨Fr (t)Fr (t ′)⟩ = 2λθδ(t − t ′) where ⟨r 2⟩ ≡ θ ) leads to a Smoluchowski
equation for ρ(x, r, t) in the presence of a reaction sink.

∂ρ

∂ t
= Lxρ + Lrρ − krr 2δ(x − xts)ρ (27)

where Lx ≡ D ∂
∂x

#
∂
∂x + 1

kB T
dU(x)

dx

$
and Lr ≡ λθ ∂

∂r

#
∂
∂r + r

θ

$
. Integrating both sides of

equation (27) using
%

dx ρ(x, r, t) ≡ C(r, t) leads to

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − krr 2ρ(xts, r, t). (28)

By writing ρ(xts, r, t) = φx(xts)C(r, t) where φ(xts) should be constant as φ(xts) =
e−U(xts )/kBT /

%
dxe−U(x)/kB T ≈

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kBT , equation (28) becomes

∂C
∂ t

= Lr C(r, t) − kr 2C(r, t) (29)

where k ≡ kr

&
U ′′(xb)
2πkBT e−(U(xts)−U(xb))/kB T . In all likelihood kr reflects the dynamics near the

barrier, so we can write k = κ ωtsωb
2πγ

e−,U/kB T where κ describes the geometrical information of
the cross section of bottleneck. Now we have retrieved the equation in Zwanzig’s seminal paper
where the survival probability (-(t) =

% ∞
0 drC(r, t)) is given under a reflecting boundary

condition at r = 0 and Gaussian initial condition C(r, t = 0) ∼ e−r2/2θ . By setting
C(r, t) = exp (ν(t) − µ(t)r 2), equation (29) can be solved exactly, leading to

ν ′(t) = −2λθµ(t) + λ

µ′(t) = −4λθµ2(t) + 2λµ(t) + k.
(30)

The solution for µ(t) is obtained by solving 4θ
λ

% µ(t)−1/4θ

1/4θ
dα

S2−16θ 2α2 = t , and this leads to

µ(t)
µ(0)

= 1
2

'
1 + S

(S + 1) − (S − 1)E
(S + 1) + (S − 1)E

(

ν(t) = −λt
2

(S − 1) + log
!

(S + 1) + (S − 1)E
2S

"−1/2 (31)

with µ(0) = 1/2θ . The survival probability, which was derived by Zwanzig, is

-(t) = exp
!

−λ

2
(S − 1)t

"!
(S + 1)2 − (S − 1)2 E

4S

"−1/2

(32)

where S =
#
1 + 4kθ

λ

$1/2 and E = e−2λSt .
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FIG. 1:

unlikely. Thus, one can view that the ligand is confined in an e↵ective free energy barrier

whose height is greater than thermal energy (G‡/kBT � 1). However, an external tension

f , exerted to the ligand through a linker with the receptor position being immobilized, could

make the noise-induced unbinding event more likely by lowering the free energy barrier G‡ into

G‡
� f ⇥ x‡, which was the simple picture of force-induced unbinding dynamics proposed by

Bell. In terms of rate constant, an external tension f would modulate the unbinding rate k0

in the absence of tension into k(f) = k0ef⇥x‡/kBT . A plot of log k(f) versus f enables us to

extrapolate k0 and x‡. One-dimensional reaction coordinate, projected from a multidimensional

energy landscape, can well represent the dynamics provided that the relaxation times of

conformational dynamics along a reaction coordinate is much slower than other degrees of

freedom [7]. Bell assumed that the molecular extension (x) is a good reaction coordinate under

tension [33].

Forced Unfolding at Constant Loading Rate - Dynamic Force Spectroscopy: Al-

though the constant force experiment is straightforward for theoretical analysis, it is technically

demanding in early days to maintain a constant tension using force instrument. Thus, many

3

r

� / ⌘�1



- Zwanzig (1992) JCP 97: 3567. 
Fluctuating bottleneck model

2

barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q

2
⇡✓ e�r2/2✓. The resulting survival probability

⌃f
�(t) =

R1
0 drC(r, t) is [18, 22]:

⌃f
�(t) = e�

�
2 (S�1)t


(S + 1)2 � (S � 1)2E

4S

��1/2

(3)

where S ⌘

⇣
1 + 4k(f)✓

�

⌘1/2
and E ⌘ e�2�St. In

two asymptotic limits of �, the expression for ⌃f
�(t)

becomes simple. (i) For 4k(f)✓/� ⌧ 1, we have
S ⇡ 1 and the survival probability decays exponen-
tially, ⌃f

�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
find S =

�
1 + e⇤(f)

�1/2
, where ⇤(f) = �x‡

kBT (f � fcr)
FIG. 1:
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whose height is greater than thermal energy (G‡/kBT � 1). However, an external tension

f , exerted to the ligand through a linker with the receptor position being immobilized, could

make the noise-induced unbinding event more likely by lowering the free energy barrier G‡ into

G‡
� f ⇥ x‡, which was the simple picture of force-induced unbinding dynamics proposed by

Bell. In terms of rate constant, an external tension f would modulate the unbinding rate k0

in the absence of tension into k(f) = k0ef⇥x‡/kBT . A plot of log k(f) versus f enables us to

extrapolate k0 and x‡. One-dimensional reaction coordinate, projected from a multidimensional

energy landscape, can well represent the dynamics provided that the relaxation times of

conformational dynamics along a reaction coordinate is much slower than other degrees of

freedom [7]. Bell assumed that the molecular extension (x) is a good reaction coordinate under
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Derivation of the Smoluchowski equation for
FB model : According to the Liouville theorem
(d'/dt = 0) the time evolution of probability density
'(x, r, t) in terms of x and r satisfies

@'

@t
= �

@

@x

✓
dx

dt
'

◆
�

@

@r

✓
dr

dt
'

◆
. (S1)

Insertion of two Langevin equations (Eq.(1) in the
main text) for the fluctuating bottleneck model @tx =
�⇣�1[@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)] and @tr = ��r + Fr(t) into
Eq.S1 leads to
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·

⇣
~F (t)'
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where ~a ⌘ (x, r) and ~F (t) ⌘ ( 1
⇣ Fx(t), Fr(t)). Using

the vector notation as in the second line of Eq.S2, one
can formally solve for the probability density '(~a, t)
as

'(~a, t) = e�tL'(~a, 0)�
Z t

0
dse�(t�s)L @

@~a
·

⇣
~F (s)'(~a, s)

⌘

(S3)

Averaging '(~a, t) over noise after iterating '(~a, t) into
the noise related term in the integrand and exploit-
ing the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, we obtain the
Smoluchowski equation for '(x, r, t) in the presence of
a reaction sink, S(x, r) = krr2�(x� xts),

@'(x, r, t)
@t

= [Lx(x) + Lr(r)� S(x, r)] '(x, r, t),
(S4)

where Lx ⌘ D@x

�
@x + (kBT )�1@xUe↵(x)

�
and

Lr ⌘ �✓@r (@r + r/✓). Integrating both sides
of the equation over x by defining C(r, t) ⌘R1
�1 dx'(x, r, t) leads to @tC = LrC(r, t) �

krr2'(xts, r, t). By setting '(xts, r, t) = �x(xts)C(r, t)
where �(xts) = e�Ueff(xts)/kBT /

R
dxe�Ueff(x)/kBT

⇡

p
U 00

e↵(xb)/2⇡kBTe�(Ueff(xts)�Ueff(xb))/kBT , we get

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
�✓@r (@r + r/✓)� kr2

⇤
C(r, t), (S5)

where k ⌘ kr

p
U 00

e↵(xb)/2⇡kBTe��U‡/kBT with
�U‡

⌘ U(xts) � U(xb). In all likelihood,
kr

�
= D ⇥

p
U 00

e↵(xts)/2⇡kBT
�

represents the product
of di↵usion coe�cient D associated with barrier
crossing dynamics and the contribution of dy-
namics at the barrier top. Thus, under tension
f , one can set k ! k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT where
k0 ⌘ (⇠D

p
U 00

e↵(xb)U 00
e↵(xts)/2⇡kBT )e��U‡/kBT

and ⇠ describes the correction due to geometrical
information of the cross section of bottleneck [1, 2].
Therefore, under tension f , Eq.S5 becomes Eq.(2) in
the main text.

Solution of the Smoluchowski equation with
time-dependent sink : For the problem with a
constant loading rate, the sink function of our Smolu-
chowski equation becomes time-dependent, resulting
in the following equation for the flux C(r, t),

@C(r, t)
@t

= �✓
@

@r

✓
@

@r
+

r

✓

◆
C(r, t)� k0r

2et(��x‡/kBT )C(r, t) (S6)

with C(r, t = 0) =
q

2
⇡✓ e�r2/2✓. Although a time-dependent sink term, in general, makes Smoluchowski equations

analytically intractable, the ansatz C(r, t) ⇠ e⌫(t)�µ(t)r2
used in the Ref. [1] allows us to solve the above problem

exactly. Substitution of C(r, t) ⇠ e⌫(t)�µ(t)r2
leads to two ODEs for ⌫(t) and µ(t) (with 0 denoting derivative

dx
−∞

∞

∫
@tC(r, t) = [Lr(r)� kr2]C(r, t)

⌃(t) =
Z 1

0
drC(r, t)

k vs λ
(i) k << λ : annealed disorder
(ii) k >> λ : quenched disorder
(iii)  k ~ λ : dynamical disorder

⌃(t) = (1 + 2k✓t)�1/2

⌃(t) = e�k✓t

⌃(t) = e�
�
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4S
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S = (1 + 4k✓/�)1/2

E(t) = e�2�St

⇠ kr2

hFx(t)Fx(t0)i = 2⇣kBT �(t � t0) hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0)
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barriers, or annealed disorder (k/� ⌧ 1), unbinding
via a single path over a rapidly averaging barrier. If
k/� ⇠ O(1), the gating produces a fluctuating envi-
ronment along the dynamic pathway of the ligand and
a↵ects the unbinding process in a non-trivial fashion.
This regime is often termed dynamic disorder [18, 19].
The gating mechanism has been extensively studied in
both experiments and theories in the context of oxy-
gen binding to myoglobin [18, 20, 21]. The presence
of dynamical disorder in the oxygen-myoglobin system
results in a power law decay of unreacted oxygen and
a fractional order dependence of binding rate constant
on solvent viscosity [20]. To account for the origin of
this phenomenon, Zwanzig proposed a fluctuating bot-
tleneck (FB) model [18], which considers a rate pro-
cess controlled by passage through a bottleneck whose
cross-sectional area, responsible for the reactivity, un-
dergoes stochastic fluctuations.

While the frequency � governing the internal dy-
namics, which is intrinsic to a molecule, can in prin-
ciple be varied to a certain extent by changing vis-
cosity [20], the unbinding rate k can be more easily
altered in single-molecule pulling experiments, thus
providing a way to infer dynamic disorder. Here,
we adopt Zwanzig’s FB concept as a general mech-
anism for probing the internal disorder in biological
molecules, with explicit experimental consequences.
By fitting our analytical expressions to single-molecule
force data, we extract a measure of dynamic disoder
in proteins and DNA.

To model the e↵ect of mechanical force on the dy-
namics of crossing a free energy barrier in the pres-
ence of molecular gating, we modified Zwanzig’s FB
model [18] using an e↵ective potential Ue↵(x; r) =
U(x; r) � fx that depends parametrically on r, the
auxiliary variable characterizing the internal dynam-
ics, and explicitly on the molecular extension x con-
jugate to the applied force, f [22]. The FB model is
governed by two Langevin equations of motion:

⇣@tx = �@xUe↵(x; r) + Fx(t)
@tr = ��r + Fr(t) (1)

where ⇣ is the friction coe�cient along x. The pre-
cise functional form of U(x; r) is arbitrary except it
should have a local minimum corresponding to a bound
(folded) state at x = xb, separated by a free energy
barrier at x = xts > xb from the unbound (unfolded)
ensemble at large x. Both the noise-related random
force Fx(t) along x and Fr(t), the stochastic fluctua-
tion of the dimensionless bottleneck radius r, satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem: hFx(t)Fx(t0)i =
2⇣kBT �(t � t0) and hFr(t)Fr(t0)i = 2�✓�(t � t0), with
kBT being the thermal energy, and hr2

i ⌘ ✓. Forced-
unbinding occurs on first passage from xb to xts, with

a rate K(f, r) that in general varies with both f and
r. In traditional models of barrier crossing, there is
no coupling between reaction dynamics in x and other
degrees of freedom, so K only depends on f . For ex-
ample, in the Bell approximation K(f) / ef�x‡/kBT ,
where �x‡ = xts � xb. In the FB model, the cou-
pling to r is incorporated by making the reaction sink
proportional to the area of the bottleneck, K(f, r) ⌘
k(f)r2. The form of K(f, r) is physical for the appli-
cations here because the rate of unfolding of proteins
or unzipping of DNA should increase as the solvent
accessible area (/ r2) increases. For simplicity, we as-
sume the force-dependence is described by the Bell ap-
proximation, k(f) = k0ef�x‡/kBT , though the calcu-
lations below can be generalized to more complicated
models where k(f) reflects movement of the transition
state under force [22, 23]. The Langevin equations
in Eq.1 can be translated into the following Smolu-
chowski equation (see Supporting Information (SI) for
details):

@tC(r, t) =
⇥
Lr(r)� k(f)r2

⇤
C(r, t) (2)

where C(r, t) is the mean probability of finding the sys-
tem still bound (x < xts) with bottleneck value r at
time t, and Lr(r) = �✓@r (@r + r/✓) [18, 22]. Depend-
ing on whether f is constant or is a linearly varying
quantity with time, i.e., f(t) = �t, our problem is clas-
sified into unbinding under force-clamp or force-ramp
conditions, respectively.

Force-clamp: For a constant f , Eq. 2 for C(r, t)
is solved analytically with a reflecting boundary con-
dition at r = 0, and an initial condition C(r, 0) =q

2
⇡✓ e�r2/2✓. The resulting survival probability

⌃f
�(t) =

R1
0 drC(r, t) is [18, 22]:

⌃f
�(t) = e�

�
2 (S�1)t


(S + 1)2 � (S � 1)2E

4S

��1/2

(3)

where S ⌘

⇣
1 + 4k(f)✓

�

⌘1/2
and E ⌘ e�2�St. In

two asymptotic limits of �, the expression for ⌃f
�(t)

becomes simple. (i) For 4k(f)✓/� ⌧ 1, we have
S ⇡ 1 and the survival probability decays exponen-
tially, ⌃f

�(t) = exp (�k(f)✓t), with k(f)✓ acting as an
e↵ective rate constant. (ii) For 4k(f)✓/� � 1, we get
S � 1 and the survival probability exhibits a power-
law decay, ⌃f

�(t) = (1 + 2k(f)✓t)�1/2 at short times
t ⌧ (k(f)✓�)�1/2, changing over into an exponential
decay with rate k(f)✓ at long times t � (k(f)✓�)�1/2.
In the limit of quenched disorder, as � ! 0, the power-
law decay extends to all times.

Using the Bell force dependence for k(f) in Eq. 3, we
find S =

�
1 + e⇤(f)

�1/2
, where ⇤(f) = �x‡

kBT (f � fcr)
FIG. 1:
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f , exerted to the ligand through a linker with the receptor position being immobilized, could

make the noise-induced unbinding event more likely by lowering the free energy barrier G‡ into

G‡
� f ⇥ x‡, which was the simple picture of force-induced unbinding dynamics proposed by

Bell. In terms of rate constant, an external tension f would modulate the unbinding rate k0

in the absence of tension into k(f) = k0ef⇥x‡/kBT . A plot of log k(f) versus f enables us to
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k vs λ
(i) k << λ : annealed disorder
(ii) k >> λ : quenched disorder
(iii)  k ~ λ : dynamical disorder
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all recordings. The second stage begins at the
end of the rapid elastic recoil and is marked
by a noticeable increase in length fluctuations
(Fig. 2A, inset). This stage relaxes into a long-
lasting plateau with a slow rate of collapse
measured at cr2 ! 4.3 nm/s. The beginning of
the third stage in this recording is distinguished
by an abrupt increase in the slope of the col-
lapse that now measures cr3 ! 43 nm/s. Stages
2 and 3 can vary greatly in their rates of col-
lapse (Fig. 3) and cannot always be distin-
guished (fig. S1). The final stage of collapse is
always fast and appears almost steplike in most
recordings. However, upon close inspection,
the final stage is continuous and has a finite
collapse rate of only cr4 ! 1100 nm/s in the
recording shown in Fig. 2A, and it is far from
an all-or-none steplike event. This final stage
(stage 4) is well defined in most recordings,
with an average slope of cr4 ! 585 " 552 nm/s
("SD; n ! 46).

A notable feature of the folding collapse is
that stages 2 and 3 show very large fluctua-
tions of the end-to-end length of the protein
(#16 nm peak to peak in the inset of Fig.
2B). The magnitude of these fluctuations
abates quickly upon folding, as shown by the
amplitude of the fluctuations in regions II and
III of Fig. 2B. Although in this example the
fluctuations appear relatively constant in re-
gion II, we also observed several cases in
which the fluctuations grew in amplitude to-
ward the end of region II and then disap-
peared upon folding. A detailed analysis of
these fluctuations is beyond the scope of this
work. Part of these length fluctuations must
result from noise in the force signal, which
becomes amplified by the increased slope of
the length-force relationship at low pulling

forces. However, it is hard to avoid the con-
clusion that most of these fluctuations repre-
sent a fundamental property of the unfolded

polypeptide when it nears its final folding
collapse. Although nearly all of the folding
trajectories appear continuous and the stages

Fig. 1. The folding pathway of ubiquitin is directly measured
by force-clamp spectroscopy. The figure shows our experi-
mental protocol. (A) The end-to-end length of a protein as a
function of time. (B) The corresponding applied force as a
function of time. The inset in (A) shows a schematic of the
events that occur at different times during the stretch-
relaxation cycle (numbered from 1 to 5). $zp, piezoelectric
actuator displacement; Lc, contour length. The length of the
protein (in nanometers) evolves in time as it first extends by
unfolding at a constant stretching force of 122 pN. This
stage is characterized by step increases in length of 20 nm
each, marking each ubiquitin unfolding event, numbered 1 to
3. The first unfolding event (1) occurred very close to the
beginning of the recording and therefore it is magnified with
a logarithmic time scale (blue inset) with the length dimen-
sion plotted at half scale. Upon quenching the force to 15
pN, the protein spontaneously contracted, first in a steplike
manner resulting from the elastic recoil of the unfolded
polymer (4), and then by a continuous collapse as the
protein folds (5). The complex time course of this collapse in
the protein’s length reflects the folding trajectory of ubiq-
uitin at a low stretching force. To confirm that our polyu-
biquitin had indeed folded, at 14 s we stretched again back
to 122 pN (B). The initial steplike extension is the elastic
stretching of the folded polyubiquitin. Afterward, we ob-
served steplike extension events of 20 nm each, correspond-
ing to the unfolding of the ubiquitin proteins that had
previously refolded. After these unfolding events, the length of the polyubiquitin is the same as that measured before the folding cycle began (3).

Fig. 2. Folding is char-
acterized by a contin-
uous collapse rather
than by a discrete all-
or-none process. (A)
and (B) show typical
recordings of the time
course of the sponta-
neous collapse in the
end-to-end length of
an unfolded polyubiq-
uitin, observed after
quenching to a low
force. (A) Four distinct
stages can be identi-
fied. The first stage is
fast and we interpret
it as the elastic recoil
of an ideal polymer
chain (see magnified
trace in the top inset).
The next three stages
are marked by abrupt
changes in slope and
correspond to the
folding trajectory of
ubiquitin. These stag-
es can be distin-
guished by their dif-
ferent slopes. Stages 2
and 3 always show
peak-to-peak fluctua-
tions in length of sev-
eral nanometers. The rapid final contraction of stage 4 marks the end of the folding event. This final
collapse stage is not instantaneous, as can be seen on the magnified trace in the lower inset. We
measure the total duration of the collapse, $t , from the beginning of the quench until the end of
stage 4. (B) The folding collapse is marked by large fluctuations in the length of the protein. These
fluctuations greatly diminish in amplitude after folding is complete. The inset at the top is a record
of the end-to-end fluctuations of the protein before the quench (region I), during the folding
collapse (region II), and after folding was completed (region III). The fluctuations were obtained by
measuring the residual from linear fits to the data (red dotted lines).
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systems are needed before contemplating the
use of this technique for cell therapy. In
addition, the mechanisms governing the dif-
ferentiation of human tissues must be eluci-
dated in order to produce tissue-specific cell
populations from undifferentiated ES cells.
This study shows the feasibility of generating
human ES cells from a somatic cell isolated
from a living person.
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Force-Clamp Spectroscopy
Monitors the Folding Trajectory

of a Single Protein
Julio M. Fernandez* and Hongbin Li

Weused force-clamp atomic forcemicoscopy tomeasure the end-to-end length
of the small protein ubiquitin during its folding reaction at the single-molecule
level. Ubiquitin was first unfolded and extended at a high force, then the
stretching force was quenched and protein folding was observed. The folding
trajectories were continuous and marked by several distinct stages. The time
taken to fold was dependent on the contour length of the unfolded protein and
the stretching force applied during folding. The folding collapse was marked by
large fluctuations in the end-to-end length of the protein, but these fluctuations
vanished upon the final folding contraction. These direct observations of the
complete folding trajectory of a protein provide a benchmark to determine the
physical basis of the folding reaction.

Resolving the folding pathway of a protein
remains a challenge in biology (1–9). Here,
we demonstrate a method by which the entire
folding trajectory of a single protein can be
recorded as a function of time. We used
single-molecule atomic force micoscopy
techniques (10, 11) in the force-clamp mode
(12, 13) to apply a constant force to a single
polyprotein composed of nine repeats of the
small protein ubiquitin (13–16). This resulted
in the probabilistic unfolding of ubiquitin,
which was observed as stepwise elongations
of the protein in which each step correspond-

ed to the unfolding of an individual protein
module (12). We applied this technique to
monitor the end-to-end length of a single
ubiquitin polyprotein (17) during reversible
unfolding-folding cycles. Our experimental
approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1A
shows the changes in the length of a single
ubiquitin polyprotein in response to the
stretching force displayed in Fig. 1B. As
shown, stretching the polyubiquitin chain at
120 pN triggers a series of unfolding events
that appear as a staircase of 20-nm steps,
marking the unfolding of the individual ubiq-
uitins in the chain (Fig. 1A). After 4 s, the
force was relaxed to 15 pN (Fig. 1B) (18),
and we observed the protein spontaneously
contract in stages until it reached its folded
length (Fig. 1A). To confirm that the polypro-

tein had folded, we raised the stretching force
back to 120 pN at 14 s (Fig. 1B) and observed
the ubiquitin chain extend in steps of 20 nm
back to its fully unfolded length (Fig. 1A).
Hence, the spontaneous contraction of the
protein observed upon reducing the force
from 120 pN down to 15 pN corresponds to
the folding trajectory of the mechanically
unfolded ubiquitin.

We observed and analyzed 81 folding
events similar to those shown in Fig. 1. Two
typical folding trajectories for mechanically
unfolded polyubiquitin molecules are shown
in Fig. 2. Most of the folding trajectories are
qualitatively similar, following a continuous
convex time course marked by abrupt chang-
es in slope. However, we have never ob-
served identical sets of trajectories, indicating
the existence of multiple folding pathways
for ubiquitin. To simplify the analysis of the
folding trajectories, we divided their time
course, roughly, into four distinct stages
marked by abrupt changes in the slope of the
collapse (Fig. 2). As an example, we analyze
the recording shown in Fig. 2A. The first
stage (1 in Fig. 2A and inset) is fast, lasting
!10 ms, which is slower than the time it
takes the force to reach its set point (!3 ms in
this experiment). The collapse rate for this
stage (cr1 " 2135 nm/s) is within the range
but clearly slower than the maximum rate of
change, or slew rate (sr), of the feedback
during this experiment (measured at sr "
!8300 nm/s, after the molecule detached
from the cantilever). This stage is likely to
correspond to the elastic recoil of the unfold-
ed polypeptide chain adjusting its length to
the step change in the pulling force. This
stage is always fast and is clearly marked in
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At first glance, this suggests an intermediate
state in the folding pathway (23). Indeed, ubiq-
uitin is proposed to have such an intermediate
(14). However, given that the slow stage of the
collapse appears to be highly cooperative and
lacks the features of Markovian kinetics, de-
scribing this stage as a kinetic intermediate may
not be correct. Indeed, the time course of the
observed folding trajectories is very different
from those expected of a simple two-state
folding reaction, which should be marked by
stepwise shortening events as the individual
ubiquitin proteins fold in the chain. Further-
more, the folding events are expected to oc-
cur stochastically, and hence they should be
well separated in time. By contrast, the ob-
served time course of the folding trajectory
appears to be cooperative, in which most of
the ubiquitin proteins in the chain follow
similar folding stages at the same time. This
is hard to explain unless the unfolded protein
is behaving at least partially as a single poly-
mer chain collapsing cooperatively.

Single-molecule force spectroscopy af-
fords a high degree of control over the
conformation of a protein. For example,
stretching a fully unfolded ubiquitin chain
by !100 to 120 pN causes the polypeptide
to extend by "85 to 90% of its contour
length (15). At these extensions, most or all
of the secondary structure of a protein will
be unraveled. Hence, the starting point of
the folding trajectory is well defined as the
point where the protein has been forced
into a state in which all of the residues are
exposed to the saline solution. Under these
conditions, the unfolded ubiquitin chain
can be considered as a polymer coil that is
placed in a poor solvent. It is well known
that polymers placed in a poor solvent un-
dergo rapid collapse from a random coil
into a condensed globular form [the so-
called “coil-globule” phase transition (19,
20, 24–28)]. Polymer collapse has been
shown to occur in distinct stages that are
qualitatively similar to the protein-folding
trajectories demonstrated here (29). Fur-
thermore, the large fluctuations in the end-
to-end length of the protein that we ob-
served in the folding trajectories are a char-
acteristic of critical phenomena and have
been observed in polymer chains just be-
fore undergoing a coil-globule phase tran-
sition. (30) Hence, the various stages of the
folding collapse described here (stages 2, 3,
and 4; Fig. 2) may correspond to those of a
polymer undergoing a coil-globule phase
transition. If this view is correct, the fold-
ing trajectories of all mechanically unfold-
ed proteins will be very similar and would
be identical to those of nonfolding poly-
mers placed into a poor solvent solution.
From this perspective, a folding transition
state could only be reached after the end of
stage 4 (Fig. 2). However, we know that

ubiquitin folding is already observed in
stage 3 of the folding trajectories (fig.
S4B). Hence, it is premature to ascribe the
folding trajectories that we observed solely
to a polymer collapse mechanism (19, 20,
24–28). Furthermore, simple polymer col-
lapse would lead to a structureless con-
densed state that would include all of the
unfolded ubiquitins in the chain. It is un-

likely that only then, each unfolded ubiq-
uitin would begin to search for its native
conformation. The folding trajectories
shown here are likely to be a more com-
plex phenomenon in which the collapsing
polypeptide rapidly begins to form bonds
that limit the degrees of freedom of the
collapsing chain, guiding the trajectory to
the native state. For example, an all-atom

Fig. 4. The duration of the fold-
ing collapse is dependent on the
protein length and the magni-
tude of the quench. The duration
of the spontaneous collapse of
an unfolded ubiquitin chain (#t;
Fig. 2A) depends on the total
contour length of the mechani-
cally unfolded polypeptide (A)
and on the magnitude of the
stretching force during refolding
(B). (A) Three sets of recordings
grouped by force range (10 to 20
pN, 20 to 30 pN, and 30 to 40
pN) and plotted against their
contour length. The solid lines
are linear fits to each set of data
with values of 27 ms/nm (red
line; 30 to 40 pN), 14 ms/nm
(blue line; 20 to 30 pN), and 1.2
ms/nm (green line; 10 to 20 pN).
To observe the force dependency
we grouped the data from (A) at
the highest range of contour
lengths for which the effect of
the force is most evident (150 to
200 nm). We observed that the
duration of the folding collapse
is exponentially dependent on
the force (B), based on the equa-
tion #t ! 0.01 $ exp(F $ 0.2)
(green line).

Fig. 5. Two recordings
of protein length (nm)
as a function of time,
showing the folding
trajectory of a single
ubiquitin. As before,
stretching at a high
force (100 pN) is fol-
lowed by a quench to
a low force of 26 pN
that lasts 8 s, followed
by restoration of the
high stretching force
up to 100 pN (bottom
trace). In both cases, a
single ubiquitin was
observed to unfold at
100 pN. After the
quench, the proteins
undergo a spontane-
ous collapse into the
folded state. Upon re-
stretching, the folded
ubiquitin is observed
to elastically extend back to its folded length at 100 pN and then to unfold (second recording).
Discrete fluctuations of several nanometers can be observed shortly before the final folding
contraction. The final contraction occurred much faster than the previous stage; however, it
had a finite rate (insets).
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At first glance, this suggests an intermediate
state in the folding pathway (23). Indeed, ubiq-
uitin is proposed to have such an intermediate
(14). However, given that the slow stage of the
collapse appears to be highly cooperative and
lacks the features of Markovian kinetics, de-
scribing this stage as a kinetic intermediate may
not be correct. Indeed, the time course of the
observed folding trajectories is very different
from those expected of a simple two-state
folding reaction, which should be marked by
stepwise shortening events as the individual
ubiquitin proteins fold in the chain. Further-
more, the folding events are expected to oc-
cur stochastically, and hence they should be
well separated in time. By contrast, the ob-
served time course of the folding trajectory
appears to be cooperative, in which most of
the ubiquitin proteins in the chain follow
similar folding stages at the same time. This
is hard to explain unless the unfolded protein
is behaving at least partially as a single poly-
mer chain collapsing cooperatively.

Single-molecule force spectroscopy af-
fords a high degree of control over the
conformation of a protein. For example,
stretching a fully unfolded ubiquitin chain
by !100 to 120 pN causes the polypeptide
to extend by "85 to 90% of its contour
length (15). At these extensions, most or all
of the secondary structure of a protein will
be unraveled. Hence, the starting point of
the folding trajectory is well defined as the
point where the protein has been forced
into a state in which all of the residues are
exposed to the saline solution. Under these
conditions, the unfolded ubiquitin chain
can be considered as a polymer coil that is
placed in a poor solvent. It is well known
that polymers placed in a poor solvent un-
dergo rapid collapse from a random coil
into a condensed globular form [the so-
called “coil-globule” phase transition (19,
20, 24–28)]. Polymer collapse has been
shown to occur in distinct stages that are
qualitatively similar to the protein-folding
trajectories demonstrated here (29). Fur-
thermore, the large fluctuations in the end-
to-end length of the protein that we ob-
served in the folding trajectories are a char-
acteristic of critical phenomena and have
been observed in polymer chains just be-
fore undergoing a coil-globule phase tran-
sition. (30) Hence, the various stages of the
folding collapse described here (stages 2, 3,
and 4; Fig. 2) may correspond to those of a
polymer undergoing a coil-globule phase
transition. If this view is correct, the fold-
ing trajectories of all mechanically unfold-
ed proteins will be very similar and would
be identical to those of nonfolding poly-
mers placed into a poor solvent solution.
From this perspective, a folding transition
state could only be reached after the end of
stage 4 (Fig. 2). However, we know that

ubiquitin folding is already observed in
stage 3 of the folding trajectories (fig.
S4B). Hence, it is premature to ascribe the
folding trajectories that we observed solely
to a polymer collapse mechanism (19, 20,
24–28). Furthermore, simple polymer col-
lapse would lead to a structureless con-
densed state that would include all of the
unfolded ubiquitins in the chain. It is un-

likely that only then, each unfolded ubiq-
uitin would begin to search for its native
conformation. The folding trajectories
shown here are likely to be a more com-
plex phenomenon in which the collapsing
polypeptide rapidly begins to form bonds
that limit the degrees of freedom of the
collapsing chain, guiding the trajectory to
the native state. For example, an all-atom

Fig. 4. The duration of the fold-
ing collapse is dependent on the
protein length and the magni-
tude of the quench. The duration
of the spontaneous collapse of
an unfolded ubiquitin chain (#t;
Fig. 2A) depends on the total
contour length of the mechani-
cally unfolded polypeptide (A)
and on the magnitude of the
stretching force during refolding
(B). (A) Three sets of recordings
grouped by force range (10 to 20
pN, 20 to 30 pN, and 30 to 40
pN) and plotted against their
contour length. The solid lines
are linear fits to each set of data
with values of 27 ms/nm (red
line; 30 to 40 pN), 14 ms/nm
(blue line; 20 to 30 pN), and 1.2
ms/nm (green line; 10 to 20 pN).
To observe the force dependency
we grouped the data from (A) at
the highest range of contour
lengths for which the effect of
the force is most evident (150 to
200 nm). We observed that the
duration of the folding collapse
is exponentially dependent on
the force (B), based on the equa-
tion #t ! 0.01 $ exp(F $ 0.2)
(green line).

Fig. 5. Two recordings
of protein length (nm)
as a function of time,
showing the folding
trajectory of a single
ubiquitin. As before,
stretching at a high
force (100 pN) is fol-
lowed by a quench to
a low force of 26 pN
that lasts 8 s, followed
by restoration of the
high stretching force
up to 100 pN (bottom
trace). In both cases, a
single ubiquitin was
observed to unfold at
100 pN. After the
quench, the proteins
undergo a spontane-
ous collapse into the
folded state. Upon re-
stretching, the folded
ubiquitin is observed
to elastically extend back to its folded length at 100 pN and then to unfold (second recording).
Discrete fluctuations of several nanometers can be observed shortly before the final folding
contraction. The final contraction occurred much faster than the previous stage; however, it
had a finite rate (insets).
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At first glance, this suggests an intermediate
state in the folding pathway (23). Indeed, ubiq-
uitin is proposed to have such an intermediate
(14). However, given that the slow stage of the
collapse appears to be highly cooperative and
lacks the features of Markovian kinetics, de-
scribing this stage as a kinetic intermediate may
not be correct. Indeed, the time course of the
observed folding trajectories is very different
from those expected of a simple two-state
folding reaction, which should be marked by
stepwise shortening events as the individual
ubiquitin proteins fold in the chain. Further-
more, the folding events are expected to oc-
cur stochastically, and hence they should be
well separated in time. By contrast, the ob-
served time course of the folding trajectory
appears to be cooperative, in which most of
the ubiquitin proteins in the chain follow
similar folding stages at the same time. This
is hard to explain unless the unfolded protein
is behaving at least partially as a single poly-
mer chain collapsing cooperatively.

Single-molecule force spectroscopy af-
fords a high degree of control over the
conformation of a protein. For example,
stretching a fully unfolded ubiquitin chain
by !100 to 120 pN causes the polypeptide
to extend by "85 to 90% of its contour
length (15). At these extensions, most or all
of the secondary structure of a protein will
be unraveled. Hence, the starting point of
the folding trajectory is well defined as the
point where the protein has been forced
into a state in which all of the residues are
exposed to the saline solution. Under these
conditions, the unfolded ubiquitin chain
can be considered as a polymer coil that is
placed in a poor solvent. It is well known
that polymers placed in a poor solvent un-
dergo rapid collapse from a random coil
into a condensed globular form [the so-
called “coil-globule” phase transition (19,
20, 24–28)]. Polymer collapse has been
shown to occur in distinct stages that are
qualitatively similar to the protein-folding
trajectories demonstrated here (29). Fur-
thermore, the large fluctuations in the end-
to-end length of the protein that we ob-
served in the folding trajectories are a char-
acteristic of critical phenomena and have
been observed in polymer chains just be-
fore undergoing a coil-globule phase tran-
sition. (30) Hence, the various stages of the
folding collapse described here (stages 2, 3,
and 4; Fig. 2) may correspond to those of a
polymer undergoing a coil-globule phase
transition. If this view is correct, the fold-
ing trajectories of all mechanically unfold-
ed proteins will be very similar and would
be identical to those of nonfolding poly-
mers placed into a poor solvent solution.
From this perspective, a folding transition
state could only be reached after the end of
stage 4 (Fig. 2). However, we know that

ubiquitin folding is already observed in
stage 3 of the folding trajectories (fig.
S4B). Hence, it is premature to ascribe the
folding trajectories that we observed solely
to a polymer collapse mechanism (19, 20,
24–28). Furthermore, simple polymer col-
lapse would lead to a structureless con-
densed state that would include all of the
unfolded ubiquitins in the chain. It is un-

likely that only then, each unfolded ubiq-
uitin would begin to search for its native
conformation. The folding trajectories
shown here are likely to be a more com-
plex phenomenon in which the collapsing
polypeptide rapidly begins to form bonds
that limit the degrees of freedom of the
collapsing chain, guiding the trajectory to
the native state. For example, an all-atom

Fig. 4. The duration of the fold-
ing collapse is dependent on the
protein length and the magni-
tude of the quench. The duration
of the spontaneous collapse of
an unfolded ubiquitin chain (#t;
Fig. 2A) depends on the total
contour length of the mechani-
cally unfolded polypeptide (A)
and on the magnitude of the
stretching force during refolding
(B). (A) Three sets of recordings
grouped by force range (10 to 20
pN, 20 to 30 pN, and 30 to 40
pN) and plotted against their
contour length. The solid lines
are linear fits to each set of data
with values of 27 ms/nm (red
line; 30 to 40 pN), 14 ms/nm
(blue line; 20 to 30 pN), and 1.2
ms/nm (green line; 10 to 20 pN).
To observe the force dependency
we grouped the data from (A) at
the highest range of contour
lengths for which the effect of
the force is most evident (150 to
200 nm). We observed that the
duration of the folding collapse
is exponentially dependent on
the force (B), based on the equa-
tion #t ! 0.01 $ exp(F $ 0.2)
(green line).

Fig. 5. Two recordings
of protein length (nm)
as a function of time,
showing the folding
trajectory of a single
ubiquitin. As before,
stretching at a high
force (100 pN) is fol-
lowed by a quench to
a low force of 26 pN
that lasts 8 s, followed
by restoration of the
high stretching force
up to 100 pN (bottom
trace). In both cases, a
single ubiquitin was
observed to unfold at
100 pN. After the
quench, the proteins
undergo a spontane-
ous collapse into the
folded state. Upon re-
stretching, the folded
ubiquitin is observed
to elastically extend back to its folded length at 100 pN and then to unfold (second recording).
Discrete fluctuations of several nanometers can be observed shortly before the final folding
contraction. The final contraction occurred much faster than the previous stage; however, it
had a finite rate (insets).
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full length, L0, by pulling the optically trapped bead. Next, the
trapping laser is turned off, allowing the DNA to relax to its
equilibrium configuration, pulling along the 3-!m bead that
must overcome fluid drag. The time scale for the motion of the
bead, "b ! 3s, is much larger than the equilibration time for the
DNA (the Zimm time), "z ! 0.1s, and therefore the DNA
relaxation is quasistatic. That is, during relaxation DNA is
passing only through equilibrium stretched states (21). Be-
cause inertia is negligible, the static force of the DNA in each
such state, FDNA, is balanced by the Stokes drag, FStokes,

FDNA # FStokes # 6$%av, [5]

where % is the viscosity, a is the radius of the bead, and v is the
velocity of the bead. One observes that the dynamics of fully
covered DNA (in the presence of ATP[&S]) is significantly
slower than that for the naked DNA (see Fig. 3), indicating that
the former has a larger persistence length. One can use Eq. 4
for FDNA to show that a simple rescaling of the variables makes
the recoil dynamic dependent only on A. Replacing v by dz!dt
in Eq. 5 and rescaling both the extension, z" # z!L0 and the
time, t" # t!L0, the differential equation for z"(t") becomes
dependent only on the persistence length A,

d$z!L0%

d$t!L0%
#

kT
6$%'A"z

L0
(

1

4#1 )
z

L0
$2 )

1
4%. [6]

Moreover, the value of t" during which the DNA relaxes to
some fraction of its length, z", t"z", is proportional to the
persistence length, t"z" # c(z") A. In Fig. 3, the lower curve
corresponds to three different naked DNA molecules with
different L0 values, and within experimental error they coin-
cide. On the other hand, the upper curve is that of a DNA
covered with RecA following an ATP[&S] reaction. From the
ratio of the measured recoil time scales for both the naked
DNA and the fully covered case the relative change in A is
obtained. We find that the value of the ratio Ar!An is 2.5 & 0.3.
This value is even smaller than the one obtained by force
extension measurement. This might be caused by imperfect
coverage, as this dynamical experiment is particularly sensitive
to it. The resolution in the length measurements is & 0.2 !m
(which amounts to 588.2 bp of DNA ! 1.2% of *-DNA). The
imperfect coverage we are referring to is of this order.

Kinetics of RecA Assembly and Disassembly. The rate at
which RecA polymerizes can be obtained by measuring the
variation in the length of the tether, L(t), that is expected to

vary between L0 and Lmax ! 1.5L0, as observed in electron
microscopy (4). We locate a bead that is tethered to the cover
slide via a single *-DNA molecule, and at t # 0 we add RecA
with either ATP or ATP[&S]. The value of L(t) is measured by
pulling the bead, by using the optical trap, to the point of
escape along the horizontal axis on both sides of the equilib-
rium point. Accordingly, we define L(t) as the half distance
between two opposite escape points at a trapping power that
corresponds to a force of 6 pN. The measurement is performed
at time intervals that vary between 30 sec and 5 min, depending
on the rate of variation of L(t), and in between the tether is
stretched to the brink of escape. The experiments are ended
after several hours when L(t) has clearly stopped changing,
reaching Lf .

In the dynamics of L(t) in the presence of ATP, one can
distinguish four qualitatively different regimes (Fig. 4). First,
we observe a lag phase during which L(t) # L0, and which
typically extends for about 22 min, and this value fluctuates
with experiment. Next, between 22 min and about 33 min,
there is a growth phase during which L(t) steeply rises to Lmax.
A third regime follows in the time range of (33 min, 70 min),
during which L(t) stays, unchanged, aside from small f luctu-
ations. We refer to this as the stationary phase. Finally, for t '
70 min, L(t) decreases such that at the end of the run it returns
to the original length, Lf # L0. Because this decrease is a
consequence of the gradual loss of RecA, we coin this regime
the dissociation phase. The detachment of RecA from DNA is
associated with ATP hydrolysis. A control experiment was
performed, with ATP replaced by ATP[&S]. As expected, the
dissociation phase was absent. Furthermore, the nucleation lag
time was reduced, and the growth kinetic was found to be
different.

Clearly, ATP plays a central role in the mechanism of
polymerization and depolymerization of RecA on dsDNA.
Indeed, RecA requires an ATP molecule to bind to the DNA,
and in the first step a RecA-ATP complex is formed. Next,
either these complexes or polymeric filaments of those bind to
the DNA at several locations that play the role of nucleation
sites. From each of these sites, growth fronts emerge where the
RecA–ATP complex is significantly more likely to bind than
elsewhere. A competing reaction is the DNA-dependent hy-
drolysis of ATP, whereby a RecA–ATP complex becomes a
RecA–ADP complex that may dissociate from DNA if ATP
does not quickly replace the ADP. Whereas in the growth
phase the DNA binding is the dominating process, in the
dissociation phase it is the hydrolysis that dominates. This is
shown as we perform in parallel a 32P isotope ATPase assay
where for a fraction of the ATP the P atom that is released
during hydrolysis to form ADP is replaced with the radioactive
32P isotope (26). One obtains the [ATP]![ADP] ratio, RTD,

FIG. 3. The dynamics of recoil of DNA-bead initially stretched by
a 6-pN force. Both extension and time are normalized by the contour
length (L) of the DNA. Even though the naked DNA curves (bullets,
triangles and squares) correspond to slightly different lengths, in the
normalized variables they coincide within experimental error. The
recoil is much slower when DNA is fully covered with RecA-ATP[&S]
(diamonds).

FIG. 4. The relative change in the length of DNA during the
assembly and disassembly of RecA on DNA in the presence of ATP
(bullets).
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ABSTRACT The polymerization of RecA on individual
double-stranded DNA molecules is studied. A linear DNA (!
DNA, 48.5 Kb), anchored at one end to a cover glass and at the
other end to an optically trapped 3-"m diameter polystyrene
bead, serves as a template. The elongation caused by RecA
assembly is measured in the presence of ATP and ATP[#S]. By
using force extension and hydrodynamic recoil, a value of the
persistence length of the RecA–DNA complex is obtained. In
the presence of ATP, the polymer length is unstable, first
growing to saturation and then decreasing. This suggests a
transient dynamics of association and dissociation for RecA
on a double-stranded DNA, the process being controlled by
ATP hydrolysis. Part of this dynamics is suppressed in the
presence of ATP[#S], leading to a stabilized RecA–DNA
complex. A one-dimensional nucleation and growth model is
presented that may account for the protein assembly.

RecA protein plays an essential role in bacterial recombination
and DNA repair and is ubiquitous in nature (1–14, 29). RecA
or a homolog of RecA is found in all biological cells so far
examined. RecA is an example of a protein having a strong
structural effect on DNA. During genetic processes, the struc-
tural modification of DNA is a key step in sequence recogni-
tion and specificity. From early electron microscopy studies,
RecA is found to cooperatively bind to DNA; the resulting
complex is observed to be stretched by a factor of 1.5 with
respect to the naked form and has a twist of 20° per bp instead
of 35° in double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) (4–8). An important
function of the protein is the DNA strand exchange reaction,
whereby a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) replaces the homol-
ogous strand on a dsDNA. Biochemical and electron micros-
copy studies have suggested that, during strand exchange
reactions, RecA polymerizes both on ssDNA and dsDNA in
the presence of ATP. In in vitro experiments, RecA monomers
are also found to polymerize in the absence of DNA, and its
self assembly is reminiscent of the assembly of actin into
F-actin and tubulin into microtubules. The depolymerization
of RecA is thought to occur via the hydrolysis of ATP (1–3,
9–14, 29). The wide range of roles played by the small RecA
protein (molecular mass 37.8 kDa) makes its study interesting.
Although an extensive documentation exists, a complete un-
derstanding of the molecular mechanisms of its function
remains elusive.

In this paper, one directly measures the kinetics of poly-
merization of RecA on a single dsDNA molecule and the
resulting changes in the entropic elasticity of DNA. Single
molecule measurements of the role of ATP hydrolysis in RecA
polymerization are performed. The physical parameters of the
experiment are T ! 37°C, pH 6.8 " 0.2. For this study, !-phage

DNA is used. Single DNA molecules are attached at one end
to a glass cover slide and at the other to a bead of 3-"m
diameter. By using an optical tweezer to trap the bead, one can
extend the length of DNA away from its equilibrium config-
uration (15–18). To measure the ensuing tension in the DNA,
the location of the bead within the trap is obtained by
collecting the backscattered light onto a quadrant detector
(18). First, force-extension measurements are performed, as a
function of time, during the various stages of the RecA
polymerization along DNA (19, 20, 30). This allows one to
deduce the changes in the persistence length, A, of the dsDNA
molecule. We find that for complete polymerization of RecA
on DNA, A is about four times larger than for the naked DNA
molecule. Second, one studies the recoil dynamics of a DNA
molecule from the fully stretched state back to equilibrium by
turning off the optical trap (21). Finally, the length of the
DNA–RecA complex is measured at small time intervals both
for the case of RecA–ATP and RecA—adenosine 5#-[#-
thio]triphosphate (ATP[#S]) reactions. One thus monitors the
detailed kinetics of the reaction showing that it can be
described by a nucleation and growth model. For RecA–ATP,
nucleation is relatively slow, and the growth is fast; the
opposite is observed for RecA—ATP[#S]; namely, nucleation
is faster than growth. This reaction is also followed, in parallel,
at the macroscopic level via a 32P isotope ATPase assay from
which the [ATP]![ADP] ratio can be monitored throughout
the experiment. In the ATP reaction, the length of the polymer
increases first to 1.5 its original contour length and, after some
time, reverses slowly to its original size, presumably by RecA
depolymerization. This reversal starts at an [ATP]![ADP]
ratio of about 5 and ends at a value of about 0.25 and thus is
clearly associated with ATP hydrolysis. On the other hand, the
dynamics of the ATP[#S] reaction lacks the depolymerization
phase.

METHODS
Force-Extension Measurement by Using Backscattering

and Optical Tweezers. A schematic of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 1. Light from a near infrared laser diode (power 150
mW, wavelength 830 nm) is focused by using an infinity-
corrected Zeiss Neofluar objective ($ 100, 1.3 numerical ap-
erture, oil immersion) to construct the laser trap. Collinear
with the infrared laser beam, light from a red laser (8 mW
laser, 633 nm) is used to scatter light from a DNA tethered
dielectric polystyrene bead (3 "m in diameter) confined in the
trap. The backscattered light from the particle is collected by
using the same objective and is then focused onto a quadrant
detector. Force extension measurements are recorded by
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moving the piezo-stage [Physik Instrumente (Auburn, MA);
dynamic range 30 !m and 10-nm minimum step size] and
simultaneously recording the displacement of the tethered
bead. The trapping stiffness is !0.05 " 0.01 pN!nm for a laser
power of 100 mW. The details of the measurement setup and
calibration of the optical trap have been described elsewhere
(18).

DNA Attachment by Using a Low pH Method. Tethered
beads are prepared by attaching one end of "-DNA (Promega)
to a cover slide and the other end to a 3-!m latex bead
(Polysciences) by using a low-pH method (22). Five !l
(!0.5 !gm!!l) of " DNA, a 48.5-Kb molecule 16.5 !m in
length, is first incubated together with 1 !l (!106 beads!!l) of
beads and 400 !l of PBS buffer (pH 6) for 15 min at room
temperature (rt). This way the bead–DNA link is obtained. To
link the other end of the DNA to the glass, 40 !l of the solution
is pipetted into a cell (6-mm radius, 2-mm height) and incu-
bated for 24 h (rt). After this preparation, beads can be either
stuck to the glass, freely floating, or tethered. Because the last
two possibilities are indistinguishable when viewed under the
microscope (both undergo Brownian motion), it is desirable to
reduce the fraction of free beads. This can be achieved either
by washing a few times or by inverting the sample. In the latter
case, the free beads fall because of gravitation (#latex # 1.05
g!ml and so it takes 2 h to cross the 2-mm height of the cell).
Typically one in 20 beads found on the sample cell are tethered
with a single DNA molecule. The tethered attachment is
irreversible, and therefore the pH of the sample cell can be
changed. By pulling the bead with the laser trap, one checks
whether: (i) the bead is tethered; (ii) the length of the tether
is in the right range; and (iii) the length of the tether is the same
in all directions. This way one selects a bead with one DNA
attached excluding the possibility of multiple tethers (asym-
metry) or of several "-DNA being attached head to tail
(different length). For the experiment, we choose only a bead
connected to a single DNA attached at its ends.

RecA!DNA Reactions and ATP Assay. The sample-cell final
volume is about 100 !l. All the experiments are carried out at

pH 6.8 " 0.2, 150 mM PBS and temperature T # 37°C. RecA
protein comes from an Escherichia coli strain MM294 that
carries an overexpressed RecA gene from E. coli (New En-
gland Biolabs). The final sample concentrations, in addition to
PBS, are RecA # 10 !M, ATP (or ATP[$S]) # 1 mM, MgCl2
# 20 mM, DTT # 20 mM, Tris!HCl # 60 mM. For the ATP
assay (Fig. 6a), in parallel to the single molecule measurement,
small volumes (1 !l step) are removed from the sample
reaction containing [$-32p]ATP at 10-min intervals. Each 1-!l
reaction volume is added to 5 !l of stop solution aliquots (20
mM EDTA and 1% SDS) to quench the reaction. Hydrolysis
of ATP was assayed by thin layer chromatography by using
polyethyleneimine-cellulose plates. Reading off the corre-
sponding radioactivity levels from the plate (analyzed by
PhosphorImager from Molecular Dynamics) one obtains the
[ATP]![ADP] ratio throughout the reaction.

Model for Nucleation and Growth in One Dimension. We
treat this problem as a one-dimensional analog of three-
dimensional crystal growth (23, 24). The two relevant param-
eters are the rate of nucleation n (per unit time per unit length)
and the rate of growth of an individual nucleus v. The following
two cases have to be considered: (i) the case of low nucleation
rate, 1!(nL0) $ L0!v, and (ii) that of high nucleation rate,
1!(nL0) % L0!v, where L0 is the length of the DNA.

(i) Single Nucleus Case. In the case of low nucleation rate,
the process of binding is limited by the initiation of a single
nucleus. The expectation time for the formation of a nucleus
is tn # 1!(nL0). Once formed, the nucleus grows at constant
speed v and covers the entire DNA filament within a time tg #
L0!v. Thus, typically the fraction % of DNA covered with RecA
remains zero during a time interval of about tn and then grows
linearly between tn and tn & tg (Fig. 5a) until it reaches maximal
extension.

(ii) Multiple Nuclei Case. In the case of large n (or low v),
there are multiple nuclei growing simultaneously. To under-
stand the way in which the fraction %(t) of DNA covered with
RecA changes with time, one needs to calculate the time
dependence of the number N(t) of growing nuclei. New nuclei
are formed in the parts of DNA free from RecA with the rate
nL0(1 ' %(t)). Moreover, nuclei stop growing when their ends
collide, each collision corresponding to the merging of two
nuclei such that N(t) decreases by one. The rate of collisions
can be estimated as follows: the ‘‘density’’ of growth fronts in
the free part of DNA is 2N!(L0(1 ' %)). Therefore, the
probability per unit time for each growing nucleus to undergo
a collision is 2Nv!(L0(1 ' %)) that leads to an overall collision
rate of N2v!(L0(1 ' %)). In other words, N(t) is changing
according to

dN
dt & nL0(1 ' %) '

N2v
L0(1 ' %)

. [1]

The growth rate of the part of DNA covered with RecA is
proportional to N(t)

L0
d%

dt & vN, [2]

and together with the initial conditions N(0) # 0,%(0) # 0, the
above equations yield

% & 1 ' exp"'
nv
2 t 2#. [3]

Thus, the solution depends only on a single parameter nv.
The characteristic feature of Eq. 3 is a slowing down of the
growth at high RecA coverage because of collisions of growth
fronts. We verified Eq. 3 by simulating the process of nucle-
ation and growth for different conditions. The details of the
simulation are beyond the scope of this paper. We note,

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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all recordings. The second stage begins at the
end of the rapid elastic recoil and is marked
by a noticeable increase in length fluctuations
(Fig. 2A, inset). This stage relaxes into a long-
lasting plateau with a slow rate of collapse
measured at cr2 ! 4.3 nm/s. The beginning of
the third stage in this recording is distinguished
by an abrupt increase in the slope of the col-
lapse that now measures cr3 ! 43 nm/s. Stages
2 and 3 can vary greatly in their rates of col-
lapse (Fig. 3) and cannot always be distin-
guished (fig. S1). The final stage of collapse is
always fast and appears almost steplike in most
recordings. However, upon close inspection,
the final stage is continuous and has a finite
collapse rate of only cr4 ! 1100 nm/s in the
recording shown in Fig. 2A, and it is far from
an all-or-none steplike event. This final stage
(stage 4) is well defined in most recordings,
with an average slope of cr4 ! 585 " 552 nm/s
("SD; n ! 46).

A notable feature of the folding collapse is
that stages 2 and 3 show very large fluctua-
tions of the end-to-end length of the protein
(#16 nm peak to peak in the inset of Fig.
2B). The magnitude of these fluctuations
abates quickly upon folding, as shown by the
amplitude of the fluctuations in regions II and
III of Fig. 2B. Although in this example the
fluctuations appear relatively constant in re-
gion II, we also observed several cases in
which the fluctuations grew in amplitude to-
ward the end of region II and then disap-
peared upon folding. A detailed analysis of
these fluctuations is beyond the scope of this
work. Part of these length fluctuations must
result from noise in the force signal, which
becomes amplified by the increased slope of
the length-force relationship at low pulling

forces. However, it is hard to avoid the con-
clusion that most of these fluctuations repre-
sent a fundamental property of the unfolded

polypeptide when it nears its final folding
collapse. Although nearly all of the folding
trajectories appear continuous and the stages

Fig. 1. The folding pathway of ubiquitin is directly measured
by force-clamp spectroscopy. The figure shows our experi-
mental protocol. (A) The end-to-end length of a protein as a
function of time. (B) The corresponding applied force as a
function of time. The inset in (A) shows a schematic of the
events that occur at different times during the stretch-
relaxation cycle (numbered from 1 to 5). $zp, piezoelectric
actuator displacement; Lc, contour length. The length of the
protein (in nanometers) evolves in time as it first extends by
unfolding at a constant stretching force of 122 pN. This
stage is characterized by step increases in length of 20 nm
each, marking each ubiquitin unfolding event, numbered 1 to
3. The first unfolding event (1) occurred very close to the
beginning of the recording and therefore it is magnified with
a logarithmic time scale (blue inset) with the length dimen-
sion plotted at half scale. Upon quenching the force to 15
pN, the protein spontaneously contracted, first in a steplike
manner resulting from the elastic recoil of the unfolded
polymer (4), and then by a continuous collapse as the
protein folds (5). The complex time course of this collapse in
the protein’s length reflects the folding trajectory of ubiq-
uitin at a low stretching force. To confirm that our polyu-
biquitin had indeed folded, at 14 s we stretched again back
to 122 pN (B). The initial steplike extension is the elastic
stretching of the folded polyubiquitin. Afterward, we ob-
served steplike extension events of 20 nm each, correspond-
ing to the unfolding of the ubiquitin proteins that had
previously refolded. After these unfolding events, the length of the polyubiquitin is the same as that measured before the folding cycle began (3).

Fig. 2. Folding is char-
acterized by a contin-
uous collapse rather
than by a discrete all-
or-none process. (A)
and (B) show typical
recordings of the time
course of the sponta-
neous collapse in the
end-to-end length of
an unfolded polyubiq-
uitin, observed after
quenching to a low
force. (A) Four distinct
stages can be identi-
fied. The first stage is
fast and we interpret
it as the elastic recoil
of an ideal polymer
chain (see magnified
trace in the top inset).
The next three stages
are marked by abrupt
changes in slope and
correspond to the
folding trajectory of
ubiquitin. These stag-
es can be distin-
guished by their dif-
ferent slopes. Stages 2
and 3 always show
peak-to-peak fluctua-
tions in length of sev-
eral nanometers. The rapid final contraction of stage 4 marks the end of the folding event. This final
collapse stage is not instantaneous, as can be seen on the magnified trace in the lower inset. We
measure the total duration of the collapse, $t , from the beginning of the quench until the end of
stage 4. (B) The folding collapse is marked by large fluctuations in the length of the protein. These
fluctuations greatly diminish in amplitude after folding is complete. The inset at the top is a record
of the end-to-end fluctuations of the protein before the quench (region I), during the folding
collapse (region II), and after folding was completed (region III). The fluctuations were obtained by
measuring the residual from linear fits to the data (red dotted lines).
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Some basics of polymer physics

monomers comprising each blob still obey the ideal chain statistics.
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Given that there are N/g blobs, the lateral size of confined polymer is
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Eliminating g between Eqs. 4 and 5, we obtain the scaling relation (Eq.3). Notice that for

given parameters, N , a, and D, the confined chain is partitioned into N/g = N(a/D)2 blobs.

E↵ective energy hamiltonian and Flory argument for a

polymer chain

The e↵ective energy hamiltonian in d-dimension (Edwards hamiltonian31) that describes a
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where the first term describes the elastic deformation arising from chain connectivity. The

second and third terms for two body and three body interaction potentials; and the coe�-

cients B2 and B3 are the virial coe�cients with dimension of [B2] ⇠ a
3 and [B3] ⇠ a

6. The
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where the approximation hc
n
i ⇡ hci

n is used. This rationalizes the Flory-type free energy

for a polymer chain.

7

hci = N

Rd
<latexit sha1_base64="XXmMDvk9V11jgcCb20aYJ7yw61A=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV0KMlgEVyVRQTdC0Y0rqWIv0MQymZ60QyeTMDMRSsjOja/ixoUibn0Fd76N08tCW38Y+PjPOZw5f5BwprTjfFtz8wuLS8uFleLq2vrGpr21XVdxKinUaMxj2QyIAs4E1DTTHJqJBBIFHBpB/3JYbzyAVCwWd3qQgB+RrmAho0Qbq23veZyILgdMPTmCcy+UhGbXeXZ738nbdskpOyPhWXAnUEITVdv2l9eJaRqB0JQTpVquk2g/I1IzyiEveqmChNA+6ULLoCARKD8b3ZHjA+N0cBhL84TGI/f3REYipQZRYDojontqujY0/6u1Uh2e+RkTSapB0PGiMOVYx3gYCu4wCVTzgQFCJTN/xbRHTA7aRFc0IbjTJ89C/ajsHpedm5NS5WISRwHton10iFx0iiroClVRDVH0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936GLfOWZOZHfRH1ucPNtKZhw==</latexit>

hcni ⇡ hcin
<latexit sha1_base64="tvLexZVf3OlIefRD0yCUe2b9+ns=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQXUmZU0GXRjcsK9gGdacmkmTY0k4QkI5ahP+HGX3HjQhG3gjv/xnQ6iLYeCBzOOZebe0LJqDau++UsLC4tr6wW1orrG5tb26Wd3YYWicKkjgUTqhUiTRjlpG6oYaQlFUFxyEgzHF5N/OYdUZoKfmtGkgQx6nMaUYyMlbqlY58h3mcE4g73VUZ9JKUS9/DHyfWOjZfdipsBzhMvJ2WQo9Ytffo9gZOYcIMZ0rrtudIEKVKGYkbGRT/RRCI8RH3StpSjmOggza4aw0Or9GAklH3cwEz9PZGiWOtRHNpkjMxAz3oT8T+vnZjoIkgpl4khHE8XRQmDRsBJRbBHFcGGjSxBWFH7V4gHSCFsbJFFW4I3e/I8aZxUvNOKe3NWrl7mdRTAPjgAR8AD56AKrkEN1AEGD+AJvIBX59F5dt6c92l0wcln9sAfOB/fEcmfYQ==</latexit>

Flory free energy



B2 ⇠ ⌧a3
<latexit sha1_base64="JqIENap2jslifjkb7BKWbiZwj8g=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwVJJW0GOpF48V7Ae0MUy2m3bpbhJ2N0qJ/SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sGhXTpqqziVhLZIzGPZDUBRziLa0kxz2k0kBRFw2gnG1zO/80ClYnF0pycJ9QQMIxYyAtpIvl1q+FXcV0zgvoYUw33Nt8tOxZkDrxI3J2WUo+nbX/1BTFJBI004KNVznUR7GUjNCKfTYj9VNAEyhiHtGRqBoMrL5qdP8ZlRBjiMpalI47n6eyIDodREBKZTgB6pZW8m/uf1Uh1eeRmLklTTiCwWhSnHOsazHPCASUo0nxgCRDJzKyYjkEC0SatoQnCXX14l7WrFrVWc24tyvZHHUUAn6BSdIxddojq6QU3UQgQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Fq1rVj5zjP7A+vwBYT2Sxw==</latexit>

R ⇠ aN1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="yrUYFm7eYDClO7Q1QX0jx87z2cQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0GPRiyepYj+g3ZZsmm1Dk+ySZJWy9H948aCIV/+LN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uo4SRWiNRDxSzQBrypmkNcMMp81YUSwCThvB8HriNx6p0iySD2YUU1/gvmQhI9hYqXPf1kwgfNtJvdPyuFsouiV3CrRIvIwUIUO1W/hq9yKSCCoN4VjrlufGxk+xMoxwOs63E01jTIa4T1uWSiyo9tPp1WN0bJUeCiNlSxo0VX9PpFhoPRKB7RTYDPS8NxH/81qJCS/9lMk4MVSS2aIw4chEaBIB6jFFieEjSzBRzN6KyAArTIwNKm9D8OZfXiT1csk7K7l358XKVRZHDg7hCE7AgwuowA1UoQYEFDzDK7w5T86L8+58zFqXnGzmAP7A+fwBSSyRtg==</latexit>

B3 ⇠ a6
<latexit sha1_base64="FMwzRhiWWWVtDBxAjAOWpOZ99UE=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9m1oh5LvXisYD9gu5Zsmm1Ds8mSZIWy9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tUEdoikkvVDbGmnAnaMsxw2k0UxXHIaScc3878zhNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsr+Y1+radZjPDjVb9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5mv/zVG0iSxlQYwrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SH1LBY6pDrL5yVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z/NTE90EGRNJaqggi0VRypGRaPY/GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIxNqWRD8JZfXiXti6pXq7r3l5V6I4+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q6a0AICEp7hFd4c47w4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8X4JB4</latexit>

�F (R) ⇠ R2

Na2
+

B2

2

N2

Rd
+

B3

6

N3

R2d
+ · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="4KBLyN33OQS7FVYzl3mf7UfEWhQ=">AAACTHicbZBLSwMxFIUz9V1fVZdugkWoCGWmFXUpFcRV0WKt0GlLJpOxoZkHyR2hDPMD3bhw569w40IRwUxbfFQvJJyc716SHCcSXIFpPhm5mdm5+YXFpfzyyuraemFj81qFsaSsSUMRyhuHKCZ4wJrAQbCbSDLiO4K1nMFpxlt3TCoeBlcwjFjHJ7cB9zgloK1egdoOA4LPSo09W3Ef254kNGl0K2lSJ3rfHxu1njYq6fhQz2ij637DapocfsFqBpOKm2pO3RBUr1A0y+ao8F9hTUQRTeqiV3i03ZDGPguACqJU2zIj6CREAqeCpXk7ViwidEBuWVvLgPhMdZJRGCne1Y6LvVDqFQAeuT8nEuIrNfQd3ekT6Ktplpn/sXYM3nEn4UEUAwvo+CIvFhhCnCWLXS4ZBTHUglDJ9Vsx7ROdCej88zoEa/rLf8V1pWxVy+blQfGkNoljEW2jHVRCFjpCJ+gcXaAmougePaNX9GY8GC/Gu/Exbs0Zk5kt9Kty858mMLQT</latexit>

Marginal solvent (slightly below Θ)

✓
⌧ =

�T

✓
< 0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="2OZtQnvY3hRw7ulknHPaMEisNYM=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEJECHcqaKEgamGpYBIhF8LcZi5Z3Ptgd04IR36EjX/FxkIRWws7/42bmEKNDwYe780wMy9IlTTkup/OxOTU9Mzs3HxhYXFpeaW4ulYzSaYFVkWiEn0TgEElY6ySJIU3qUaIAoX14PZs4NfvUBuZxNfUS7EZQSeWoRRAVmoVd3yFIZV9guzYDzWI3D9HRcCv+7lPXSToH7m+lp0ubbeKJbfiDsHHiTciJTbCZav44bcTkUUYk1BgTMNzU2rmoEkKhf2CnxlMQdxCBxuWxhChaebDp/p8yyptHibaVkx8qP6cyCEyphcFtjMC6pq/3kD8z2tkFB42cxmnGWEsvheFmeKU8EFCvC01ClI9S0BoaW/logs2GrI5FmwI3t+Xx0ltt+LtVdyr/dLJ6SiOObbBNlmZeeyAnbALdsmqTLB79sie2Yvz4Dw5r87bd+uEM5pZZ7/gvH8BqMaekA==</latexit>



B2 ⇠ ⌧a3
<latexit sha1_base64="JqIENap2jslifjkb7BKWbiZwj8g=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwVJJW0GOpF48V7Ae0MUy2m3bpbhJ2N0qJ/SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sGhXTpqqziVhLZIzGPZDUBRziLa0kxz2k0kBRFw2gnG1zO/80ClYnF0pycJ9QQMIxYyAtpIvl1q+FXcV0zgvoYUw33Nt8tOxZkDrxI3J2WUo+nbX/1BTFJBI004KNVznUR7GUjNCKfTYj9VNAEyhiHtGRqBoMrL5qdP8ZlRBjiMpalI47n6eyIDodREBKZTgB6pZW8m/uf1Uh1eeRmLklTTiCwWhSnHOsazHPCASUo0nxgCRDJzKyYjkEC0SatoQnCXX14l7WrFrVWc24tyvZHHUUAn6BSdIxddojq6QU3UQgQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Fq1rVj5zjP7A+vwBYT2Sxw==</latexit>

R ⇠ aN1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="yrUYFm7eYDClO7Q1QX0jx87z2cQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0GPRiyepYj+g3ZZsmm1Dk+ySZJWy9H948aCIV/+LN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uo4SRWiNRDxSzQBrypmkNcMMp81YUSwCThvB8HriNx6p0iySD2YUU1/gvmQhI9hYqXPf1kwgfNtJvdPyuFsouiV3CrRIvIwUIUO1W/hq9yKSCCoN4VjrlufGxk+xMoxwOs63E01jTIa4T1uWSiyo9tPp1WN0bJUeCiNlSxo0VX9PpFhoPRKB7RTYDPS8NxH/81qJCS/9lMk4MVSS2aIw4chEaBIB6jFFieEjSzBRzN6KyAArTIwNKm9D8OZfXiT1csk7K7l358XKVRZHDg7hCE7AgwuowA1UoQYEFDzDK7w5T86L8+58zFqXnGzmAP7A+fwBSSyRtg==</latexit>

B3 ⇠ a6
<latexit sha1_base64="FMwzRhiWWWVtDBxAjAOWpOZ99UE=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9m1oh5LvXisYD9gu5Zsmm1Ds8mSZIWy9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tUEdoikkvVDbGmnAnaMsxw2k0UxXHIaScc3878zhNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsr+Y1+radZjPDjVb9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5mv/zVG0iSxlQYwrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SH1LBY6pDrL5yVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z/NTE90EGRNJaqggi0VRypGRaPY/GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIxNqWRD8JZfXiXti6pXq7r3l5V6I4+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q6a0AICEp7hFd4c47w4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8X4JB4</latexit>

�F (R) ⇠ R2

Na2
+

B2

2

N2

Rd
+

B3

6

N3

R2d
+ · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="4KBLyN33OQS7FVYzl3mf7UfEWhQ=">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</latexit>

⇠ ⌧a3�dN2�d/2
<latexit sha1_base64="EDdZyUl/k1dt+ju3IBExXDcG3iE=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBTWvSCrosunElFewDmrRMJpM6dDIJMxOhhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceL2ZUKsv6NgpLyyura8X10sbm1vaOubvXllEiMGnhiEWi6yFJGOWkpahipBsLgkKPkY43upr4nQciJI34nRrHxA3RkNOAYqS0NDAPHElD6CiUQNRP6xU/u+mntYp/WssGZtmqWlPARWLnpAxyNAfml+NHOAkJV5ghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoRHaEh6mnIUEumm0x8yeKwVHwaR0MUVnKq/J1IUSjkOPd0ZInUv572J+J/XS1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8WBQmDKoKTQKBPBcGKjTVBWFB9K8T3SCCsdGwlHYI9//Iiadeqdr1q3Z6VG5d5HEVwCI7ACbDBOWiAa9AELYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY9ZaMPKZffAHxucPEoOWfw==</latexit>

⇠ a6�2dN3�d
<latexit sha1_base64="DTUefzEEKOVoYqiYuAB8LrlKFuA=">AAAB/XicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E1PnZuGomJG8gMGHVJdOPKYCJgAgPpdAo0tJ1J2zHBycRfceNCY9z6H+78GwvMQsGT3OTknHtz7z1+xKjSjvNt5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7R17d6+pwlhi0sAhC+W9jxRhVJCGppqR+0gSxH1GWv7oauK3HohUNBR3ehwRj6OBoH2KkTZSzz7oKMoh6iZnpUqQ3nSTailIe3bRKTtTwEXiZqQIMtR79lcnCHHMidCYIaXarhNpL0FSU8xIWujEikQIj9CAtA0ViBPlJdPrU3hslAD2Q2lKaDhVf08kiCs15r7p5EgP1bw3Ef/z2rHuX3gJFVGsicCzRf2YQR3CSRQwoJJgzcaGICypuRXiIZIIaxNYwYTgzr+8SJqVslstO7enxdplFkceHIIjcAJccA5q4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi15qxsZh/8gfX5AxEUlFI=</latexit>

Marginal solvent (slightly below Θ)

✓
⌧ =

�T

✓
< 0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="2OZtQnvY3hRw7ulknHPaMEisNYM=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEJECHcqaKEgamGpYBIhF8LcZi5Z3Ptgd04IR36EjX/FxkIRWws7/42bmEKNDwYe780wMy9IlTTkup/OxOTU9Mzs3HxhYXFpeaW4ulYzSaYFVkWiEn0TgEElY6ySJIU3qUaIAoX14PZs4NfvUBuZxNfUS7EZQSeWoRRAVmoVd3yFIZV9guzYDzWI3D9HRcCv+7lPXSToH7m+lp0ubbeKJbfiDsHHiTciJTbCZav44bcTkUUYk1BgTMNzU2rmoEkKhf2CnxlMQdxCBxuWxhChaebDp/p8yyptHibaVkx8qP6cyCEyphcFtjMC6pq/3kD8z2tkFB42cxmnGWEsvheFmeKU8EFCvC01ClI9S0BoaW/logs2GrI5FmwI3t+Xx0ltt+LtVdyr/dLJ6SiOObbBNlmZeeyAnbALdsmqTLB79sie2Yvz4Dw5r87bd+uEM5pZZ7/gvH8BqMaekA==</latexit>



B2 ⇠ ⌧a3
<latexit sha1_base64="JqIENap2jslifjkb7BKWbiZwj8g=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwVJJW0GOpF48V7Ae0MUy2m3bpbhJ2N0qJ/SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sGhXTpqqziVhLZIzGPZDUBRziLa0kxz2k0kBRFw2gnG1zO/80ClYnF0pycJ9QQMIxYyAtpIvl1q+FXcV0zgvoYUw33Nt8tOxZkDrxI3J2WUo+nbX/1BTFJBI004KNVznUR7GUjNCKfTYj9VNAEyhiHtGRqBoMrL5qdP8ZlRBjiMpalI47n6eyIDodREBKZTgB6pZW8m/uf1Uh1eeRmLklTTiCwWhSnHOsazHPCASUo0nxgCRDJzKyYjkEC0SatoQnCXX14l7WrFrVWc24tyvZHHUUAn6BSdIxddojq6QU3UQgQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Fq1rVj5zjP7A+vwBYT2Sxw==</latexit>

R ⇠ aN1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="yrUYFm7eYDClO7Q1QX0jx87z2cQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0GPRiyepYj+g3ZZsmm1Dk+ySZJWy9H948aCIV/+LN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uo4SRWiNRDxSzQBrypmkNcMMp81YUSwCThvB8HriNx6p0iySD2YUU1/gvmQhI9hYqXPf1kwgfNtJvdPyuFsouiV3CrRIvIwUIUO1W/hq9yKSCCoN4VjrlufGxk+xMoxwOs63E01jTIa4T1uWSiyo9tPp1WN0bJUeCiNlSxo0VX9PpFhoPRKB7RTYDPS8NxH/81qJCS/9lMk4MVSS2aIw4chEaBIB6jFFieEjSzBRzN6KyAArTIwNKm9D8OZfXiT1csk7K7l358XKVRZHDg7hCE7AgwuowA1UoQYEFDzDK7w5T86L8+58zFqXnGzmAP7A+fwBSSyRtg==</latexit>

B3 ⇠ a6
<latexit sha1_base64="FMwzRhiWWWVtDBxAjAOWpOZ99UE=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9m1oh5LvXisYD9gu5Zsmm1Ds8mSZIWy9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tUEdoikkvVDbGmnAnaMsxw2k0UxXHIaScc3878zhNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsr+Y1+radZjPDjVb9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5mv/zVG0iSxlQYwrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SH1LBY6pDrL5yVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z/NTE90EGRNJaqggi0VRypGRaPY/GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIxNqWRD8JZfXiXti6pXq7r3l5V6I4+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q6a0AICEp7hFd4c47w4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8X4JB4</latexit>

�F (R) ⇠ R2

Na2
+

B2

2

N2

Rd
+

B3

6

N3

R2d
+ · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="4KBLyN33OQS7FVYzl3mf7UfEWhQ=">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</latexit>

⇠ ⌧a3�dN2�d/2
<latexit sha1_base64="EDdZyUl/k1dt+ju3IBExXDcG3iE=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBTWvSCrosunElFewDmrRMJpM6dDIJMxOhhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceL2ZUKsv6NgpLyyura8X10sbm1vaOubvXllEiMGnhiEWi6yFJGOWkpahipBsLgkKPkY43upr4nQciJI34nRrHxA3RkNOAYqS0NDAPHElD6CiUQNRP6xU/u+mntYp/WssGZtmqWlPARWLnpAxyNAfml+NHOAkJV5ghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoRHaEh6mnIUEumm0x8yeKwVHwaR0MUVnKq/J1IUSjkOPd0ZInUv572J+J/XS1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8WBQmDKoKTQKBPBcGKjTVBWFB9K8T3SCCsdGwlHYI9//Iiadeqdr1q3Z6VG5d5HEVwCI7ACbDBOWiAa9AELYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY9ZaMPKZffAHxucPEoOWfw==</latexit>

⇠ a6�2dN3�d
<latexit sha1_base64="DTUefzEEKOVoYqiYuAB8LrlKFuA=">AAAB/XicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E1PnZuGomJG8gMGHVJdOPKYCJgAgPpdAo0tJ1J2zHBycRfceNCY9z6H+78GwvMQsGT3OTknHtz7z1+xKjSjvNt5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7R17d6+pwlhi0sAhC+W9jxRhVJCGppqR+0gSxH1GWv7oauK3HohUNBR3ehwRj6OBoH2KkTZSzz7oKMoh6iZnpUqQ3nSTailIe3bRKTtTwEXiZqQIMtR79lcnCHHMidCYIaXarhNpL0FSU8xIWujEikQIj9CAtA0ViBPlJdPrU3hslAD2Q2lKaDhVf08kiCs15r7p5EgP1bw3Ef/z2rHuX3gJFVGsicCzRf2YQR3CSRQwoJJgzcaGICypuRXiIZIIaxNYwYTgzr+8SJqVslstO7enxdplFkceHIIjcAJccA5q4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi15qxsZh/8gfX5AxEUlFI=</latexit>

Marginal solvent (slightly below Θ)

|⌧ | > N�1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="Vc4jp51L9geCZ25x+2spIrQu3F0=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCF2tSBT1J0YsnqWA/oI1ls922SzebsDtRStqf4sWDIl79Jd78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5vmR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO3Z+t6bDWFFWpaEIVcMnmgkuWRU4CNaIFCOBL1jdH1xP/PojU5qH8h6GEfMC0pO8yykBI7Xt/KgFJB7hS3z7kBy7J6Vx2y44RWcKvEjclBRQikrb/mp1QhoHTAIVROum60TgJUQBp4KNc61Ys4jQAemxpqGSBEx7yfT0MT40Sgd3Q2VKAp6qvycSEmg9DHzTGRDo63lvIv7nNWPoXngJl1EMTNLZom4sMIR4kgPucMUoiKEhhCpubsW0TxShYNLKmRDc+ZcXSa1UdE+Lzt1ZoXyVxpFF++gAHSEXnaMyukEVVEUUPaFn9IrerJH1Yr1bH7PWjJXO7KE/sD5/AH2CktY=</latexit>

(d = 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="+SaQY9HXrKq7xx2cqkr7aBgiar4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpiBb0IRS8eK5i20Iay2WzapZtN2N0IIfQ3ePGgiFd/kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7CmdK2/W2V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfFqSTUJTGPZc/HinImqKuZ5rSXSIojn9OuP7mb+d0nKhWLxaPOEupFeCRYyAjWRnLrwU3zfFit2Q17DrRKnILUoEB7WP0aBDFJIyo04VipvmMn2sux1IxwOq0MUkUTTCZ4RPuGChxR5eXzY6fozCgBCmNpSmg0V39P5DhSKot80xlhPVbL3kz8z+unOrz2ciaSVFNBFovClCMdo9nnKGCSEs0zQzCRzNyKyBhLTLTJp2JCcJZfXiWdi4bTbNgPl7XWbRFHGU7gFOrgwBW04B7a4AIBBs/wCm+WsF6sd+tj0Vqyiplj+APr8weDSo3T</latexit>

✓
⌧ =

�T

✓
< 0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="2OZtQnvY3hRw7ulknHPaMEisNYM=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEJECHcqaKEgamGpYBIhF8LcZi5Z3Ptgd04IR36EjX/FxkIRWws7/42bmEKNDwYe780wMy9IlTTkup/OxOTU9Mzs3HxhYXFpeaW4ulYzSaYFVkWiEn0TgEElY6ySJIU3qUaIAoX14PZs4NfvUBuZxNfUS7EZQSeWoRRAVmoVd3yFIZV9guzYDzWI3D9HRcCv+7lPXSToH7m+lp0ubbeKJbfiDsHHiTciJTbCZav44bcTkUUYk1BgTMNzU2rmoEkKhf2CnxlMQdxCBxuWxhChaebDp/p8yyptHibaVkx8qP6cyCEyphcFtjMC6pq/3kD8z2tkFB42cxmnGWEsvheFmeKU8EFCvC01ClI9S0BoaW/logs2GrI5FmwI3t+Xx0ltt+LtVdyr/dLJ6SiOObbBNlmZeeyAnbALdsmqTLB79sie2Yvz4Dw5r87bd+uEM5pZZ7/gvH8BqMaekA==</latexit>



B2 ⇠ ⌧a3
<latexit sha1_base64="JqIENap2jslifjkb7BKWbiZwj8g=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwVJJW0GOpF48V7Ae0MUy2m3bpbhJ2N0qJ/SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sGhXTpqqziVhLZIzGPZDUBRziLa0kxz2k0kBRFw2gnG1zO/80ClYnF0pycJ9QQMIxYyAtpIvl1q+FXcV0zgvoYUw33Nt8tOxZkDrxI3J2WUo+nbX/1BTFJBI004KNVznUR7GUjNCKfTYj9VNAEyhiHtGRqBoMrL5qdP8ZlRBjiMpalI47n6eyIDodREBKZTgB6pZW8m/uf1Uh1eeRmLklTTiCwWhSnHOsazHPCASUo0nxgCRDJzKyYjkEC0SatoQnCXX14l7WrFrVWc24tyvZHHUUAn6BSdIxddojq6QU3UQgQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Fq1rVj5zjP7A+vwBYT2Sxw==</latexit>

R ⇠ aN1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="yrUYFm7eYDClO7Q1QX0jx87z2cQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0GPRiyepYj+g3ZZsmm1Dk+ySZJWy9H948aCIV/+LN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uo4SRWiNRDxSzQBrypmkNcMMp81YUSwCThvB8HriNx6p0iySD2YUU1/gvmQhI9hYqXPf1kwgfNtJvdPyuFsouiV3CrRIvIwUIUO1W/hq9yKSCCoN4VjrlufGxk+xMoxwOs63E01jTIa4T1uWSiyo9tPp1WN0bJUeCiNlSxo0VX9PpFhoPRKB7RTYDPS8NxH/81qJCS/9lMk4MVSS2aIw4chEaBIB6jFFieEjSzBRzN6KyAArTIwNKm9D8OZfXiT1csk7K7l358XKVRZHDg7hCE7AgwuowA1UoQYEFDzDK7w5T86L8+58zFqXnGzmAP7A+fwBSSyRtg==</latexit>

B3 ⇠ a6
<latexit sha1_base64="FMwzRhiWWWVtDBxAjAOWpOZ99UE=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9m1oh5LvXisYD9gu5Zsmm1Ds8mSZIWy9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tUEdoikkvVDbGmnAnaMsxw2k0UxXHIaScc3878zhNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsr+Y1+radZjPDjVb9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5mv/zVG0iSxlQYwrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SH1LBY6pDrL5yVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z/NTE90EGRNJaqggi0VRypGRaPY/GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIxNqWRD8JZfXiXti6pXq7r3l5V6I4+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q6a0AICEp7hFd4c47w4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8X4JB4</latexit>

�F (R) ⇠ R2

Na2
+

B2

2

N2

Rd
+

B3

6

N3

R2d
+ · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="4KBLyN33OQS7FVYzl3mf7UfEWhQ=">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</latexit>

⇠ ⌧a3�dN2�d/2
<latexit sha1_base64="EDdZyUl/k1dt+ju3IBExXDcG3iE=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBTWvSCrosunElFewDmrRMJpM6dDIJMxOhhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceL2ZUKsv6NgpLyyura8X10sbm1vaOubvXllEiMGnhiEWi6yFJGOWkpahipBsLgkKPkY43upr4nQciJI34nRrHxA3RkNOAYqS0NDAPHElD6CiUQNRP6xU/u+mntYp/WssGZtmqWlPARWLnpAxyNAfml+NHOAkJV5ghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoRHaEh6mnIUEumm0x8yeKwVHwaR0MUVnKq/J1IUSjkOPd0ZInUv572J+J/XS1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8WBQmDKoKTQKBPBcGKjTVBWFB9K8T3SCCsdGwlHYI9//Iiadeqdr1q3Z6VG5d5HEVwCI7ACbDBOWiAa9AELYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY9ZaMPKZffAHxucPEoOWfw==</latexit>

⇠ a6�2dN3�d
<latexit sha1_base64="DTUefzEEKOVoYqiYuAB8LrlKFuA=">AAAB/XicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E1PnZuGomJG8gMGHVJdOPKYCJgAgPpdAo0tJ1J2zHBycRfceNCY9z6H+78GwvMQsGT3OTknHtz7z1+xKjSjvNt5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7R17d6+pwlhi0sAhC+W9jxRhVJCGppqR+0gSxH1GWv7oauK3HohUNBR3ehwRj6OBoH2KkTZSzz7oKMoh6iZnpUqQ3nSTailIe3bRKTtTwEXiZqQIMtR79lcnCHHMidCYIaXarhNpL0FSU8xIWujEikQIj9CAtA0ViBPlJdPrU3hslAD2Q2lKaDhVf08kiCs15r7p5EgP1bw3Ef/z2rHuX3gJFVGsicCzRf2YQR3CSRQwoJJgzcaGICypuRXiIZIIaxNYwYTgzr+8SJqVslstO7enxdplFkceHIIjcAJccA5q4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi15qxsZh/8gfX5AxEUlFI=</latexit>

�T >
✓

N1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="F/FEFppamcHxLT/lHNLhOUT54FY=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGgSreBcFrUTUwkoiJDGQi2FvM2eW7H2wOyeE42ob/4qNhSK2/gI7/42beIVfDwYe780wM89PpNDoOB/WxOTU9Mzs3HxpYXFpecVeXWvqOFUcGjyWsWr5TIMUETRQoIRWooCFvoQrf3A68q9uQWkRR3UcJtAJ2U0kAsEZGqlrb3pnIJHROj2iXqAYzzzsA7I8u7jO3N1qnnftslNxxqB/iVuQMilQ69rvXi/maQgRcsm0brtOgp2MKRRcQl7yUg0J4wN2A21DIxaC7mTjV3K6bZQeDWJlKkI6Vr9PZCzUehj6pjNk2Ne/vZH4n9dOMTjsZCJKUoSIfy0KUkkxpqNcaE8o4CiHhjCuhLmV8j4zgaBJr2RCcH+//Jc0qxV3r+Jc7pePT4o45sgG2SI7xCUH5JickxppEE7uyAN5Is/WvfVovVivX60TVjGzTn7AevsE3f+Zvw==</latexit>

Condition to feel the attraction

N >

✓
✓

�T

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="7xJBHyyqX4mqwfP5f5AJWMEtmSM=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiDES5iJgp4kqAdPEiEbZGLo6dQkTXoWumuEMOQXvPgrXjwo4tWbN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpeLIVG2/60MguLS8sr2dXc2vrG5lZ+e6eho0RxqPNIRqrlMQ1ShFBHgRJasQIWeBKa3vBi4jfvQGkRhTUcxdAJWD8UvuAMjdTNF6/PXAk+Fl1fMZ66OABk49S9BImM1sauEv0BHt6Wu/mCXbKnoH+JMycFMke1m/9wexFPAgiRS6Z127Fj7KRMoeASxjk30RAzPmR9aBsasgB0J51+NKYHRulRP1KmQqRT9ftEygKtR4FnOgOGA/3bm4j/ee0E/dNOKsI4QQj5bJGfSIoRncRDe0IBRzkyhHElzK2UD5iJBk2IOROC8/vlv6RRLjlHJfvmuFA5n8eRJXtknxSJQ05IhVyRKqkTTu7JI3kmL9aD9WS9Wm+z1ow1n9klP2C9fwE4M50/</latexit>

Marginal solvent (slightly below Θ)

|⌧ | > N�1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="Vc4jp51L9geCZ25x+2spIrQu3F0=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCF2tSBT1J0YsnqWA/oI1ls922SzebsDtRStqf4sWDIl79Jd78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5vmR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO3Z+t6bDWFFWpaEIVcMnmgkuWRU4CNaIFCOBL1jdH1xP/PojU5qH8h6GEfMC0pO8yykBI7Xt/KgFJB7hS3z7kBy7J6Vx2y44RWcKvEjclBRQikrb/mp1QhoHTAIVROum60TgJUQBp4KNc61Ys4jQAemxpqGSBEx7yfT0MT40Sgd3Q2VKAp6qvycSEmg9DHzTGRDo63lvIv7nNWPoXngJl1EMTNLZom4sMIR4kgPucMUoiKEhhCpubsW0TxShYNLKmRDc+ZcXSa1UdE+Lzt1ZoXyVxpFF++gAHSEXnaMyukEVVEUUPaFn9IrerJH1Yr1bH7PWjJXO7KE/sD5/AH2CktY=</latexit>

(d = 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="+SaQY9HXrKq7xx2cqkr7aBgiar4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpiBb0IRS8eK5i20Iay2WzapZtN2N0IIfQ3ePGgiFd/kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7CmdK2/W2V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfFqSTUJTGPZc/HinImqKuZ5rSXSIojn9OuP7mb+d0nKhWLxaPOEupFeCRYyAjWRnLrwU3zfFit2Q17DrRKnILUoEB7WP0aBDFJIyo04VipvmMn2sux1IxwOq0MUkUTTCZ4RPuGChxR5eXzY6fozCgBCmNpSmg0V39P5DhSKot80xlhPVbL3kz8z+unOrz2ciaSVFNBFovClCMdo9nnKGCSEs0zQzCRzNyKyBhLTLTJp2JCcJZfXiWdi4bTbNgPl7XWbRFHGU7gFOrgwBW04B7a4AIBBs/wCm+WsF6sd+tj0Vqyiplj+APr8weDSo3T</latexit>

✓
⌧ =

�T

✓
< 0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="2OZtQnvY3hRw7ulknHPaMEisNYM=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEJECHcqaKEgamGpYBIhF8LcZi5Z3Ptgd04IR36EjX/FxkIRWws7/42bmEKNDwYe780wMy9IlTTkup/OxOTU9Mzs3HxhYXFpeaW4ulYzSaYFVkWiEn0TgEElY6ySJIU3qUaIAoX14PZs4NfvUBuZxNfUS7EZQSeWoRRAVmoVd3yFIZV9guzYDzWI3D9HRcCv+7lPXSToH7m+lp0ubbeKJbfiDsHHiTciJTbCZav44bcTkUUYk1BgTMNzU2rmoEkKhf2CnxlMQdxCBxuWxhChaebDp/p8yyptHibaVkx8qP6cyCEyphcFtjMC6pq/3kD8z2tkFB42cxmnGWEsvheFmeKU8EFCvC01ClI9S0BoaW/logs2GrI5FmwI3t+Xx0ltt+LtVdyr/dLJ6SiOObbBNlmZeeyAnbALdsmqTLB79sie2Yvz4Dw5r87bd+uEM5pZZ7/gvH8BqMaekA==</latexit>



B2 ⇠ ⌧a3
<latexit sha1_base64="JqIENap2jslifjkb7BKWbiZwj8g=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwVJJW0GOpF48V7Ae0MUy2m3bpbhJ2N0qJ/SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sGhXTpqqziVhLZIzGPZDUBRziLa0kxz2k0kBRFw2gnG1zO/80ClYnF0pycJ9QQMIxYyAtpIvl1q+FXcV0zgvoYUw33Nt8tOxZkDrxI3J2WUo+nbX/1BTFJBI004KNVznUR7GUjNCKfTYj9VNAEyhiHtGRqBoMrL5qdP8ZlRBjiMpalI47n6eyIDodREBKZTgB6pZW8m/uf1Uh1eeRmLklTTiCwWhSnHOsazHPCASUo0nxgCRDJzKyYjkEC0SatoQnCXX14l7WrFrVWc24tyvZHHUUAn6BSdIxddojq6QU3UQgQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Fq1rVj5zjP7A+vwBYT2Sxw==</latexit>

R ⇠ aN1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="yrUYFm7eYDClO7Q1QX0jx87z2cQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0GPRiyepYj+g3ZZsmm1Dk+ySZJWy9H948aCIV/+LN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uo4SRWiNRDxSzQBrypmkNcMMp81YUSwCThvB8HriNx6p0iySD2YUU1/gvmQhI9hYqXPf1kwgfNtJvdPyuFsouiV3CrRIvIwUIUO1W/hq9yKSCCoN4VjrlufGxk+xMoxwOs63E01jTIa4T1uWSiyo9tPp1WN0bJUeCiNlSxo0VX9PpFhoPRKB7RTYDPS8NxH/81qJCS/9lMk4MVSS2aIw4chEaBIB6jFFieEjSzBRzN6KyAArTIwNKm9D8OZfXiT1csk7K7l358XKVRZHDg7hCE7AgwuowA1UoQYEFDzDK7w5T86L8+58zFqXnGzmAP7A+fwBSSyRtg==</latexit>

B3 ⇠ a6
<latexit sha1_base64="FMwzRhiWWWVtDBxAjAOWpOZ99UE=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9m1oh5LvXisYD9gu5Zsmm1Ds8mSZIWy9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tUEdoikkvVDbGmnAnaMsxw2k0UxXHIaScc3878zhNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsr+Y1+radZjPDjVb9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5mv/zVG0iSxlQYwrHWvucmJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SH1LBY6pDrL5yVN0ZpUBiqSyJQyaq78nMhxrPYlD2xljM9LL3kz8z/NTE90EGRNJaqggi0VRypGRaPY/GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIxNqWRD8JZfXiXti6pXq7r3l5V6I4+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q6a0AICEp7hFd4c47w4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8X4JB4</latexit>

�F (R) ⇠ R2

Na2
+

B2

2

N2

Rd
+

B3

6

N3

R2d
+ · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="4KBLyN33OQS7FVYzl3mf7UfEWhQ=">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</latexit>

g =

✓
✓

�T

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="mWJam6VUnRFPgrfL8yy6SpGPRvM=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGIR4CTNR0IsQ1IPHCNkgE0NPpyZp0rPQXSOEIb/gxV/x4kERr968+Td2loMmPih4vFdFVT0vlkKjbX9bS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zm5ub7+uo0RxqPFIRqrpMQ1ShFBDgRKasQIWeBIa3uB67DceQGkRhVUcxtAOWC8UvuAMjdTJFXqXrgQfC66vGE9d7AOyUeregERGqyNXiV4fT+5LnVzeLtoT0EXizEiezFDp5L7cbsSTAELkkmndcuwY2ylTKLiEUdZNNMSMD1gPWoaGLADdTicfjeixUbrUj5SpEOlE/T2RskDrYeCZzoBhX897Y/E/r5Wgf9FORRgnCCGfLvITSTGi43hoVyjgKIeGMK6EuZXyPjPRoAkxa0Jw5l9eJPVS0Tkt2ndn+fLVLI4MOSRHpEAcck7K5JZUSI1w8kieySt5s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQPyB9bnD2A8nVc=</latexit>

⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="pPAtLX6e5X2oDS1CFB7sHm/kD4E=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0ItQ9OKxgv2A7lqyabYNzWZDkhXL0r/hxYMiXv0z3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhZIzbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7TZ2kitAGSXii2iHWlDNBG4YZTttSURyHnLbC4c3Ebz1SpVki7s1I0iDGfcEiRrCxku8/sSvcf8i80+q4Wyq7FXcKtEi8nJQhR71b+vJ7CUljKgzhWOuO50oTZFgZRjgdF/1UU4nJEPdpx1KBY6qDbHrzGB1bpYeiRNkSBk3V3xMZjrUexaHtjLEZ6HlvIv7ndVITXQYZEzI1VJDZoijlyCRoEgDqMUWJ4SNLMFHM3orIACtMjI2paEPw5l9eJM1qxTuruHfn5dp1HkcBDuEITsCDC6jBLdShAQQkPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+z1iUnnzmAP3A+fwAvkJEe</latexit>

⇠ ⌧a3�dN2�d/2
<latexit sha1_base64="EDdZyUl/k1dt+ju3IBExXDcG3iE=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBTWvSCrosunElFewDmrRMJpM6dDIJMxOhhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceL2ZUKsv6NgpLyyura8X10sbm1vaOubvXllEiMGnhiEWi6yFJGOWkpahipBsLgkKPkY43upr4nQciJI34nRrHxA3RkNOAYqS0NDAPHElD6CiUQNRP6xU/u+mntYp/WssGZtmqWlPARWLnpAxyNAfml+NHOAkJV5ghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoRHaEh6mnIUEumm0x8yeKwVHwaR0MUVnKq/J1IUSjkOPd0ZInUv572J+J/XS1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8WBQmDKoKTQKBPBcGKjTVBWFB9K8T3SCCsdGwlHYI9//Iiadeqdr1q3Z6VG5d5HEVwCI7ACbDBOWiAa9AELYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY9ZaMPKZffAHxucPEoOWfw==</latexit>

⇠ a6�2dN3�d
<latexit sha1_base64="DTUefzEEKOVoYqiYuAB8LrlKFuA=">AAAB/XicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E1PnZuGomJG8gMGHVJdOPKYCJgAgPpdAo0tJ1J2zHBycRfceNCY9z6H+78GwvMQsGT3OTknHtz7z1+xKjSjvNt5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7R17d6+pwlhi0sAhC+W9jxRhVJCGppqR+0gSxH1GWv7oauK3HohUNBR3ehwRj6OBoH2KkTZSzz7oKMoh6iZnpUqQ3nSTailIe3bRKTtTwEXiZqQIMtR79lcnCHHMidCYIaXarhNpL0FSU8xIWujEikQIj9CAtA0ViBPlJdPrU3hslAD2Q2lKaDhVf08kiCs15r7p5EgP1bw3Ef/z2rHuX3gJFVGsicCzRf2YQR3CSRQwoJJgzcaGICypuRXiIZIIaxNYwYTgzr+8SJqVslstO7enxdplFkceHIIjcAJccA5q4BrUQQNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi15qxsZh/8gfX5AxEUlFI=</latexit>

�T >
✓

N1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="F/FEFppamcHxLT/lHNLhOUT54FY=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGgSreBcFrUTUwkoiJDGQi2FvM2eW7H2wOyeE42ob/4qNhSK2/gI7/42beIVfDwYe780wM89PpNDoOB/WxOTU9Mzs3HxpYXFpecVeXWvqOFUcGjyWsWr5TIMUETRQoIRWooCFvoQrf3A68q9uQWkRR3UcJtAJ2U0kAsEZGqlrb3pnIJHROj2iXqAYzzzsA7I8u7jO3N1qnnftslNxxqB/iVuQMilQ69rvXi/maQgRcsm0brtOgp2MKRRcQl7yUg0J4wN2A21DIxaC7mTjV3K6bZQeDWJlKkI6Vr9PZCzUehj6pjNk2Ne/vZH4n9dOMTjsZCJKUoSIfy0KUkkxpqNcaE8o4CiHhjCuhLmV8j4zgaBJr2RCcH+//Jc0qxV3r+Jc7pePT4o45sgG2SI7xCUH5JickxppEE7uyAN5Is/WvfVovVivX60TVjGzTn7AevsE3f+Zvw==</latexit>

Condition to feel the attraction

N >

✓
✓

�T

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="7xJBHyyqX4mqwfP5f5AJWMEtmSM=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiDES5iJgp4kqAdPEiEbZGLo6dQkTXoWumuEMOQXvPgrXjwo4tWbN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpeLIVG2/60MguLS8sr2dXc2vrG5lZ+e6eho0RxqPNIRqrlMQ1ShFBHgRJasQIWeBKa3vBi4jfvQGkRhTUcxdAJWD8UvuAMjdTNF6/PXAk+Fl1fMZ66OABk49S9BImM1sauEv0BHt6Wu/mCXbKnoH+JMycFMke1m/9wexFPAgiRS6Z127Fj7KRMoeASxjk30RAzPmR9aBsasgB0J51+NKYHRulRP1KmQqRT9ftEygKtR4FnOgOGA/3bm4j/ee0E/dNOKsI4QQj5bJGfSIoRncRDe0IBRzkyhHElzK2UD5iJBk2IOROC8/vlv6RRLjlHJfvmuFA5n8eRJXtknxSJQ05IhVyRKqkTTu7JI3kmL9aD9WS9Wm+z1ow1n9klP2C9fwE4M50/</latexit>

Marginal solvent (slightly below Θ)

|⌧ | > N�1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="Vc4jp51L9geCZ25x+2spIrQu3F0=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCF2tSBT1J0YsnqWA/oI1ls922SzebsDtRStqf4sWDIl79Jd78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5vmR4Boc59vKLC2vrK5l13Mbm1vbO3Z+t6bDWFFWpaEIVcMnmgkuWRU4CNaIFCOBL1jdH1xP/PojU5qH8h6GEfMC0pO8yykBI7Xt/KgFJB7hS3z7kBy7J6Vx2y44RWcKvEjclBRQikrb/mp1QhoHTAIVROum60TgJUQBp4KNc61Ys4jQAemxpqGSBEx7yfT0MT40Sgd3Q2VKAp6qvycSEmg9DHzTGRDo63lvIv7nNWPoXngJl1EMTNLZom4sMIR4kgPucMUoiKEhhCpubsW0TxShYNLKmRDc+ZcXSa1UdE+Lzt1ZoXyVxpFF++gAHSEXnaMyukEVVEUUPaFn9IrerJH1Yr1bH7PWjJXO7KE/sD5/AH2CktY=</latexit>

(d = 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="+SaQY9HXrKq7xx2cqkr7aBgiar4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpiBb0IRS8eK5i20Iay2WzapZtN2N0IIfQ3ePGgiFd/kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7CmdK2/W2V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfFqSTUJTGPZc/HinImqKuZ5rSXSIojn9OuP7mb+d0nKhWLxaPOEupFeCRYyAjWRnLrwU3zfFit2Q17DrRKnILUoEB7WP0aBDFJIyo04VipvmMn2sux1IxwOq0MUkUTTCZ4RPuGChxR5eXzY6fozCgBCmNpSmg0V39P5DhSKot80xlhPVbL3kz8z+unOrz2ciaSVFNBFovClCMdo9nnKGCSEs0zQzCRzNyKyBhLTLTJp2JCcJZfXiWdi4bTbNgPl7XWbRFHGU7gFOrgwBW04B7a4AIBBs/wCm+WsF6sd+tj0Vqyiplj+APr8weDSo3T</latexit>

✓
⌧ =

�T

✓
< 0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="2OZtQnvY3hRw7ulknHPaMEisNYM=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEJECHcqaKEgamGpYBIhF8LcZi5Z3Ptgd04IR36EjX/FxkIRWws7/42bmEKNDwYe780wMy9IlTTkup/OxOTU9Mzs3HxhYXFpeaW4ulYzSaYFVkWiEn0TgEElY6ySJIU3qUaIAoX14PZs4NfvUBuZxNfUS7EZQSeWoRRAVmoVd3yFIZV9guzYDzWI3D9HRcCv+7lPXSToH7m+lp0ubbeKJbfiDsHHiTciJTbCZav44bcTkUUYk1BgTMNzU2rmoEkKhf2CnxlMQdxCBxuWxhChaebDp/p8yyptHibaVkx8qP6cyCEyphcFtjMC6pq/3kD8z2tkFB42cxmnGWEsvheFmeKU8EFCvC01ClI9S0BoaW/logs2GrI5FmwI3t+Xx0ltt+LtVdyr/dLJ6SiOObbBNlmZeeyAnbALdsmqTLB79sie2Yvz4Dw5r87bd+uEM5pZZ7/gvH8BqMaekA==</latexit>



g =

✓
✓

�T

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="mWJam6VUnRFPgrfL8yy6SpGPRvM=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGIR4CTNR0IsQ1IPHCNkgE0NPpyZp0rPQXSOEIb/gxV/x4kERr968+Td2loMmPih4vFdFVT0vlkKjbX9bS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zm5ub7+uo0RxqPFIRqrpMQ1ShFBDgRKasQIWeBIa3uB67DceQGkRhVUcxtAOWC8UvuAMjdTJFXqXrgQfC66vGE9d7AOyUeregERGqyNXiV4fT+5LnVzeLtoT0EXizEiezFDp5L7cbsSTAELkkmndcuwY2ylTKLiEUdZNNMSMD1gPWoaGLADdTicfjeixUbrUj5SpEOlE/T2RskDrYeCZzoBhX897Y/E/r5Wgf9FORRgnCCGfLvITSTGi43hoVyjgKIeGMK6EuZXyPjPRoAkxa0Jw5l9eJPVS0Tkt2ndn+fLVLI4MOSRHpEAcck7K5JZUSI1w8kieySt5s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQPyB9bnD2A8nVc=</latexit>

⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="pPAtLX6e5X2oDS1CFB7sHm/kD4E=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0ItQ9OKxgv2A7lqyabYNzWZDkhXL0r/hxYMiXv0z3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhZIzbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7TZ2kitAGSXii2iHWlDNBG4YZTttSURyHnLbC4c3Ebz1SpVki7s1I0iDGfcEiRrCxku8/sSvcf8i80+q4Wyq7FXcKtEi8nJQhR71b+vJ7CUljKgzhWOuO50oTZFgZRjgdF/1UU4nJEPdpx1KBY6qDbHrzGB1bpYeiRNkSBk3V3xMZjrUexaHtjLEZ6HlvIv7ndVITXQYZEzI1VJDZoijlyCRoEgDqMUWJ4SNLMFHM3orIACtMjI2paEPw5l9eJM1qxTuruHfn5dp1HkcBDuEITsCDC6jBLdShAQQkPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+z1iUnnzmAP3A+fwAvkJEe</latexit>



⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="beJSfSQhkx0ldPmBil+gZc/4YDU=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuYlJTTRdC0Y3LCvYBTSyT6bQdOpmEmYlYQn/DjQtF3Poz7vwbJ20EFT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzKpVlfRgLi0vLK6uFteL6xubWdmlntyWjRGDSxBGLRCdAkjDKSVNRxUgnFgSFASPtYHyZ+e07IiSN+I2axMQP0ZDTAcVIacnz7uk5Gt6m9nFl2iuVLbPmVmvOKbRMa4aMOFXXcaGdK2WQo9ErvXv9CCch4QozJGXXtmLlp0goihmZFr1EkhjhMRqSrqYchUT66ezmKTzUSh8OIqGLKzhTv0+kKJRyEga6M0RqJH97mfiX103UwPVTyuNEEY7niwYJgyqCWQCwTwXBik00QVhQfSvEIyQQVjqmog7h61P4P2lVTPvEtK6dcv0ij6MA9sEBOAI2OAN1cAUaoAkwiMEDeALPRmI8Gi/G67x1wchn9sAPGG+flUGRZA==</latexit>

g =

✓
✓

�T

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="mWJam6VUnRFPgrfL8yy6SpGPRvM=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGIR4CTNR0IsQ1IPHCNkgE0NPpyZp0rPQXSOEIb/gxV/x4kERr968+Td2loMmPih4vFdFVT0vlkKjbX9bS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zm5ub7+uo0RxqPFIRqrpMQ1ShFBDgRKasQIWeBIa3uB67DceQGkRhVUcxtAOWC8UvuAMjdTJFXqXrgQfC66vGE9d7AOyUeregERGqyNXiV4fT+5LnVzeLtoT0EXizEiezFDp5L7cbsSTAELkkmndcuwY2ylTKLiEUdZNNMSMD1gPWoaGLADdTicfjeixUbrUj5SpEOlE/T2RskDrYeCZzoBhX897Y/E/r5Wgf9FORRgnCCGfLvITSTGi43hoVyjgKIeGMK6EuZXyPjPRoAkxa0Jw5l9eJPVS0Tkt2ndn+fLVLI4MOSRHpEAcck7K5JZUSI1w8kieySt5s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQPyB9bnD2A8nVc=</latexit>

⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="pPAtLX6e5X2oDS1CFB7sHm/kD4E=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0ItQ9OKxgv2A7lqyabYNzWZDkhXL0r/hxYMiXv0z3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhZIzbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7TZ2kitAGSXii2iHWlDNBG4YZTttSURyHnLbC4c3Ebz1SpVki7s1I0iDGfcEiRrCxku8/sSvcf8i80+q4Wyq7FXcKtEi8nJQhR71b+vJ7CUljKgzhWOuO50oTZFgZRjgdF/1UU4nJEPdpx1KBY6qDbHrzGB1bpYeiRNkSBk3V3xMZjrUexaHtjLEZ6HlvIv7ndVITXQYZEzI1VJDZoijlyCRoEgDqMUWJ4SNLMFHM3orIACtMjI2paEPw5l9eJM1qxTuruHfn5dp1HkcBDuEITsCDC6jBLdShAQQkPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+z1iUnnzmAP3A+fwAvkJEe</latexit>



⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="beJSfSQhkx0ldPmBil+gZc/4YDU=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuYlJTTRdC0Y3LCvYBTSyT6bQdOpmEmYlYQn/DjQtF3Poz7vwbJ20EFT1w4XDOvdx7TxAzKpVlfRgLi0vLK6uFteL6xubWdmlntyWjRGDSxBGLRCdAkjDKSVNRxUgnFgSFASPtYHyZ+e07IiSN+I2axMQP0ZDTAcVIacnz7uk5Gt6m9nFl2iuVLbPmVmvOKbRMa4aMOFXXcaGdK2WQo9ErvXv9CCch4QozJGXXtmLlp0goihmZFr1EkhjhMRqSrqYchUT66ezmKTzUSh8OIqGLKzhTv0+kKJRyEga6M0RqJH97mfiX103UwPVTyuNEEY7niwYJgyqCWQCwTwXBik00QVhQfSvEIyQQVjqmog7h61P4P2lVTPvEtK6dcv0ij6MA9sEBOAI2OAN1cAUaoAkwiMEDeALPRmI8Gi/G67x1wchn9sAPGG+flUGRZA==</latexit>

L0 =

✓
N

g

◆
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="pX351c1GafXVUHj24AkF4jn6o3M=">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</latexit>

g =

✓
✓

�T

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="mWJam6VUnRFPgrfL8yy6SpGPRvM=">AAACEXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGIR4CTNR0IsQ1IPHCNkgE0NPpyZp0rPQXSOEIb/gxV/x4kERr968+Td2loMmPih4vFdFVT0vlkKjbX9bS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zm5ub7+uo0RxqPFIRqrpMQ1ShFBDgRKasQIWeBIa3uB67DceQGkRhVUcxtAOWC8UvuAMjdTJFXqXrgQfC66vGE9d7AOyUeregERGqyNXiV4fT+5LnVzeLtoT0EXizEiezFDp5L7cbsSTAELkkmndcuwY2ylTKLiEUdZNNMSMD1gPWoaGLADdTicfjeixUbrUj5SpEOlE/T2RskDrYeCZzoBhX897Y/E/r5Wgf9FORRgnCCGfLvITSTGi43hoVyjgKIeGMK6EuZXyPjPRoAkxa0Jw5l9eJPVS0Tkt2ndn+fLVLI4MOSRHpEAcck7K5JZUSI1w8kieySt5s56sF+vd+pi2LlmzmQPyB9bnD2A8nVc=</latexit>

⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="pPAtLX6e5X2oDS1CFB7sHm/kD4E=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0ItQ9OKxgv2A7lqyabYNzWZDkhXL0r/hxYMiXv0z3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhZIzbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7TZ2kitAGSXii2iHWlDNBG4YZTttSURyHnLbC4c3Ebz1SpVki7s1I0iDGfcEiRrCxku8/sSvcf8i80+q4Wyq7FXcKtEi8nJQhR71b+vJ7CUljKgzhWOuO50oTZFgZRjgdF/1UU4nJEPdpx1KBY6qDbHrzGB1bpYeiRNkSBk3V3xMZjrUexaHtjLEZ6HlvIv7ndVITXQYZEzI1VJDZoijlyCRoEgDqMUWJ4SNLMFHM3orIACtMjI2paEPw5l9eJM1qxTuruHfn5dp1HkcBDuEITsCDC6jBLdShAQQkPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+z1iUnnzmAP3A+fwAvkJEe</latexit>



P. G. de Gennes’ “expanding sausage model”

Good poor⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="RtezBCNZLkvGeNnx3ynbqWgCO84=">AAAB43icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWOEvCAJYXbSm4yZfTDTK4SQL/Ai4kXB//EX/BsnyV6SWDBQVNXQXe0nShpy3V9nY3Nre2c3t5ffPzg8Oi6cnDZMnGqBdRGrWLd8blDJCOskSWEr0chDX2HTHz3M/OYLaiPjqEbjBLshH0QykIKTlRqd2hCJ9wpFt+TOwdaJl5EiZKj2Cj+dfizSECMSihvT9tyEuhOuSQqF03wnNZhwMeIDnMx3nLJLK/VZEGv7ImJzdSnHQ2PGoW+TIaehWfVm4n9eO6XgrjuRUZISRmIxKEgVo5jNCrO+1ChIjS3hQku7IRNDrrkge5a8re6tFl0njXLJuy6Vn26KlfvsCDk4hwu4Ag9uoQKPUIU6CHiGN/iELwedV+fd+VhEN5zszxkswfn+A1aairc=</latexit>

⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="ulFwGkVBzNAzce4QFJ0I5s6TKBc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0ItQ9OKxgv2AdluyabYNTbJLklXL0v/hxYMiXv0v3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut7O0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb26zpKFKE1EvFINQOsKWeS1gwznDZjRbEIOG0Ew5uJ33igSrNI3ptRTH2B+5KFjGBjpU77iaErhPud1Dstj7uFoltyp0CLxMtIETJUu4Wvdi8iiaDSEI61bnlubPwUK8MIp+N8O9E0xmSI+7RlqcSCaj+dXj1Gx1bpoTBStqRBU/X3RIqF1iMR2E6BzUDPexPxP6+VmPDST5mME0MlmS0KE45MhCYRoB5TlBg+sgQTxeytiAywwsTYoPI2BG/+5UVSL5e8s5J7d16sXGdx5OAQjuAEPLiACtxCFWpAQMEzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6x1yclmDuAPnM8f332Rcg==</latexit>



F = �A
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+ikimsCK+oM1+8glg0eC33+ulE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqoBchKojHCOaBSQi9k0kyZGZ2mZkVwpK/8OJBEa/+jTf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dYSy4sb7/7WWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5e1USJpqxCIxHpeoiGCa5YxXIrWD3WDGUoWC0c3Iz92hPThkfqwQ5j1pLYU7zLKVonPd5eNnsoJZKrdr7gF/0JyCIJZqQAM5Tb+a9mJ6KJZMpSgcY0Aj+2rRS15VSwUa6ZGBYjHWCPNRxVKJlppZOLR+TIKR3SjbQrZclE/T2RojRmKEPXKdH2zbw3Fv/zGontXrRSruLEMkWni7qJIDYi4/dJh2tGrRg6glRzdyuhfdRIrQsp50II5l9eJNWTYnBa9O/PCqXrWRxZOIBDOIYAzqEEd1CGClBQ8Ayv8OYZ78V79z6mrRlvNrMPf+B9/gB+Q5Aj</latexit>

� = kBT/⇠
2

<latexit sha1_base64="JWOUdWavsAw4jMnw6ksFPjNh1ow=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqs5UQTdCqRuXFfqCzjhk0kwbmmSGJKOW2k9x40IRt36JO//GtJ2Fth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdpxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Zxf3WypOJSZNHLNYdkKkCKOCNDXVjHQSSRAPGWmHw+up374nUtFYNPQoIT5HfUEjipE2UmAXvT7iHF0Ng1rj1Hukd5XALjllZwa4TNyMlECGemB/eb0Yp5wIjRlSqus6ifbHSGqKGZkUvFSRBOEh6pOuoQJxovzx7PQJPDZKD0axNCU0nKm/J8aIKzXioenkSA/UojcV//O6qY4u/TEVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuE0B9ijkmDNRoYgLKm5FeIBkghrk1bBhOAuvrxMWpWye1Z2bs9L1VoWRx4cgiNwAlxwAargBtRBE2DwAJ7BK3iznqwX6936mLfmrGzmAPyB9fkDNneTTw==</latexit>

A ⇠ 2⇡rL
<latexit sha1_base64="0yvF3dkvVbLNWPKfXDByj5K7opo=">AAAB9XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0UtIzaWFhEMB+QO8PeZi9Zsrt37O4p4cj/sLFQxNb/Yue/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52l5ZXVtfXCRnFza3tnt7S339RxqghtkJjHqh1iTTmTtGGY4bSdKIpFyGkrHF5P/NYjVZrF8t6MEhoI3JcsYgQbKz1c+poJVPUThhS67ZbKbsWdAi0SLydlyFHvlr78XkxSQaUhHGvd8dzEBBlWhhFOx0U/1TTBZIj7tGOpxILqIJtePUbHVumhKFa2pEFT9fdEhoXWIxHaToHNQM97E/E/r5Oa6CLImExSQyWZLYpSjkyMJhGgHlOUGD6yBBPF7K2IDLDCxNigijYEb/7lRdKsVrzTint3Vq5d5XEU4BCO4AQ8OIca3EAdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HrHXJyWcO4A+czx/iEpFz</latexit>



F = �A
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+ikimsCK+oM1+8glg0eC33+ulE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqoBchKojHCOaBSQi9k0kyZGZ2mZkVwpK/8OJBEa/+jTf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dYSy4sb7/7WWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5e1USJpqxCIxHpeoiGCa5YxXIrWD3WDGUoWC0c3Iz92hPThkfqwQ5j1pLYU7zLKVonPd5eNnsoJZKrdr7gF/0JyCIJZqQAM5Tb+a9mJ6KJZMpSgcY0Aj+2rRS15VSwUa6ZGBYjHWCPNRxVKJlppZOLR+TIKR3SjbQrZclE/T2RojRmKEPXKdH2zbw3Fv/zGontXrRSruLEMkWni7qJIDYi4/dJh2tGrRg6glRzdyuhfdRIrQsp50II5l9eJNWTYnBa9O/PCqXrWRxZOIBDOIYAzqEEd1CGClBQ8Ayv8OYZ78V79z6mrRlvNrMPf+B9/gB+Q5Aj</latexit>

� = kBT/⇠
2

<latexit sha1_base64="JWOUdWavsAw4jMnw6ksFPjNh1ow=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqs5UQTdCqRuXFfqCzjhk0kwbmmSGJKOW2k9x40IRt36JO//GtJ2Fth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdpxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Zxf3WypOJSZNHLNYdkKkCKOCNDXVjHQSSRAPGWmHw+up374nUtFYNPQoIT5HfUEjipE2UmAXvT7iHF0Ng1rj1Hukd5XALjllZwa4TNyMlECGemB/eb0Yp5wIjRlSqus6ifbHSGqKGZkUvFSRBOEh6pOuoQJxovzx7PQJPDZKD0axNCU0nKm/J8aIKzXioenkSA/UojcV//O6qY4u/TEVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuE0B9ijkmDNRoYgLKm5FeIBkghrk1bBhOAuvrxMWpWye1Z2bs9L1VoWRx4cgiNwAlxwAargBtRBE2DwAJ7BK3iznqwX6936mLfmrGzmAPyB9fkDNneTTw==</latexit>

A ⇠ 2⇡rL
<latexit sha1_base64="0yvF3dkvVbLNWPKfXDByj5K7opo=">AAAB9XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0UtIzaWFhEMB+QO8PeZi9Zsrt37O4p4cj/sLFQxNb/Yue/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52l5ZXVtfXCRnFza3tnt7S339RxqghtkJjHqh1iTTmTtGGY4bSdKIpFyGkrHF5P/NYjVZrF8t6MEhoI3JcsYgQbKz1c+poJVPUThhS67ZbKbsWdAi0SLydlyFHvlr78XkxSQaUhHGvd8dzEBBlWhhFOx0U/1TTBZIj7tGOpxILqIJtePUbHVumhKFa2pEFT9fdEhoXWIxHaToHNQM97E/E/r5Oa6CLImExSQyWZLYpSjkyMJhGgHlOUGD6yBBPF7K2IDLDCxNigijYEb/7lRdKsVrzTint3Vq5d5XEU4BCO4AQ8OIca3EAdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HrHXJyWcO4A+czx/iEpFz</latexit>

⌦ = ⇡r2L = ⇡⇠2L0
<latexit sha1_base64="A/j94SMp0fkDZad+RRhLM6+FZMI=">AAACCHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26cLAIrkpSBd0IRTcuBCvYCzQxTKaTduhMEmYmYglduvFV3LhQxK2P4M63cZJmoa0/DHz85xzOnN+PGZXKsr6NufmFxaXl0kp5dW19Y9Pc2m7JKBGYNHHEItHxkSSMhqSpqGKkEwuCuM9I2x9eZPX2PRGSRuGtGsXE5agf0oBipLTlmXvONSd9BM+cmEJxV4NXOTkPNGPP8syKVbVywVmwC6iAQg3P/HJ6EU44CRVmSMqubcXKTZFQFDMyLjuJJDHCQ9QnXY0h4kS6aX7IGB5opweDSOgXKpi7vydSxKUccV93cqQGcrqWmf/VuokKTt2UhnGiSIgni4KEQRXBLBXYo4JgxUYaEBZU/xXiARIIK51dWYdgT588C61a1T6qWjfHlfp5EUcJ7IJ9cAhscALq4BI0QBNg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji0zhnFzA74I+PzB19Cl6I=</latexit>



F = �A
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+ikimsCK+oM1+8glg0eC33+ulE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqoBchKojHCOaBSQi9k0kyZGZ2mZkVwpK/8OJBEa/+jTf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dYSy4sb7/7WWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5e1USJpqxCIxHpeoiGCa5YxXIrWD3WDGUoWC0c3Iz92hPThkfqwQ5j1pLYU7zLKVonPd5eNnsoJZKrdr7gF/0JyCIJZqQAM5Tb+a9mJ6KJZMpSgcY0Aj+2rRS15VSwUa6ZGBYjHWCPNRxVKJlppZOLR+TIKR3SjbQrZclE/T2RojRmKEPXKdH2zbw3Fv/zGontXrRSruLEMkWni7qJIDYi4/dJh2tGrRg6glRzdyuhfdRIrQsp50II5l9eJNWTYnBa9O/PCqXrWRxZOIBDOIYAzqEEd1CGClBQ8Ayv8OYZ78V79z6mrRlvNrMPf+B9/gB+Q5Aj</latexit>

� = kBT/⇠
2

<latexit sha1_base64="JWOUdWavsAw4jMnw6ksFPjNh1ow=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqs5UQTdCqRuXFfqCzjhk0kwbmmSGJKOW2k9x40IRt36JO//GtJ2Fth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdpxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Zxf3WypOJSZNHLNYdkKkCKOCNDXVjHQSSRAPGWmHw+up374nUtFYNPQoIT5HfUEjipE2UmAXvT7iHF0Ng1rj1Hukd5XALjllZwa4TNyMlECGemB/eb0Yp5wIjRlSqus6ifbHSGqKGZkUvFSRBOEh6pOuoQJxovzx7PQJPDZKD0axNCU0nKm/J8aIKzXioenkSA/UojcV//O6qY4u/TEVSaqJwPNFUcqgjuE0B9ijkmDNRoYgLKm5FeIBkghrk1bBhOAuvrxMWpWye1Z2bs9L1VoWRx4cgiNwAlxwAargBtRBE2DwAJ7BK3iznqwX6936mLfmrGzmAPyB9fkDNneTTw==</latexit>

A ⇠ 2⇡rL
<latexit sha1_base64="0yvF3dkvVbLNWPKfXDByj5K7opo=">AAAB9XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0UtIzaWFhEMB+QO8PeZi9Zsrt37O4p4cj/sLFQxNb/Yue/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52l5ZXVtfXCRnFza3tnt7S339RxqghtkJjHqh1iTTmTtGGY4bSdKIpFyGkrHF5P/NYjVZrF8t6MEhoI3JcsYgQbKz1c+poJVPUThhS67ZbKbsWdAi0SLydlyFHvlr78XkxSQaUhHGvd8dzEBBlWhhFOx0U/1TTBZIj7tGOpxILqIJtePUbHVumhKFa2pEFT9fdEhoXWIxHaToHNQM97E/E/r5Oa6CLImExSQyWZLYpSjkyMJhGgHlOUGD6yBBPF7K2IDLDCxNigijYEb/7lRdKsVrzTint3Vq5d5XEU4BCO4AQ8OIca3EAdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HrHXJyWcO4A+czx/iEpFz</latexit>

⌦ = ⇡r2L = ⇡⇠2L0
<latexit sha1_base64="A/j94SMp0fkDZad+RRhLM6+FZMI=">AAACCHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26cLAIrkpSBd0IRTcuBCvYCzQxTKaTduhMEmYmYglduvFV3LhQxK2P4M63cZJmoa0/DHz85xzOnN+PGZXKsr6NufmFxaXl0kp5dW19Y9Pc2m7JKBGYNHHEItHxkSSMhqSpqGKkEwuCuM9I2x9eZPX2PRGSRuGtGsXE5agf0oBipLTlmXvONSd9BM+cmEJxV4NXOTkPNGPP8syKVbVywVmwC6iAQg3P/HJ6EU44CRVmSMqubcXKTZFQFDMyLjuJJDHCQ9QnXY0h4kS6aX7IGB5opweDSOgXKpi7vydSxKUccV93cqQGcrqWmf/VuokKTt2UhnGiSIgni4KEQRXBLBXYo4JgxUYaEBZU/xXiARIIK51dWYdgT588C61a1T6qWjfHlfp5EUcJ7IJ9cAhscALq4BI0QBNg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji0zhnFzA74I+PzB19Cl6I=</latexit>

F (L) = �2
p
⇡⌦L1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="RTzvg2zEQ+IwNkTxPmNXiYC3jdQ=">AAACDXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqMQL3E3CnoRgoJ4CBjBPCAbQ+9kkgyZ2V1nZoWw5Ae8+CtePCji1bs3/8bJ46CJBQ1FVTfdXV7ImdK2/W0l5uYXFpeSy6mV1bX1jfTmVkUFkSS0TAIeyJoHinLm07JmmtNaKCkIj9Oq17sY+tUHKhUL/FvdD2lDQMdnbUZAG6mZ3rvMFg/O3A4IATjvqnupYzdk7rWgHRgU72LnMD9opjN2zh4BzxJnQjJoglIz/eW2AhIJ6mvCQam6Y4e6EYPUjHA6SLmRoiGQHnRo3VAfBFWNePTNAO8bpYXbgTTlazxSf0/EIJTqC890CtBdNe0Nxf+8eqTbp42Y+WGkqU/Gi9oRxzrAw2hwi0lKNO8bAkQycysmXZBAtAkwZUJwpl+eJZV8zjnK2TfHmcL5JI4k2kG7KIscdIIK6AqVUBkR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+hi3JqzJzDb6A+vzB68KmrI=</latexit>



  

Ḟ (L) = �T Ṡ(L) ⇠ ��V 2 ⇠ �⌘LL̇2
<latexit sha1_base64="dryIQfGZd7SqUL78hYbAF7K791Q=">AAACJ3icbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIIeLLtV0ItSFMRDDxVtFdpaZtO0DSa7SzIrlKX/xot/xYugInr0n5iue/DrQeDNm3lM5vmRFAZd990ZG5+YnJqemc3NzS8sLuWXV+omjDXjNRbKUF/5YLgUAa+hQMmvIs1B+ZJf+jfHo/7lLddGhMEFDiLeUtALRFcwQCu184fNTojJyXCzsnWwfZEW56OiaYSi280eKAW0fl2imcARaIWmc5XhdamdL7hFNwX9S7yMFEiGajv/ZL0sVjxAJsGYhudG2EpAo2CSD3PN2PAI2A30eMPSABQ3rSS9c0g3rNKh3VDbFyBN1e+OBJQxA+XbSQXYN797I/G/XiPG7n4rEUEUIw/Y16JuLCmGdBQa7QjNGcqBJcC0sH+lrA8aGNpoczYE7/fJf0m9VPR2iu7ZbqF8lMUxQ9bIOtkkHtkjZXJKqqRGGLkjD+SZvDj3zqPz6rx9jY45mWeV/IDz8QmIeaPi</latexit>

L(t) = L0(1� t/⌧c)
2/5

<latexit sha1_base64="5Cnq/2KiB897Za9kJp2W4YQ5T5o=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdBIvQLmyTquhGKLpx0UUF+4A2hsl00g6dPJi5EUoouPFX3LhQxK0/4c6/cdpmodUDFw7n3Mu997gRZxJM80vLLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/r2TlOGsSC0QUIeiraLJeUsoA1gwGk7EhT7Lqctd3g18Vv3VEgWBrcwiqjt437APEYwKMnR92oFKF7UHLNgHUG5Czh2SPEuqZRPx46eN0vmFMZfYqUkj1LUHf2z2wtJ7NMACMdSdiwzAjvBAhjhdJzrxpJGmAxxn3YUDbBPpZ1Mfxgbh0rpGV4oVAVgTNWfEwn2pRz5rur0MQzkvDcR//M6MXjndsKCKAYakNkiL+YGhMYkEKPHBCXAR4pgIpi61SADLDABFVtOhWDNv/yXNCsl67hk3pzkq5dpHFm0jw5QAVnoDFXRNaqjBiLoAT2hF/SqPWrP2pv2PmvNaOnMLvoF7eMbeaiVgA==</latexit>

�
p
⇡⌦L�1/2L̇ = �⌘LL̇2

<latexit sha1_base64="GS9sAH/CkiodfOUBMU/VwMV005I=">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</latexit>

L3/2dL = ��
p
⇡⌦

⌘
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="dBFNfEHj1mkHyWCpJOX2wfZ7frE=">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</latexit>

L/L0
<latexit sha1_base64="x0cpmH7LL9KfXDHq0gOIiC9VZ7c=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe9U0DJoY5EigpcEkiPsbeaSJXt7x+6eEEJ+g42FIrb+IDv/jZvkCo0+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XIKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKmTTDH0WSIS1Q6pRsEl+oYbge1UIY1Dga1wdDvzW4+oNE/kgxmnGMR0IHnEGTVW8utn9Z7bK1fcqjsH+Uu8nFQgR6NX/uz2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmmFBlOBM4LXUzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDyfzYKTmxSp9EibIlDZmrPycmNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqJe9mfif18lMdB1MuEwzg5ItFkWZICYhs89JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzafkg3BW375L2meV72Lqnt/Wand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEDfGDA4Qle4NWRzrPz5rwvWgtOPnMIv+B8fAPNyY4E</latexit>

F (L)
<latexit sha1_base64="cOgjJXSXN2uRkYvnq4yaLt4xb5Y=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquCnosCuLBQwX7Ae1Ssmm2DU2yS5IVytK/4MWDIl79Q978N2bbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W+nsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D1o6ShShTRLxSHUCrClnkjYNM5x2YkWxCDhtB+ObzG8/UaVZJB/NJKa+wEPJQkawyaTb6v1pv1xxa+4MaJl4OalAjka//NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0WuolmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp7Nbp+jEKgMURsqWNGim/p5IsdB6IgLbKbAZ6UUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJL5ojDhyEQoexwNmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxsZTsiF4iy8vk9ZZzTuvuQ8Xlfp1HkcRjuAYquDBJdThDhrQBAIjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifP/k+jYc=</latexit>

L



  

Ḟ (L) = �T Ṡ(L) ⇠ ��V 2 ⇠ �⌘LL̇2
<latexit sha1_base64="dryIQfGZd7SqUL78hYbAF7K791Q=">AAACJ3icbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIIeLLtV0ItSFMRDDxVtFdpaZtO0DSa7SzIrlKX/xot/xYugInr0n5iue/DrQeDNm3lM5vmRFAZd990ZG5+YnJqemc3NzS8sLuWXV+omjDXjNRbKUF/5YLgUAa+hQMmvIs1B+ZJf+jfHo/7lLddGhMEFDiLeUtALRFcwQCu184fNTojJyXCzsnWwfZEW56OiaYSi280eKAW0fl2imcARaIWmc5XhdamdL7hFNwX9S7yMFEiGajv/ZL0sVjxAJsGYhudG2EpAo2CSD3PN2PAI2A30eMPSABQ3rSS9c0g3rNKh3VDbFyBN1e+OBJQxA+XbSQXYN797I/G/XiPG7n4rEUEUIw/Y16JuLCmGdBQa7QjNGcqBJcC0sH+lrA8aGNpoczYE7/fJf0m9VPR2iu7ZbqF8lMUxQ9bIOtkkHtkjZXJKqqRGGLkjD+SZvDj3zqPz6rx9jY45mWeV/IDz8QmIeaPi</latexit>

L(t) = L0(1� t/⌧c)
2/5

<latexit sha1_base64="5Cnq/2KiB897Za9kJp2W4YQ5T5o=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdBIvQLmyTquhGKLpx0UUF+4A2hsl00g6dPJi5EUoouPFX3LhQxK0/4c6/cdpmodUDFw7n3Mu997gRZxJM80vLLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/r2TlOGsSC0QUIeiraLJeUsoA1gwGk7EhT7Lqctd3g18Vv3VEgWBrcwiqjt437APEYwKMnR92oFKF7UHLNgHUG5Czh2SPEuqZRPx46eN0vmFMZfYqUkj1LUHf2z2wtJ7NMACMdSdiwzAjvBAhjhdJzrxpJGmAxxn3YUDbBPpZ1Mfxgbh0rpGV4oVAVgTNWfEwn2pRz5rur0MQzkvDcR//M6MXjndsKCKAYakNkiL+YGhMYkEKPHBCXAR4pgIpi61SADLDABFVtOhWDNv/yXNCsl67hk3pzkq5dpHFm0jw5QAVnoDFXRNaqjBiLoAT2hF/SqPWrP2pv2PmvNaOnMLvoF7eMbeaiVgA==</latexit>

�
p
⇡⌦L�1/2L̇ = �⌘LL̇2

<latexit sha1_base64="GS9sAH/CkiodfOUBMU/VwMV005I=">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</latexit>

L3/2dL = ��
p
⇡⌦

⌘
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="dBFNfEHj1mkHyWCpJOX2wfZ7frE=">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</latexit>

L/L0
<latexit sha1_base64="x0cpmH7LL9KfXDHq0gOIiC9VZ7c=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe9U0DJoY5EigpcEkiPsbeaSJXt7x+6eEEJ+g42FIrb+IDv/jZvkCo0+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XIKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKmTTDH0WSIS1Q6pRsEl+oYbge1UIY1Dga1wdDvzW4+oNE/kgxmnGMR0IHnEGTVW8utn9Z7bK1fcqjsH+Uu8nFQgR6NX/uz2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmmFBlOBM4LXUzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDyfzYKTmxSp9EibIlDZmrPycmNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqJe9mfif18lMdB1MuEwzg5ItFkWZICYhs89JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzafkg3BW375L2meV72Lqnt/Wand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEDfGDA4Qle4NWRzrPz5rwvWgtOPnMIv+B8fAPNyY4E</latexit>

F (L)
<latexit sha1_base64="cOgjJXSXN2uRkYvnq4yaLt4xb5Y=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquCnosCuLBQwX7Ae1Ssmm2DU2yS5IVytK/4MWDIl79Q978N2bbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W+nsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D1o6ShShTRLxSHUCrClnkjYNM5x2YkWxCDhtB+ObzG8/UaVZJB/NJKa+wEPJQkawyaTb6v1pv1xxa+4MaJl4OalAjka//NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0WuolmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp7Nbp+jEKgMURsqWNGim/p5IsdB6IgLbKbAZ6UUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJL5ojDhyEQoexwNmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxsZTsiF4iy8vk9ZZzTuvuQ8Xlfp1HkcRjuAYquDBJdThDhrQBAIjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifP/k+jYc=</latexit>

L
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1.0

t/⌧c
<latexit sha1_base64="Enx6LiKzQygCIRwvvqrBC9DcRac=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01U0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWj26nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbRSG8+6SNMe65UrbtWdgSwTLycVyFHvlb+6/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk1I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fja7d0JOrNInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4bWfCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm0+dJX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtRyYbgLb68TJrnVe+i6t5fVmo3eRxFOIJjOAUPrqAGd1CHBjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby04+cwh/IHz+QParo/X</latexit>

L(t)/L0
<latexit sha1_base64="CvqV7aCCcc8MDD9l0k2EyR1S6GA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLzVRQY9FLx56qGA/oA1ls920SzebuDsRSuif8OJBEa/+HW/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz8/xYcI2O823lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QVNHiaKsQSMRqbZPNBNcsgZyFKwdK0ZCX7CWP7qd+q0npjSP5AOOY+aFZCB5wClBI7VrZTw9q/WcXrHkVJwZ7GXiZqQEGeq94le3H9EkZBKpIFp3XCdGLyUKORVsUugmmsWEjsiAdQyVJGTaS2f3TuwTo/TtIFKmJNoz9fdESkKtx6FvOkOCQ73oTcX/vE6CwbWXchknyCSdLwoSYWNkT5+3+1wximJsCKGKm1ttOiSKUDQRFUwI7uLLy6R5XnEvKs79Zal6k8WRhyM4hjK4cAVVuIM6NICCgGd4hTfr0Xqx3q2PeWvOymYO4Q+szx9sAY7n</latexit>

Ḟ (L) = �T Ṡ(L) ⇠ ��V 2 ⇠ �⌘LL̇2
<latexit sha1_base64="dryIQfGZd7SqUL78hYbAF7K791Q=">AAACJ3icbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIIeLLtV0ItSFMRDDxVtFdpaZtO0DSa7SzIrlKX/xot/xYugInr0n5iue/DrQeDNm3lM5vmRFAZd990ZG5+YnJqemc3NzS8sLuWXV+omjDXjNRbKUF/5YLgUAa+hQMmvIs1B+ZJf+jfHo/7lLddGhMEFDiLeUtALRFcwQCu184fNTojJyXCzsnWwfZEW56OiaYSi280eKAW0fl2imcARaIWmc5XhdamdL7hFNwX9S7yMFEiGajv/ZL0sVjxAJsGYhudG2EpAo2CSD3PN2PAI2A30eMPSABQ3rSS9c0g3rNKh3VDbFyBN1e+OBJQxA+XbSQXYN797I/G/XiPG7n4rEUEUIw/Y16JuLCmGdBQa7QjNGcqBJcC0sH+lrA8aGNpoczYE7/fJf0m9VPR2iu7ZbqF8lMUxQ9bIOtkkHtkjZXJKqqRGGLkjD+SZvDj3zqPz6rx9jY45mWeV/IDz8QmIeaPi</latexit>

L(t) = L0(1� t/⌧c)
2/5

<latexit sha1_base64="5Cnq/2KiB897Za9kJp2W4YQ5T5o=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdBIvQLmyTquhGKLpx0UUF+4A2hsl00g6dPJi5EUoouPFX3LhQxK0/4c6/cdpmodUDFw7n3Mu997gRZxJM80vLLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/r2TlOGsSC0QUIeiraLJeUsoA1gwGk7EhT7Lqctd3g18Vv3VEgWBrcwiqjt437APEYwKMnR92oFKF7UHLNgHUG5Czh2SPEuqZRPx46eN0vmFMZfYqUkj1LUHf2z2wtJ7NMACMdSdiwzAjvBAhjhdJzrxpJGmAxxn3YUDbBPpZ1Mfxgbh0rpGV4oVAVgTNWfEwn2pRz5rur0MQzkvDcR//M6MXjndsKCKAYakNkiL+YGhMYkEKPHBCXAR4pgIpi61SADLDABFVtOhWDNv/yXNCsl67hk3pzkq5dpHFm0jw5QAVnoDFXRNaqjBiLoAT2hF/SqPWrP2pv2PmvNaOnMLvoF7eMbeaiVgA==</latexit>

�
p
⇡⌦L�1/2L̇ = �⌘LL̇2

<latexit sha1_base64="GS9sAH/CkiodfOUBMU/VwMV005I=">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</latexit>

L3/2dL = ��
p
⇡⌦

⌘
dt

<latexit sha1_base64="dBFNfEHj1mkHyWCpJOX2wfZ7frE=">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</latexit>

L/L0
<latexit sha1_base64="x0cpmH7LL9KfXDHq0gOIiC9VZ7c=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe9U0DJoY5EigpcEkiPsbeaSJXt7x+6eEEJ+g42FIrb+IDv/jZvkCo0+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XIKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKmTTDH0WSIS1Q6pRsEl+oYbge1UIY1Dga1wdDvzW4+oNE/kgxmnGMR0IHnEGTVW8utn9Z7bK1fcqjsH+Uu8nFQgR6NX/uz2E5bFKA0TVOuO56YmmFBlOBM4LXUzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDyfzYKTmxSp9EibIlDZmrPycmNNZ6HIe2M6ZmqJe9mfif18lMdB1MuEwzg5ItFkWZICYhs89JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzafkg3BW375L2meV72Lqnt/Wand5HEU4QiO4RQ8uIIa3EEDfGDA4Qle4NWRzrPz5rwvWgtOPnMIv+B8fAPNyY4E</latexit>

F (L)
<latexit sha1_base64="cOgjJXSXN2uRkYvnq4yaLt4xb5Y=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquCnosCuLBQwX7Ae1Ssmm2DU2yS5IVytK/4MWDIl79Q978N2bbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W+nsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pX3D1o6ShShTRLxSHUCrClnkjYNM5x2YkWxCDhtB+ObzG8/UaVZJB/NJKa+wEPJQkawyaTb6v1pv1xxa+4MaJl4OalAjka//NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0WuolmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp7Nbp+jEKgMURsqWNGim/p5IsdB6IgLbKbAZ6UUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJL5ojDhyEQoexwNmKLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxsZTsiF4iy8vk9ZZzTuvuQ8Xlfp1HkcRjuAYquDBJdThDhrQBAIjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifP/k+jYc=</latexit>

L



  

Ḟ (L) = �T Ṡ(L) ⇠ ��V 2 ⇠ �⌘LL̇2
<latexit sha1_base64="dryIQfGZd7SqUL78hYbAF7K791Q=">AAACJ3icbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIIeLLtV0ItSFMRDDxVtFdpaZtO0DSa7SzIrlKX/xot/xYugInr0n5iue/DrQeDNm3lM5vmRFAZd990ZG5+YnJqemc3NzS8sLuWXV+omjDXjNRbKUF/5YLgUAa+hQMmvIs1B+ZJf+jfHo/7lLddGhMEFDiLeUtALRFcwQCu184fNTojJyXCzsnWwfZEW56OiaYSi280eKAW0fl2imcARaIWmc5XhdamdL7hFNwX9S7yMFEiGajv/ZL0sVjxAJsGYhudG2EpAo2CSD3PN2PAI2A30eMPSABQ3rSS9c0g3rNKh3VDbFyBN1e+OBJQxA+XbSQXYN797I/G/XiPG7n4rEUEUIw/Y16JuLCmGdBQa7QjNGcqBJcC0sH+lrA8aGNpoczYE7/fJf0m9VPR2iu7ZbqF8lMUxQ9bIOtkkHtkjZXJKqqRGGLkjD+SZvDj3zqPz6rx9jY45mWeV/IDz8QmIeaPi</latexit>

L(t) = L0(1� t/⌧c)
2/5

<latexit sha1_base64="5Cnq/2KiB897Za9kJp2W4YQ5T5o=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdBIvQLmyTquhGKLpx0UUF+4A2hsl00g6dPJi5EUoouPFX3LhQxK0/4c6/cdpmodUDFw7n3Mu997gRZxJM80vLLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/r2TlOGsSC0QUIeiraLJeUsoA1gwGk7EhT7Lqctd3g18Vv3VEgWBrcwiqjt437APEYwKMnR92oFKF7UHLNgHUG5Czh2SPEuqZRPx46eN0vmFMZfYqUkj1LUHf2z2wtJ7NMACMdSdiwzAjvBAhjhdJzrxpJGmAxxn3YUDbBPpZ1Mfxgbh0rpGV4oVAVgTNWfEwn2pRz5rur0MQzkvDcR//M6MXjndsKCKAYakNkiL+YGhMYkEKPHBCXAR4pgIpi61SADLDABFVtOhWDNv/yXNCsl67hk3pzkq5dpHFm0jw5QAVnoDFXRNaqjBiLoAT2hF/SqPWrP2pv2PmvNaOnMLvoF7eMbeaiVgA==</latexit>

⌧c =
⌘L5/2

0

�
p
⇡⌦

<latexit sha1_base64="xDsWEClXkm1CVNF/yfxUZm7fbGs=">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</latexit>

⇠ ⌘a3

k✓
N2

✓
�T

✓

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="Io5hDU7mw15yLmBBAFKj+5J9sGs=">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</latexit>

The greater quench (ΔT) leads to a slower relaxation

⌦ = ⇡⇠2L0
<latexit sha1_base64="TtU2h9RzZwMCD3EjnAjeH+d7LAo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwVZIq6EYounEhWME+oIlhMp20Q2cmYWYi1lD8FTcuFHHrf7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+7l3nvChFGlHefbmptfWFxaLqwUV9fWNzbtre2GilOJSR3HLJatECnCqCB1TTUjrUQSxENGmmH/YuQ374lUNBa3epAQn6OuoBHFSBspsHe9a0666MxLKPQe6F0FXgVOYJecsjMGnCVuTkogRy2wv7xOjFNOhMYMKdV2nUT7GZKaYkaGRS9VJEG4j7qkbahAnCg/G18/hAdG6cAolqaEhmP190SGuFIDHppOjnRPTXsj8T+vnero1M+oSFJNBJ4silIGdQxHUcAOlQRrNjAEYUnNrRD3kERYm8CKJgR3+uVZ0qiU3aOyc3Ncqp7ncRTAHtgHh8AFJ6AKLkEN1AEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj0nrnJXP7IA/sD5/ALSglBQ=</latexit>

L0 = (N/g)⇠
<latexit sha1_base64="7LZiee/U8Lfx9w0ybvfiQb9f2Ps=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXmpSBb0IRS8eRCrYD2hC2Ww37dLNJuxuxBL6N7x4UMSrf8ab/8Ztm4O2Phh4vDfDzDw/5kxp2/62ckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k5xd6+pokQS2iARj2Tbx4pyJmhDM81pO5YUhz6nLX94PfFbj1QqFokHPYqpF+K+YAEjWBvJve3al+W7k/6x+8S6xZJdsadAi8TJSAky1LvFL7cXkSSkQhOOleo4dqy9FEvNCKfjgpsoGmMyxH3aMVTgkCovnd48RkdG6aEgkqaERlP190SKQ6VGoW86Q6wHat6biP95nUQHF17KRJxoKshsUZBwpCM0CQD1mKRE85EhmEhmbkVkgCUm2sRUMCE48y8vkma14pxW7PuzUu0qiyMPB3AIZXDgHGpwA3VoAIEYnuEV3qzEerHerY9Za87KZvbhD6zPHzZ+kH4=</latexit>

⇠ = ag1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="ulFwGkVBzNAzce4QFJ0I5s6TKBc=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4qrtV0ItQ9OKxgv2AdluyabYNTbJLklXL0v/hxYMiXv0v3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut7O0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb26zpKFKE1EvFINQOsKWeS1gwznDZjRbEIOG0Ew5uJ33igSrNI3ptRTH2B+5KFjGBjpU77iaErhPud1Dstj7uFoltyp0CLxMtIETJUu4Wvdi8iiaDSEI61bnlubPwUK8MIp+N8O9E0xmSI+7RlqcSCaj+dXj1Gx1bpoTBStqRBU/X3RIqF1iMR2E6BzUDPexPxP6+VmPDST5mME0MlmS0KE45MhCYRoB5TlBg+sgQTxeytiAywwsTYoPI2BG/+5UVSL5e8s5J7d16sXGdx5OAQjuAEPLiACtxCFWpAQMEzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6x1yclmDuAPnM8f332Rcg==</latexit>

g =

✓
✓

�T

◆2
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At first glance, this suggests an intermediate
state in the folding pathway (23). Indeed, ubiq-
uitin is proposed to have such an intermediate
(14). However, given that the slow stage of the
collapse appears to be highly cooperative and
lacks the features of Markovian kinetics, de-
scribing this stage as a kinetic intermediate may
not be correct. Indeed, the time course of the
observed folding trajectories is very different
from those expected of a simple two-state
folding reaction, which should be marked by
stepwise shortening events as the individual
ubiquitin proteins fold in the chain. Further-
more, the folding events are expected to oc-
cur stochastically, and hence they should be
well separated in time. By contrast, the ob-
served time course of the folding trajectory
appears to be cooperative, in which most of
the ubiquitin proteins in the chain follow
similar folding stages at the same time. This
is hard to explain unless the unfolded protein
is behaving at least partially as a single poly-
mer chain collapsing cooperatively.

Single-molecule force spectroscopy af-
fords a high degree of control over the
conformation of a protein. For example,
stretching a fully unfolded ubiquitin chain
by !100 to 120 pN causes the polypeptide
to extend by "85 to 90% of its contour
length (15). At these extensions, most or all
of the secondary structure of a protein will
be unraveled. Hence, the starting point of
the folding trajectory is well defined as the
point where the protein has been forced
into a state in which all of the residues are
exposed to the saline solution. Under these
conditions, the unfolded ubiquitin chain
can be considered as a polymer coil that is
placed in a poor solvent. It is well known
that polymers placed in a poor solvent un-
dergo rapid collapse from a random coil
into a condensed globular form [the so-
called “coil-globule” phase transition (19,
20, 24–28)]. Polymer collapse has been
shown to occur in distinct stages that are
qualitatively similar to the protein-folding
trajectories demonstrated here (29). Fur-
thermore, the large fluctuations in the end-
to-end length of the protein that we ob-
served in the folding trajectories are a char-
acteristic of critical phenomena and have
been observed in polymer chains just be-
fore undergoing a coil-globule phase tran-
sition. (30) Hence, the various stages of the
folding collapse described here (stages 2, 3,
and 4; Fig. 2) may correspond to those of a
polymer undergoing a coil-globule phase
transition. If this view is correct, the fold-
ing trajectories of all mechanically unfold-
ed proteins will be very similar and would
be identical to those of nonfolding poly-
mers placed into a poor solvent solution.
From this perspective, a folding transition
state could only be reached after the end of
stage 4 (Fig. 2). However, we know that

ubiquitin folding is already observed in
stage 3 of the folding trajectories (fig.
S4B). Hence, it is premature to ascribe the
folding trajectories that we observed solely
to a polymer collapse mechanism (19, 20,
24–28). Furthermore, simple polymer col-
lapse would lead to a structureless con-
densed state that would include all of the
unfolded ubiquitins in the chain. It is un-

likely that only then, each unfolded ubiq-
uitin would begin to search for its native
conformation. The folding trajectories
shown here are likely to be a more com-
plex phenomenon in which the collapsing
polypeptide rapidly begins to form bonds
that limit the degrees of freedom of the
collapsing chain, guiding the trajectory to
the native state. For example, an all-atom

Fig. 4. The duration of the fold-
ing collapse is dependent on the
protein length and the magni-
tude of the quench. The duration
of the spontaneous collapse of
an unfolded ubiquitin chain (#t;
Fig. 2A) depends on the total
contour length of the mechani-
cally unfolded polypeptide (A)
and on the magnitude of the
stretching force during refolding
(B). (A) Three sets of recordings
grouped by force range (10 to 20
pN, 20 to 30 pN, and 30 to 40
pN) and plotted against their
contour length. The solid lines
are linear fits to each set of data
with values of 27 ms/nm (red
line; 30 to 40 pN), 14 ms/nm
(blue line; 20 to 30 pN), and 1.2
ms/nm (green line; 10 to 20 pN).
To observe the force dependency
we grouped the data from (A) at
the highest range of contour
lengths for which the effect of
the force is most evident (150 to
200 nm). We observed that the
duration of the folding collapse
is exponentially dependent on
the force (B), based on the equa-
tion #t ! 0.01 $ exp(F $ 0.2)
(green line).

Fig. 5. Two recordings
of protein length (nm)
as a function of time,
showing the folding
trajectory of a single
ubiquitin. As before,
stretching at a high
force (100 pN) is fol-
lowed by a quench to
a low force of 26 pN
that lasts 8 s, followed
by restoration of the
high stretching force
up to 100 pN (bottom
trace). In both cases, a
single ubiquitin was
observed to unfold at
100 pN. After the
quench, the proteins
undergo a spontane-
ous collapse into the
folded state. Upon re-
stretching, the folded
ubiquitin is observed
to elastically extend back to its folded length at 100 pN and then to unfold (second recording).
Discrete fluctuations of several nanometers can be observed shortly before the final folding
contraction. The final contraction occurred much faster than the previous stage; however, it
had a finite rate (insets).
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FIG. S4: The expanding sausage model under variation of the external tension. A. The free energy

profile calculated using R/R0 with varying tension (fQ). The collapse of a homopolymer is diagrammed

schematically for fQ = 0, but the extended structure can be stabilized in the presence of tension. B.

Reduction of the molecular extension with increasing tension (from left to right). C. The average

refolding time as a function of external tension, with log(τF ) ∼ f
0

for f
0

! 0.6.
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FIG. S4: The expanding sausage model under variation of the external tension. A. The free energy

profile calculated using R/R0 with varying tension (fQ). The collapse of a homopolymer is diagrammed

schematically for fQ = 0, but the extended structure can be stabilized in the presence of tension. B.

Reduction of the molecular extension with increasing tension (from left to right). C. The average

refolding time as a function of external tension, with log(τF ) ∼ f
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effective height of a free energy barrier as τF ∼ exp (δF ‡) where δF ‡ is easily calculated as

δF
‡
= F (RTS/R0) − F (1) = 1/f

0 − 2 + f
0
. Therefore, the refolding (or nucleation) time scales

with the quench force (f
0
) as

τF ∼ exp

[

1

f
0 − 2 + f

0

]

, (5)

in parallel to the calculation in the main text. The survival probability for varying f
0

is shown

in Fig. S4B. The average folding time is determined from Eq. 6, and we see in Fig. S4C that

τF increases almost exponentially with the quench force for f
0

! 0.6, beyond which there is a

sharp increase in log[τF (f
0
)]. However, we note that the rapid reduction in R in the first stage

of collapse seen in the simulations (Fig. 1D of the main text) is not observed in the predicted

behavior of R(t)/R0 for the Gaussian chain (Fig. S4B).

Barrier height in the WLC-expanding sausage model for fQ > (fQ)∗ : When

fQ > (fQ)∗, R0/L → 1 and RTS/L → 0. The conditions of F
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where s(≡ f p/fQ) → 0 when fQ takes large value. Thus, the free energy barrier is calculated

as
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Fig. 5. Polymer collapse in a poor solvent upon force quench. (A) The col-
lapse of a WLC in a poor solvent. (B) Toroidal, single racquet, or multiple
racquet structures are formed in various trajectories. (C) The entropy produc-
tion using Eq. 2, displaying the low → high → low pathway from high fS to
low fQ. (D) Linear reduction in force over a period, τQ, during which the free
energy gradually changes from a profile with f > fm to one with f < fm.
Depending on the time scale for hopping between the native and unfolded
basins of attraction, τhop, in comparison with τQ, the pattern of relaxation
dynamics upon force quench can be greatly affected.

The entropy production, S(t), of a collapsing WLC is shown in
Fig. 5B only for those molecules that form an ordered structure
(the trajectories grouped in the red curly bracket in Fig. 5A; see
also Fig. S5 in the SI Appendix for complete set of trajectories).
The low entropy of the initial, highly stretched state increases until
it attains a maximum value, corresponding to an ensemble dom-
inated by the FIMIs, after which the entropy slowly decays to a
value in the more ordered, low-entropy state. This finding is in
agreement with the three-stage collapse dynamics of the simpler
RNA hairpin with a well-defined folded structure.

Collapse of flexible polymers in a poor solvent. To further demon-
strate that bending rigidity in the semiflexible chain plays no
special role in leading to FIMIs, we have considered the stretch →
globule transition of a flexible hompolymer in a poor solvent under
force-quench conditions (see SI Appendix text for details). The
final globular structure, in the absence of force, forms continu-
ously from the ends of the chain (a pearl-necklace ensemble),

with no evidence of a plateau in the collapse (see Fig. S6A of
the SI Appendix). However, the continuous collapse transition
becomes cooperative and weakly first order by choosing a large
quench force fQ = 75 pN (Fig. S6B), due to the formation
of FIMIs.

These two examples for homopolymers and the results for RNA
hairpin show that the value of λ, and not the specific architecture
of the folded structure, dictate the collapse in the intermedi-
ate stages. The expected changes in R(t) of a biomolecule (or
a homopolymer in a poor solvent) upon a rapid fS → fQ quench
(small λ) must occur in multiple stages (Fig. S5), with stages 1 and
2 being determined by entropy growth (stage 1). The search for
the folding nuclei (32) that can further drive structure formation
(stage 3) and sequence-dependent effects arises in the final stages
of folding (Fig. 5C).

If the force is quenched rapidly, the biomolecule will be far from
equilibrium when the first nucleation event occurs, which will dras-
tically change the dynamics of the folding process. Folding occurs
in a near-equilibrium manner either if the force is relaxed slowly
(Fig. 5D), so that the internal modes of the biomolecule equili-
brate, or if the quench force is sufficiently large that there is a
significant barrier to folding. For a slow decrease in the force, the
relevant time scale is τQ = ∆L/vL, whereas the relevant time scale
for the barrier crossing event will be τhop( fQ) (Fig. 5D). Thus, near
folding occurs at near equilibrium for λ = τQ/τhop ≫ 1, whereas
nonequilibrium folding occurs in the opposite limit. Variations
in the experimental protocol have to be taken into account in
elucidating the pathways explored during the folding process.

Methods
The P5GA hairpin, as represented by using the self-organized polymer model
(see ref. 22 for the energy function and simulation method), is a two-state
folder with a transition midforce of fm = 14.7 pN (10). We probe the refolding
kinetics for multiple pairs of initial and quench forces, ( fS ,fQ), whose mag-
nitudes range from 14 ≤ fS ≤ 70 pN and 2 ≤ fQ ≤ 12 pN (see Fig. 1A). The
force-quench refolding kinetics for 100 molecules were simulated beginning
with an initial tension ( fS) and quenched to a final tension ( fQ). The refold-
ing time of the ith molecule, τF (i), was defined as the first time the hairpin
gained more than 95% of native contacts after the tension was reduced to
f = fQ.
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Fig. 5. Polymer collapse in a poor solvent upon force quench. (A) The col-
lapse of a WLC in a poor solvent. (B) Toroidal, single racquet, or multiple
racquet structures are formed in various trajectories. (C) The entropy produc-
tion using Eq. 2, displaying the low → high → low pathway from high fS to
low fQ. (D) Linear reduction in force over a period, τQ, during which the free
energy gradually changes from a profile with f > fm to one with f < fm.
Depending on the time scale for hopping between the native and unfolded
basins of attraction, τhop, in comparison with τQ, the pattern of relaxation
dynamics upon force quench can be greatly affected.

The entropy production, S(t), of a collapsing WLC is shown in
Fig. 5B only for those molecules that form an ordered structure
(the trajectories grouped in the red curly bracket in Fig. 5A; see
also Fig. S5 in the SI Appendix for complete set of trajectories).
The low entropy of the initial, highly stretched state increases until
it attains a maximum value, corresponding to an ensemble dom-
inated by the FIMIs, after which the entropy slowly decays to a
value in the more ordered, low-entropy state. This finding is in
agreement with the three-stage collapse dynamics of the simpler
RNA hairpin with a well-defined folded structure.

Collapse of flexible polymers in a poor solvent. To further demon-
strate that bending rigidity in the semiflexible chain plays no
special role in leading to FIMIs, we have considered the stretch →
globule transition of a flexible hompolymer in a poor solvent under
force-quench conditions (see SI Appendix text for details). The
final globular structure, in the absence of force, forms continu-
ously from the ends of the chain (a pearl-necklace ensemble),

with no evidence of a plateau in the collapse (see Fig. S6A of
the SI Appendix). However, the continuous collapse transition
becomes cooperative and weakly first order by choosing a large
quench force fQ = 75 pN (Fig. S6B), due to the formation
of FIMIs.

These two examples for homopolymers and the results for RNA
hairpin show that the value of λ, and not the specific architecture
of the folded structure, dictate the collapse in the intermedi-
ate stages. The expected changes in R(t) of a biomolecule (or
a homopolymer in a poor solvent) upon a rapid fS → fQ quench
(small λ) must occur in multiple stages (Fig. S5), with stages 1 and
2 being determined by entropy growth (stage 1). The search for
the folding nuclei (32) that can further drive structure formation
(stage 3) and sequence-dependent effects arises in the final stages
of folding (Fig. 5C).

If the force is quenched rapidly, the biomolecule will be far from
equilibrium when the first nucleation event occurs, which will dras-
tically change the dynamics of the folding process. Folding occurs
in a near-equilibrium manner either if the force is relaxed slowly
(Fig. 5D), so that the internal modes of the biomolecule equili-
brate, or if the quench force is sufficiently large that there is a
significant barrier to folding. For a slow decrease in the force, the
relevant time scale is τQ = ∆L/vL, whereas the relevant time scale
for the barrier crossing event will be τhop( fQ) (Fig. 5D). Thus, near
folding occurs at near equilibrium for λ = τQ/τhop ≫ 1, whereas
nonequilibrium folding occurs in the opposite limit. Variations
in the experimental protocol have to be taken into account in
elucidating the pathways explored during the folding process.

Methods
The P5GA hairpin, as represented by using the self-organized polymer model
(see ref. 22 for the energy function and simulation method), is a two-state
folder with a transition midforce of fm = 14.7 pN (10). We probe the refolding
kinetics for multiple pairs of initial and quench forces, ( fS ,fQ), whose mag-
nitudes range from 14 ≤ fS ≤ 70 pN and 2 ≤ fQ ≤ 12 pN (see Fig. 1A). The
force-quench refolding kinetics for 100 molecules were simulated beginning
with an initial tension ( fS) and quenched to a final tension ( fQ). The refold-
ing time of the ith molecule, τF (i), was defined as the first time the hairpin
gained more than 95% of native contacts after the tension was reduced to
f = fQ.
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Fig. 5. Polymer collapse in a poor solvent upon force quench. (A) The col-
lapse of a WLC in a poor solvent. (B) Toroidal, single racquet, or multiple
racquet structures are formed in various trajectories. (C) The entropy produc-
tion using Eq. 2, displaying the low → high → low pathway from high fS to
low fQ. (D) Linear reduction in force over a period, τQ, during which the free
energy gradually changes from a profile with f > fm to one with f < fm.
Depending on the time scale for hopping between the native and unfolded
basins of attraction, τhop, in comparison with τQ, the pattern of relaxation
dynamics upon force quench can be greatly affected.

The entropy production, S(t), of a collapsing WLC is shown in
Fig. 5B only for those molecules that form an ordered structure
(the trajectories grouped in the red curly bracket in Fig. 5A; see
also Fig. S5 in the SI Appendix for complete set of trajectories).
The low entropy of the initial, highly stretched state increases until
it attains a maximum value, corresponding to an ensemble dom-
inated by the FIMIs, after which the entropy slowly decays to a
value in the more ordered, low-entropy state. This finding is in
agreement with the three-stage collapse dynamics of the simpler
RNA hairpin with a well-defined folded structure.

Collapse of flexible polymers in a poor solvent. To further demon-
strate that bending rigidity in the semiflexible chain plays no
special role in leading to FIMIs, we have considered the stretch →
globule transition of a flexible hompolymer in a poor solvent under
force-quench conditions (see SI Appendix text for details). The
final globular structure, in the absence of force, forms continu-
ously from the ends of the chain (a pearl-necklace ensemble),

with no evidence of a plateau in the collapse (see Fig. S6A of
the SI Appendix). However, the continuous collapse transition
becomes cooperative and weakly first order by choosing a large
quench force fQ = 75 pN (Fig. S6B), due to the formation
of FIMIs.

These two examples for homopolymers and the results for RNA
hairpin show that the value of λ, and not the specific architecture
of the folded structure, dictate the collapse in the intermedi-
ate stages. The expected changes in R(t) of a biomolecule (or
a homopolymer in a poor solvent) upon a rapid fS → fQ quench
(small λ) must occur in multiple stages (Fig. S5), with stages 1 and
2 being determined by entropy growth (stage 1). The search for
the folding nuclei (32) that can further drive structure formation
(stage 3) and sequence-dependent effects arises in the final stages
of folding (Fig. 5C).

If the force is quenched rapidly, the biomolecule will be far from
equilibrium when the first nucleation event occurs, which will dras-
tically change the dynamics of the folding process. Folding occurs
in a near-equilibrium manner either if the force is relaxed slowly
(Fig. 5D), so that the internal modes of the biomolecule equili-
brate, or if the quench force is sufficiently large that there is a
significant barrier to folding. For a slow decrease in the force, the
relevant time scale is τQ = ∆L/vL, whereas the relevant time scale
for the barrier crossing event will be τhop( fQ) (Fig. 5D). Thus, near
folding occurs at near equilibrium for λ = τQ/τhop ≫ 1, whereas
nonequilibrium folding occurs in the opposite limit. Variations
in the experimental protocol have to be taken into account in
elucidating the pathways explored during the folding process.

Methods
The P5GA hairpin, as represented by using the self-organized polymer model
(see ref. 22 for the energy function and simulation method), is a two-state
folder with a transition midforce of fm = 14.7 pN (10). We probe the refolding
kinetics for multiple pairs of initial and quench forces, ( fS ,fQ), whose mag-
nitudes range from 14 ≤ fS ≤ 70 pN and 2 ≤ fQ ≤ 12 pN (see Fig. 1A). The
force-quench refolding kinetics for 100 molecules were simulated beginning
with an initial tension ( fS) and quenched to a final tension ( fQ). The refold-
ing time of the ith molecule, τF (i), was defined as the first time the hairpin
gained more than 95% of native contacts after the tension was reduced to
f = fQ.
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Fig. 5. Polymer collapse in a poor solvent upon force quench. (A) The col-
lapse of a WLC in a poor solvent. (B) Toroidal, single racquet, or multiple
racquet structures are formed in various trajectories. (C) The entropy produc-
tion using Eq. 2, displaying the low → high → low pathway from high fS to
low fQ. (D) Linear reduction in force over a period, τQ, during which the free
energy gradually changes from a profile with f > fm to one with f < fm.
Depending on the time scale for hopping between the native and unfolded
basins of attraction, τhop, in comparison with τQ, the pattern of relaxation
dynamics upon force quench can be greatly affected.

The entropy production, S(t), of a collapsing WLC is shown in
Fig. 5B only for those molecules that form an ordered structure
(the trajectories grouped in the red curly bracket in Fig. 5A; see
also Fig. S5 in the SI Appendix for complete set of trajectories).
The low entropy of the initial, highly stretched state increases until
it attains a maximum value, corresponding to an ensemble dom-
inated by the FIMIs, after which the entropy slowly decays to a
value in the more ordered, low-entropy state. This finding is in
agreement with the three-stage collapse dynamics of the simpler
RNA hairpin with a well-defined folded structure.

Collapse of flexible polymers in a poor solvent. To further demon-
strate that bending rigidity in the semiflexible chain plays no
special role in leading to FIMIs, we have considered the stretch →
globule transition of a flexible hompolymer in a poor solvent under
force-quench conditions (see SI Appendix text for details). The
final globular structure, in the absence of force, forms continu-
ously from the ends of the chain (a pearl-necklace ensemble),

with no evidence of a plateau in the collapse (see Fig. S6A of
the SI Appendix). However, the continuous collapse transition
becomes cooperative and weakly first order by choosing a large
quench force fQ = 75 pN (Fig. S6B), due to the formation
of FIMIs.

These two examples for homopolymers and the results for RNA
hairpin show that the value of λ, and not the specific architecture
of the folded structure, dictate the collapse in the intermedi-
ate stages. The expected changes in R(t) of a biomolecule (or
a homopolymer in a poor solvent) upon a rapid fS → fQ quench
(small λ) must occur in multiple stages (Fig. S5), with stages 1 and
2 being determined by entropy growth (stage 1). The search for
the folding nuclei (32) that can further drive structure formation
(stage 3) and sequence-dependent effects arises in the final stages
of folding (Fig. 5C).

If the force is quenched rapidly, the biomolecule will be far from
equilibrium when the first nucleation event occurs, which will dras-
tically change the dynamics of the folding process. Folding occurs
in a near-equilibrium manner either if the force is relaxed slowly
(Fig. 5D), so that the internal modes of the biomolecule equili-
brate, or if the quench force is sufficiently large that there is a
significant barrier to folding. For a slow decrease in the force, the
relevant time scale is τQ = ∆L/vL, whereas the relevant time scale
for the barrier crossing event will be τhop( fQ) (Fig. 5D). Thus, near
folding occurs at near equilibrium for λ = τQ/τhop ≫ 1, whereas
nonequilibrium folding occurs in the opposite limit. Variations
in the experimental protocol have to be taken into account in
elucidating the pathways explored during the folding process.

Methods
The P5GA hairpin, as represented by using the self-organized polymer model
(see ref. 22 for the energy function and simulation method), is a two-state
folder with a transition midforce of fm = 14.7 pN (10). We probe the refolding
kinetics for multiple pairs of initial and quench forces, ( fS ,fQ), whose mag-
nitudes range from 14 ≤ fS ≤ 70 pN and 2 ≤ fQ ≤ 12 pN (see Fig. 1A). The
force-quench refolding kinetics for 100 molecules were simulated beginning
with an initial tension ( fS) and quenched to a final tension ( fQ). The refold-
ing time of the ith molecule, τF (i), was defined as the first time the hairpin
gained more than 95% of native contacts after the tension was reduced to
f = fQ.
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the unzipped state, meaning that an unzipping process toward
the N-terminus is very unlikely to occur from the partially
assembled state.

At the same time, an energy barrier separates the partially
assembled state from the fully assembled state, which prevents
zippering of the C-terminal half of the SNARE motifs. Our single-
molecule force spectroscopy experiments determined that this
energy barrier is 7.61 kBT at zero force, separated from the
partially assembled state by a distance of 2.93 nm (Fig. 5f).
Because of this large distance, the energy barrier is substantially
fortified by a small change in force (the lever-arm effect), for
example, up to 15.5 kBT at the 11-pN force. At the same time, the
energy barrier quickly shrinks as the repulsion force is reduced.
Consequently, the kinetic rate of the C-terminal-half zipping is
estimated to be as low as 2.23! 10" 3 s" 1 at 11 pN, but increases
to 5.93 s" 1 at zero force, larger by a factor of more than three
orders of magnitude. This result implies that when a force greater
than 10 pN is applied, the lifetime of the partially assembled state
is long enough to be observed. In traditional biochemistry
approaches that are performed under essentially tension-free
environments, the partially assembled state would be too

short-lived to detect which may explain why the existence of
the partially assembled state of the neuronal SNARE complex has
previously been elusive. Finally, we note that the physical origin
of this energy barrier needs to be understood. We speculate that it
involves a cooperative formation of a-helix in the SNARE motif
of synaptobrevin.

The hysteresis in SNARE-complex assembly and disassembly
has been observed by both thermal and chemical methods52. We
demonstrate here a large hysteresis in the mechanical unzipping
and rezipping of a single SNARE complex as a function of the
pulling force. This mechanical hysteresis is of particular interest
because SNARE proteins, as force-generating proteins, are
naturally working under force-loaded environments. The large
mechanical hysteresis permits the observation of the partially
assembled state at a relatively low level of tension. In this
metastable state, unzipping towards the N-terminus is strongly
suppressed, while zippering toward the C-terminus is initiated as
a steep function of the repulsion force. In other words, the
partially assembled state has the effect of rectifying the direction
of SNARE-complex formation, firmly pushing SNARE zippering
towards the transmembrane domains at the C-terminal end.

Synaptobrevin

Precomplex

Synaptic vesicle

f ~ 0 pN 11 pN < f < 34 pN f < 11 pN

Repulsion force applied to a single neuronal SNARE complex

Ionic layer

Synaptotagmin
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x ‡ = 2.93 nm
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Figure 5 | Model for synaptic vesicle fusion based on our mechanical study of single SNARE complexes. (a–d) Model for synaptic vesicle fusion. In the
initial phase of synaptic vesicle fusion, the two membranes are far apart and the repulsion force on a single SNARE complex should be negligible (a). When
the effective repulsion on a single SNARE complex is larger than 11 pN (but smaller than 34 pN), the SNARE complex becomes trapped in the partially
assembled state, in which the C-terminal half of the SNARE motif is selectively disassembled (b). Zippering of the remaining C-terminal half can be
triggered by the work of fusion regulators such as synaptotagmin (c) and/or the formation of additional SNARE complexes (d). (e) Energy landscape
diagrams for the SNARE-complex formation at 0-pN and 11-pN forces. (f) Energy barriers separating the partially assembled state from the fully assembled

state of a single SNARE complex. The parameters of the energy barrier, xz, k and DGz, are shown for various force values.
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predicted when the a-helical precomplex becomes disassembled
and syntaxin is further stretched (Supplementary Tables S1–S4).
As the higher peaks obtained from both C-to-N and N-to-C
unzipping experiments consistently show extensions of B20 nm,
we assume that the precomplex structure is largely maintained
even after the extraction of synaptobrevin by the 34-pN force.
However, we cannot rule out an alternative model for the
interpretation of our unzipping data.

We further note that the positions of the lower Gaussian peaks
also coincide, at 10.2 nm for C-to-N unzipping and 10.0 nm for
N-to-C unzipping (Fig. 2d,h). With the assumptions made

above for our model, these peaks at 10 nm exactly correspond
to the partial unzipping up to the zeroth ionic layer (Fig. 2i).
These partial-unzipping steps, however, show broad distributions
around the 10-nm peaks, with s.d. values of 2.25 and 2.68 nm
that correspond to the middle layers from the ! 2 to þ 2 layers
(Fig. 2d,h). This result implies that each mechanical
unzipping process stops at different positions, distributed
through the middle layers between the ! 2 and þ 2 layers.
Together, our observations support the hypothesis that the
molecular interactions in these middle layers make a shared but
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shows that the distance between the transmembrane domains of
syntaxin and synaptobrevin is at least larger than 8 nm (Fig. 5b).
This information poses an intriguing question as to the
corresponding structure of fusing membranes. One simple but
plausible scenario is that, as recently observed, the two

membranes may be separated or may make a minimal point
contact41,42. Alternatively, the membranes may make an
extensive contact in a hemifused state, and their contact area
may be lined by multiple copies of partially assembled SNARE
complexes that exert tension on one another. Either way, our
force-titration data in Fig. 4 demonstrate that zippering of the
C-terminal half can be triggered by lowering the tension by only a
few pN from the 11-pN force. For example, when the tension was
reduced from 11 to 5.2 pN, the kinetic rate for the C-terminal-half
zippering was increased by more than two orders of magnitude.

To mitigate the repulsion force, a fusion regulator would
energetically attract both of the fusing membranes (Fig. 5c).
Synaptotagmin is a prominent example, which has been reported
to bridge two membranes with a high affinity in response to
Ca2þ ions43–45. The addition of newly formed SNARE
complexes also distributes the tension and lowers the effective
repulsion force applied to a single SNARE complex (Fig. 5d). We
anticipate that the repulsion forces will be substantially different
from system to system because different fusion systems have
disparate lipid compositions, membrane curvatures, available
accessory proteins and types of SNARE proteins involved in
vesicle fusion. This possibility explains why many different
numbers of SNARE complexes have been reported to be required
for efficient fusion46–50. However, as long as the same SNARE
complex constitutes the core engine for membrane fusion, the
threshold triggering the assembly of the C-terminal half will
always exist at the same force level, for example, at 11 pN in the
case of the neuronal SNARE complex. We suggest that the
mechanical behaviour of a single SNARE complex described in
this work provides a more unified and fundamental viewpoint on
different fusion processes than would be possible with the
number of SNARE complexes.

From the perspective of the folding landscape, the partially
assembled state is a metastable intermediate induced by
mechanical force51. At zero force, the entire folding landscape
of the SNARE complex is steeply tilted toward the fully assembled
state due to the deep folding energy of the SNARE complex
(Fig. 5e, 0-pN energy landscape). Our mechanical unzipping data
suggest that the free energy of the unzipped state becomes lower
than the free energy of the fully assembled state only when the
high unzipping force of 34 pN is applied (Supplementary Fig. S9).
Thus, under the threshold force of 11 pN, which is more than
20 pN lower than the unzipping force, the overall landscape
should still be strongly biased toward the fully assembled state
(Fig. 5e, 11-pN energy landscape). This situation effectively
prevents a backward transition of the partially assembled state to
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Figure 4 | Zippering of the C-terminal half of a single SNARE complex.
(a–d) Force-cycle experiments for studying the C-terminal-half zippering
of single SNARE complexes. By unzipping a single SNARE complex at 34 pN
and subsequently lowering the force to 11 pN (a), 9.1 pN (b), 7.5 pN
(c) and 5.2 pN (d), the SNARE complex can be trapped in its partially
assembled state (blue traces). Then, during the observation time of 20 s,
the extension difference is monitored to observe the occurrences of the
C-terminal-half zippering, as indicated by the restoration of the original
extension (changes from blue to green traces in c and d). The fraction of
partially assembled states that do not show such C-terminal zipping within
the observation time is defined as the survival probability. (e) Survival
probability after 20 s of observation (S20 s) as a function of pulling force
(N¼ 27, 23, 31 and 26 events from n¼ 15, 11, 10 and 11 SNARE complexes
for 11, 9.1, 7.5 and 5.2 pN, respectively). (f) Fitting the force dependence of

the survival probability with equation (1) gives xz¼ 2.93 nm and

k0 ¼ 5.93 s# 1, where xz is the position of the energy barrier confining the
partially assembled state and k0 is the kinetic rate for zippering of the
C-terminal half at zero force.
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shows that the distance between the transmembrane domains of
syntaxin and synaptobrevin is at least larger than 8 nm (Fig. 5b).
This information poses an intriguing question as to the
corresponding structure of fusing membranes. One simple but
plausible scenario is that, as recently observed, the two

membranes may be separated or may make a minimal point
contact41,42. Alternatively, the membranes may make an
extensive contact in a hemifused state, and their contact area
may be lined by multiple copies of partially assembled SNARE
complexes that exert tension on one another. Either way, our
force-titration data in Fig. 4 demonstrate that zippering of the
C-terminal half can be triggered by lowering the tension by only a
few pN from the 11-pN force. For example, when the tension was
reduced from 11 to 5.2 pN, the kinetic rate for the C-terminal-half
zippering was increased by more than two orders of magnitude.

To mitigate the repulsion force, a fusion regulator would
energetically attract both of the fusing membranes (Fig. 5c).
Synaptotagmin is a prominent example, which has been reported
to bridge two membranes with a high affinity in response to
Ca2þ ions43–45. The addition of newly formed SNARE
complexes also distributes the tension and lowers the effective
repulsion force applied to a single SNARE complex (Fig. 5d). We
anticipate that the repulsion forces will be substantially different
from system to system because different fusion systems have
disparate lipid compositions, membrane curvatures, available
accessory proteins and types of SNARE proteins involved in
vesicle fusion. This possibility explains why many different
numbers of SNARE complexes have been reported to be required
for efficient fusion46–50. However, as long as the same SNARE
complex constitutes the core engine for membrane fusion, the
threshold triggering the assembly of the C-terminal half will
always exist at the same force level, for example, at 11 pN in the
case of the neuronal SNARE complex. We suggest that the
mechanical behaviour of a single SNARE complex described in
this work provides a more unified and fundamental viewpoint on
different fusion processes than would be possible with the
number of SNARE complexes.

From the perspective of the folding landscape, the partially
assembled state is a metastable intermediate induced by
mechanical force51. At zero force, the entire folding landscape
of the SNARE complex is steeply tilted toward the fully assembled
state due to the deep folding energy of the SNARE complex
(Fig. 5e, 0-pN energy landscape). Our mechanical unzipping data
suggest that the free energy of the unzipped state becomes lower
than the free energy of the fully assembled state only when the
high unzipping force of 34 pN is applied (Supplementary Fig. S9).
Thus, under the threshold force of 11 pN, which is more than
20 pN lower than the unzipping force, the overall landscape
should still be strongly biased toward the fully assembled state
(Fig. 5e, 11-pN energy landscape). This situation effectively
prevents a backward transition of the partially assembled state to
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Figure 4 | Zippering of the C-terminal half of a single SNARE complex.
(a–d) Force-cycle experiments for studying the C-terminal-half zippering
of single SNARE complexes. By unzipping a single SNARE complex at 34 pN
and subsequently lowering the force to 11 pN (a), 9.1 pN (b), 7.5 pN
(c) and 5.2 pN (d), the SNARE complex can be trapped in its partially
assembled state (blue traces). Then, during the observation time of 20 s,
the extension difference is monitored to observe the occurrences of the
C-terminal-half zippering, as indicated by the restoration of the original
extension (changes from blue to green traces in c and d). The fraction of
partially assembled states that do not show such C-terminal zipping within
the observation time is defined as the survival probability. (e) Survival
probability after 20 s of observation (S20 s) as a function of pulling force
(N¼ 27, 23, 31 and 26 events from n¼ 15, 11, 10 and 11 SNARE complexes
for 11, 9.1, 7.5 and 5.2 pN, respectively). (f) Fitting the force dependence of

the survival probability with equation (1) gives xz¼ 2.93 nm and

k0 ¼ 5.93 s# 1, where xz is the position of the energy barrier confining the
partially assembled state and k0 is the kinetic rate for zippering of the
C-terminal half at zero force.
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Metastability



Metastability



Relaxation dynamics along the gradient of 
effective free energy potentials (free energy 
reduction = entropy production)


Escape dynamics from metastable 
intermediates. 
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• Some Basics : Rate processes 


• Types of disorder in dynamical processes :              
Quenched vs Dynamic disorder


• Polymer relaxation (Protein folding under tension, 
Expanding sausage model)


• Broken ergodicity : Heterogeneity in biomolecular 
dynamics



Ergodicity
Starting from almost all initial points, the phase-
space trajectory will explore many regions of 
phase-space over the time scale of a laboratory 
experiment. If this time scale is sufficiently long 
allowing the trajectory to sample the entire phase 
space, then the time average of the dynamic 
quantity over this time scale is equal to the 
ensemble average.    
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Ergodicity

However, if a system has many metastable 
states, its phase trajectories may be trapped in 
some subset of its total phase space for long 
times. Consequently, the “real” behaviors often 
deviate from the predictions based on the usual 
Gibbs formalism. 
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Cell-to-cell variability
Cancer cell heterogeneity

Waddington’s epigenetic landscape

is that remaining part of the total noise arising
from the discrete nature of the biochemical
process of gene expression. No matter how
accurately the levels of regulatory proteins
are controlled, intrinsic noise fundamentally
limits the precision of gene regulation.

Operationally, intrinsic noise for a given
gene may be defined as the extent to which
the activities of two identical copies of that
gene, in the same intracellular environment,
fail to correlate (Fig. 1, A and B). Therefore,
we built strains of Escherichia coli, incorpo-
rating the distinguishable cyan (cfp ) and yel-
low (yfp ) alleles of green fluorescent protein
in the chromosome. In each strain, the two
reporter genes were controlled by identical
promoters. To avoid systematic differences in
copy number, we integrated the genes at loci
equidistant from, and on opposite sides of,
the origin of replication (fig. S1). The two
fluorescent proteins exhibited statistically
equivalent intensity distributions and thus
displayed the necessary independence and
equivalence to detect noise (7).

For measurement, cells were grown in LB
medium and photographed through cfp and yfp
fluorescence filter sets and in phase contrast
(Fig. 2) (7). A computerized image analysis
system identified cells and quantified their
mean fluorescent intensities. Both intrinsic and
extrinsic noise could be determined from plots
of CFP versus YFP fluorescence intensity in
individual cells (Fig. 3A) (7). The value of !int

indicates the mean relative difference in fluo-
rescence intensity of the two reporter proteins
in the same cell; for instance, if !int " 0.25,
then the two colors typically differ by about
25%. Because !int and !ext make orthogonal
contributions to the total noise, !tot, the three
noise values satisfy the relation !int

2 # !ext
2 "

!tot
2 (7, 8). Measurements of these variables for

various strains and conditions are presented in
Table 1.

To determine the importance of noise in
vivo, we began with the least noisy gene ex-
pression conditions obtainable without feed-
back: strong constitutive promoters driving the
expression of stable proteins. Specifically, we
constructed strains incorporating artificial lac-
repressible promoters (9) in lac– strain back-
grounds, in which the lac repressor gene, lacI, is
deleted. We obtained low noise levels (!int $
0.05) and low cell-cell variation overall (!tot $
0.08) in these strains (Fig. 2E). We obtained
similar results in another strain incorporating
two copies of the somewhat stronger promoter
%PR (Table 1). These results indicate (i) that
constitutive gene expression can be remarkably
uniform under some conditions, and (ii) that
this low noise state does not strictly depend on
a particular promoter sequence.

Few natural E. coli genes are transcribed
as strongly as these phage-derived promot-
ers (10). To see how much noise there is at
lower rates of transcription, we moved the

reporters into several wild-type (lacI#) E.
coli strains, where they produced only 3 to
6% as much protein. Under these condi-
tions, both intrinsic and extrinsic noise in-
creased by a factor of & 5 (Fig. 2, A and D,
and Table 1). The effect was reversible:
Addition of saturating amounts of isopro-
pyl '-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG),
which binds and inactivates the lac repres-
sor, restored noise (both !int and !ext) and
amounts of fluorescent protein expression
to their approximate values in lac– strains
(Fig. 2B). Thus, the noise increase found in
wild-type strains can be attributed directly

to the activity of LacI and the correspond-
ing reduction of transcription rate. LacI
affects extrinsic noise as well, increasing it
by a factor of & 5, to & 0.3. This change
indicates the presence of cell-cell variation
in LacI expression (8, 11).

Models of stochastic gene expression pre-
dict that intrinsic noise should increase as the
amount of transcript decreases (8, 12). To more
effectively repress the reporter genes, we intro-
duced a plasmid constitutively expressing the
lac repressor (7) into strains otherwise deleted
for lacI. We added different amounts of IPTG
to growing cultures (Fig. 3, B and C). Intrinsic

Fig. 1. Intrinsic and extrinsic
noise can be measured and
distinguished with two genes
(cfp, shown in green; yfp,
shown in red) controlled by
identical regulatory sequenc-
es. Cells with the same
amount of each protein ap-
pear yellow, whereas cells ex-
pressing more of one fluores-
cent protein than the other
appear red or green. (A) In
the absence of intrinsic noise,
the two fluorescent proteins
fluctuate in a correlated fash-
ion over time in a single cell
(left). Thus, in a population,
each cell will have the same
amount of both proteins, al-
though that amount will dif-
fer from cell to cell because
of extrinsic noise (right). (B)
Expression of the two genes
may become uncorrelated in individual cells because of intrinsic noise (left), giving rise to a
population in which some cells express more of one fluorescent protein than the other.

Fig. 2. Noise in E. coli. CFP and YFP fluorescence images were combined in the green and red channels,
respectively. (A) In strain RP22, with promoters repressed by the wild-type lacI gene, red and green
indicate significant amounts of intrinsic noise. (B) RP22 grown in the presence of lac inducer, 2 mM IPTG.
Both fluorescent proteins are expressed at higher levels and the cells exhibit less noise. (C) As in (B),
except the recA gene has been deleted, increasing intrinsic noise. (D) Another wild-type strain, MG22,
shows noise characteristics similar to those of RP22. (E) Expression levels and noise in unrepressed lacI–
strain M22 are similar to those in lacI# strains induced with IPTG (B). (F) M22 cells regulated by the
Repressilator (16), an oscillatory network that amplifies intrinsic noise.
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Elowitz et al. Science (2002) 

Table 2. Associated statistics for the Pearson’s correlation analysis between the model predicted and flow cytometry assigned cell
proportions for uncultured mono-nucleated and lineage-depleted cell samples enriched from fresh human umbilical cord blood.

Mono-nucleated cells samples Lineage-depleted cells samples

Models R t-stats P-value R t-stats P-value

NNLS 0.29 0.91 0.39 0.92 7.04 0.00

NNML 0.58 2.14 0.06 0.56 2.03 0.07

NNMLnp 0.58 2.14 0.06 0.58 2.14 0.06

PERT 0.99 21.05 0.00 0.97 11.97 0.00

R: Pearson’s correlation coefficients.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002838.t002

Figure 5. PERT recovers compositions of culture-derived lineage-depleted (Lin-) human blood cells. (A) Schematic of experiment setup.
(B) Model predicted cell proportions of 11 blood cell lineages (defined in Figure 4) in day-4 Lin- human blood cell samples. (C) Flow cytometry
assigned averaged cell proportions (N = 3) in the day-4 Lin- human blood cell samples shown in (B). (D) R2 calculated from the Pearson’s correlation
coefficients between the model predicted cell proportions and the ones assigned by flow cytometry. (E) Averaged absolute differences of model
predicted cell proportions. Error bars show standard deviations of the absolute differences of the 11 blood cell lineages. (F) The Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) calculated from the parameters in Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002838.g005

PERT: A Flexible Expression Deconvolution Method

PLOS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org 9 December 2012 | Volume 8 | Issue 12 | e1002838
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Molecule-to-molecule variation (Molecular heterogeneity)
Zhuang et al. Science (2002)

Hairpin ribozyme 

Φ for the Tetrahymena ribozyme (Figure 3), estimated from
ensemble experiments and measured directly in single
molecule studies, is about (6-10)% (17, 80, 81) (Table 1).
Remarkably, a single point mutation U273A in P3 (see
Figure 3) increases Φ to 80% (82). Similarly, analysis of
single molecule FRET data L-21 Sca I construct of the group
I intron shows that preincubation in excess monovalent
cations can also alter Φ (83). From the KPM, it also follows
that if Φ is small, so that a substantial fraction of molecules
are trapped in the CBA for long times, then their transition
to the NBA might be helped by chaperones (see below).
The fast track molecules fold by a NC-like mechanism

with little pathway heterogeneity (27). The slow track
molecules reach the NBA by a multistage process that
involves formation of compact structures, search among the
misfolded ensemble {INS}, and the transition to the NBA.
Recent, single-molecule experiments of adenylate kinase
trapped in liposomes (14) and surface-immobilized group I
intron have provided direct evidence for the multistage
assembly of biomolecules with complex native folds.

Folding Rates: Size Matters. Several factors contribute to
folding rates of proteins and RNA. For proteins native
topology, which is characterized by contact order (84, 85),
is important. The role of sequence length is often overlooked
as a factor that influences the folding time τF. Given that
proteins and RNA are “evolved” heteropolymers it is not
surprising that N should play a crucial role in controlling kF
and the unfolding rate kU. For minimally frustrated sequences,
ln(kF/kF

0) ∼ R ln N with R ≈ 4 at T<TF where the prefactor
kF
0 can be obtained using Kramers’ theory (27, 86). Because
RNA and proteins are topologically frustrated, there is
residual roughness even in two-state folders. As a conse-
quence one finds that

where the effective free energy barrier ∆GUF
‡ scales as

∆GUF
‡ /kBT ∼ CN" with " < 1. Using analogies to disor-

dered systems, we (27) predicted that " ) 1/2 while others
have suggested that " ) 2/3 (64, 87). The sublinear scaling
of the effective barrier height with N naturally explains both
rapid folding (kinetics) and marginal stability (thermodynam-
ics) of single domain proteins and perhaps of RNA (see
below).
(a) Proteins. In two papers (88, 89), the folding rates of

57 two- and three-state proteins have been analyzed using
eq 1. The fits of ln kF on N using the theoretically proposed
models show that the effective free energy barrier indeed
scales sublinearly with N. Both " ) 1/2 or 2/3 fit the data
equally well (89). The average values of the prefactor τF

0 for
the two fits is in the range of 1 µs. The models yield an
average value of τF

0 . τF,TST
0 ) h/kBT (h is the Planck’s

constant). Recent experiments suggest τF
0 ≈ 1 µs (90).

(b) RNA. In contrast to proteins the variation of kF with N
has not been examined. Experiments on hairpin formation
in oligonucleotides and helix-coil transition theories already
showed that kF must be sensitive to N. We have analyzed
the N dependence on RNA folding rates using the available
data in Table 2. Surprisingly, the rates that vary oVer 7 orders

Table 1: Experimental Estimates of the Partition Factor Φ for
Proteins and RNA that Fold by KPM

biomolecule Φa τfastb

lysozyme 0.20-0.25c ∼50 ms
Tetrahymena ribozyme 0.06-0.10d ∼1 se
U273A 0.80f ∼1 s
RuBisCo 0.05g

a The fraction of fast track molecules that reach the NBA without
getting kinetically trapped. b Time scale for the fraction of fast folding
molecules. c Under the experimental conditions (acidic conditions and
T ) 20 °C) used by Kiefhaber (142) Φ ) 0.20, whereas Φ ) 0.25 at
T ) 25 °C and pH ) 5.5 (143). At neutral pH Φ is expected to be
unity. Thus, contradictory to reports in the literature (144), the
mechanism of lysozyme folding can be altered by changing external
conditions. These changes are also reflected in Tθ and Tf values which
depend on sequence, pH, and salt concentration. d Value of Φ is taken
from ref 80 for the precursor-RNA. Analysis of the single molecule
data (17) (reported in ref 81) for L-21 Sca I form of the group I intron
gives Φ ≈ 0.06. e The time constant of ∼ 1 s may be the folding speed
limit for the large group I intron. f The value ofΦ for the U273A mutant
of the group I intron is taken from ref 82. g Data taken from ref 38.

FIGURE 3: Secondary structure of the most extensively studied group I intron from Tetrahymena. The secondary structure has a number of
paired helices indicated by P1 through P9. Upon addition of excess Mg2+ compact tertiary structure forms (shown on the right) by the
catalytic core formed by an interface involving the P5-P4-P6 and P3-P7-P8 helices. The structure of the independently folding P4-P6
domain is known in atomic detail (152). The structure on the right is a model proposed by Westhof and Michel (153).

ln (τF/τF
0) ≈ ∆GUF

‡ /kBT (1)

Current Topics Biochemistry, Vol. 44, No. 13, 2005 4961

Solomatin et al. (2010) Nature

(~400 nt ribozyme)

T. therm. group I intron ribozyme 
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τint is the transition time that is expected to scale with the height of kinetic barriers (DGzint)

between the two superbasins as tint ⇠ eDGzint=kBT . When measurements are conducted with a
finite duration of observation time (Tobs), we can conceive two entirely different dynamic pat-
terns depending on the relationship between τconf, τint, and Tobs:

• τconf⌧ Tobs⌧ τint: The interconversion time between distinct basins of attractions is far lon-
ger than the observation time. The dynamic patterns from individual trajectories that sample
distinct basin of attraction are expected to differ from each other. Since Tobs⌧ τint, there is
few chance to observe an exchange of dynamic pattern in a single time trace, which corre-
sponds to a case with quenched disorder that each SM time trace looks entirely different.
Such cases are reported in Holliday junction [13], T. ribozyme [12], and RecBCD [16].

• τconf⌧ τint ≲Tobs: The interconversion time between basins of attraction is shorter than or
comparable to the observation time. In this case, it is possible to observe a few rounds
(*Tobs/τint) of pattern exchanges in a single time trace. Such SM time traces are called to
have a dynamic disorder [15, 28, 33–36].

While the most interesting and physically relevant question to ask about the heterogeneity
in single molecule time traces is its molecular origin, detection and quantification of such
heterogeneity should precede such question for a further analysis. For SM time traces with
quenched disorder, it is relatively straightforward to analyze as one can use the criterion of

Fig 1. A rugged energy-landscape with hierarchical structure and an emergence of multiple time
scales of transitions. τint is the transition time between different superbasins of attraction whereas τconf is the
time scale of conformational dynamics of molecule within each basin. Due to large difference in kinetic

barriers (DGzint � DG
z
conf ), τint� τconf.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005286.g001

Decoding Single Molecule Trajectories with Dynamic Disorder
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(i) 

⌧conf ⌧ ⌧int ⌧ Tobs
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(ii) 

Component characterization !! 
Partition the ensemble of molecules into 
its own internally ergodic component. 
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:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

⌦O(t) =
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o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

⌦O(t) =
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2

1

N

NX

i=1

(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

⌦O(t) =
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2

1

N

NX

i=1

(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

=
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2C(s1, s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oJJqzfqcPCN8Xtz3dJnPtsaMGM4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRahgpSkCroRit24rGAv0LRhMp20QyeTMHMilNDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO2yxq6w8DH/85hzPn92POFNj2j7Gyura+sZnbym/v7O7tmweHDRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB68CA01YsKQ59Tpv+sDqpNx+pVCwSDzCKaSfEfcECRjBoyzPtGzeQmKTOOIVueewyAZ7dhZ7ynDkuV4vaONdw5pkFu2RPZS2Dk0EBZap55pfbi0gSUgGEY6Xajh1DJ8USGOF0nHcTRWNMhrhP2xoFDqnqpNPLxtapdnpWEEn9BFhTd34ixaFSo9DXnSGGgVqsTcz/au0EgutOykScABVktihIuAWRNYnJ6jFJCfCRBkwk03+1yADrpECHmdchOIsnL0OjXHIuSvb9ZaFym8WRQ8foBBWRg65QBd2hGqojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+z1hUjmzlCf2R8/wLma5+N</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

⌦O(t) =
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2

1

N

NX

i=1

(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

=
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2C(s1, s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oJJqzfqcPCN8Xtz3dJnPtsaMGM4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRahgpSkCroRit24rGAv0LRhMp20QyeTMHMilNDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO2yxq6w8DH/85hzPn92POFNj2j7Gyura+sZnbym/v7O7tmweHDRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB68CA01YsKQ59Tpv+sDqpNx+pVCwSDzCKaSfEfcECRjBoyzPtGzeQmKTOOIVueewyAZ7dhZ7ynDkuV4vaONdw5pkFu2RPZS2Dk0EBZap55pfbi0gSUgGEY6Xajh1DJ8USGOF0nHcTRWNMhrhP2xoFDqnqpNPLxtapdnpWEEn9BFhTd34ixaFSo9DXnSGGgVqsTcz/au0EgutOykScABVktihIuAWRNYnJ6jFJCfCRBkwk03+1yADrpECHmdchOIsnL0OjXHIuSvb9ZaFym8WRQ8foBBWRg65QBd2hGqojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+z1hUjmzlCf2R8/wLma5+N</latexit>

C(s1, s2) ⇡ C(|s1 � s2|)
<latexit sha1_base64="Koy8N39w3CeMvoGHbIMuIgMt9FM=">AAACB3icdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlIMEitKBlZuql3RW7cVnBXqAdhkyatqGZC0lGLNPu3Pgqblwo4tZXcOfbmLYjqOiBwM/3n8PJ+d2QUSEN40NLLSwuLa+kVzNr6xubW/r2TkMEEcekjgMW8JaLBGHUJ3VJJSOtkBPkuYw03WF16jdvCBc08K/lKCS2h/o+7VGMpEKOvl/NCcc8Eo6V76Aw5MEtrObGCh0rNM47etYoGLOCRsG0yqdnlhLlcskqlqCZWFmQVM3R3zvdAEce8SVmSIi2aYTSjhGXFDMyyXQiQUKEh6hP2kr6yCPCjmd3TOChIl3YC7h6voQz+n0iRp4QI89VnR6SA/Hbm8K/vHYkeyU7pn4YSeLj+aJexKAM4DQU2KWcYMlGSiDMqforxAPEEZYquowK4etS+L9oWAWzWDCuTrKViySONNgDByAHTHAOKuAS1EAdYHAHHsATeNbutUftRXudt6a0ZGYX/Cjt7RNTope2</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

⌦O(t) =
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2

1

N

NX

i=1

(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

=
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2C(s1, s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oJJqzfqcPCN8Xtz3dJnPtsaMGM4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRahgpSkCroRit24rGAv0LRhMp20QyeTMHMilNDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO2yxq6w8DH/85hzPn92POFNj2j7Gyura+sZnbym/v7O7tmweHDRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB68CA01YsKQ59Tpv+sDqpNx+pVCwSDzCKaSfEfcECRjBoyzPtGzeQmKTOOIVueewyAZ7dhZ7ynDkuV4vaONdw5pkFu2RPZS2Dk0EBZap55pfbi0gSUgGEY6Xajh1DJ8USGOF0nHcTRWNMhrhP2xoFDqnqpNPLxtapdnpWEEn9BFhTd34ixaFSo9DXnSGGgVqsTcz/au0EgutOykScABVktihIuAWRNYnJ6jFJCfCRBkwk03+1yADrpECHmdchOIsnL0OjXHIuSvb9ZaFym8WRQ8foBBWRg65QBd2hGqojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+z1hUjmzlCf2R8/wLma5+N</latexit>

=
2

t

Z t

0
ds

⇣
1� s

t

⌘
C(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="rtFTDnEfi0nG6aaWWRlmsJEwGyg=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSAkB8NuVPQiBHPxGME8IBvD7GQ2GTI7u8z0CmHJl3jxV7x4UETwpH/j5HHQxIKGoqqb7i4/FlyD43xbS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zq69t1/XUaIoq9FIRKrpE80El6wGHARrxoqR0Bes4Q8qY7/xwJTmkbyDYczaIelJHnBKwEgd+/zKCxShaWmUwsjjEjrOPXQ19gQLIO+eTF09cRXv9aFQyetCx845RWcCvEjcGcmhGaod+9PrRjQJmQQqiNYt14mhnRIFnAo2ynqJZjGhA9JjLUMlCZlup5P3RvjYKF0cRMqUBDxRf0+kJNR6GPqmMyTQ1/PeWPzPayUQXLZTLuMEmKTTRUEiMER4nBXucsUoiKEhhCpubsW0T0wgYBLNmhDc+ZcXSb1UdE+Lzu1Zrnw9iyODDtERyiMXXaAyukFVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatS9Zs5gD9gfX1A0xeoo8=</latexit>

C(s1, s2) ⇡ C(|s1 � s2|)
<latexit sha1_base64="Koy8N39w3CeMvoGHbIMuIgMt9FM=">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</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>
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Z t

0
ds1
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(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

=
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2C(s1, s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oJJqzfqcPCN8Xtz3dJnPtsaMGM4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRahgpSkCroRit24rGAv0LRhMp20QyeTMHMilNDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO2yxq6w8DH/85hzPn92POFNj2j7Gyura+sZnbym/v7O7tmweHDRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB68CA01YsKQ59Tpv+sDqpNx+pVCwSDzCKaSfEfcECRjBoyzPtGzeQmKTOOIVueewyAZ7dhZ7ynDkuV4vaONdw5pkFu2RPZS2Dk0EBZap55pfbi0gSUgGEY6Xajh1DJ8USGOF0nHcTRWNMhrhP2xoFDqnqpNPLxtapdnpWEEn9BFhTd34ixaFSo9DXnSGGgVqsTcz/au0EgutOykScABVktihIuAWRNYnJ6jFJCfCRBkwk03+1yADrpECHmdchOIsnL0OjXHIuSvb9ZaFym8WRQ8foBBWRg65QBd2hGqojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+z1hUjmzlCf2R8/wLma5+N</latexit>

=
2

t

Z t

0
ds

⇣
1� s

t

⌘
C(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="rtFTDnEfi0nG6aaWWRlmsJEwGyg=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSAkB8NuVPQiBHPxGME8IBvD7GQ2GTI7u8z0CmHJl3jxV7x4UETwpH/j5HHQxIKGoqqb7i4/FlyD43xbS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zq69t1/XUaIoq9FIRKrpE80El6wGHARrxoqR0Bes4Q8qY7/xwJTmkbyDYczaIelJHnBKwEgd+/zKCxShaWmUwsjjEjrOPXQ19gQLIO+eTF09cRXv9aFQyetCx845RWcCvEjcGcmhGaod+9PrRjQJmQQqiNYt14mhnRIFnAo2ynqJZjGhA9JjLUMlCZlup5P3RvjYKF0cRMqUBDxRf0+kJNR6GPqmMyTQ1/PeWPzPayUQXLZTLuMEmKTTRUEiMER4nBXucsUoiKEhhCpubsW0T0wgYBLNmhDc+ZcXSb1UdE+Lzu1Zrnw9iyODDtERyiMXXaAyukFVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatS9Zs5gD9gfX1A0xeoo8=</latexit>

t!1���! 2

t

Z 1

0
dsC(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="2Sv1k9yl8wM7iuKZWcYiuz4IZ2E=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSLUTUmqoMtiNy4r2Ac0tUymk3boZBJmbtQQ8jtu/BU3Coq69UectgG19cCFM+fcy9x73JAzBZb1YeSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eSwWRJLRJAh7IjosV5UzQJjDgtBNKin2X07Y7rk/89i2VigXiGuKQ9nw8FMxjBIOW+sWacy/ZcARYyuAuAefn4TDhQZw6nsQkqaYJpFqBvnWTZM5A1cvquF8sWRVrCnOR2BkpoQyNfvHFGQQk8qkAwrFSXdsKoZdgCYxwmhacSNEQkzEe0q6mAvtU9ZLppal5pJWB6QVSlwBzqv6eSLCvVOy7utPHMFLz3kT8z+tG4J33EibCCKggs4+8iJsQmJPYzAGTlACPNcFEMr2rSUZYRwM63IIOwZ4/eZG0qhX7pGJdnZZqF1kceXSADlEZ2egM1dAlaqAmIugBPaFX9GY8Gs/Gu/E5a80Z2cw++gPj6xvZ9qlf</latexit>

C(s1, s2) ⇡ C(|s1 � s2|)
<latexit sha1_base64="Koy8N39w3CeMvoGHbIMuIgMt9FM=">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</latexit>

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

⌦O(t) =
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2

1

N

NX

i=1

(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

=
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2C(s1, s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oJJqzfqcPCN8Xtz3dJnPtsaMGM4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRahgpSkCroRit24rGAv0LRhMp20QyeTMHMilNDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO2yxq6w8DH/85hzPn92POFNj2j7Gyura+sZnbym/v7O7tmweHDRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB68CA01YsKQ59Tpv+sDqpNx+pVCwSDzCKaSfEfcECRjBoyzPtGzeQmKTOOIVueewyAZ7dhZ7ynDkuV4vaONdw5pkFu2RPZS2Dk0EBZap55pfbi0gSUgGEY6Xajh1DJ8USGOF0nHcTRWNMhrhP2xoFDqnqpNPLxtapdnpWEEn9BFhTd34ixaFSo9DXnSGGgVqsTcz/au0EgutOykScABVktihIuAWRNYnJ6jFJCfCRBkwk03+1yADrpECHmdchOIsnL0OjXHIuSvb9ZaFym8WRQ8foBBWRg65QBd2hGqojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+z1hUjmzlCf2R8/wLma5+N</latexit>

=
2

t

Z t

0
ds

⇣
1� s

t

⌘
C(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="rtFTDnEfi0nG6aaWWRlmsJEwGyg=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSAkB8NuVPQiBHPxGME8IBvD7GQ2GTI7u8z0CmHJl3jxV7x4UETwpH/j5HHQxIKGoqqb7i4/FlyD43xbS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zq69t1/XUaIoq9FIRKrpE80El6wGHARrxoqR0Bes4Q8qY7/xwJTmkbyDYczaIelJHnBKwEgd+/zKCxShaWmUwsjjEjrOPXQ19gQLIO+eTF09cRXv9aFQyetCx845RWcCvEjcGcmhGaod+9PrRjQJmQQqiNYt14mhnRIFnAo2ynqJZjGhA9JjLUMlCZlup5P3RvjYKF0cRMqUBDxRf0+kJNR6GPqmMyTQ1/PeWPzPayUQXLZTLuMEmKTTRUEiMER4nBXucsUoiKEhhCpubsW0T0wgYBLNmhDc+ZcXSb1UdE+Lzu1Zrnw9iyODDtERyiMXXaAyukFVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatS9Zs5gD9gfX1A0xeoo8=</latexit>

t!1���! 2

t

Z 1

0
dsC(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="2Sv1k9yl8wM7iuKZWcYiuz4IZ2E=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSLUTUmqoMtiNy4r2Ac0tUymk3boZBJmbtQQ8jtu/BU3Coq69UectgG19cCFM+fcy9x73JAzBZb1YeSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eSwWRJLRJAh7IjosV5UzQJjDgtBNKin2X07Y7rk/89i2VigXiGuKQ9nw8FMxjBIOW+sWacy/ZcARYyuAuAefn4TDhQZw6nsQkqaYJpFqBvnWTZM5A1cvquF8sWRVrCnOR2BkpoQyNfvHFGQQk8qkAwrFSXdsKoZdgCYxwmhacSNEQkzEe0q6mAvtU9ZLppal5pJWB6QVSlwBzqv6eSLCvVOy7utPHMFLz3kT8z+tG4J33EibCCKggs4+8iJsQmJPYzAGTlACPNcFEMr2rSUZYRwM63IIOwZ4/eZG0qhX7pGJdnZZqF1kceXSADlEZ2egM1dAlaqAmIugBPaFX9GY8Gs/Gu/E5a80Z2cw++gPj6xvZ9qlf</latexit>

C(s1, s2) ⇡ C(|s1 � s2|)
<latexit sha1_base64="Koy8N39w3CeMvoGHbIMuIgMt9FM=">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</latexit>

⌦O(t)

⌦O(0)
⇡ 1

DOt
<latexit sha1_base64="vnRreIJa3wI8qgsuxprtISPEdkc=">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</latexit>

DO = lim
t!1


2

Z t

0
ds(C(s)/C(0))

��1

<latexit sha1_base64="kP2+Xa2mMvtbreS2NVKVo9N8gBE=">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</latexit>

where

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



:   ergodic measure (fluctuation metric)

should be satisfied for ergodic system lim
t!1

⌦O(t) ! 0
<latexit sha1_base64="SUzibruDLLDghvdJ1T9nEd+rA5E=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5JUQTdC0Y27VrAPaEqYTCfp0MmDmRslhPyKG3/FhSJuFAT/xvSxsK0HBg7nnOHec51IcAWG8aMVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPX3/oK3CWFLWoqEIZdchigkesBZwEKwbSUZ8R7COM7oZ+50HJhUPg3tIItb3iRdwl1MCuWTrV5bgvp2CJbk3BCJl+GjxwIUksxo+84idWj6BISUibWRZBU7/BLFh62WjakyAl4k5I2U0Q9PWX61BSGOfBUAFUapnGhH0UyKBU8GykhUrFhE6Ih5LJ+UyfJJLA+yGMn8B4Ik6lyO+Uonv5MnxpmrRG4v/eb0Y3Mt+yoMoBhbQ6SA3FhhCPL4UHnDJKIgkJ4RKnm+I6ZBIQiG/Zymvbi4WXSbtWtU8q9buzsv169kRiugIHaMKMtEFqqNb1EQtRNEzekOf6Et70l60d+1jGi1osz+HaA7a9y9TZqMj</latexit>

For an ergodic system, DO is an “effective diffusion constant” in 
a space projected onto the observable O 

: a speed of mixing (equilibration)

Thirumalai, Mountain, Kirkpatrick (1989) Phys. Rev. A

=

⌦O(t) =
1

N

NX

i=1

(oi(t)� o(t))2

<latexit sha1_base64="3ytMcOMdqdVSiuALa4d/28Ka/L8=">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</latexit>

oi(t) ⌘
1

t

Z t

0
dsOi(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="+AlfDtUtZhgaq9y96dYTe8Ia+4I=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjtpiQq6LLoxp0V7AOaGibTSR2cTOLMTaGE/Icbf8WNC0VcCS78G6dtFtp6YOBwzrnMvcePBddg29/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2W3pKFGUNWkkItXxiWaCS9YEDoJ1YsVI6AvW9u8vxn57yJTmkbyBUcx6IRlIHnBKwEhe6SjyeAWqLntI+BC7gSI0dbIUMpdL8Oxb6Gs3JHBHiUivMpPVVa9Utmv2BHieODkpoxwNr/Tp9iOahEwCFUTrrmPH0EuJAk4Fy4puollM6D0ZsK6hkoRM99LJbRk+NEofB5EyTwKeqL8nUhJqPQp9kxzvqWe9sfif100gOOulXMYJMEmnHwWJwBDhcVG4zxWjIEaGEKq42RXTO2L6AVNn0ZTgzJ48T1pHNee4Zl+flOvneR0FtI8OUAU56BTV0SVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TGNLlj5zB76A+vrB4mbobg=</latexit>

t!1
���! hOi

<latexit sha1_base64="C6+Zm7BZrCAGV1BiaitSI2ZxMqg=">AAACInicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQF9Vb04s0K9gOaUibbTbt0swm7E7WE/hYv/hUvHhT1JPhj3KYFtfXBwtv3ZpiZ58eCa3ScT2tufmFxaTm3kl9dW9/YLGxt13SUKMqqNBKRavigmeCSVZGjYI1YMQh9wep+/2Lk12+Z0jySNziIWSuEruQBp4BGahfOvHvFuz0EpaK7FL2fj8dlgIOhJ0B2BfNCwB4FkV4NPZUp7ULRKTkZ7FniTkiRTFBpF969TkSTkEmkArRuuk6MrRQUcirYMO8lmsVA+9BlTUMlhEy30uzEob1vlI4dRMo8iXam/u5IIdR6EPqmcrSpnvZG4n9eM8HgtJVyGSfIJB0PChJhY2SP8rI7XDGKYmAIUMXNrjbtgQKKJtW8CcGdPnmW1A5L7lHJuT4uls8nceTILtkjB8QlJ6RMLkmFVAklD+SJvJBX69F6tt6sj3HpnDXp2SF/YH19A49fprw=</latexit>

= hOi
<latexit sha1_base64="M1SaT8Fw0KtRX8Qi6uglkKqlheA=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh57WSyCp5KooBeh6MWbFewHNKFMttt26WYTdjdCCT148a948aCIV3+EN/+NmzQHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMacf5skpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvbvXVlEiCW2RiEeyG4CinAna0kxz2o0lhTDgtBNMrjK/c0+lYpG409OY+iGMBBsyAtpIfbt64XEQI06xF4IeE+DpzcyTudS3a07dyYH/ErcgNVSg2bc/vUFEkpAKTTgo1XOdWPspSM0Ip7OKlygaA5nAiPYMFRBS5af5EzN8aJQBHkbSlNA4V39OpBAqNQ0D05ldqha9TPzP6yV6eO6nTMSJpoLMFw0TjnWEs0TwgElKNJ8aAkQycysmY5BAtMmtYkJwF1/+S9rHdfek7tye1hqXRRxlVEUH6Ai56Aw10DVqohYi6AE9oRf0aj1az9ab9T5vLVnFzD76BevjG9f/mDk=</latexit>

⌦O(t) =
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2

1

N

NX

i=1

(Oi(s1)� hOi)(Oi(s2)� hOi)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ad+Wa8WDMTIaOX+m1QEaVF+rrI=">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</latexit>

=
1

t2

Z t

0
ds1

Z t

0
ds2C(s1, s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oJJqzfqcPCN8Xtz3dJnPtsaMGM4=">AAACGXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26CRahgpSkCroRit24rGAv0LRhMp20QyeTMHMilNDXcOOruHGhiEtd+TZO2yxq6w8DH/85hzPn92POFNj2j7Gyura+sZnbym/v7O7tmweHDRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB68CA01YsKQ59Tpv+sDqpNx+pVCwSDzCKaSfEfcECRjBoyzPtGzeQmKTOOIVueewyAZ7dhZ7ynDkuV4vaONdw5pkFu2RPZS2Dk0EBZap55pfbi0gSUgGEY6Xajh1DJ8USGOF0nHcTRWNMhrhP2xoFDqnqpNPLxtapdnpWEEn9BFhTd34ixaFSo9DXnSGGgVqsTcz/au0EgutOykScABVktihIuAWRNYnJ6jFJCfCRBkwk03+1yADrpECHmdchOIsnL0OjXHIuSvb9ZaFym8WRQ8foBBWRg65QBd2hGqojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+z1hUjmzlCf2R8/wLma5+N</latexit>

=
2

t

Z t

0
ds

⇣
1� s

t

⌘
C(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="rtFTDnEfi0nG6aaWWRlmsJEwGyg=">AAACHnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSAkB8NuVPQiBHPxGME8IBvD7GQ2GTI7u8z0CmHJl3jxV7x4UETwpH/j5HHQxIKGoqqb7i4/FlyD43xbS8srq2vrmY3s5tb2zq69t1/XUaIoq9FIRKrpE80El6wGHARrxoqR0Bes4Q8qY7/xwJTmkbyDYczaIelJHnBKwEgd+/zKCxShaWmUwsjjEjrOPXQ19gQLIO+eTF09cRXv9aFQyetCx845RWcCvEjcGcmhGaod+9PrRjQJmQQqiNYt14mhnRIFnAo2ynqJZjGhA9JjLUMlCZlup5P3RvjYKF0cRMqUBDxRf0+kJNR6GPqmMyTQ1/PeWPzPayUQXLZTLuMEmKTTRUEiMER4nBXucsUoiKEhhCpubsW0T0wgYBLNmhDc+ZcXSb1UdE+Lzu1Zrnw9iyODDtERyiMXXaAyukFVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatS9Zs5gD9gfX1A0xeoo8=</latexit>

t!1���! 2

t

Z 1

0
dsC(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="2Sv1k9yl8wM7iuKZWcYiuz4IZ2E=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSLUTUmqoMtiNy4r2Ac0tUymk3boZBJmbtQQ8jtu/BU3Coq69UectgG19cCFM+fcy9x73JAzBZb1YeSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eSwWRJLRJAh7IjosV5UzQJjDgtBNKin2X07Y7rk/89i2VigXiGuKQ9nw8FMxjBIOW+sWacy/ZcARYyuAuAefn4TDhQZw6nsQkqaYJpFqBvnWTZM5A1cvquF8sWRVrCnOR2BkpoQyNfvHFGQQk8qkAwrFSXdsKoZdgCYxwmhacSNEQkzEe0q6mAvtU9ZLppal5pJWB6QVSlwBzqv6eSLCvVOy7utPHMFLz3kT8z+tG4J33EibCCKggs4+8iJsQmJPYzAGTlACPNcFEMr2rSUZYRwM63IIOwZ4/eZG0qhX7pGJdnZZqF1kceXSADlEZ2egM1dAlaqAmIugBPaFX9GY8Gs/Gu/E5a80Z2cw++gPj6xvZ9qlf</latexit>

C(s1, s2) ⇡ C(|s1 � s2|)
<latexit sha1_base64="Koy8N39w3CeMvoGHbIMuIgMt9FM=">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</latexit>

⌦O(t)

⌦O(0)
⇡ 1

DOt
<latexit sha1_base64="vnRreIJa3wI8qgsuxprtISPEdkc=">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</latexit>

DO = lim
t!1


2

Z t

0
ds(C(s)/C(0))

��1

<latexit sha1_base64="kP2+Xa2mMvtbreS2NVKVo9N8gBE=">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</latexit>

where

o(t) ⌘ 1

N

NX

i=1

oi(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="L/BrfbLtQVkRSxb8kbtchJ2FzeA=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAh1UxIr6EYounFVKtgHNDFMppN26CQTZyaFEvIhbvwVNy4UceNC8G+ctF1o64GBwznncuceP2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1dc2+/JXkiMGlizrjo+EgSRiPSVFQx0okFQaHPSNsfXud+e0SEpDy6U+OYuCHqRzSgGCkteWbV4drOp1NeVieZQx4SOoJOIBBO7SytZ45MQi+ll3Z2X+ce1SHPLFkVawK4SOwZKYEZGp756fQ4TkISKcyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQrOokkMcJD1CddTSMUEummk+MyeKyVHgy40C9ScKL+nkhRKOU49HUyRGog571c/M/rJiq4cFMaxYkiEZ4uChIGFYd5U7BHBcGKjTVBWFD9V4gHSPeidJ9FXYI9f/IiaZ1W7GrFuj0r1a5mdRTAITgCZWCDc1ADN6ABmgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GxzS6ZMxmDsAfGF8/cUCiKw==</latexit>



non-ergodic systemergodic system

Thirumalai & Mountain, PRA (1990) 42:4574  

⌦O(0)

⌦O(t)
⇠ DOt

<latexit sha1_base64="CCvF+c+n0UBCw2L+TTFjDeFIUB8=">AAACNXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGITkEmZU0GNQDx6ERDALZELo6fQkTbpnhu4aIQzzU178D0968KCIV3/BznIwy4OCx3tVVNXzIsE12Pa7tbK6tr6xmdnKbu/s7u3nDg7rOowVZTUailA1PaKZ4AGrAQfBmpFiRHqCNbzBzchvPDGleRg8wjBibUl6Afc5JWCkTu7e9RWhiVuRrEc6iSsJ9CkRSSVNC3YxXW5AMXU1l/h2VodOLm+X7DHwInGmJI+mqHZyr243pLFkAVBBtG45dgTthCjgVLA068aaRYQOSI+1DA2IZLqdjL9O8alRutgPlakA8Fj9P5EQqfVQeqZzdKSe90biMq8Vg3/VTngQxcACOlnkxwJDiEcR4i5XjIIYGkKo4uZWTPvExAgm6KwJwZl/eZHUz0rOecl+uMiXr6dxZNAxOkEF5KBLVEZ3qIpqiKJn9IY+0Zf1Yn1Y39bPpHXFms4coRlYv3/tT61W</latexit>

Binary fluids



Examples

• Dynamics of DNA junction (Holliday junction)


• Molecular motor (kinesin-1) 


• RecBCD


• H-DNA
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Holliday Junctions

Nat. Chem. (2012) 4, 907-914

Ei(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="NGig91GHNdLZuX2vFfsnueZ1ZiI=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBT0GRfAYwTwgCWF2MpuMmZ1dZnqFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7/FgKg6777eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5Bw0SJZrzOIhnplk8Nl0LxOgqUvBVrTkNf8qY/upn6zSeujYjUA45j3g3pQIlAMIpWatz2RBlPe8WSW3FnIMvEy0gJMtR6xa9OP2JJyBUySY1pe26M3ZRqFEzySaGTGB5TNqID3rZU0ZCbbjq7dkJOrNInQaRtKSQz9fdESkNjxqFvO0OKQ7PoTcX/vHaCwVU3FSpOkCs2XxQkkmBEpq+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjaggg3BW3x5mTTOKt55xb2/KFWvszjycATHUAYPLqEKd1CDOjB4hGd4hTcncl6cd+dj3ppzsplD+APn8wew1I6K</latexit>

Figure 1:

10

Figure 1:

10

Figure 1:

10

[Mg2+]

Two state dynamics at [Mg2+]=0.5 ~ 50 mM
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Holliday Junctions
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Holliday Junctions
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An annealing experiment using 
Mg2+-pulse facilitates 
interconversion between different 
patterns within the time trace of a 
single HJ

This excludes possible scenarios 
such as  
1. Effect of surface immobilization
2. slow relaxation dynamics of dye 
conformation due to different 
environment. 
3. covalent modifications

Figure 3:

13
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1 The calculations summarized in Fig. 5 explain our experimental
2 findings. In the folding landscape of the Holliday junction emerging
3 from our analyses (Fig. 5c), transitions are only allowed between
4 iso-I and iso-II via a band of QTSs within which the free energy
5 gap is small enough to allow interconversion on Tobs. A lack of tran-
6 sitions between two different states (say a and b) within a given
7 isoform (T obs ≪ ta↔b

conv ) is explained by noting that the rupture of
8 Mg2þ-stabilized base pairs is required for rearrangements from
9 one multiloop topology to another. The conformational space con-
10 necting iso-I and iso-II is partitioned into a number of kinetically
11 disjoint states (j¼ a, b, g, . . . ), reflecting the band structure of
12 the QTS ensemble. In this sense, the persistent pattern of an
13 smFRET trajectory is an imprint of specific disjoint states in the
14 rugged folding landscape.

15 Mg21 pulse annealing experiments. An immediate prediction
16 of our model (Fig. 5c) is that interconversion between states a
17 and b should be facilitated by an annealing protocol, enabling the
18 release of Mg2þ ions from frozen internal multiloop structures.
19 To validate this prediction we performed single-molecule
20 experiments using a Mg2þ pulse sequence [Mg2þ]¼ 50 mM#
21 0 mM# 50 mM to induce transitions between multiple states
22 (Supplementary Fig. S2). The annealing experiments confirmed
23 that washing Mg2þ ions from the Holliday junction molecules
24 indeed facilitates interconversion between trajectories with distinct
25 patterns (compare the trajectories or two ps(E;i)s shown on the
26 side of each panel in Fig. 6a, calculated from the blue and red

27intervals of the trajectories corresponding to the moment
28before and after the Mg2þ pulse). We also calculated the
29Euclidean distance of ps(E;i) to the centroid of the five clusters in
30Fig. 4a before and after the Mg2þ pulse annealing experiments.
31Here, the centroid is the arithmetic mean of {ps(E;i)|i[ k} with
32k¼ 1, 2, . . . , 5 (Fig. 4a). The distances of ps(E;i) to the cluster
33means change after the Mg2þ pulse, which is also reflected in the
34reshuffling of the population of the Holliday junction molecules
35among the five clusters. Consequently, transitions that are
36prohibited on the timescale of 40 s are induced, as seen by a
37redistribution of the population among the five distinct clusters
38(Fig. 6b). Resetting the initial memory of each Holliday junction
39molecule is achieved by temporarily removing Mg2þ from
40the solutions, enabling conformational interconversions in the
41otherwise non-interconverting Holliday junction time traces.
42The observation of facilitated interconversion using a Mg2þ pulse
43corroborates the idea that Mg2þ ions and their interaction with
44the Holliday junction structure are the major cause of the
45persistent conformational heterogeneity in the Holliday junction,
46ruling out possible contributions to molecular heterogeneity from
47experimental artefacts such as the aforementioned surface
48immobilization15, heterogeneous dye stacking with DNA bases40

49or chemical modifications33. (Supplementary Fig. S10 shows the
50non-responsiveness of donor-only tagged Holliday junctions to
51the Mg2þ pulse, corroborating that the Mg2þ ions affect the
52internal conformational dynamics, not the dye stacking or dye-to-
53surface interaction.) To recapitulate, in Holliday junctions, Mg2þ
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Figure 6 | Mg21 pulse experiments to reset the molecular population in conformational space. a, Effect of Mg2þ pulse experiment. Shown are three
representative trajectories that change their pattern (E(t) or ps(E;i)) in response to the Mg2þ pulse sequence. The dashed lines depict the peak positions of
ps(E;i), underlying the differences in ps(E;i) before (red) and after (blue) washing off the Mg2þ ions. b, Mg2þ pulse-induced transition frequency matrix and
diagram among kinetically disjoint states based on 148 FRET trajectories. The indices at the sides of the matrix and in the nodes denote the cluster number,
k¼ 1, 2, . . . , 5. The numbers in parentheses are the occupation number in each cluster, which can be obtained by summing the transition frequency from one
cluster to another. The diagram on the right is the kinetic network describing the Holliday junction transition under the Mg2þ pulse. The widths of the arrows
are in proportion to the number of transitions.
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Figure 4 | Partitioning the molecules into distinct clusters. a, K-means clustering algorithm combined with the ergodic criteria partitions the set of
stationary distributions {ps(E;i)} into five clusters for [Mg2þ]¼ 50 mM, and determines the list of time traces that belong to the clusters from k¼ 1 to k¼ 5.
b, The list of time traces for each cluster determined in a is used to partition {1i(t)} into {1i(t)|i[ k} for k¼ 1, 2, . . . , 5. c, DE values calculated from the fits
using VE(0)/VE(t)≈ DEt for each cluster (k¼ 1, . . . , 5). d, Clustering of dwell time data as a result of the {ps(E;i)} clustering.
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Mg2+ pulse resets the “memory” of dynamics ... 

Mg2+ ions are the culprit of heterogeneity. 



Mg2+ ions create kinetically disjoint conformational 
sub-ensemble of HJ by specifically binding to the 
internal multiloop and freezing it
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Kinesin-1
at saturating ATP conc. (c > 1 mM), in vitro

• mean velocity, V ~ 800 nm/s
• mean travel distance, L ~ 1 μm (finite processivity)
• Step size:  d ~ 8 nm
• Ave. stepping time: τ ~ 10 ms. 

8 nm Tomishige and colleague 
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Quenched disorder in time traces of molecular motors (driven system)

Here we present a dramatic example of broken ergodicity being manifested in biomolecules

[6]
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FIG. 1: (a) Computer-generated time traces (n = 1000) by using waiting time distribution between

successive steps  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧ with ⌧ = 10 ms and step size of d = 8 nm. (b) Time traces of kinesins

(n = 153) from single molecule bead assays. Distribution of motor velocity obtained by using linear

regression to each time trace is shown in the inset for each case. The histogram of mean velocity in

(a) is fit to Eq.1 with V = 0.8 µm/s and D = 0.0032 µm2/s at t = 10 sec. P (V )s at other times t = 2

and 50 sec are also plotted.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

Heterogeneity among individual kinesin motors: Kinesin-1 is a motor protein that

“walks” processively along microtubules by converting chemical free energy associated with ATP

hydrolysis into stepwise mechanical displacement [7]. At physiological condition, i.e., when the

concentrations of ATP, ADP, and Pi are maintained at 1 mM, 70 µM, and 1 mM, respectively,

it is often described that kinesins move at the mean velocity of ⇡ 0.8 µm/sec; in other words,

kinesins take 8 nm step with a waiting time of ⌧ =10 msec on an average [7]. However, such

description is not precise in the sense that it does not make it explicit whether the average

velocity of 0.8 µm/sec is a common property of all the individual kinesin molecules or it is

simply a property calculated for the whole population.

If each realization of kinesin time trace were to be a consequence of the renewal process

of uncorrelated steps, so that regardless of molecules the waiting time between steps is an
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FIG. 1: (a) Computer-generated time traces (n = 1000) by using waiting time distribution between

successive steps  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧ with ⌧ = 10 ms and step size of d = 8 nm. (b) Time traces of kinesins

(n = 153) from single molecule bead assays. Distribution of motor velocity obtained by using linear

regression to each time trace is shown in the inset for each case. The histogram of mean velocity in

(a) is fit to Eq.1 with V = 0.8 µm/s and D = 0.0032 µm2/s at t = 10 sec. P (V )s at other times t = 2

and 50 sec are also plotted.
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FIG. 1: (a) Computer-generated time traces (n = 1000) by using waiting time distribution between

successive steps  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧ with ⌧ = 10 ms and step size of d = 8 nm. (b) Time traces of kinesins

(n = 153) from single molecule bead assays. Distribution of motor velocity obtained by using linear

regression to each time trace is shown in the inset for each case. The histogram of mean velocity in

(a) is fit to Eq.1 with V = 0.8 µm/s and D = 0.0032 µm2/s at t = 10 sec. P (V )s at other times t = 2

and 50 sec are also plotted.

msec on an average [6]. However, this general description of kinesin in itself is problematic in the

sence that it does not make it explicit whether the average velocity of 0.8 µm/sec is the property

of all kinesin molecules or it is simply the property representing the whole population of kinesins.

If each realization of kinesin time trace is a result of renewal process of uncorrelated steps, so that

regardless of molecules the waiting time between steps is an independent, identically distributed

random variable (i.i.d.), it follows from the elementary renewal theorem, limt!1
E[N(t)]

t =
1
⌧ ,

where E[N(t)] is the expectation value of number of steps after time t and ⌧ is the average

value of waiting times i.e., limNt!1
1

Nt

PNt

i=1 ti = ⌧ , that mean velocities of kinesins at long time

(t!1) are identical for all kinesin molecules (limt!1 V↵(t) = V for ↵ = 1, 2, · · · N).

Indeed, the mean velocities from an ensemble of computer-generated Poisson walkers at time

t (Fig.1a), by assuming a waiting time distribution  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧
, distribute as a gaussian,

centered around V = 0.8 µm/s:

P [V (t)] =

✓
t

4⇡D

◆1/2

exp


�(V (t)� V )

2

4D/t

�
. (1)

This distribution converges to �(V (t) � V ) as time increases, suggesting that after a su�cient

number of steps, any walker ought to have an identical mean velocity of V . It is of note that in
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FIG. 1: (a) Computer-generated time traces (n = 1000) by using waiting time distribution between

successive steps  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧ with ⌧ = 10 ms and step size of d = 8 nm. (b) Time traces of kinesins

(n = 153) from single molecule bead assays. Distribution of motor velocity obtained by using linear

regression to each time trace is shown in the inset for each case. The histogram of mean velocity in

(a) is fit to Eq.1 with V = 0.8 µm/s and D = 0.0032 µm2/s at t = 10 sec. P (V )s at other times t = 2

and 50 sec are also plotted.
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FIG. 1: (a) Computer-generated time traces (n = 1000) by using waiting time distribution between

successive steps  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧ with ⌧ = 10 ms and step size of d = 8 nm. (b) Time traces of kinesins

(n = 153) from single molecule bead assays. Distribution of motor velocity obtained by using linear

regression to each time trace is shown in the inset for each case. The histogram of mean velocity in

(a) is fit to Eq.1 with V = 0.8 µm/s and D = 0.0032 µm2/s at t = 10 sec. P (V )s at other times t = 2

and 50 sec are also plotted.

msec on an average [6]. However, this general description of kinesin in itself is problematic in the

sence that it does not make it explicit whether the average velocity of 0.8 µm/sec is the property

of all kinesin molecules or it is simply the property representing the whole population of kinesins.
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but critical issue in single molecule data analyses using in vitro data from kinesin bead assays,

and point out that the conventional single molecule data analysis should be reconsidered with

care.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

Heterogeneity among individual kinesin motors: Kinesin-1 is a motor protein that

“walks” processively along microtubules by converting chemical free energy associated with ATP

hydrolysis into mechanical steppings [9]. At physiological condition, i.e., when the concentrations

of ATP, ADP, and Pi are maintained at 1 mM, 70 µM, and 1 mM, respectively, it is often

described that kinesins move at the mean velocity of V ⇡ 0.8 µm/sec; in other words, kinesins

take 8 nm step with an average waiting time of ⌧ =10 msec [9]. However, such description is

not precise in the sense that it does not make it explicit whether the average velocity of 0.8

µm/sec is a common property of all the individual kinesin molecules or it is simply a property

calculated for the whole population.
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FIG. 1: (a) Computer-generated time traces (n = 1000) by using waiting time distribution between

successive steps  (t) = ⌧�1e�t/⌧ with ⌧ = 10 ms and step size of d = 8 nm. (b) Time traces of kinesins

(n = 153) from single molecule bead assays. Distribution of motor velocity obtained by using linear

regression to each time trace is shown in the inset for each case. The histogram of mean velocity in

(a) is fit to Eq.1 with V = 0.8 µm/s and D = 0.0032 µm2/s at t = 10 sec. P (V )s at other times t = 2

and 50 sec are also plotted.
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Computer-generated 
time traces obtained by 
assuming that stepping 
time for each step is    
i.i.d.
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Theoretically, we get  
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.

Bead assays, kinesins purified from Drosophila embryos. 

….?
The relative error in the mean velocity of 
homogeneous kinesin: 

p
�2
V

V
=

(2D/t)1/2

V
=

r
⌧

t
=

1p
n

n = 400
V = 800± 40 nm/s



Questions … 

• Why do we observe heterogeneous time 
traces? 

• Post-translational modification, heterogeneity 
in tail-bead attachment, artifacts in the 
experiment, … or wrong experiment, … etc.

• Are functional kinesins heterogeneous?   
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
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N=397

Q-dot assays 
kinesins (K560) purified from 
E. coli.

3

FIG. S1: (a) Schematic of the setup used for QD imaging.
Legends; D1-D3:Dichroic mirrors, M1-M3:Silver mirrors,
488 nm & 850 nm-Excitation and Autofocus lasers, L1-
Lens, TL- TIRF lens of 300mm focal length, N-Notch fil-
ter, LS-Automated stage on which TL and M2 are mounted
to adjust TIRF angle, PS-piezo stage for autofocus using
quadrant photodiode (QPD) signal. Obj: 100X, 1.49NA
lens, Nikon, Cond:Condenser, 1.4 NA, Oil, Nikon. (b)
Principle behind the TIRF imaging of QD specifically at-
tached to K560. Intensity of evanescent wave is restricted
to . 200 nm from the surface which improves the signal
to noise ratio thereby enables imaging of individual QDs
(Bright QD).

Specific tail-Qdot attachment.  
  anti-His-biotin : K560-His 
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.
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FIG. S1: (a) Schematic of the setup used for QD imaging.
Legends; D1-D3:Dichroic mirrors, M1-M3:Silver mirrors,
488 nm & 850 nm-Excitation and Autofocus lasers, L1-
Lens, TL- TIRF lens of 300mm focal length, N-Notch fil-
ter, LS-Automated stage on which TL and M2 are mounted
to adjust TIRF angle, PS-piezo stage for autofocus using
quadrant photodiode (QPD) signal. Obj: 100X, 1.49NA
lens, Nikon, Cond:Condenser, 1.4 NA, Oil, Nikon. (b)
Principle behind the TIRF imaging of QD specifically at-
tached to K560. Intensity of evanescent wave is restricted
to . 200 nm from the surface which improves the signal
to noise ratio thereby enables imaging of individual QDs
(Bright QD).

Specific tail-Qdot attachment.  
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.

Q-dot assays above surfaces, 
kinesins (K560) purified from 
E. coli.

N=52
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2: Geometry and calibration of o↵-surface (elevated
MT) measurements. (a) Diagram of experimental appara-
tus, showing location of cylindrical lens (CL) in front of
camera, to induce distortion when the QD is out of fo-
cus. (b) Diagram of experimental geometry. Half-micron
beads coated with mutant kinesin (which rigor-binds to
MTs) are attached to the coverslip, and microtubules are
subsequently flowed in, and stick to the beads, ending up
suspended between beads above the surface. (c) Quantifi-
cation of asymmetry in QD image, as a function of the QDs
distance from the plane of focus. The extent of asymmetry
was used to detect QDs moving on MTs either close to or
far-from the surface. The error bars are SEM, estimated
by tracking the position and intensity profiles of 20 QDs in
the time lapse images recorded during piezo Z motion.
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.

QD-Kinesins (K560) on the same off-surface microtubule

The relative error in the mean velocity expected for homogeneous kinesins: p
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.
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FIG. 1: A. Time traces of single kinesin motors, expressed in E. coli, from bead assays (N = 32). The motors’ tail
is specifically attached to the bead through strepavidin-biotin with 30 % of kinesin/bead binding fraction [32]. (inset)
Displacements of beads moved by single kinesin motors purified from Drosophila embryos, where two subpopulations of
mean velocities (0.8 µm/s (N = 26) and 0.35 µm/s (N = 3) are observed although the scatter plot (V↵,L↵) for E. coli
kinesin bead is shown on the right with the associated histograms (The subscript ↵ was used in velocity and run length
to emphasize that the data points are from individual molecules. The velocity data for motors with V↵ ⇡ 2 and 4 µm/s
(3 additional data points) are not displayed here deliberately, because inclusion of them makes the range of V↵ too broad.
Scatter plot and histograms drawn for the entire range of velocity are shown in Fig.S2). B. QD-labeled kinesin data
on surface-attached MTs (N = 397). The velocity distribution is fitted to Eq.3 (red line). The green line depicts the
cumulative sum of the histogram. Meanwhile, the histogram of travel distance (see Fig. S1 for unnormalized one) is
fitted from the second bin because the trajectories with short run length, which contributes to the first bin, are excluded

from the velocity analysis, satisfying P (L) = L
�1

e�L/L with L = 0.78 µm. C. QD-labeled kinesin data on elevated
MTs (N = 52). D. Examples of two distinct motor behaviors, with persistently fast and slow velocities, detected using
QD-assays on the same MT elevated from surfaces. Two examples are shown: (Left) intermediate (V ⇡ 0.58 µm/sec) and
slow (V ⇡ 0.18 µm/sec) (Right) fast (V ⇡ 0.75 µm/sec) and slow (V ⇡ 0.31 µm/sec) motors. See SI Movies recorded
from QD-assays on elevated MT.
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DNA unwinding heterogeneity by RecBCD results
from static molecules able to equilibrate
Bian Liu1,2,3, Ronald J. Baskin2 & Stephen C. Kowalczykowski1,2,3

Single-molecule studies can overcome the complications of asyn-
chrony and ensemble-averaging in bulk-phase measurements, pro-
vide mechanistic insights into molecular activities, and reveal
interesting variations between individual molecules1–3. The applica-
tion of these techniques to the RecBCD helicase of Escherichia coli
has resolved some long-standing discrepancies, and has provided
otherwise unattainable mechanistic insights into its enzymatic
behaviour4–6. Enigmatically, the DNA unwinding rates of indi-
vidual enzyme molecules are seen to vary considerably6–8, but the
origin of this heterogeneity remains unknown. Here we investigate
the physical basis for this behaviour. Although any individual
RecBCD molecule unwound DNA at a constant rate for an average
of approximately 30,000 steps, we discover that transiently halting
a single enzyme–DNA complex by depleting Mg21-ATP could
change the subsequent rates of DNA unwinding by that enzyme
after reintroduction to ligand. The proportion of molecules that
changed rate increased exponentially with the duration of the inter-
ruption, with a half-life of approximately 1 second, suggesting that a
conformational change occurred during the time that the molecule
was arrested. The velocity after pausing an individual molecule
was any velocity found in the starting distribution of the ensemble.
We suggest that substrate binding stabilizes the enzyme in one of
many equilibrium conformational sub-states that determine the
rate-limiting translocation behaviour of each RecBCD molecule.
Each stabilized sub-state can persist for the duration (approxi-
mately 1 minute) of processive unwinding of a DNA molecule, com-
prising tens of thousands of catalytic steps, each of which is much
faster than the time needed for the conformational change required
to alter kinetic behaviour. This ligand-dependent stabilization of
rate-defining conformational sub-states results in seemingly static
molecule-to-molecule variation in RecBCD helicase activity, but in
fact reflects one microstate from the equilibrium ensemble that a
single molecule manifests during an individual processive trans-
location event.

The RecBCD enzyme is an important helicase/nuclease in the repair of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks via homologous recombination8.
RecBCD initiates homologous recombination by processing dsDNA
to generate 39-ended single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) upon recognition
of the recombination hotspot sequence x (crossover hotspot instigator
(Chi); 59-GCTGGTGG-399). The RecB and RecD subunits are SF1 heli-
cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.

Earlier single-molecule studies of DNA unwinding by RecBCD
revealed considerable variation in the unwinding rates of each molecule4–7.
To understand the molecular origin of this intrinsic heterogeneity, we
analysed the unwinding behaviour of a larger set of individual RecBCD
molecules on bacteriophage l DNA lacking x (Fig. 1a, b). A total of 251
molecules were initially analysed (Fig. 1c). The majority (96%) of the

molecules did not change their speeds during unwinding (Fig. 1b).
Individual RecBCD molecules were observed to unwind and degrade
DNA at constant velocities for 30–60 s, for over tens of thousands of
catalytic turnovers. Although the rate distribution in earlier studies could
be fit to a single Gaussian function4,5, the sizes of those data sets were
limited; the comparatively large number of single-molecule unwinding
rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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DNA unwinding heterogeneity by RecBCD results
from static molecules able to equilibrate
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Single-molecule studies can overcome the complications of asyn-
chrony and ensemble-averaging in bulk-phase measurements, pro-
vide mechanistic insights into molecular activities, and reveal
interesting variations between individual molecules1–3. The applica-
tion of these techniques to the RecBCD helicase of Escherichia coli
has resolved some long-standing discrepancies, and has provided
otherwise unattainable mechanistic insights into its enzymatic
behaviour4–6. Enigmatically, the DNA unwinding rates of indi-
vidual enzyme molecules are seen to vary considerably6–8, but the
origin of this heterogeneity remains unknown. Here we investigate
the physical basis for this behaviour. Although any individual
RecBCD molecule unwound DNA at a constant rate for an average
of approximately 30,000 steps, we discover that transiently halting
a single enzyme–DNA complex by depleting Mg21-ATP could
change the subsequent rates of DNA unwinding by that enzyme
after reintroduction to ligand. The proportion of molecules that
changed rate increased exponentially with the duration of the inter-
ruption, with a half-life of approximately 1 second, suggesting that a
conformational change occurred during the time that the molecule
was arrested. The velocity after pausing an individual molecule
was any velocity found in the starting distribution of the ensemble.
We suggest that substrate binding stabilizes the enzyme in one of
many equilibrium conformational sub-states that determine the
rate-limiting translocation behaviour of each RecBCD molecule.
Each stabilized sub-state can persist for the duration (approxi-
mately 1 minute) of processive unwinding of a DNA molecule, com-
prising tens of thousands of catalytic steps, each of which is much
faster than the time needed for the conformational change required
to alter kinetic behaviour. This ligand-dependent stabilization of
rate-defining conformational sub-states results in seemingly static
molecule-to-molecule variation in RecBCD helicase activity, but in
fact reflects one microstate from the equilibrium ensemble that a
single molecule manifests during an individual processive trans-
location event.

The RecBCD enzyme is an important helicase/nuclease in the repair of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks via homologous recombination8.
RecBCD initiates homologous recombination by processing dsDNA
to generate 39-ended single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) upon recognition
of the recombination hotspot sequence x (crossover hotspot instigator
(Chi); 59-GCTGGTGG-399). The RecB and RecD subunits are SF1 heli-
cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.

Earlier single-molecule studies of DNA unwinding by RecBCD
revealed considerable variation in the unwinding rates of each molecule4–7.
To understand the molecular origin of this intrinsic heterogeneity, we
analysed the unwinding behaviour of a larger set of individual RecBCD
molecules on bacteriophage l DNA lacking x (Fig. 1a, b). A total of 251
molecules were initially analysed (Fig. 1c). The majority (96%) of the

molecules did not change their speeds during unwinding (Fig. 1b).
Individual RecBCD molecules were observed to unwind and degrade
DNA at constant velocities for 30–60 s, for over tens of thousands of
catalytic turnovers. Although the rate distribution in earlier studies could
be fit to a single Gaussian function4,5, the sizes of those data sets were
limited; the comparatively large number of single-molecule unwinding
rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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DNA unwinding heterogeneity by RecBCD results
from static molecules able to equilibrate
Bian Liu1,2,3, Ronald J. Baskin2 & Stephen C. Kowalczykowski1,2,3

Single-molecule studies can overcome the complications of asyn-
chrony and ensemble-averaging in bulk-phase measurements, pro-
vide mechanistic insights into molecular activities, and reveal
interesting variations between individual molecules1–3. The applica-
tion of these techniques to the RecBCD helicase of Escherichia coli
has resolved some long-standing discrepancies, and has provided
otherwise unattainable mechanistic insights into its enzymatic
behaviour4–6. Enigmatically, the DNA unwinding rates of indi-
vidual enzyme molecules are seen to vary considerably6–8, but the
origin of this heterogeneity remains unknown. Here we investigate
the physical basis for this behaviour. Although any individual
RecBCD molecule unwound DNA at a constant rate for an average
of approximately 30,000 steps, we discover that transiently halting
a single enzyme–DNA complex by depleting Mg21-ATP could
change the subsequent rates of DNA unwinding by that enzyme
after reintroduction to ligand. The proportion of molecules that
changed rate increased exponentially with the duration of the inter-
ruption, with a half-life of approximately 1 second, suggesting that a
conformational change occurred during the time that the molecule
was arrested. The velocity after pausing an individual molecule
was any velocity found in the starting distribution of the ensemble.
We suggest that substrate binding stabilizes the enzyme in one of
many equilibrium conformational sub-states that determine the
rate-limiting translocation behaviour of each RecBCD molecule.
Each stabilized sub-state can persist for the duration (approxi-
mately 1 minute) of processive unwinding of a DNA molecule, com-
prising tens of thousands of catalytic steps, each of which is much
faster than the time needed for the conformational change required
to alter kinetic behaviour. This ligand-dependent stabilization of
rate-defining conformational sub-states results in seemingly static
molecule-to-molecule variation in RecBCD helicase activity, but in
fact reflects one microstate from the equilibrium ensemble that a
single molecule manifests during an individual processive trans-
location event.

The RecBCD enzyme is an important helicase/nuclease in the repair of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks via homologous recombination8.
RecBCD initiates homologous recombination by processing dsDNA
to generate 39-ended single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) upon recognition
of the recombination hotspot sequence x (crossover hotspot instigator
(Chi); 59-GCTGGTGG-399). The RecB and RecD subunits are SF1 heli-
cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.

Earlier single-molecule studies of DNA unwinding by RecBCD
revealed considerable variation in the unwinding rates of each molecule4–7.
To understand the molecular origin of this intrinsic heterogeneity, we
analysed the unwinding behaviour of a larger set of individual RecBCD
molecules on bacteriophage l DNA lacking x (Fig. 1a, b). A total of 251
molecules were initially analysed (Fig. 1c). The majority (96%) of the

molecules did not change their speeds during unwinding (Fig. 1b).
Individual RecBCD molecules were observed to unwind and degrade
DNA at constant velocities for 30–60 s, for over tens of thousands of
catalytic turnovers. Although the rate distribution in earlier studies could
be fit to a single Gaussian function4,5, the sizes of those data sets were
limited; the comparatively large number of single-molecule unwinding
rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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(RecB*CD in Fig. 1c) it is 432 6 227 bp s21 (see also Supplementary
Fig. 2). These findings suggest that, for the wild-type enzyme, the slow
species represents enzymes wherein one motor subunit is initially not
engaged, but can be reversibly re-engaged when halted (see below).

The origin of heterogeneity can be dynamic or static15–17. Whereas
dynamic heterogeneity was suggested to arise from conformational
fluctuations of a protein, static heterogeneity can have different sources.
It can arise from chemical heterogeneity owing to the presence of mul-
tiple related genes, or from post-translational modifications18. It can
also result from enzyme molecules with identical chemical composition
that have different stable conformational sub-states in equilibrium15,17,19

or that are kinetically trapped in non-equilibrium states capable of mul-
tiple turnovers20–22. We initiated experiments designed to distinguish
between these possible origins. Although the protein preparation con-
tained no detectable heterogeneity in polypeptide composition (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3), the distributions of unwinding rates for RecBCD
eluted from different fractions of a chromatographic elution peak were
examined as the first trivial source of heterogeneity; no experimentally
significant differences in the distribution profiles were found (Sup-
plementary Fig. 4). We next considered the possibility that the hetero-
geneity arose from RecBCD species that were not at equilibrium, but
rather were trapped in different kinetic conformations. In an attempt to
permit such hypothetically trapped conformations to relax to the equi-
librium distribution, we subjected the enzyme population to experi-
mental conditions that could potentially allow redistribution. Partial
destabilization of protein structure, followed by refolding, can allow
protein molecules to relax to their global minimum on the folding
energy landscape, resulting in an equilibrium distribution of enzymes.
We first used thermal annealing23. Ensemble assays showed that
RecBCD could be heated to a maximum of 45 uC for 10 min, with no
loss of activity (Supplementary Fig. 5a, b). Therefore, an enzyme popu-
lation that was treated at 45 uC, and slowly cooled at a rate of 1 uC
min21, was analysed using single-molecule methods. The distribution
of the rates for the thermally treated enzymes was not statistically
different from the original distribution (P 5 0.45; Supplementary
Fig. 5c).

An alternative to thermal annealing is to use a chemical denaturant to
unfold a protein, followed by slow removal, to permit refolding to the
equilibrium distribution24,25. Thus, we next investigated the effect of
partial unfolding of RecBCD by the classical denaturant guanidine
hydrochloride (GuHCl). The enzyme could be reversibly renatured after
treatment with up to 0.5 M GuHCl (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The velocity
distribution of the resultant individual enzymes had a mean of
1,736 6 133 bp s21 for the fast population versus 1,773 6 104 bp s21

for the control (Supplementary Fig. 6b), which is the same within experi-
mental uncertainty. The mean of the treated slow population is
556 6 451 bp s21 versus 793 6 307 bp s21 for the control population;
although the mean for the slower group seems to be reduced, the differ-
ence is not significant (P 5 0.24). In conclusion, neither thermal anneal-
ing nor chemical refolding produced a more homogeneous distribution,
indicating that either these treatments are insufficient to permit redis-
tribution, or that the population of RecBCD enzymes is intrinsically
heterogeneous.

It remained possible that the conformational distribution of
RecBCD enzyme was, in fact, at equilibrium owing to the presence
of multiple conformations of similar free energy26, but the binding of
substrates could lock an enzyme in a given conformation27,28. For
RecBCD, each DNA binding event allows unwinding of tens of thou-
sands of base pairs, perhaps suggesting that the initial binding locks the
enzyme in a conformation that lasts the duration of the unwinding
process—a form of conformational selection27. Given that we had been
unable to alter the distribution of RecBCD enzyme rates by more
traditional means, we next examined whether depletion of a ligand,
ATP, permitted a change to an altered conformation while bound to
the DNA. Consequently, we stopped individual RecBCD molecules
during the course of unwinding by depleting this essential cofactor,

and then measured the rate upon reintroduction of the ligand and
restarting the same enzyme. This was achieved by first moving a single,
optically trapped enzyme–DNA complex into the reaction channel
containing ATP to initiate unwinding. After a length of time sufficient
to accurately determine the rate of DNA unwinding (,10 s), the com-
plex was moved to a third channel that contained 10 mM EDTA, but
neither Mg21 nor ATP, to stop unwinding. After a defined length of
time, the arrested RecBCD–DNA complex was moved back to the
reaction channel to resume unwinding. By halting RecBCD in this
manner for 20 s, we found that about 50% (173 out of 354) of com-
plexes restarted unwinding when moved back to the reaction channel;
we presume that RecBCD dissociated from the remainder. Fig. 2a
shows the time courses for three characteristic RecBCD molecules.
For molecule 1, the unwinding rate decreased from 1,443 bp s21 to
507 bp s21; for molecule 2, it was the same upon resumption; and
for molecule 3, it increased from 1,447 bp s21 to 1,648 bp s21. After
the 20-s incubation in EDTA, 53% (91 out of 173) of the molecules
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Figure 2 | The DNA unwinding rate of single enzymes is stochastically
changed to a velocity within the original distribution, after transient
depletion of Mg21-ATP. a, DNA unwinding by three representative RecBCD
enzymes. The grey block indicates the pause duration. Errors are standard error
of the fit. b, The rates before and after pausing (n 5 173). Error bars represent
the standard error of the fit. c, Distribution of rates before (blue) and after (red)
pausing for molecules with an initial rate of 1,450–1,550 bp s21 (blue box, panel
b; n 5 36). Before pausing, the selected bin had a mean velocity of
1,493 6 27 bp s21 (s.d.); after pausing and redistribution, the mean velocity was
1,245 6 453 bp s21 (s.d.) (median 5 1,411 bp s21). d, Proportion of molecules
that changed rates after pausing plotted versus pause duration and fitted to an
exponential curve; error bars are expected bounds assuming a binomial
distribution of switching events. e, Scatter plot of the relative rate changes after
two pauses (n 5 34).
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Pause due to ATP depletion

(RecB*CD in Fig. 1c) it is 432 6 227 bp s21 (see also Supplementary
Fig. 2). These findings suggest that, for the wild-type enzyme, the slow
species represents enzymes wherein one motor subunit is initially not
engaged, but can be reversibly re-engaged when halted (see below).

The origin of heterogeneity can be dynamic or static15–17. Whereas
dynamic heterogeneity was suggested to arise from conformational
fluctuations of a protein, static heterogeneity can have different sources.
It can arise from chemical heterogeneity owing to the presence of mul-
tiple related genes, or from post-translational modifications18. It can
also result from enzyme molecules with identical chemical composition
that have different stable conformational sub-states in equilibrium15,17,19

or that are kinetically trapped in non-equilibrium states capable of mul-
tiple turnovers20–22. We initiated experiments designed to distinguish
between these possible origins. Although the protein preparation con-
tained no detectable heterogeneity in polypeptide composition (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3), the distributions of unwinding rates for RecBCD
eluted from different fractions of a chromatographic elution peak were
examined as the first trivial source of heterogeneity; no experimentally
significant differences in the distribution profiles were found (Sup-
plementary Fig. 4). We next considered the possibility that the hetero-
geneity arose from RecBCD species that were not at equilibrium, but
rather were trapped in different kinetic conformations. In an attempt to
permit such hypothetically trapped conformations to relax to the equi-
librium distribution, we subjected the enzyme population to experi-
mental conditions that could potentially allow redistribution. Partial
destabilization of protein structure, followed by refolding, can allow
protein molecules to relax to their global minimum on the folding
energy landscape, resulting in an equilibrium distribution of enzymes.
We first used thermal annealing23. Ensemble assays showed that
RecBCD could be heated to a maximum of 45 uC for 10 min, with no
loss of activity (Supplementary Fig. 5a, b). Therefore, an enzyme popu-
lation that was treated at 45 uC, and slowly cooled at a rate of 1 uC
min21, was analysed using single-molecule methods. The distribution
of the rates for the thermally treated enzymes was not statistically
different from the original distribution (P 5 0.45; Supplementary
Fig. 5c).

An alternative to thermal annealing is to use a chemical denaturant to
unfold a protein, followed by slow removal, to permit refolding to the
equilibrium distribution24,25. Thus, we next investigated the effect of
partial unfolding of RecBCD by the classical denaturant guanidine
hydrochloride (GuHCl). The enzyme could be reversibly renatured after
treatment with up to 0.5 M GuHCl (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The velocity
distribution of the resultant individual enzymes had a mean of
1,736 6 133 bp s21 for the fast population versus 1,773 6 104 bp s21

for the control (Supplementary Fig. 6b), which is the same within experi-
mental uncertainty. The mean of the treated slow population is
556 6 451 bp s21 versus 793 6 307 bp s21 for the control population;
although the mean for the slower group seems to be reduced, the differ-
ence is not significant (P 5 0.24). In conclusion, neither thermal anneal-
ing nor chemical refolding produced a more homogeneous distribution,
indicating that either these treatments are insufficient to permit redis-
tribution, or that the population of RecBCD enzymes is intrinsically
heterogeneous.

It remained possible that the conformational distribution of
RecBCD enzyme was, in fact, at equilibrium owing to the presence
of multiple conformations of similar free energy26, but the binding of
substrates could lock an enzyme in a given conformation27,28. For
RecBCD, each DNA binding event allows unwinding of tens of thou-
sands of base pairs, perhaps suggesting that the initial binding locks the
enzyme in a conformation that lasts the duration of the unwinding
process—a form of conformational selection27. Given that we had been
unable to alter the distribution of RecBCD enzyme rates by more
traditional means, we next examined whether depletion of a ligand,
ATP, permitted a change to an altered conformation while bound to
the DNA. Consequently, we stopped individual RecBCD molecules
during the course of unwinding by depleting this essential cofactor,

and then measured the rate upon reintroduction of the ligand and
restarting the same enzyme. This was achieved by first moving a single,
optically trapped enzyme–DNA complex into the reaction channel
containing ATP to initiate unwinding. After a length of time sufficient
to accurately determine the rate of DNA unwinding (,10 s), the com-
plex was moved to a third channel that contained 10 mM EDTA, but
neither Mg21 nor ATP, to stop unwinding. After a defined length of
time, the arrested RecBCD–DNA complex was moved back to the
reaction channel to resume unwinding. By halting RecBCD in this
manner for 20 s, we found that about 50% (173 out of 354) of com-
plexes restarted unwinding when moved back to the reaction channel;
we presume that RecBCD dissociated from the remainder. Fig. 2a
shows the time courses for three characteristic RecBCD molecules.
For molecule 1, the unwinding rate decreased from 1,443 bp s21 to
507 bp s21; for molecule 2, it was the same upon resumption; and
for molecule 3, it increased from 1,447 bp s21 to 1,648 bp s21. After
the 20-s incubation in EDTA, 53% (91 out of 173) of the molecules
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Figure 2 | The DNA unwinding rate of single enzymes is stochastically
changed to a velocity within the original distribution, after transient
depletion of Mg21-ATP. a, DNA unwinding by three representative RecBCD
enzymes. The grey block indicates the pause duration. Errors are standard error
of the fit. b, The rates before and after pausing (n 5 173). Error bars represent
the standard error of the fit. c, Distribution of rates before (blue) and after (red)
pausing for molecules with an initial rate of 1,450–1,550 bp s21 (blue box, panel
b; n 5 36). Before pausing, the selected bin had a mean velocity of
1,493 6 27 bp s21 (s.d.); after pausing and redistribution, the mean velocity was
1,245 6 453 bp s21 (s.d.) (median 5 1,411 bp s21). d, Proportion of molecules
that changed rates after pausing plotted versus pause duration and fitted to an
exponential curve; error bars are expected bounds assuming a binomial
distribution of switching events. e, Scatter plot of the relative rate changes after
two pauses (n 5 34).
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DNA unwinding heterogeneity by RecBCD results
from static molecules able to equilibrate
Bian Liu1,2,3, Ronald J. Baskin2 & Stephen C. Kowalczykowski1,2,3

Single-molecule studies can overcome the complications of asyn-
chrony and ensemble-averaging in bulk-phase measurements, pro-
vide mechanistic insights into molecular activities, and reveal
interesting variations between individual molecules1–3. The applica-
tion of these techniques to the RecBCD helicase of Escherichia coli
has resolved some long-standing discrepancies, and has provided
otherwise unattainable mechanistic insights into its enzymatic
behaviour4–6. Enigmatically, the DNA unwinding rates of indi-
vidual enzyme molecules are seen to vary considerably6–8, but the
origin of this heterogeneity remains unknown. Here we investigate
the physical basis for this behaviour. Although any individual
RecBCD molecule unwound DNA at a constant rate for an average
of approximately 30,000 steps, we discover that transiently halting
a single enzyme–DNA complex by depleting Mg21-ATP could
change the subsequent rates of DNA unwinding by that enzyme
after reintroduction to ligand. The proportion of molecules that
changed rate increased exponentially with the duration of the inter-
ruption, with a half-life of approximately 1 second, suggesting that a
conformational change occurred during the time that the molecule
was arrested. The velocity after pausing an individual molecule
was any velocity found in the starting distribution of the ensemble.
We suggest that substrate binding stabilizes the enzyme in one of
many equilibrium conformational sub-states that determine the
rate-limiting translocation behaviour of each RecBCD molecule.
Each stabilized sub-state can persist for the duration (approxi-
mately 1 minute) of processive unwinding of a DNA molecule, com-
prising tens of thousands of catalytic steps, each of which is much
faster than the time needed for the conformational change required
to alter kinetic behaviour. This ligand-dependent stabilization of
rate-defining conformational sub-states results in seemingly static
molecule-to-molecule variation in RecBCD helicase activity, but in
fact reflects one microstate from the equilibrium ensemble that a
single molecule manifests during an individual processive trans-
location event.

The RecBCD enzyme is an important helicase/nuclease in the repair of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks via homologous recombination8.
RecBCD initiates homologous recombination by processing dsDNA
to generate 39-ended single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) upon recognition
of the recombination hotspot sequence x (crossover hotspot instigator
(Chi); 59-GCTGGTGG-399). The RecB and RecD subunits are SF1 heli-
cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.

Earlier single-molecule studies of DNA unwinding by RecBCD
revealed considerable variation in the unwinding rates of each molecule4–7.
To understand the molecular origin of this intrinsic heterogeneity, we
analysed the unwinding behaviour of a larger set of individual RecBCD
molecules on bacteriophage l DNA lacking x (Fig. 1a, b). A total of 251
molecules were initially analysed (Fig. 1c). The majority (96%) of the

molecules did not change their speeds during unwinding (Fig. 1b).
Individual RecBCD molecules were observed to unwind and degrade
DNA at constant velocities for 30–60 s, for over tens of thousands of
catalytic turnovers. Although the rate distribution in earlier studies could
be fit to a single Gaussian function4,5, the sizes of those data sets were
limited; the comparatively large number of single-molecule unwinding
rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD

1Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, University of California, Davis, California 95616, USA. 2 Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of California, Davis, California 95616,
USA. 3 Biophysics Graduate Group, University of California, Davis, California 95616, USA.
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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DNA unwinding heterogeneity by RecBCD results
from static molecules able to equilibrate
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Single-molecule studies can overcome the complications of asyn-
chrony and ensemble-averaging in bulk-phase measurements, pro-
vide mechanistic insights into molecular activities, and reveal
interesting variations between individual molecules1–3. The applica-
tion of these techniques to the RecBCD helicase of Escherichia coli
has resolved some long-standing discrepancies, and has provided
otherwise unattainable mechanistic insights into its enzymatic
behaviour4–6. Enigmatically, the DNA unwinding rates of indi-
vidual enzyme molecules are seen to vary considerably6–8, but the
origin of this heterogeneity remains unknown. Here we investigate
the physical basis for this behaviour. Although any individual
RecBCD molecule unwound DNA at a constant rate for an average
of approximately 30,000 steps, we discover that transiently halting
a single enzyme–DNA complex by depleting Mg21-ATP could
change the subsequent rates of DNA unwinding by that enzyme
after reintroduction to ligand. The proportion of molecules that
changed rate increased exponentially with the duration of the inter-
ruption, with a half-life of approximately 1 second, suggesting that a
conformational change occurred during the time that the molecule
was arrested. The velocity after pausing an individual molecule
was any velocity found in the starting distribution of the ensemble.
We suggest that substrate binding stabilizes the enzyme in one of
many equilibrium conformational sub-states that determine the
rate-limiting translocation behaviour of each RecBCD molecule.
Each stabilized sub-state can persist for the duration (approxi-
mately 1 minute) of processive unwinding of a DNA molecule, com-
prising tens of thousands of catalytic steps, each of which is much
faster than the time needed for the conformational change required
to alter kinetic behaviour. This ligand-dependent stabilization of
rate-defining conformational sub-states results in seemingly static
molecule-to-molecule variation in RecBCD helicase activity, but in
fact reflects one microstate from the equilibrium ensemble that a
single molecule manifests during an individual processive trans-
location event.

The RecBCD enzyme is an important helicase/nuclease in the repair of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks via homologous recombination8.
RecBCD initiates homologous recombination by processing dsDNA
to generate 39-ended single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) upon recognition
of the recombination hotspot sequence x (crossover hotspot instigator
(Chi); 59-GCTGGTGG-399). The RecB and RecD subunits are SF1 heli-
cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.

Earlier single-molecule studies of DNA unwinding by RecBCD
revealed considerable variation in the unwinding rates of each molecule4–7.
To understand the molecular origin of this intrinsic heterogeneity, we
analysed the unwinding behaviour of a larger set of individual RecBCD
molecules on bacteriophage l DNA lacking x (Fig. 1a, b). A total of 251
molecules were initially analysed (Fig. 1c). The majority (96%) of the

molecules did not change their speeds during unwinding (Fig. 1b).
Individual RecBCD molecules were observed to unwind and degrade
DNA at constant velocities for 30–60 s, for over tens of thousands of
catalytic turnovers. Although the rate distribution in earlier studies could
be fit to a single Gaussian function4,5, the sizes of those data sets were
limited; the comparatively large number of single-molecule unwinding
rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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(RecB*CD in Fig. 1c) it is 432 6 227 bp s21 (see also Supplementary
Fig. 2). These findings suggest that, for the wild-type enzyme, the slow
species represents enzymes wherein one motor subunit is initially not
engaged, but can be reversibly re-engaged when halted (see below).

The origin of heterogeneity can be dynamic or static15–17. Whereas
dynamic heterogeneity was suggested to arise from conformational
fluctuations of a protein, static heterogeneity can have different sources.
It can arise from chemical heterogeneity owing to the presence of mul-
tiple related genes, or from post-translational modifications18. It can
also result from enzyme molecules with identical chemical composition
that have different stable conformational sub-states in equilibrium15,17,19

or that are kinetically trapped in non-equilibrium states capable of mul-
tiple turnovers20–22. We initiated experiments designed to distinguish
between these possible origins. Although the protein preparation con-
tained no detectable heterogeneity in polypeptide composition (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3), the distributions of unwinding rates for RecBCD
eluted from different fractions of a chromatographic elution peak were
examined as the first trivial source of heterogeneity; no experimentally
significant differences in the distribution profiles were found (Sup-
plementary Fig. 4). We next considered the possibility that the hetero-
geneity arose from RecBCD species that were not at equilibrium, but
rather were trapped in different kinetic conformations. In an attempt to
permit such hypothetically trapped conformations to relax to the equi-
librium distribution, we subjected the enzyme population to experi-
mental conditions that could potentially allow redistribution. Partial
destabilization of protein structure, followed by refolding, can allow
protein molecules to relax to their global minimum on the folding
energy landscape, resulting in an equilibrium distribution of enzymes.
We first used thermal annealing23. Ensemble assays showed that
RecBCD could be heated to a maximum of 45 uC for 10 min, with no
loss of activity (Supplementary Fig. 5a, b). Therefore, an enzyme popu-
lation that was treated at 45 uC, and slowly cooled at a rate of 1 uC
min21, was analysed using single-molecule methods. The distribution
of the rates for the thermally treated enzymes was not statistically
different from the original distribution (P 5 0.45; Supplementary
Fig. 5c).

An alternative to thermal annealing is to use a chemical denaturant to
unfold a protein, followed by slow removal, to permit refolding to the
equilibrium distribution24,25. Thus, we next investigated the effect of
partial unfolding of RecBCD by the classical denaturant guanidine
hydrochloride (GuHCl). The enzyme could be reversibly renatured after
treatment with up to 0.5 M GuHCl (Supplementary Fig. 6a). The velocity
distribution of the resultant individual enzymes had a mean of
1,736 6 133 bp s21 for the fast population versus 1,773 6 104 bp s21

for the control (Supplementary Fig. 6b), which is the same within experi-
mental uncertainty. The mean of the treated slow population is
556 6 451 bp s21 versus 793 6 307 bp s21 for the control population;
although the mean for the slower group seems to be reduced, the differ-
ence is not significant (P 5 0.24). In conclusion, neither thermal anneal-
ing nor chemical refolding produced a more homogeneous distribution,
indicating that either these treatments are insufficient to permit redis-
tribution, or that the population of RecBCD enzymes is intrinsically
heterogeneous.

It remained possible that the conformational distribution of
RecBCD enzyme was, in fact, at equilibrium owing to the presence
of multiple conformations of similar free energy26, but the binding of
substrates could lock an enzyme in a given conformation27,28. For
RecBCD, each DNA binding event allows unwinding of tens of thou-
sands of base pairs, perhaps suggesting that the initial binding locks the
enzyme in a conformation that lasts the duration of the unwinding
process—a form of conformational selection27. Given that we had been
unable to alter the distribution of RecBCD enzyme rates by more
traditional means, we next examined whether depletion of a ligand,
ATP, permitted a change to an altered conformation while bound to
the DNA. Consequently, we stopped individual RecBCD molecules
during the course of unwinding by depleting this essential cofactor,

and then measured the rate upon reintroduction of the ligand and
restarting the same enzyme. This was achieved by first moving a single,
optically trapped enzyme–DNA complex into the reaction channel
containing ATP to initiate unwinding. After a length of time sufficient
to accurately determine the rate of DNA unwinding (,10 s), the com-
plex was moved to a third channel that contained 10 mM EDTA, but
neither Mg21 nor ATP, to stop unwinding. After a defined length of
time, the arrested RecBCD–DNA complex was moved back to the
reaction channel to resume unwinding. By halting RecBCD in this
manner for 20 s, we found that about 50% (173 out of 354) of com-
plexes restarted unwinding when moved back to the reaction channel;
we presume that RecBCD dissociated from the remainder. Fig. 2a
shows the time courses for three characteristic RecBCD molecules.
For molecule 1, the unwinding rate decreased from 1,443 bp s21 to
507 bp s21; for molecule 2, it was the same upon resumption; and
for molecule 3, it increased from 1,447 bp s21 to 1,648 bp s21. After
the 20-s incubation in EDTA, 53% (91 out of 173) of the molecules
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Figure 2 | The DNA unwinding rate of single enzymes is stochastically
changed to a velocity within the original distribution, after transient
depletion of Mg21-ATP. a, DNA unwinding by three representative RecBCD
enzymes. The grey block indicates the pause duration. Errors are standard error
of the fit. b, The rates before and after pausing (n 5 173). Error bars represent
the standard error of the fit. c, Distribution of rates before (blue) and after (red)
pausing for molecules with an initial rate of 1,450–1,550 bp s21 (blue box, panel
b; n 5 36). Before pausing, the selected bin had a mean velocity of
1,493 6 27 bp s21 (s.d.); after pausing and redistribution, the mean velocity was
1,245 6 453 bp s21 (s.d.) (median 5 1,411 bp s21). d, Proportion of molecules
that changed rates after pausing plotted versus pause duration and fitted to an
exponential curve; error bars are expected bounds assuming a binomial
distribution of switching events. e, Scatter plot of the relative rate changes after
two pauses (n 5 34).
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Single-molecule studies can overcome the complications of asyn-
chrony and ensemble-averaging in bulk-phase measurements, pro-
vide mechanistic insights into molecular activities, and reveal
interesting variations between individual molecules1–3. The applica-
tion of these techniques to the RecBCD helicase of Escherichia coli
has resolved some long-standing discrepancies, and has provided
otherwise unattainable mechanistic insights into its enzymatic
behaviour4–6. Enigmatically, the DNA unwinding rates of indi-
vidual enzyme molecules are seen to vary considerably6–8, but the
origin of this heterogeneity remains unknown. Here we investigate
the physical basis for this behaviour. Although any individual
RecBCD molecule unwound DNA at a constant rate for an average
of approximately 30,000 steps, we discover that transiently halting
a single enzyme–DNA complex by depleting Mg21-ATP could
change the subsequent rates of DNA unwinding by that enzyme
after reintroduction to ligand. The proportion of molecules that
changed rate increased exponentially with the duration of the inter-
ruption, with a half-life of approximately 1 second, suggesting that a
conformational change occurred during the time that the molecule
was arrested. The velocity after pausing an individual molecule
was any velocity found in the starting distribution of the ensemble.
We suggest that substrate binding stabilizes the enzyme in one of
many equilibrium conformational sub-states that determine the
rate-limiting translocation behaviour of each RecBCD molecule.
Each stabilized sub-state can persist for the duration (approxi-
mately 1 minute) of processive unwinding of a DNA molecule, com-
prising tens of thousands of catalytic steps, each of which is much
faster than the time needed for the conformational change required
to alter kinetic behaviour. This ligand-dependent stabilization of
rate-defining conformational sub-states results in seemingly static
molecule-to-molecule variation in RecBCD helicase activity, but in
fact reflects one microstate from the equilibrium ensemble that a
single molecule manifests during an individual processive trans-
location event.

The RecBCD enzyme is an important helicase/nuclease in the repair of
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks via homologous recombination8.
RecBCD initiates homologous recombination by processing dsDNA
to generate 39-ended single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) upon recognition
of the recombination hotspot sequence x (crossover hotspot instigator
(Chi); 59-GCTGGTGG-399). The RecB and RecD subunits are SF1 heli-
cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.

Earlier single-molecule studies of DNA unwinding by RecBCD
revealed considerable variation in the unwinding rates of each molecule4–7.
To understand the molecular origin of this intrinsic heterogeneity, we
analysed the unwinding behaviour of a larger set of individual RecBCD
molecules on bacteriophage l DNA lacking x (Fig. 1a, b). A total of 251
molecules were initially analysed (Fig. 1c). The majority (96%) of the

molecules did not change their speeds during unwinding (Fig. 1b).
Individual RecBCD molecules were observed to unwind and degrade
DNA at constant velocities for 30–60 s, for over tens of thousands of
catalytic turnovers. Although the rate distribution in earlier studies could
be fit to a single Gaussian function4,5, the sizes of those data sets were
limited; the comparatively large number of single-molecule unwinding
rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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DNA unwinding heterogeneity by RecBCD results
from static molecules able to equilibrate
Bian Liu1,2,3, Ronald J. Baskin2 & Stephen C. Kowalczykowski1,2,3
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cases with 39R59 and 59R39 translocation polarities, respectively10,11.
RecC holds the complex together and recognizes x12. RecB and RecD
drive dsDNA unwinding by acting as ssDNA motors, pulling the two
antiparallel strands of the DNA across a pin in the RecC subunit and thus
splitting the duplex DNA13.
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rates obtained here provide clear evidence of a non-unimodal distribution
(Fig. 1c). The distribution was fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions; the
major population of molecules (71%) has a mean fitted rate of 1,5846 95
base pairs (bp) s21 (6 standard deviation (s.d.)) whereas the minor popu-
lation (29%) has a mean rate of 9076 500 bp s21 (6 s.d.). The difference
in unwinding rates between the fast and slow populations is considerably
beyond the experimental uncertainty. The slow population is not due to
the recognition of x-like sequences, because such events are readily
discerned as pauses followed by a velocity change (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Interestingly, the fast molecules are more processive than the
slow ones (Supplementary Fig. 2). Both the rate and processivity of the
slow species are comparable to the behaviour of RecBCD mutants with
a defective motor subunit14, leading us to examine the single-molecule
behaviour of two such single-motor mutant enzymes. DNA unwinding
by RecBCDK177Q (RecBCD* in Fig. 1c) is manifest as a single Gaussian
distribution with a mean rate of 729 6 290 bp s21, and for RecBK29QCD
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Figure 1 | Unwinding of DNA by individual RecBCD molecules is
heterogeneous, with a fixed rate for the duration of DNA translocation.
a, Visualization of a RecBCD unwinding an individual DNA molecule:
experimental scheme (top) and sequential images (bottom). b, Time courses for
unwinding DNA (lacking a x sequence) by different RecBCD molecules: black,
absence of RecBCD; colours, individual RecBCD enzymes. Errors are standard
error of the fit. c, Distribution of unwinding rates for wild-type RecBCD and
motor mutants, fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions and a single Gaussian,
respectively. The distribution of the motor mutants was summed to represent
equal numbers of each protein. Errors are the s.d.
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Fig 2. Duplex-triplex transitions of H-DNA with dynamic disorder. (A) Illustration of H-DNA dynamics.
The sequences in blue and black form duplex via Watson-Crick base pairing; the sequences in red extended
from 3’-end region of the black sequence can pair with the sequences in blue via Hoogsteen base pairs to
form the triplex helix. (B) A time trace of H-DNA displaying dynamic disorder. (Top) The fluorescence signals
from Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) dyes. (Bottom) FRET signal (gray) was calculated using the signals from Cy3
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τint is the transition time that is expected to scale with the height of kinetic barriers (DGzint)

between the two superbasins as tint ⇠ eDGzint=kBT . When measurements are conducted with a
finite duration of observation time (Tobs), we can conceive two entirely different dynamic pat-
terns depending on the relationship between τconf, τint, and Tobs:

• τconf⌧ Tobs⌧ τint: The interconversion time between distinct basins of attractions is far lon-
ger than the observation time. The dynamic patterns from individual trajectories that sample
distinct basin of attraction are expected to differ from each other. Since Tobs⌧ τint, there is
few chance to observe an exchange of dynamic pattern in a single time trace, which corre-
sponds to a case with quenched disorder that each SM time trace looks entirely different.
Such cases are reported in Holliday junction [13], T. ribozyme [12], and RecBCD [16].

• τconf⌧ τint ≲Tobs: The interconversion time between basins of attraction is shorter than or
comparable to the observation time. In this case, it is possible to observe a few rounds
(*Tobs/τint) of pattern exchanges in a single time trace. Such SM time traces are called to
have a dynamic disorder [15, 28, 33–36].

While the most interesting and physically relevant question to ask about the heterogeneity
in single molecule time traces is its molecular origin, detection and quantification of such
heterogeneity should precede such question for a further analysis. For SM time traces with
quenched disorder, it is relatively straightforward to analyze as one can use the criterion of

Fig 1. A rugged energy-landscape with hierarchical structure and an emergence of multiple time
scales of transitions. τint is the transition time between different superbasins of attraction whereas τconf is the
time scale of conformational dynamics of molecule within each basin. Due to large difference in kinetic

barriers (DGzint � DG
z
conf ), τint� τconf.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005286.g001
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Fig 2. Duplex-triplex transitions of H-DNA with dynamic disorder. (A) Illustration of H-DNA dynamics.
The sequences in blue and black form duplex via Watson-Crick base pairing; the sequences in red extended
from 3’-end region of the black sequence can pair with the sequences in blue via Hoogsteen base pairs to
form the triplex helix. (B) A time trace of H-DNA displaying dynamic disorder. (Top) The fluorescence signals
from Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) dyes. (Bottom) FRET signal (gray) was calculated using the signals from Cy3
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when the values observed along the time series are indiscernible even if the internal state is
altered. By assuming that the transition between internal states is described by a homogeneous
Markov process, and that transition between observable (in this study, FRET) follows non-
homogeneous Markov process, whose transition rates are slaved to the internal state at each
time, we model time trajectories made of these two layers of Markov chains. This algorithm
corresponds to the Double Chain Markov Model (DCMM) [39–43] (Fig 2C and 2D).

DCMM is characterized by the following model parameters: (i) Transition matrix A for
homogeneous Markov chain, which describes the transition probability between the K-distinct
internal states along the time series (x = (x(1), x(2), . . ., x(t), � � �, x(T − 1))). Here K is a total num-
ber of internal states in the model, and x(t), specifying internal state at time t, takes one of the val-
ues between 1 and K. T is the total observation time. The internal state at time t+1 (x(t + 1)) is
determined by the previous internal state at time t (x(t)), whose transition to x(t + 1) is deter-

mined by a K × K Markov transition matrix A as PÖxÖt á 1Ü à mÜ à
PK

nà1 Am;nPÖxÖtÜ à nÜ
where P(x(t) = ν) denotes the probability of x(t) being in the ν-th internal state; (ii) K transition
matrices B(μ) with μ 2 {1, 2, . . ., K} for non-homogeneous Markov chain describes the transition
probability between the observable states along the time series (o = (o(1), o(2), . . ., o(T))). o(t)
specifies the state of the observable among N possible states {1, 2, . . ., N} at time t. Transition
from o(t) to o(t + 1) is determined by an N × N transition matrix Bx(t)(t), the matrix elements of
which are slave to the value of x(t)(= μ 2 {1, 2, . . ., K}).

For example, if there are two (K = 2) internal states, and each internal state has three
(N = 3) observables in a given time trace recorded with time resolution Δt, then two transition
matrices for o with μ = 1, 2 can be considered (i.e., B(1) and B(2)):

BÖmÜ à
kÖmÜ1!1Dt kÖmÜ1!2Dt kÖmÜ1!3Dt

kÖmÜ2!1Dt kÖmÜ2!2Dt kÖmÜ2!3Dt

kÖmÜ3!1Dt kÖmÜ3!2Dt kÖmÜ3!3Dt

0

BB@

1

CCA:

Next, the transition matrix A for the interconversion between two internal states is:

A à
gÖ1Ü!Ö1ÜDt gÖ1Ü!Ö2ÜDt

gÖ2Ü!Ö1ÜDt gÖ2Ü!Ö2ÜDt

 !

:

In the above matrices, the matrix elements must satisfy,
P3

jà1 kÖmÜi!jDt à 1 for each i = 1, 2, 3 in

B(μ), and γ(1)!(1)Δt + γ(1)!(2)Δt = γ(2)!(1)Δt + γ(2)!(2)Δt = 1 in A. More detailed descriptions
about DCMM are available in the original papers [39–43] particularly in ref. [39] (see also SI).
A similar but more general version of DCMM, which can accommodate inputs variables as
well as multiple number of internal state sequences, has been suggested by extending the facto-
rial hidden Markov model [46, 47].

and Cy5. Blue line is the noise-filtered FRET signal obtained using HMM. The low-FRET (*0.1) and high-
FRET state (*0.9) correspond to the duplex and triplex states, respectively. The dynamic pattern of the time
trace changes occasionally from one time interval to another. For example, the transitions from low to high
FRET state around 70 s are much slower compared with those around 140 s. (C) The model for H-DNA
dynamics with dynamic disorder. Hierarchical transitions, (1) transitions within x(t) = i, and (2) interconversion
between x(t) = i and x(t 0) = j (i 6à j), can be described using Double Chain Markov Model (DCMM). (D)
Graphical representation of DCMM. x(t), o(t), and on(t) represent internal state, noise-filtered observable (blue
line in (B)), and the original observable at time t (gray line in (B)), respectively. The black arrows signify how
each state is determined by others. For example, the state of observable at time t, o(t) is determined by the
previous observable state at time t − 1, o(t − 1), and the state of the previous internal state, x(t − 1).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005286.g002
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Goal : determine the most probable sequence of internal state and associated kinetic rates,             and  {k(µ)a!b}
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Fig 2. Duplex-triplex transitions of H-DNA with dynamic disorder. (A) Illustration of H-DNA dynamics.
The sequences in blue and black form duplex via Watson-Crick base pairing; the sequences in red extended
from 3’-end region of the black sequence can pair with the sequences in blue via Hoogsteen base pairs to
form the triplex helix. (B) A time trace of H-DNA displaying dynamic disorder. (Top) The fluorescence signals
from Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) dyes. (Bottom) FRET signal (gray) was calculated using the signals from Cy3
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Determining the number of internal states

DCMM can estimate the transition matrices A and B(μ) quantitatively, and hence determine

the most probable sequence of internal state and associated kinetic rates, fkÖmÜa!bg and {γ(μ)!(ν)}.
However, the likelihood (the probability of observing data for given model parameters), maxi-
mized by DCMM, P(o|π, A, B) where π⌘ (π1, π2, . . ., πK) with πμ = P(x(1) = μ|o, A, B), is
prone to increase when more number of parameters are used in the model. DCMM can select
the best set of parameters for a given model, but not suited to select the best model (i.e., cannot
determine the optimal number of internal states K for a given time trace). To overcome this
limitation, often used is the maximum evidence method, where the evidence (P(o|K), also
called marginal likelihood) is defined as the conditional probability of observing data (o) for a
given model (K), so that

PÖojKÜ à
Z

PÖojλÜPÖλjKÜdλ Ö1Ü

where λ⌘ (π, A, B) represents the parameter space. In this method, the penalty against model
complexity is naturally incorporated during the calculation, allowing to select the best model
(see SI). By calculating the evidence for each different model (different K, the number of inter-
nal states in data), one can select the best model with an optimal number of internal states that
maximizes the evidence. The calculation of the evidence, however, involves a massive compu-
tational cost to explore the entire parameter space for a given model.

Variational Bayes double chain Markov model

To alleviate the computational cost in employing the maximum evidence method in Eq 1, we
employ the Variational Bayes [48], a method that effectively uses a mean-field approximation.
The method has previously been used to determine the number of observable states (FRET
states) from smFRET data [49–51], the number of diffusive states from single molecule track-
ing data [52], and the number of DNA-protein conformations from tethered particle motion
data [53]. It has also been used inside the empirical Bayes method which can analyze several
smFRET time series simultaneously [54, 55]. In our study, the variational Bayes method
combined with DCMM (VB-DCMM) was used to analyze single molecule time traces with
dynamic disorder. The analytical expression of the lower bound of the evidence (F), offered by
VB-DCMM, makes clear where the model penalty comes from, thus providing guidelines to
choose the prior parameters to incorporate a prior knowledge of data (see SI). Once prior
parameters are selected, VB-DCMM iteratively increases the lower bound of log(evidence)(=
log P(o|K)) by identifying a better approximation to the true probability distribution.

log PÖojKÜ à
Z

qÖZÜlog PÖojKÜdZ

à Fâqä á DKLÖqjjpÜ � Fâq⇤ä:
Ö2Ü

where q(Z) is an arbitrary probability distribution of a set of variables, Z(⌘ (x, λ)) consisting of
parameters and hidden variables of model,

Fâqä ⌘
Z

qÖZÜ log PÖo;ZjKÜ=qÖZÜÖ Ü

and

DKLÖqjjpÜ ⌘
Z

qÖZÜ log qÖZÜ=PÖZjo;KÜÖ Ü � 0;
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Fig 7. Clustering H-DNA data at [Na+] = 100 mM condition. (A) The scatter plots of (kL!H, kH!L) before (left) and after (right)
applying VB-DCMM from [Na+] = 100 mM data. (B) The “average pairing distance”DÖKÜ as a function of the number of clusters
(K)(see Methods). The minimum value ofDÖKÜ is found atK à 6. (C) Left: the scatter plot of clustered data projected on
Ökbf
L!H; k

af
L!HÜ plane. Right: scatter plot of clustered data projected on Ökbf

H!L; k
af
H!LÜ plane. The data belonging to different clusters

are depicted in different colors, and the centroid of each cluster is marked with the × symbol. Total 98 data points were used for
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6 kinetic pathways connecting 4 internal states



• Rate processes (parallel processes, kinetic partitioning) 


• Types of disorder in dynamical processes :              
Quenched vs Dynamic disorder (fluctuating bottleneck 
model)


• Slow dynamics due to force-induced metastable 
intermediate


• Heterogeneity in biomolecular dynamics (component 
characterization, ergodic measure, …. ) 


